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Preface
This dissertation can be viewed as an end point of my journey of being at CWI
as an onderzoeker in opleiding.
First I would like to provide some very general remarks regarding my sci-
entific career and the contents of the dissertation. The decision to work on it
four years ago was mostly driven by my strong interests in mathematics and
natural science in general. This interest is persistent, starting when I was a kid
in primary school. I cannot recall which subject exactly held a great fascination
for me at that time, but what I do realize afterward is that it shapes my life.
A witness might be that during my education, it is always the mathematics-
oriented subjects that allure me in the end. Whether it is a gift or a curse is
left as an open problem. My conjecture (or hope) is that it is a gift.
The particular subjects in this dissertation are of purely theoretical consid-
eration, although I hope (and believe) at least part of them can be applied in
practice somehow. I study axiomatization problems of process algebras because
of the beauty and elegance they bring to me, while the work on probabilistic
systems contents partially my long-term quest on the nature of randomness.
However, on top of them I have to admit that an important reason is that
fortunately they fall into the scope of my expertise. The studies are largely
problem-driven, on which I also would like to comment. It is well-recognized
that there are two main axes to mathematical research: (1) Refining and build-
ing upon existing mathematical theories, e.g. trying to prove or disprove the
remaining conjecture in well explored branches of mathematics (Andrew Wiles’s
proof of Fermats’s Last Theorem is a very typical case of such efforts); and (2)
Developing mathematical theories for new areas of interest. In my point of
view, mathematicians of the second type are a little bit more appreciated in the
community. This might be biased, but seems true at least in the theoretical
computer science community. The list of winners of the Turing Award, which is
generally recognized as the “Nobel Prize of computing”, serves a strong support
of my opinion. I fully understand this situation, and I admire the contributions
of the second type with the highest respect. Nevertheless, I found that being
the first type of mathematician gratifies my need of self-actualization more. In
other words, my main scientific interest lies in trying to solve open questions,
instead of developing new theories. This tendency decides the style of the cur-
rent dissertation, and explains the diversity of topics it contains. One might
criticize that it leads to fragmented accounts instead of a coherent story of the
v
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PhD study. This is probably true; however, I am proud of the fact that the
problems solved here are in general of a complicated nature, which is the virtue
I cherish most.
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P.S. I would like to explain the cover of the dissertation briefly. Basically, it
contains two cartoons, which illustrate two stories, corresponding to the two
parts of the dissertation. The hero of them is a mouse named “Process Alge-
bra” (Let us call him Mr. Process Algebra). He is originally from China with a
Chinese name “Shu Buqing” (meaning “countless” in English and “Shu” indi-
cating the species in Chinese) and now he lives in the Netherlands. Of course,
Mr. Process Algebra likes cheese very much1 and he prefers a specific brand
“Axiomatization”. The first cartoon shows that, since Mr. Process Algebra has
a good appetite on “Axiomatization” cheese, he always tries his best to seek
axiomatizations, preferably finite ones. However, unfortunately, this task is not
very easy since he has to go through a maze, which is quite complicated to him.
Can he succeed? This is the problem I addressed in Part I of the dissertation.
The second cartoon on the back cover shows that, YES, our cute mouse is enjoy-
ing his favorite cheese! He is very smart since he managed to go though the maze
within 12min and 27sec, with the help of a dice by which he can make a random
choice at the crossroad. So we can claim that “mouse |= P>0(F
<15mincheese)”.
This suggests the contents of Part II of the dissertation.
1Scientific research reveals that mice do not have a particular interest in cheese, but let
us follow the folklore here.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation summarizes a large part of my PhD study on concurrency
theory in the past four years. Concurrency theory, in general, aims to develop
mathematical accounts of behaviors of concurrent systems, which typically con-
sist of a number of components, each of which evolves simultaneously with the
others, subject to (typically frequent) interaction amongst the components. In
practice, it is fair to say that concurrency theory is mainly concerned with the
modeling and verification of concurrent systems. This is the main objective of
the research field of formal methods, which serve as the general context of this
dissertation as well. In general, formal methods refer to a collection of notations
and techniques for describing and analyzing systems. A formal method typically
consists of a formalism to model a system, a specification language to express
the desired properties of the system, a formal semantics to interpret both the
system and the properties, and verification techniques to check whether these
properties are satisfied by the system.
To obtain a more down-to-earth feeling on what “concurrency theory” con-
centrates on, one of the best avenues is to go through the themes listed by
WG1.8 “Concurrency Theory” of IFIP TC11 which, in my opinion, encom-
pass most aspects of concurrency theory and its applications. These themes
include (1) process algebras and calculi; (2) expressiveness of formalisms for
concurrency; (3) modal and temporal logics for concurrency and their exten-
sions; (4) resource-sensitive approaches to concurrency and their developments;
(5) tools for verification and validation of concurrent systems; (6) reactive mod-
els for real-time and hybrid systems; (7) calculi and typing systems for mobile
processes and global computing; (8) stochastic and probabilistic models of con-
current processes; (9) behavioral relations for processes; and (10) decidability
and complexity issues in concurrency theory.
The current dissertation mostly concerns (1), (6), (8) and (9), which presents
results obtained along two lines of research: the axiomatizability of process al-
gebras and the verification of probabilistic real-time systems. This also explains
the title, since the contents can be divided into two distinct parts: “clocks”
1URL: www.ru.is/luca/IFIPWG1.8/.
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and “dice”, which form a metaphor for time and randomness; and “processes”,
which reminds of process algebra specifically and denotes the object of the dis-
sertation in general. As a matter of fact, in this dissertation I do not pursue any
particular link between these two parts, although conceptually they are closely
related indeed. The only obvious link is that I carried out both of the research
lines during the last four years.
Below I shall offer some general, but more technical introductions regarding
these two topics.
1.1 Axiomatizability of Process Algebras
Process algebra, or process theory, constitutes an attempt to reason about “be-
haviors of systems” in a mathematical framework. Generally speaking, they are
prototype specification languages for reactive systems – that is, for systems that
compute by reacting to stimuli from their environment. There are a plethora of
applications of process algebras (see, e.g. [Bae90]), but mostly they are applied
to prove the correctness of system behaviors (see, e.g. [Fok07, AILS07]). In a
nutshell, they enable us to express (un)desirable properties of the behavior of
a system in an abstract way, and to deduce by mathematical manipulations
whether or not the behavior satisfies such a property.
To put it more concretely, a process algebra usually consists of a collec-
tion of basic operations for constructing new system descriptions from existing
ones, together with some facility for the recursive definition of system behav-
iors. This “algebraic” flavor explains somehow its name – process algebra, which
was coined by Bergstra and Klop in 1982 [BK82]. (See also the essay [Lut06].)
Well-known examples of such languages are CCS [Mil80, Mil89a], CSP [Hoa85]
and ACP [BK84, BW90]. Starting from a syntax for a process algebra, each
syntactic object is supplied with some kind of behavior, which is usually de-
scribed by labeled transition systems (LTSs, [Kel76]). In general, LTSs are a
fundamental formalism for the description of concurrent computation, which
is widely used in light of its flexibility and applicability. In process algebras,
LTSs model processes by explicitly describing their states and the transitions
from state to state, together with the actions that produce them. In particular,
they underlie Plotkin’s structural operational semantics (SOS, [Plo04a, Plo04b])
and, following Milner’s pioneering work on CCS, LTSs are by now the standard
formalism for describing the operational semantics of various process algebras.
Since this LTS view of process behaviors is very detailed, several notions of
behavioral semantics, in terms of equivalences and preorders have been proposed
for LTSs. They are largely surveyed by van Glabbeek, forming the celebrated
linear time – branching time spectrum [vG90, vG93b]. The aim of such be-
havioral semantics is to identify those (states of) LTSs that afford the same
behaviors in some appropriate technical sense. These preorders and equiva-
lences are mostly interesting when they are precongruences and congruences
respectively, i.e., they are closed under the operators of the considered process
algebras. In light of this, one may define intuitively appealing semantic models
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for a process algebra as quotients of the collection of LTSs modulo some behav-
ioral (pre)congruence. Notable examples of semantic equivalences include two
extreme cases (in the sense of coarsest and finest), trace equivalence, and con-
crete (a.k.a. strong) bisimulation equivalence [Par81], together with two weak
versions of concrete bisimulation equivalence, i.e. weak [Mil89a] and branching
[vGW96] bisimulation equivalences.
Process algebra has become a full-fledged branch of theoretical computer sci-
ence (TCS). Instead of supplying an exhaustive introduction, I refer the readers
to [Bae05] for a historical account, [Hoa85, Hen88, Mil89a, BW90, Fok00] for
excellent textbooks, [Mil90, BV95] for representative tutorials, and [BPS01] as
the encyclopedia.
After this very condensed introduction to process algebra, let us focus on
the main topic of the first part of the dissertation, axiomatizability. Typically,
process algebra expresses a plethora of preorders and equivalences in axioms, or
(in)equational laws. Axiom systems (or axiomatizations2) arise from the desire
of isolating the features that are common to a collection of algebraic structures,
namely, their semantics models. One requires that a set of axioms is sound (i.e.,
if two behaviors can be equated, then they are semantically related), and one
desires that it is complete (i.e., if two behaviors are semantically related, then
they can be equated). As a matter of fact, having defined a semantic model
for a process algebra in terms of LTSs, it is natural to study its (in)equational
theory, that is, the collection of (in)equations that are valid in the given model.
The key questions here are:
• Are there reasonably informative sound and complete axiom systems for
the chosen semantic model?
• Does the algebra of LTSs modulo the chosen notion of behavioral semantics
afford a finite (in)equational axiomatization?
A sound and complete axiomatization of a behavioral congruence (resp. pre-
congruence) yields a purely syntactic characterization, independent of LTSs and
of the actual details of the definition of the chosen behavioral equivalence (resp.
preorder), of the semantics of the process algebra. This bridge between syntax
and semantics plays an important role in both the practice and the theory of
process algebras. From the point of view of practice, these proof systems can
be used to perform system verifications in a purely syntactic way using general
purpose theorem provers or proof checkers, and form the basis of purpose-built
axiomatic verification tools like, e.g. PAM [Lin95]. A positive answer to the first
basic question raised above is therefore not just theoretically pleasing, but has
potential practical applications. From the theoretical point of view, complete
axiomatizations of behavioral equivalences (resp. preorders) capture the essence
of different notions of semantics for processes in terms of a basic collection of
identities, and this often allows one to compare semantics which might have
been defined in very different styles and frameworks.
2Both of these two terminologies will be used interchangeably throughout the dissertation.
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In universal algebra [BS81], a sound and complete axiomatization is referred
to as a basis for the (in)equational theory of the algebra it axiomatizes. The
existence of a finite basis for an (in)equational theory is a classic topic of study in
universal algebra (see, e.g. [MMT87]), dating back to Lyndon [Lyn51]. Murski˘i
[Mur75] proved that “almost all” finite algebras (namely all quasi-primal ones)
are finitely based, while in [Mur65] he presented an example of a three-element
algebra that has no finite basis. Henkin [Hen77] showed that the algebra of
naturals with addition and multiplication is finitely based, while Gurevic˘ [Gur90]
showed that after adding exponentiation the algebra is no longer finitely based.
McKenzie [McK96] settled Tarski’s Finite Basis Problem in the negative, by
showing that the general question whether a finite algebra is finitely based is
undecidable.
Process algebra, as a branch of universal algebra and equational logic, nat-
urally features the study of results pertaining to the existence or non-existence
of finite bases for algebras modulo given semantics. After nearly thirty years
of intensive research on this topic, numerous problems still remain open (see
e.g. [Ace03, AFIL05, AI07] for surveys). The first part of the dissertation is
devoted to solving some of them (see Section 1.3.1 for a summary).
1.2 Verification of Probabilistic Real-time Systems
Embedded software is now omnipresent: it controls telephone switches and satel-
lites, drives our climate control, runs pacemakers, and makes our cars and TVs
work. It permanently interacts with its – mostly physical – environment via
sensors and actuators.
Embedded applications often feature systems which exhibit both probabilistic
and real-time behaviors: Embedded software must robustly and autonomously
operate under highly unpredictable environmental conditions, which are typi-
cally modeled by randomness. They should also promptly react to stimuli from
their environment (timeliness), which requires one to tackle quantitative infor-
mation about time elapsing explicitly in their proper modeling. In general,
systems exhibiting real-time and probabilistic aspects are referred to as prob-
abilistic real-time systems in the current dissertation. The increasing reliance
on embedded systems in diverse fields has led to growing interest in obtain-
ing formal guarantees of system correctness. In light of this, the second part
of the dissertation concentrates on applying formal verification techniques to
probabilistic real-time systems.
Model checking is one of the most successful verification techniques for hard-
and software3, which, in a nutshell, is an automatic method for guaranteeing
that a mathematical model of a system satisfies a formula representing a desired
property. Usually the system is modeled by transition systems (typically, Kripke
structures or labeled transition systems), and the formula is written in temporal
logics, typically, computation tree logic (CTL, [CES86]), a branching-time logic
3The pioneers of model checking received the ACM Turing Award in 1996 (Amir Pnueli)
and 2007 (Edmund M. Clarke, E. Allen Emerson and Joseph Sifakis).
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due to Clarke and Emerson and linear temporal logic (LTL, [Pnu77]), a linear-
time logic due to Pnueli and Manna. For textbooks on model checking, see
[CGP99, BK08]; [GV08] presents state-of-the-art surveys. Soon after the birth
of the flourishing research area of model checking in the early eighties (which
largely focused on finite Kripke structures), researchers started to apply this
technique to real-time systems extensively, with much attention given to the
formalism of timed automata and to probabilistic systems, which are basically
finite automata equipped with probabilities. A brief introduction now follows.
Real-time systems. Timed automata (TA, [AD94]), proposed by Alur and
Dill, are a well-established model for real-time systems. This formalism extends
classical automata with a set of real-valued variables – called clocks – that in-
crease synchronously with time. Moreover, each transition associates a guard
specifying when, i.e., for which values of the clocks, the transition can be per-
formed and a reset operation to be applied when the transition is performed.
Thanks to these clocks, it becomes possible to express constraints over delays
between two transitions.
As for their formal verification, one of the fundamental properties of TA is
that, though in general there are (uncountably) infinitely many possible system
configurations, many verification problems are still decidable, e.g., reachability
and safety properties, untimed ω-regular properties, and branching real-time
temporal properties. This mainly goes back to a powerful region construc-
tion [AD94], yielding a finite-state abstraction for a TA, referred to as region
automaton.
Various timed temporal logics [AH93] have been proposed, which extend
classical untimed temporal logics by enriching modal operators with timing
constraints. Examples are a timed extension of CTL called TCTL [ACD93],
timed extensions of LTL such as M(I)TL [Koy90, AFH96] and TPTL [AH94],
and a timed extension of µ-calculus called Lµ [LLW95]. Region abstraction is
also pivotal to the decidability of model checking a TA against TCTL [ACD93];
for the decidability of M(I)TL, see [OW08] for a survey.
TA are a special class of hybrid automata [ACHH92], proposed by Alur et al.,
which are a formal model for hybrid systems. A hybrid system is a dynamic sys-
tem which exhibits both continuous and discrete dynamic behaviors – a system
that can both flow (described by a differential equation) and jump (described
by a difference equation). In general, a hybrid system can be described by a few
pieces of information. The state of the system consists of vector signals, which
can change according to dynamic laws in the system data. The data includes
a flow equation, which describes the continuous dynamics, a flow set, in which
flow is permitted, a jump equation, which describes the discrete dynamics, and
a jump set, in which discrete state evolution is permitted. Hybrid automata
provide an elegant and economical way to model hybrid systems. In contrast
to TA, they are equipped with variables that evolve continuously with time ac-
cording to dynamical laws, instead of simple clocks. Hybrid automata are very
expressive, and model checking them is mostly undecidable [Hen96]. To facil-
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itate the verification task, numerous subclasses of hybrid automata have been
identified [HKPV98], including rectangular hybrid automata, and linear hybrid
automata, to name a few.
There is a sea of publications on TA. The readers are referred to, among
others, [AH91, AH97, Hen98, Alu99, BY03, AM04, BL08, Bou09] for surveys
from different perspectives.
Probabilistic systems. To model random phenomena, transition systems
are enriched with probabilities. This can be done in different ways. In discrete-
time Markov chains (DTMCs), all choices are probabilistic. Roughly speaking,
DTMCs are transition systems with probability distributions for the successors
of each state. That is, instead of a nondeterministic choice, the next state is
chosen probabilistically. DTMCs are not appropriate for modeling randomized
distributed systems, since they cannot model the interleaving behavior of the
concurrent processes in an adequate manner. For this purpose, Markov decision
processes (MDPs, [Put94]) are used. In MDPs, both nondeterministic and prob-
abilistic choices co-exist. To put ut in a nutshell, MDPs are transition systems in
which in any state a nondeterministic choice between probability distributions
exists. Once a probability distribution has been chosen nondeterministically,
the next state is selected in a probabilistic manner as in DTMCs. Any DTMC
is thus an MDP in which in any state the probability distribution is uniquely
determined.
The verification of probabilistic systems can be focused on either quantitative
properties or qualitative properties (or both). Quantitative properties typically
put constraints on the probability or expectation of certain events. Example
instances of quantitative properties are the requirement that the probability of
delivering a message within the next t time units is at least 0.98, or that the
expected number of unsuccessful attempts to find a leader in a concurrent system
is at most seven. Qualitative properties, on the other hand, typically assert that
a certain (good) event will happen almost surely, i.e., with probability one, or
dually, that a certain (bad) event almost never occurs, i.e., with zero probability.
Typical qualitative properties for Markov models are reachability, persistence
(does from some point on a property always hold?), and repeated reachability
(can certain states be reached repeatedly?).
One way to specify properties over DTMCs and MDPs is to use LTL, or
alternatively ω-regular properties [Tho97]. The quantitative model-checking
problem is then to compute the probability for the set of paths in the model
that satisfy the property. The readers are referred to [Var85, CY95] for original
work. On the other hand, probabilistic computation tree logic (PCTL, [HJ94])
proposed by Hansson and Jonsson, is a quantitative variant of CTL where the
path quantifiers ∀ and ∃ are replaced by a probabilistic operator PJ(ϕ) that
specifies lower and/or upper probability bounds (given by J) for the event ϕ.
PCTL model checking for finite DTMCs relies on the standard CTL model-
checking procedure in combination with methods for computing reachability
probabilities [HJ94]. When interpreting PCTL on MDPs, the formula PJ(ϕ)
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ranges over all schedulers (a.k.a. strategies, policies, adversaries). The PCTL
model-checking problem for MDPs is reducible to the reachability problem, as
shown by Bianco and de Alfaro [BdA95].
Probabilistic real-time systems. Unsurprisingly, a number of models en-
compassing both probabilistic and real-time aspects have appeared already in
the literature. In particular, here I mention two classes of them:
• Probabilistic timed automata (PTA) extend both TA and MDPs. In con-
trast to TA, the edge relation of PTA is both nondeterministic and prob-
abilistic in nature. More precisely, in a location one nondeterministically
chooses amongst the set of enabled discrete probability distributions, each
of which is defined over a finite set of locations. Once a selection has been
made, the next location is randomly determined according to the selected
distribution. This formalism has proved particularly useful for the study
of timed randomized algorithms, such as the IEEE1394 FireWire standard
[KNS03]. PTA have been verified against quantitative probabilistic timed
properties [KNSS02, KNSW07], which refer to the satisfaction of a prop-
erty with a certain probability. An example of such a property is “with
probability at least 0.99, a request will be followed by a response within 5
milliseconds”. Model checking a PTA against a probabilistic extension of
TCTL (i.e., PTCTL) is decidable using a small adaptation of the region
construction for TA [KNSS02]. Recently, a natural extension of PTA, i.e.,
priced PTA (PPTA) has been defined, and a semi-decidable algorithm has
been provided for cost-bounded probabilistic reachability [BJK06].
• Continuous-time stochastic models. The aforementioned probabilistic mod-
els are discrete, as the notion of time involved is of a discrete nature: each
transition represents a single time step. This contrasts with continuous-
time models where state residence times are determined by some proba-
bility distribution like a normal, uniform, or negative exponential one.
One of the most fundamental models is continuous-time Markov chains
(CTMCs). They can be seen as generalizations of DTMCs, by enhancing
them with negative exponential state residence time distributions. With
the similar extension to MDPs, one can obtain continuous-time Markov
decision processes (CTMDPs). CTMCs play an essential role in perfor-
mance and dependability analysis. They are exploited in a broad range of
applications, and constitute the underlying semantical model of a plethora
of modeling formalisms for probabilistic real-time systems such as Marko-
vian queueing networks, stochastic Petri nets, stochastic variants of pro-
cess algebras, and, more recently, calculi for systems biology.
CTMC model checking has been focused on the temporal logic continuous
stochastic logic (CSL, [ASSB00, BHHK03]), a variant of TCTL where the
CTL path quantifiers are replaced by a probabilistic operator as in the
case of PCTL. CSL model checking proceeds – like CTL model checking
– by a recursive descent over the parse tree of the formula. One of the
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key ingredients is that the reachability probability for a time-bounded
until-formula can be characterized as the least solution of a system of
integral equations and approximated arbitrarily closely by a reduction to
transient analysis in CTMCs. This results in a polynomial-time algorithm
that has been realized in model checkers such as PRISM [HKNP06] and
MRMC [KKZ05].
Numerous (more general or incomparable) models do exist. They include,
for instance, probabilistic timed I/O automata [ML07], generalized semi-Markov
processes (studied in [ACD91a, ACD91b] almost twenty years ago and still a very
active area of research [AB06, BA07]), stochastic transition systems [CSKN05],
labeled Markov processes [DEP02], to name a few. To give an exhaustive survey
of research on probabilistic (real-time) systems is far beyond the scope of the
dissertation. For further information, the readers are referred to [BHH+04] for
general tutorials (see also the reference therein). Moreover, a leisurely introduc-
tion for (discrete-time) probabilistic models can be found in [Sto02]; [Hav00]
offers a tutorial for Markovian models, [Kat08a, Kat08b] provide state-of-the-
art surveys regarding the probabilistic verification, and [Spr04, KNPS08] supply
extensive introductions to probabilistic real-time systems.
1.3 Overview of the Dissertation
This section lists the results that are achieved in this dissertation.
1.3.1 Part I: Axiomatizability of Process Algebras
Chapters 3 – 6 concentrate on the axiomatizability of process algebras, mostly
on two basic process algebras BCCSP and BCCS (see Section 2.1.4 for their
formal accounts).
Chapter 3: Meta-theories for Axiomatizability. This chapter mainly
presents two meta-theorems regarding axiomatizability. The first one concerns
the relationship between preorders and equivalences. We show that the same
algorithm proposed by Aceto et al. and de Frutos Escrig et al. for concrete se-
mantics, which transforms an axiomatization for a preorder to the one for the
corresponding equivalence, applies equally well to weak semantics. This makes
it applicable to all 87 preorders surveyed in the “linear time – branching time
spectrum II” that are at least as coarse as the ready simulation preorder. We
also extend the scope of the algorithm to infinite processes, by adding recursion
constants. As an application of both extensions, we provide a ground-complete
axiomatization of the CSP failures equivalence for BCCS processes with di-
vergence. The second meta-theorem concerns the relationship between concrete
and weak semantics. For any semantics which is not finer than failures or impos-
sible futures semantics, we provide an algorithm to transform an axiomatization
for the concrete version to the one for the weak counterpart. As an application
of this algorithm, we derive ground- and ω-complete axiomatizations for the
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weak failure, weak completed trace, weak trace preorders. Finally, we provide
an adaptation of Groote’s inverted substitution technique from equivalence to
preorder.
Chapter 4: On Finite Alphabets and Infinite Bases. Van Glabbeek
(1990) presented the “linear time – branching time spectrum I” of concrete
semantics. He studied these semantics in the setting of the process algebra
BCCSP, and gave finite, sound and ground-complete axiomatizations for most
of these semantics. Groote (1990) proved for some of van Glabbeek’s axiom-
atizations that they are ω-complete, meaning that an equation can be derived
if (and only if) all of its closed instantiations can be derived. We settle the
remaining open questions for all the semantics in the linear time – branching
time spectrum I, either positively by giving a finite sound and ground-complete
axiomatization that is ω-complete, or negatively by proving that such a finite
basis for the equational theory does not exist. We show that in case of a fi-
nite alphabet with at least two actions, failure semantics affords a finite basis,
while for ready simulation, completed simulation, simulation, possible worlds,
ready trace, failure trace and ready semantics, such a finite basis does not exist.
Completed simulation semantics also lacks a finite basis in case of an infinite
alphabet of actions.
Chapter 5: Impossible Futures. This chapter studies the (in)equational
theories of concrete and weak impossible futures semantics over the process
algebras BCCSP and BCCS. We present a finite, sound, ground-complete ax-
iomatization for BCCSP modulo the concrete impossible futures preorder, which
implies a finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization for BCCS modulo the
weak impossible futures preorder. By contrast, we prove that no finite, sound
axiomatization for BCCS modulo the weak impossible futures equivalence is
ground-complete, and this negative result carries over to the concrete case. If
the alphabet of actions is infinite, then the aforementioned ground-complete ax-
iomatizations are shown to be ω-complete. However, if the alphabet is finite and
non-empty, we prove that the inequational (resp. equational) theories of BCCSP
and BCCS modulo the impossible futures preorder (resp. equivalence) lack such
a finite basis. Finally, we show that the negative result regarding impossible
futures equivalence extends to all n-nested impossible futures equivalences for
n ≥ 2, and to all n-nested impossible futures preorders for n ≥ 3.
Chapter 6: Priority. This chapter studies the equational theory of bisim-
ulation equivalence over the process algebra BCCSPΘ, i.e., BCCSP extended
with the priority operator Θ of Baeten et al. It is proven that, in the presence of
an infinite set of actions, bisimulation equivalence has no finite, sound, ground-
complete axiomatization over that language. This negative result applies even
if the syntax is extended with an arbitrary collection of auxiliary operators, and
motivates the study of axiomatizations using equations with action predicates
as conditions. In the presence of an infinite set of actions, it is shown that,
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in general, bisimulation equivalence has no finite, sound, ground-complete ax-
iomatization consisting of equations with action predicates as conditions over
BCCSPΘ. Finally, sufficient conditions on the priority structure over actions
are identified that lead to a finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization of
bisimulation equivalence using equations with action predicates as conditions.
1.3.2 Part II: Verification of Probabilistic Real-time Systems
Chapter 7 – 8 concentrate on the verification of probabilistic real-time systems.
Chapter 7: Model Checking of CTMCs Against DTA Specifications.
This chapter investigates the following problem: given a continuous-time Markov
chain (CTMC) C, and a linear real-time property provided as a deterministic
timed automaton (DTA) A, what is the probability of the set of paths of C that
are accepted by A (C satisfies A)? It is shown that this set of paths is measur-
able and computing its probability can be reduced to computing the reachability
probability in a piecewise deterministic Markov process (PDP). The reacha-
bility probability is characterized as the least solution of a system of integral
equations and is shown to be approximated by solving a system of partial dif-
ferential equations. For the special case of single-clock DTA, the system of
integral equations can be transformed into a system of linear equations where
the coefficients are solutions of ordinary differential equations.
Chapter 8: Probabilistic Time-abstracting Bisimulation for PTA.
This chapter focuses on probabilistic timed automata (PTA), an extension of
timed automata with discrete probabilistic branchings. As the region construc-
tion of these automata often leads to an exponential blow-up over the size of
original automata, reduction techniques are of the utmost importance. In this
chapter, we investigate probabilistic time-abstracting bisimulation (PTaB), an
equivalence notion that abstracts from exact time delays. PTaB is proven to
preserve probabilistic computation tree logic. The region equivalence is a (very
refined) PTaB. Furthermore, we provide a non-trivial adaptation of the tradi-
tional partition-refinement algorithm to compute the quotient under the PTaB.
This algorithm is symbolic in the sense that equivalence classes are represented
as polyhedra.
1.4 Origins of the Chapters and Credits
Chapter 3 is based on [CFvG08] and [CFvG09]:
[CFvG08] Taolue Chen, Wan Fokkink, and Rob J. van Glabbeek. Ready
to preorder: The case of weak process semantics. Inf. Process. Lett.,
109(2):104–111, 2008.
[CFvG09] Taolue Chen, Wan Fokkink, and Rob J. van Glabbeek. On
finite bases for weak semantics: Failures versus impossible futures. Proc.
of SOFSEM, LNCS 5404, pages 167–180. Springer, 2009.
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In 2007, Wan Fokkink, Rob van Glabbeek and I were studying the axioma-
tization for weak failures equivalence. We found that the elegant algorithm
given in [AFI07] can be applied equally well to weak semantics, which gives
rise to the results in [CFvG08] and now the first meta-theorem in this chap-
ter. The second meta-theorem is inspired by an anonymous referee’s comment
for [CFvG09]. Thanks to this result, part of the proofs in [CFvG09] can be
simplified considerably.
Chapter 4 is based on [CFLN08]:
[CFLN08] Taolue Chen, Wan Fokkink, Bas Luttik, and Sumit Nain. On
finite alphabets and infinite bases. Inf. Comput., 206(5):492–519, 2008.
It subsumes a series of “on finite alphabets and infinite bases” papers [FN04,
FN05, CFN06, CF06] trying to solve the open problem posed by Rob van
Glabbeek dating back to 1990. The results on failures, ready pairs, ready traces
and possible worlds presented in [FN04, FN05] are due to Wan Fokkink and
Sumit Nain and were finished before I started the PhD study, although in the
end I did contribute to writing the journal version [CFLN08], including rewrit-
ing these parts. Nevertheless, I am not supposed to get any credit regarding
these results. However, I decided to include them here for the only sake of
completeness, since without them the chapter would have become fragmented.
[CFN06, CF06] are:
[CFN06] Taolue Chen, Wan Fokkink, and Sumit Nain. On finite alphabets
and infinite bases II: Completed and ready simulation. Proc. of FoSSaCS,
LNCS 3921, pages 1–15. Springer, 2006.
[CF06] Taolue Chen and Wan Fokkink. On finite alphabets and infinite
bases III: Simulation. Proc. of CONCUR, LNCS 4137, pages 421–434.
Springer, 2006.
Chapter 5 is based on two conference papers [CF08] and [CFvG09]:
[CF08] Taolue Chen and Wan Fokkink. On the axiomatizability of im-
possible futures: Preorder versus equivalence. In LICS, pages 156–165.
IEEE Computer Society, 2008.
[CFvG09] Taolue Chen, Wan Fokkink, and Rob J. van Glabbeek. On
finite bases for weak semantics: Failures versus impossible futures. Proc.
of SOFSEM, LNCS 5404, pages 167–180. Springer, 2009.
In 2007, spurred by a question from Jos Baeten, Wan Fokkink and I started to
investigate the impossible futures semantics, which can be viewed as a contin-
uation of the work in [CFLN08]. To our great surprise, this semantics enjoys a
special (at least in the aforementioned linear time – branching time spectrum)
in the sense that it affords a ground-complete axiomatization for the preorder
but lacks one for the equivalence. Our results regarding the concrete impossible
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futures semantics were reported in [CF08]. After that, we were trying to push
the work to the weak version and realized that, surprisingly, it resembles the
failure semantics in definition, but differs in the axiomatizability considerably.
Together with Rob van Glabbeek, we obtained a first result regarding weak
impossible futures and failures semantics, reported in [CFvG09]. As said, after
that, inspired by a referee’s comment, we found that [CFvG09] can be simplified,
which leads to the current formulation of the results.
Chapter 6 is based on [ACFI08], which is the extended version of [ACFI06]:
[ACFI06] Luca Aceto, Taolue Chen, Wan Fokkink, and Anna Ingo´lfsdo´ttir.
On the axiomatizability of priority. Proc. of ICALP (2), LNCS 4052, pages
480–491. Springer, 2006.
[ACFI08] Luca Aceto, Taolue Chen, Wan Fokkink, and Anna Ingo´lfsdo´ttir.
On the axiomatisability of priority. Mathematical Structures in Computer
Science, 18(1):5–28, 2008.
The question of the axiomatization for the priority operator appears as an open
problem in [AFIN06]. In 2005, Wan Fokkink brought this question into my
attention and together with Luca Aceto, Anna Ingo´lfsdo´ttir and him, I finally
managed to solve it in a large sense.
Chapter 7 is based on [CHKM09b]:
[CHKM09b] Taolue Chen, Tingting Han, Joost-Pieter Katoen, and Alexan-
dru Mereacre. Quantitative model checking of continuous-time Markov
chains against timed automata specifications. Proc. of LICS. IEEE Com-
puter Society, 2009.
This work was inspired by a question posed by myself on how to verify linear
real-time properties for CTMCs, during a visit to RWTH Aachen in August,
2008. While the initial attempt on MTL specifications failed in the end, together
with Tingting Han, Joost-Pieter Katoen and Alexandru Mereacre, I found an
approach to tackle DTA specifications which gives rise to the results presented
in this chapter.
Chapter 8 is based on [CHK08]:
[CHK08] Taolue Chen, Tingting Han, and Joost-Pieter Katoen. Time-
abstracting bisimulation for probabilistic timed automata. Proc. of TASE,
pages 177–184. IEEE Computer Society, 2008.
The question was posed by Joost-Pieter Katoen in 2007. Together with Tingting
Han and him, I worked out the definition of PTaB over PTA, and a zone-based
algorithm for computing it.
Besides the aforementioned work, I also studied some other problems. For
instance, together with Bas Ploeger, Jaco van de Pol and Tim Willemse, I
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studied equivalence checking for infinite systems using parameterized boolean
equation systems, which is reported in [CPvdPW07]. Together with Jaco van
de Pol and Yanjing Wang, I studied the propositional dynamic logic over ac-
celerated labeled transition systems, including the model checking, satisfiability
checking and axiomatization problems, which is reported in [CvdPW08]. To-
gether with Jasper Berendsen and David Jansen, I proved the undecidability
of cost-bounded probabilistic reachability problem for PPTA, which is reported
in [BCJ09]. Together with Tingting Han, Joost-Pieter Katoen and Alexandru
Mereacre, I studied LTL model checking for inhomogeneous CTMCs, which is
reported in [CHKM09a]. However, these studies are not included in the current
dissertation. The references are in order:
[CPvdPW07] Taolue Chen, Bas Ploeger, Jaco van de Pol, and Tim A. C.
Willemse. Equivalence checking for infinite systems using parameterized
boolean equation systems. Proc. of CONCUR, LNCS 4703, pages 120–
135. Springer, 2007.
[CvdPW08] Taolue Chen, Jaco van de Pol, and Yanjing Wang. PDL over
accelerated labeled transition systems. Proc. of TASE, pages 193–200.
IEEE Computer Society, 2008.
[BCJ09] Jasper Berendsen, Taolue Chen, and David N. Jansen. Unde-
cidability of cost-bounded reachability in priced probabilistic timed au-
tomata. Proc. of TAMC, LNCS 5532, pages 128–137. Springer, 2009.
[CHKM09a] Taolue Chen, Tingting Han, Joost-Pieter Katoen, and Alexan-
dru Mereacre. LTL model checking of time-inhomogeneous Markov chains.
Proc. of ATVA, To appear in LNCS. Springer, 2009.
1.5 Suggested Way of Reading
This dissertation is written as a collection of independent chapters. Each chap-
ter (from Chapter 3 to Chapter 8) comes with its own introduction and road
map. Related and future work and conclusions, when relevant, appear for each
chapter. These chapters are however not entirely self-contained. Some prelim-
inary notions and notations are given in Chapter 2. (Note that only (very)
basic notions which will be addressed in multiple chapters later are collected in
this chapter, while those pertaining to an individual chapter are included in the
preliminary section of the corresponding chapter.) Together with them, each
chapter can be read separately. If the reader is interested in the first part, I
suggest to first read Chapter 3, since it gives a flavor of the whole of part I, and
contains results which suggest the later developments.
Due to the diversity of the topics and heavy usage of symbols in the disser-
tation, I found it difficult to unify the notations for all the chapters. In other
words, overloading is unavoidable. However, for each chapter, the notation is
consistent and unambiguous, so readers are kindly requested to take a local in-
stead of a global view of notations throughout this dissertation. Moreover, since
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most of results presented here are fruits of collaborations (see Section 1.4), to
emphasize this fact, I shall use “we” instead of “I” in the remainder of this
dissertation. (Note that this already applies to Section 1.3.)
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Background for Part I
2.1.1 Labeled Transition Systems
We assume a non-empty, countable set A of concrete (a.k.a. observable, external,
visible) actions, not containing the distinguished symbol τ . Following Milner,
the symbol τ will be used to denote a hidden (a.k.a. unobservable, internal,
invisible) action of a system. We define Aτ
def
= A∪{τ}, and use a, b, . . . to range
over A and α, β to range over Aτ .
Definition 2.1.1 (Labeled transition system) A labeled transition system
(LTS) consists of
• A set of states S, with typical element s; and
• A transition relation → ⊆ S × L × S, where L ⊆ Aτ is a set of labels
ranged over by ℓ.
We write s
ℓ−−→ s′ if the triple (s, ℓ, s′) is an element of −−→. Let ℓ1 · · · ℓk be a
sequence of labels; we write s
ℓ1···ℓk−−−−→ s′ if there exist states s0, . . . , sk such that
s = s0
ℓ1−−→ · · ·
ℓk−−→ sk = s
′.
Given any X ⊆ Aτ , we refer to an X-labeled transition system, if the la-
bel set L is X. For the case that τ /∈ X, we define I(s) = {ℓ ∈ X | s ℓ−−→
s′ for some state s′}. For the case that τ ∈ X, we write ⇒ for the transi-
tive closure of
τ−−→, i.e., ⇒
def
= (
τ−−→)∗, and define I(s) = {ℓ ∈ A | s ⇒ ℓ−−→
s′ for some state s′}.
2.1.2 The Linear Time – Branching Time Spectrum
A large number of notions of behavioral semantics have been proposed, with the
aim to identify those states of LTSs that afford the same behaviors. The diversity
of the proposals is mainly due to the lack of consensus on what constitutes
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the most appropriate notion of observable behaviors for reactive systems. Van
Glabbeek presented in [vG90, vG01] the linear time – branching time spectrum
I of behavioral semantics for finitely branching, concrete, sequential processes.
In this section, we first define the preorder and equivalence relations in this
spectrum.
First we define six semantics based on decorated versions of execution traces.
Note that here we only consider finite (decorated) traces. However, it suffices
for the later development, since in this dissertation, we only tackle finite process
algebras which give rise to tree-like LTSs (see Section 2.1.4).
Definition 2.1.2 (Decorated traces) Assume an A-labeled transition sys-
tem.
• A sequence a1 · · · ak, with k ≥ 0, is a trace of a state s if there is a state s
′
such that s
a1···ak−−−−−→ s′ . It is a completed trace of s if moreover I(s′) = ∅.
We write T (s) (resp. CT (s)) for the set of traces (resp. completed traces)
of s.
• A pair (a1 · · · ak, B), with k ≥ 0 and B ⊆ A, is a ready pair of a state s0
if there is a sequence of transitions s0
a1−−→ · · ·
ak−−→ sk with I(sk) = B. It
is a failure pair of s0 if there is such a sequence with I(sk) ∩B = ∅.
• A sequence B0a1B1 . . . akBk, with k ≥ 0 and B0, . . . , Bk ⊆ A, is a ready
trace of a state s0 if there is a sequence of transitions s0
a1−−→ · · ·
ak−−→ sk
with I(si) = Bi for i = 0, . . . , k. It is a failure trace of s0 if there is such
a sequence with I(si) ∩Bi = ∅ for i = 0, . . . , k.
We write s -2 s
′ with 2 ∈ {T,CT,R,F,RT,FT} if the traces, completed
traces, ready pairs, failure pairs, ready traces or failure traces, respectively, of
s are included in those of s′.
Next we define five semantics based on simulation.
Definition 2.1.3 (Simulations) Assume an A-labeled transition system.
• A binary relation R on states is a simulation if s0 R s1 and s0
a−−→ s′0
imply s1
a−−→ s′1 for some state s
′
1 with s
′
0 R s
′
1.
• A simulation R is a completed simulation if s0 R s1 and I(s0) = ∅ imply
I(s1) = ∅.
• A simulation R is a ready simulation if s0 R s1 and a 6∈ I(s0) imply
a 6∈ I(s1).
• A simulation R is a 2-nested simulation if R−1 is included in a simulation.
• A bisimulation is a symmetric simulation.
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We write s -2 s
′ with 2 ∈ {S,CS,RS, 2N} if there exists a simulation,
completed simulation, ready simulation or 2-nested simulation R, respectively,
with s R s′. We write s↔ s′ if there exists a bisimulation R with s R s′.
Finally, we define three semantics based on (im)possible futures and on pos-
sible worlds.
Definition 2.1.4 ((Im)Possible futures/worlds) Assume anA-labeled tran-
sition system.
• A pair (a1 · · · ak,X), with n ≥ 0 and X ⊆ A
∗ is a possible future of a state
s0 if there is a sequence of transitions s0
a1−−→ · · ·
ak−−→ sk where X is the
set of traces of sk.
• A pair (a1 · · · ak,X), with k ≥ 0 and X ⊆ A
∗, is an impossible future of
a state s0 if there is a sequence of transitions s0
a1−−→ · · ·
ak−−→ sk for some
state sk with T (sk) ∩X = ∅.
• A state s is deterministic if for each a ∈ I(s) there is exactly one state
s0 such that s
a−−→ s0, and moreover s0 is deterministic. A state s is a
possible world of a state s0 if s is deterministic and sRs0 for some ready
simulation R.
We write s -2 s
′ with 2 ∈ {PF, IF,PW} if the possible futures, impossible
futures or the possible worlds, respectively, of s are included in those of s′.
In general, we write s ≃2 s
′ if both s -2 s
′ and s′ -2 s for 2 ∈ {T,CT,R,F,
RT,FT,S,CS,RS, 2N,PF, IF,PW}.
Fig. 2.1 depicts the linear time – branching time spectrum I1, where an arrow
from one semantics to another means that the source of the arrow is finer than
the target.
In contrast, in [vG93b], 155 weak semantics, which take into account the
hidden action τ , are surveyed. They constitute the “linear time – branching
time spectrum II” for finitely branching, abstract, sequential processes. To give
a complete description of this spectrum falls outside the scope of the current
dissertation. Below we only select some of the semantics in the spectrum which
will be used in the later chapters. We first define weak versions of decorated
traces.
Definition 2.1.5 (Weak decorated traces) Assume an Aτ -labeled transi-
tion system.
• A sequence a1 · · · ak, with k ≥ 0, is a weak trace of a state s if there is a
state s′ such that s⇒ a1−−→⇒ · · · ⇒
ak−−→⇒ s′. It is a weak completed trace
of s if moreover I(s′) = ∅. We write WT (s) (resp. WCT (s)) for the set
of weak traces (resp. completed traces) of s.
1Note that the completed simulation and impossible futures semantics were missing in the
original spectrum I [vG90, vG01], but are included here.
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Figure 2.1: The linear time – branching time spectrum I
• A pair (a1 · · · ak, B), with k ≥ 0 and B ⊆ A, is a weak failure pair of a
state s0 if there is a sequence of transitions s0 ⇒
a1−−→⇒ · · · ⇒
ak−−→⇒ s′
with I(s′) ∩B = ∅.
• A pair (a1 · · · ak,X), with k ≥ 0 and X ⊆ A
∗, is a weak impossible future
of a state s if there is a sequence of transitions s⇒
a1−−→⇒ · · · ⇒
ak−−→⇒ s′
with WT (s′) ∩X = ∅.
As in the concrete case, the notion of weak decorated traces naturally induces
weak (linear-time) semantics, as follows.
Definition 2.1.6 • We write s -2 s
′ with 2 ∈ {WT,WCT,WF,WIF}
if the weak traces, weak completed traces, weak failure pairs, or weak
impossible futures, respectively, of s are included in those of s′.
• Weak trace preorder WT, weak completed trace preorder WCT and weak
failures preorder WF are defined as: for 2 ∈ {WT,WCT,WF}, s 2 s
′
iff (1) s -2 s
′ and (2) s τ−−→ implies that s′ τ−−→.
• Weak impossible future preorder WIF is defined as follows: s WIF s
′ if
(1) s -WIF s
′; (2) s
τ−−→ implies that s′ τ−−→ and (3) WT (s) =WT (s′).
• Weak trace equivalence ≃WT, weak completed trace equivalence ≃WCT,
weak failures equivalence ≃WF and weak impossible futures equivalence
≃WIF are defined as: for 2 ∈ {WT,WCT,WF,WIF}, ≃2=2 ∩ 
−1
2 .
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2.1.3 Universal Algebra and Equational Logic
The aim of this section is to present a suitable general framework within which
the necessary technical algebraic background can be described. This framework
consists of the classic fields of universal algebra and equational logic. We there-
fore begin by introducing the basic notions from these areas of mathematical
research that will be used throughout the first part of the dissertation. Most
of material here is excerpted from [AFIL05]. We state at the outset that we
shall not need very deep results or constructions from universal algebra in what
follows, and that much more on it could be found in, e.g., the classic reference
[BS81, MMT87] (see also [DW02] for applications in TCS). A self-contained
presentation from a computer science perspective of the topics we now proceed
to introduce may be found in [Hen88].
Σ-algebras We start from a countably infinite set V of variables, with typical
elements x, y, w, z. A signature Σ consists of a set of operation symbols, disjoint
from V , together with a function arity that assigns a natural number to each
operation symbol. The set of terms over Σ is the least set such that
• Each x ∈ V is a term.
• If f is an operation symbol of arity n, and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then
f(t1, . . . , tn) is also a term.
An operation symbol f of arity 0 will be often called a constant symbol, and
the term f() will be abbreviated as f .
We write (Σ) for the set of all terms over Σ, and use t, u, v, possibly sub-
scripted and/or superscripted, to range over terms. A term is closed (a.k.a.
ground) if it contains no occurrences of variables. We denote by T(Σ) the set
of closed terms over Σ. A substitution, denoted by ρ, σ, is a mapping from
variables to terms. A substitution is closed if it maps variables to closed terms.
For every term t and substitution σ, the term obtained by replacing every oc-
currence of a variable x in t with the term σ(x) will be written σ(t). Note that
σ(t) is closed if σ is.
The collection of terms over a signature Σ yields a language. The semantics
of this language can be defined canonically once we equip the set of intended
denotations with the structure of a Σ-algebra. A Σ-algebra is a structure
A = (A, {fA | f ∈ Σ}) ,
where A is a non-empty set (often called the carrier of the algebra), and
fA : An → A
for each operation symbol f ∈ Σ of arity n. Note that if f is a constant symbol,
then fA can be viewed as an element of A.
In order to interpret terms in (Σ) in a Σ-algebra A = (A, {fA | f ∈ Σ}) we
need the notion of an environment. An environment is a function ρ mapping
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variables to elements of A. The mapping ρ can be extended homomorphically
to (Σ) in a unique way by stipulating that
ρ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = f
A(ρ(t1), . . . , ρ(tn))
for each operation symbol f of arity n and terms t1, . . . , tn. Note that ρ(t) is
independent of ρ whenever t is closed. For each closed term t, we write tA for
the element of A that is the interpretation of t in the algebra A. An element of
the carrier set of A is denotable if it is the interpretation of some closed term.
The interpretation of the language (Σ) in a Σ-algebra A = (A, {fA | f ∈ Σ})
naturally induces a congruence relation =A over (Σ), which is defined as:
t =A u if, and only if, ρ(t) = ρ(u), for each environment ρ .
The results presented in the first part of the dissertation all aim at using the clas-
sical logic of equality to offer a syntactic characterization of the relation =A for
algebras of processes. The study of such axiomatic characterizations of seman-
tic equivalences (or preorders) falls therefore within the realm of (in)equational
logic, whose basics we now proceed to present.
Equational Logic. An equational axiom system is a collection E of equations
t ≈ u and an inequational axiom system is a collection of inequations t 4 u,
both over the language (Σ). The (in)equations in E are often referred to as
axioms. An equation t ≈ u is derivable from an equational axiom system E,
notation E ⊢ t ≈ u, if it can be proven from the axioms in E using the rules of
equational logic (viz. reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, substitution and closure
under Σ-contexts), as in Tab. 2.1.
t ≈ t
t ≈ u
u ≈ t
t ≈ u u ≈ v
t ≈ v
t ≈ u
σ(t) ≈ σ(u)
ti ≈ ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
f(t1, . . . , tn) ≈ f(u1, . . . , un)
Table 2.1: Equational logic
The first three rules above state that ≈ is an equivalence relation, whereas
the latter two state that ≈ is closed under substitutions, and is a congruence.
For the derivation of an inequation t 4 u from an inequational axiom system
E, denoted by E ⊢ t 4 u, the second rule, for symmetry, is omitted. Below, for
simplicity, we only speak the equational case while the inequational case can be
defined accordingly.
Formally, a proof of an equation t ≈ u from E is a sequence ti ≈ ui (1 ≤ i ≤
n) of equations such that
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• tn = t and un = u, and
• for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the equation ti ≈ ui is obtained by applying one of
the aforementioned inference rules using equations in E or some of the
equations that precede it in the sequence as premises.
Without loss of generality one may assume that the substitution rule is only
applied to axioms, i.e., that the rule
t ≈ u
σ(t) ≈ σ(u)
may only be used when (t ≈ u) ∈ E. In this case, the equation σ(t) ≈ σ(u) is
called a substitution instance of an axiom in E.
Moreover, by postulating that for each axiom in E also its symmetric coun-
terpart is present in E, one may assume that there are no applications of the
symmetry rule in equational proofs. It is also well-known (see, e.g., Section 2
in [Gro90]) that if an equation relating two closed terms can be proven from an
axiom system E, then there is a closed proof for it. These facts can be used to
simplify proofs by induction on equational derivations. Let E′ be the collection
of equations that consists of all substitution instances of the axioms in E and
their symmetric variants, i.e.,
E′ = {ρ(t) ≈ ρ(u) | (t ≈ u) ∈ E or (u ≈ t) ∈ E, ρ a substitution} .
By a normalized derivation of an equation t ≈ u from E we shall henceforth
mean a derivation of the equation t ≈ u from E′ by means of the rules of
equational logic but not using the symmetry and substitution rules. Now if
E ⊢ t ≈ u, then there exists a normalized derivation of t ≈ u from E.
Definition 2.1.7 (Soundness) Let A be a Σ-algebra. An equation t ≈ u is
sound with respect to =A iff t =A u. An axiom system is sound with respect to
=A iff so is each of its equations.
The collection of all equations that are sound with respect to =A is called
the equational theory of A.
In other words, an axiom system is sound with respect to =A if it can only
be used to prove equations that are valid in the algebra A. This is, of course,
a most natural requirement on an axiom system. However, ideally an axiom
system should also allow us to prove all of the equations that hold in a given
algebra. This is captured by the technical requirement of completeness.
Definition 2.1.8 (Completeness) Let A be a Σ-algebra. An axiom system
E is ground-complete with respect to =A iff E ⊢ t ≈ u whenever t =A u, for all
closed terms t, u.
E is complete with respect to =A iff E ⊢ t ≈ u whenever t =A u, for all
(open) terms t, u.
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Definition 2.1.9 (Equational bases, finitely based algebras) An equati-
onal basis for an algebra A is a sound axiom system E that is complete with
respect to =A. We say that an algebra A is finitely based if it has a finite
equational basis.
The notion of completeness of an axiom system relates the proof-theoretic notion
of derivability using the rules of equational logic with the model-theoretic one
of “validity in a model”. From a proof-theoretic perspective, a useful property
of an axiom system E is that, for all terms t, u ∈ (Σ),
E ⊢ t ≈ u iff E ⊢ σ(t) ≈ σ(u), for each closed substitution σ . (2.1)
An axiom system with the above property is called ω-complete. In theorem
proving applications, it is convenient if an axiomatization is ω-complete, be-
cause this means that proofs by (structural) induction can be avoided in favor
of purely equational reasoning; see [LLT90]. In [Hee86] it was argued that ω-
completeness is desirable for the partial evaluation of programs. In fact, suppose
that σ(t) ≈ σ(u) is provable from an axiom system E, for each closed substitu-
tion σ. If E is ω-complete, then we know that an equational proof of the actual
equation t ≈ u from E exists. However, in general the equation t ≈ u might not
be derivable from E if E is just ground-complete. In that case, we might have
to content ourselves with showing that all closed instantiations of that equation
are derivable from E, and this is usually done by induction on the structure of
the closed terms that can be substituted for the variables occurring in t and u.
In the computer science community, notable examples of ω-incomplete axiom-
atizations in the literature are the λKβη-calculus [Plo74] and the equational
theory of CCS [Mol90a]. Therefore, laws such as commutativity of parallelism,
which are valid in the initial model but which cannot be derived, are often
added to the latter equational theory. For such extended equational theories,
ω-completeness results were presented in the setting of CCS [Mol89, AFIL09]
and ACP [FL00]. Moreover, [Mil84, Mil89b] presented pioneering work regard-
ing ω-complete axiomatization (although not equational) for CCS.
It turns out that completeness and ω-completeness are closely related prop-
erties of an axiom system. Indeed, assume that A is a Σ-algebra each of whose
elements is denotable. Suppose that E is sound and complete with respect to
=A. It is not hard to argue that, in this case, E is also ω-complete. Moreover,
consider the Σ-algebra obtained by quotienting the set of closed terms T(Σ)
with respect to the congruence relation that equates two closed terms t, u iff the
equation t ≈ u is provable from an axiom system E. We have that an equational
basis for that algebra is also ω-complete.
2.1.4 Process Algebras BCCSP and BCCS
BCCSP and BCCS2 are two universal algebras, specific to the realm of process
algebras where they play a fundamental role.
2The name of BCCSP was coined by van Glabbeek [vG90], abbreviating Basic CCS and
CSP. Accordingly, BCCS abbreviates Basic CCS.
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BCCSP is a common fragment of CCS and CSP for describing finite syn-
chronization trees [Mil89a]. Its signature consists of the constant 0, the binary
operator + , and unary prefix operators a , where a ranges over a nonempty
set A of actions, called the alphabet, with typical elements a, b, c. In other words,
the language is given by the following grammar:
t ::= 0 | at | t+ t | x .
Intuitively, closed BCCSP terms, denoted by p, q, r, represent finite process
behaviors, where 0 does not exhibit any behavior, p+ q offers a choice between
the behaviors of p and q, and ap executes action a to transform into p. This
intuition is captured by the transition rules given in Tab. 2.2 (see [AFV01] for an
extensive introduction). They give rise to A-labeled transitions between closed
BCCSP terms, which are of the form (p, a, p′), where p, p′ are closed terms and
a ∈ A. Henceforth, as usual, we shall use the suggestive notation p a−−→ p′ in
lieu of (p, a, p′). A transition relation is a collection of A-labeled transitions. It
is well-known that the transition relation −−→ is the one defined by structural
induction over closed terms using the above rules.
ax
a−−→ x
x1
a−−→ y
x1 + x2
a−−→ y
x2
a−−→ y
x1 + x2
a−−→ y
Table 2.2: SOS for BCCSP
We also assume a countably infinite set V of variables; x, y, z denote elements
of V , and X,Y,Z denote finite subsets of V . Open BCCSP terms, which may
contain variables from V , are denoted by t, u, v, w. Following the convention of
the previous section, we use T(BCCSP) and (BCCSP) to denote the collection
of closed and open BCCSP terms respectively.
In order to study weak semantics, BCCSP can be extended with the unary
prefix operator τ , which constitutes BCCS. In other words, its signature in-
cludes, in addition to BCCSP, the unary prefix operator τ and the language is
thus given by the following grammar:
t ::= 0 | αt | t+ t | x .
Closed BCCS terms are ranged over by p, q, r as well and share the same intuition
as BCCSP terms. In particular, τp executes action τ to transform into p. The
operational semantics can be specified smoothly in Tab. 2.3, which gives rise
to Aτ -labeled transitions between closed BCCS terms. Accordingly, we use
T(BCCS) and (BCCS) to denote the collection of closed and open BCCS terms
respectively.
It is technically convenient to extend the operational semantics to open
BCCS(P) terms. There are two options: either (1) we do not include addi-
tional rules for variables, which effectively means that they do not exhibit any
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αx
α−−→ x
x1
α−−→ y
x1 + x2
α−−→ y
x2
α−−→ y
x1 + x2
α−−→ y
Table 2.3: SOS for BCCS
behavior; or (2) we treat each variable occurrence x in a term as if it were a
subterm x0 with x a concrete action. For open BCCSP (resp. BCCS) terms
t and u, and a preorder - (or equivalence ≃) on closed BCCSP (resp. BCCS)
terms, we define t - u (or t ≃ u) if ρ(t) - ρ(u) (resp. ρ(t) ≃ ρ(u)) for all closed
substitutions ρ. Note that one can alternatively define - (or ≃) directly over
open terms via (2), and it is not very difficult to verify that for BCCS(P), both
of these two ways yield the same preorder (or equivalence) for each semantics,
unless the underlying alphabet A = ∅, which is not interesting.
A context C[·] of BCCSP (resp. BCCS) is a closed BCCSP (resp. BCCS)
term with exactly one occurrence of a hole [·] in it. For every context C[·] and
closed term p, we write C[p] for the closed term that results by placing p in the
hole in C[·].
The preorders - in the linear time – branching time spectrum I are all
precongruences with respect to BCCSP, meaning that p1 - q1 and p2 - q2
imply p1 + p2 - q1 + q2 and ap1 - aq1 for a ∈ A. Recall that the kernel of
a preorder - is an equivalence ≃=- ∩ -−1. Likewise, the equivalences in the
spectrum are all congruences with respect to BCCSP.
Similarly, 2 for 2 ∈ {WT,WCT,WF,WIF} are precongruences with re-
spect to BCCS. And the corresponding equivalences ≃2 are congruences for
BCCS.
Remark 2.1.10 The requirements (2) in Def. 2.1.6 are called root conditions,
which are imposed for weak semantics routinely to make sure that the preorder
under consideration is a precongruence (see [Mil89a]). Moreover, the require-
ment (3) CT (s) = CT (s′) for the weak impossible futures preorder is indispens-
able because otherwise that definition would fail to yield a precongruence for
BCCS. For instance, in that case we would have τa0 WIF τa0+ b0. However,
clearly c(τa0) 6WIF c(τa0+ b0).
The core axioms A1-4 [Mil89a] for BCCSP given in Tab. 2.4 are ω-complete,
and sound and ground-complete modulo bisimulation equivalence. Since every
equivalence in the linear time – branching time spectrum I (see Fig. 2.1) in-
cludes bisimulation equivalence, and each weak semantics is coarser than its
concrete counterpart, it follows that the axioms A1-4 are sound modulo every
equivalence in the spectrum. Furthermore, each of the axioms A1-4 induces two
inequations, obtained by replacing ≈ by 4 or <, that are both sound modulo
every preorder in the linear time – branching time spectrum. We write t = u if
terms t and u are equal modulo A1-4, namely, the associativity, commutativity
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A1 x+ y ≈ y + x
A2 (x+ y) + z ≈ x+ (y + z)
A3 x+ x ≈ x
A4 x+ 0 ≈ x
Table 2.4: Core axioms A1-4
and idempotence of +, and the absorption of 0 summands. For every preorder
- and equivalence ≃ in the linear time – branching time spectrum, soundness
of the axioms A1-4 ensures that whenever we write t = u, then also t - u and
t ≃ u. Furthermore, we will (tacitly) assume that the axioms A1-4 above are
included in every axiomatization E considered in what follows, so that from
t = u we may always conclude t 4 u and t ≈ u.
Notions on process terms. The depth of a BCCSP term t, denoted by
depth(t), is the length of the longest trace that t can exhibit, i.e.,
depth(t) = max{k | ∃a1 · · · ak, t
′.t
a1···ak−−−−−→ t′} .
Alternatively it is defined inductively as follows: depth(0) = depth(x) = 0;
depth(at) = 1 + depth(t); and depth(t+ u) = max{depth(t), depth(u)}.
Let k ≥ 0. If t
a1···ak−−−−−→ t′ for some sequence of actions a1 · · · ak, and t
′ has
the variable x as a summand, then we say that x occurs in t at depth k. The set
of variables with an occurrence in t at depth k will be denoted by vark(t); the
set of all variables with an occurrence in t will be denoted by var (t). Similarly,
if t
a1···ak−−−−−→ t′ for some sequence of actions a1 · · · ak, and the action a is an
element of I(t′), then we say that a occurs in t at depth k. The set of actions
with an occurrence in t at depth k will be denoted by actk(t).
For BCCS terms, t α−−→ denotes that there is a term u with t α−−→ u, and
likewise t ⇒ α−−→ denotes that there are a terms u, v with t ⇒ u α−−→ v. The
depth of a term t, denoted by depth(t), is the length of the longest trace of that
t can exhibit, not counting τ -transitions. It is defined inductively as follows:
depth(0) = depth(x) = 0; depth(at) = 1 + depth(t); depth(τt) = depth(t); and
depth(t+ u) = max{depth(t), depth(u)}.
Given any equation t ≈ u or inequation t 4 u, we define its depth as
max{depth(t), depth(u)}.
In general, let {t1, . . . , tn} be a finite set of terms; we use summation∑
{t1, . . . , tn} to denote t1 + · · · + tn, adopting the convention that the sum-
mation of the empty set denotes 0. A term t is called a prefix if t = αt′ for
some α ∈ Aτ and for some term t
′. We write αnt to denote the term obtained
from t by prefixing it n times with α, i.e., α0t = t and αn+1t = α(αnt). When
writing terms, we adopt as binding convention that + and summation bind
weaker than α . With abuse of notation, we often let a finite set of variables
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X denote the term
∑
x∈X x. Note that, with the above notational conventions,
for every BCCSP term t there always exist a unique finite family of actions
{ai | i ∈ I} ⊆ A, terms {ti | i ∈ I}, and a finite set of variables X ⊆ V such
that
t =
∑
i∈I
aiti +X ,
while for every BCCS term t can be further written as
t =
∑
i∈I
aiti +
∑
j∈J
τtj +X ,
with a finite family of terms {tj | j ∈ J}. A term t is called a summand of u
(notation: t⋐ u) if it is a variable or a prefix and u = u+ t.
2.1.5 Two Proof Techniques
We give a short introduction to two proof techniques that will be exploited
extensively in the first part of the dissertation. The first technique, called cover
equations, is especially designed for BCCSP, while the second technique, which
is based on proof theory, is more generally applicative.
Cover equations. This technique, which is introduced in [FN04], aims to
obtain an explicit description of the equational theory of BCCSP modulo some
equivalence.
The central idea is that if an equation t ≈ u is sound for BCCSP modulo
some equivalence in the linear time – branching time spectrum I, then u+ t ≈ t
and t+u ≈ u are sound as well; and from the last two equations one can derive
t ≈ u. Therefore, to extend an axiomatization consisting of A1-4 to a complete
axiomatization of some equivalence in the linear time – branching time spectrum
I, it suffices to add sound equations of the form x+ u ≈ u and at+ u ≈ u; such
equations are called cover equations.
In order to further limit the form of the cover equations that need to be con-
sidered, one usually tries to establish the following properties for the equivalence
≃ at hand:
1. If at+ u+ bv ≃ u+ bv with a 6= b, then at+ u ≃ u.
2. If t ≃ u, then t and u contain the same variables, at the same depths.
3. If t+ x ≃ u+ x, and x is not a summand of t+ u,3 then t ≃ u.
If the properties above hold, then it suffices to only consider cover equations of
the form at+ au1 + · · ·+ aun ≈ au1 + · · ·+ aun.
As we will see in Chapter 4, the second property holds for all equivalences
finer than or as fine as trace equivalence, in case |A| > 1. The first and third
3To see that this side condition is needed, note that, in general, x+ x ≃ 0+ x but x 6≃ 0.
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properties have to be proved for each equivalence separately. Proving the first
property is generally easy, but proving the third property can be a challenge
(see Section 4.3 and [AFI07]).
When the cover equations have been identified, one can proceed in two ways.
Either one can determine a finite basis among the cover equations, or one can
determine an infinite family of cover equations that obstructs a finite basis. We
will follow the latter approach in Section 4.5, considering only equations of depth
at most one, for congruences that are finer than or as fine as ready equivalence
and coarser than or as coarse as possible worlds equivalence. Moreover, the cover
equations technique turned out to be helpful in finding the infinite families of
equations that obstruct a finite basis in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
Proof-theoretic technique. To prove that no finite basis exists for an equiv-
alence ≃, it suffices to provide an infinite family of equations tn ≈ un (n =
1, 2, 3, . . . ) that are all sound modulo ≃, and to associate with every finite set of
sound equations E a property PE that holds for all equations derivable from E,
but does not hold for at least one of the equations tn ≈ un. It then follows that
for every finite set of sound equations E there exists a sound equation tn ≈ un
that is not derivable from E. It follows that every finite set of sound equations
is necessarily incomplete, and hence ≃ is not finitely based.
We shall apply this proof-theoretic technique in Section 4.4 with Sections 4.6–
4.8, in Section 5.2.3 and Section 5.3 (with straightforward adaption for pre-
orders), and in Section 6.5.1. In each case we proceed in the following three
steps (usually with separated lemmas):
1. We provide an infinite family of sound equations tn ≈ un (n = 1, 2, 3, . . . )
and a suitable family of properties Pn (n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) such that the
property Pn fails for all the equations ti ≈ ui with i ≥ n.
2. We establish that the property Pn holds for every substitution instance of
any sound equation t ≈ u with depth(t), depth(u) ≤ n.
3. We prove that Pn holds for every equation derivable from a collection E
of sound equations t ≈ u with depth(t), depth(u) ≤ n; the latter proof is
by induction on normalized derivations, using (2) for the base case.
2.2 Background for Part II
2.2.1 Preliminaries for Probability Theory
The development of Part II needs some basic concepts from measure theory, in
particular probability spaces and σ-algebras. Below we give a short summary.
For further details, one can consult, e.g. [AD00, Bil95]; [Pan01] offers a gentle
introduction for computer scientists, in particular for concurrency theorists.
Definition 2.2.1 A Borel space is a pair (O,C), where O is a nonempty set,
and C ⊆ 2O is a σ-algebra associated with O. Namely, it is a set consisting of
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subsets ofO which contains the empty set ∅ and is closed under complementation
and countable union, i.e.,
• ∅ ∈ C;
• C ∈ C implies that C = O \ C ∈ C; and
• C1, C2, · · · ∈ C implies that
⋃
i≥1 Ci ∈ C.
Occasionally, the set O is supposed to be fixed and C by itself is called a σ-
algebra. The elements of O are often called outcomes, while the elements of C
are called events.
A probability measure on (O,C) is a function P : C → [0, 1] such that P(O) = 1,
and if (Cn)n≥1 is a family of pairwise disjoint events Cn ∈ C, then:
P(
⋃
n≥1
Ci) =
∑
n≥1
P(Cn) .
A probability space is a σ-algebra equipped with a probability measure (thus it
is a special case of measure space), i.e., it is a triple (O,C,P) where (O,C) is a
σ-algebra and P is a probability measure on (O,C). For an event E ∈ C, the
value P(E) is called the probability measure of E, or simply the probability of
E. In the context of probability measures, the events (i.e., the elements of C)
are often said to be measurable.
Given a countable set S, we denote the set of (finite) discrete probability
distributions over S by Distr(S). Namely, each µ ∈ Distr(S) is a function
µ:S → [0, 1] such that
∑
s∈S µ(s) = 1 and the support of µ, Supp(µ) = {s ∈
S | µ(s) > 0}, is finite. The Dirac distribution µ1s is the discrete probability
distribution such that µ1s(s) = 1 and µ
1
s(t) = 0 for t 6= s.
2.2.2 Discrete-time Markov Chains
Discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs) behave as transition systems with the
only difference that nondeterministic choices among successor states are re-
placed by probabilistic ones. That is to say, the successor state of a state s
is chosen according to a probability distribution. This probability distribution
only depends on the current state s, and not on, e.g., the path fragment that
led to state s from some initial state. Accordingly, the system evolution does
not depend on the history (i.e., the path fragment that has been executed so
far), but only on the current state s. This is known as the memoryless property.
We refer the readers to, among others, [KSK76] as a standard textbook.
Let AP be a fixed, finite set of atomic propositions on states ranged over by
a, b, c, . . . .
Definition 2.2.2 (DTMCs) A (labeled) discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC)
is a triple D = (S,AP, L, α,P), where:
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• S is a (countable) set of states;
• L : S → 2AP is a labeling function which assigns to each state s ∈ S the
set L(s) of atomic propositions that are valid in s;
• α ∈ Distr(S) is the initial distribution; and
• P : S × S → [0, 1] is a stochastic matrix, i.e., for each state s ∈ S,∑
t∈S P(s, t) = 1.
D is called finite if S and AP are finite.
Intuitively, a DTMC is a Kripke structure in which all transitions are
equipped with discrete probabilities such that the sum of outgoing transitions of
each state equals one. A state s in D is called absorbing if P(s, s) = 1. Without
loss of generality, we often assume a DTMC to have a unique initial state, i.e.
the initial distribution α is a Dirac distribution.
Definition 2.2.3 (Paths) Let D = (S,AP, L,P) be a DTMC.
• An infinite path ρ in D is an infinite sequence s0·s1·s2 · · · of states such
that ∀i ≥ 0. P(si, si+1) > 0.
• A finite path σ is a prefix of an infinite path.
Let PathsωD(s) denote the set of all infinite paths in D that start in state s
and Paths⋆D(s) denote the set of all finite paths of s. The subscript D is omitted
when it is clear from the context. For state s and finite path σ = s0 · · · sn with
P(sn, s) > 0, let σ·s denote the path obtained by extending σ by s.
Let ρ denote either a finite or infinite path. Let |ρ| denote the length of
ρ, i.e., |s0·s1 · · · sn| = n, |s0| = 0 and |ρ| = ∞ for infinite ρ. For finite ρ
and 0 ≤ i ≤ |ρ|, ρ[i] denotes the (i+1)-st state in ρ. For i ≤ |ρ|, we use ρ↓i
to denote the prefix of ρ truncated at length i (thus ending in si), formally,
ρ↓i = ρ[0]·ρ[1] · · · ρ[i]. We use Pref (ρ) to denote the set of prefixes of ρ, i.e.,
Pref (ρ) = {ρ↓i | 0 ≤ i ≤ |ρ|}.
Cylinder set. In order to be able to associate probabilities to events in
DTMCs, the intuitive notion of probabilities in DTMC D is formalized by
associating a probability space with D. The set O of outcomes consists of the
infinite paths of D. To define an appropriate σ-algebra for D, we will use the
fact that for each σ-algebra (O,C) and each subset Π of 2O, there exists a
smallest σ-algebra that contains Π. This is due to the facts that (1) 2O itself
is a σ-algebra; and (2) the intersection of σ-algebras is a σ-algebra. Thus the
intersection CΠ =
⋂
C
C, where C ranges over all σ-algebras on O that contain
Π, is a σ-algebra and is contained in any σ-algebra C such that Π ⊆ C. CΠ is
called the σ-algebra generated by Π, and Π is the basis for CΠ. The σ-algebra
associated with D is generated by the cylinder sets (a.k.a. basic cylinder set)
spanned by the finite path fragments in D.
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Definition 2.2.4 (Cylinder set) For ρ ∈ Paths⋆, the cylinder set of ρ is de-
fined as
∆(ρ) = {π ∈ Pathsω | ρ ∈ Pref(π)} .
Namely, this cylinder set (spanned by finite path ρ) consists of all infinite paths
that start with ρ.
We are now in a position to define the probability space induced by a DTMC
D. The underlying σ-algebra is defined as the smallest σ-algebra that contains
all the cylinder sets induced by the finite paths starting in the initial state
s0. It follows from classical concepts of probability theory (see e.g. [AD00]),
Carathe´odory’s extension theorem in particular, that there exists a unique prob-
ability measure PrDs0 (or, briefly Pr) on the σ-algebra associated with D where
the probabilities for the cylinder sets are given by:
Pr({ρ ∈ PathsωD(s0) | ρ↓n = s0 · · · sn︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆(s0···sn)
}) =
∏
0≤i<n
P(si, si+1) .
The probability of finite path σ = s0 · · · sn is defined as P(σ) =
∏
0≤i<nP(si, si+1).
Note that although Pr(∆(σ)) = P(σ), they have different meanings: Pr is a
probability measure on infinite paths whereas P refers to finite ones. For a set
C of finite paths which is prefix containment free, i.e., for any σ, σ′ ∈ C with
σ 6= σ′, σ /∈ Pref (σ′), the probability of C is P(C) =
∑
σ∈C P(σ), and paths in
C induce disjoint cylinder sets.
2.2.3 Timed Automata
Throughout of the second part of the dissertation, we use N, Q≥0 and R≥0
to denote the sets of naturals, nonnegative rationals and nonnegative reals,
respectively.
Clocks. We consider a finite set X of real-valued clocks. A clock valuation
over X is a function ν : X → R≥0 which assigns to each clock a time value in
R≥0. We write R
X
≥0 for the set of valuations over X . For every ν ∈ R
X
≥0, the
valuation ν + t is defined as (ν + t)(x) = ν(x) + t for any x ∈ X . For X ⊆ X ,
we write ν[X := 0] for the valuation which maps each clock in X to the value 0
and agrees with ν over X\X.
Clock constraints. We use B(X ) to denote the set of formulae defined by
the grammar
g ::= x ⊲⊳ c | x− y ⊲⊳ c | g ∧ g ,
where x, y ∈ X , ⊲⊳∈ {≤, <,=,≥, >} and c ∈ N. The elements of B(X ) are called
clock constraints. An atomic constraint does not contain any conjunctions. We
also consider (in Chapter 7) a proper subset of diagonal-free clock constraints,
where constraints of the form x− y ⊲⊳ c are not allowed. This restricted set of
constraints is called diagonal-free because constraints of the form x− y ⊲⊳ c are
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called diagonal clock constraints. We note that TA with diagonal constraints
are not more expressive than diagonal-free TA [BPDG98], but they might incur
an exponential blowup [BC05] and require a very careful treatment [Bou04].
Clock constraints are interpreted over valuations for X . For clock valuation
ν and time constraint g, we write ν |= g meaning ν satisfies g, which is defined
by: ν |= x ⊲⊳ c if ν(x) ⊲⊳ c, ν |= x− y ⊲⊳ c if ν(x)− ν(y) ⊲⊳ c, and ν |= g1 ∧ g2 if
ν |= g1 and ν |= g2. We also write JgK = {ν ∈ R
X | ν |= g}, i.e., JgK is the set of
valuations satisfying g.
An X -hyperplane is a set of valuations satisfying an atomic constraint. The
class of HX -polyhedra is defined as the smallest subset of 2
R
X
which contains
all X -hyperplanes and is closed under set union, intersection, and comple-
ment. In particular, we remark that polyhedra are a geometrical term for zones
[HNSY94]. Intersection (∩), union (∪) and complement( ) are well-defined op-
erations on polyhedra. Given a polyhedron Z and a subset of clocks X ⊆ X ,
the operation Z[X := 0] is defined as {ν ∈ RX≥0 | ν[X := 0] ∈ Z}.
Definition 2.2.5 (Timed automata) A timed automaton (TA) is a tuple
A = (Σ,X , Q,Q0, QF ,→) where:
• Σ is a finite alphabet;
• X is a finite set of clocks;
• Q is a finite set of locations;
• Q0 ⊆ Q is a nonempty set of initial locations;
• QF ⊆ Q is a set of accepting locations;
• → ∈ Q× Σ× B(X )× 2X ×Q is an edge relation; and
• Inv : Q→B(X ) is an invariant-assignment function.
We refer to q
a,g,X
−−−−→ q′ as a transition, where a ∈ Σ is the input symbol, the
guard g is a clock constraint on the clocks of A, X ⊆ X is a set of clocks to be
reset, and q′ the successor location. The intuition is that the timed automaton
A can move from location q to location q′ when the input symbol is a and the
guard g holds, while the clocks in X should be reset when entering q′.
Operational semantics. The semantics of a timed automaton is defined by
associating an (infinite-state) (Σ ∪R≥0)-labeled transition system (a.k.a. timed
transition system, or TTS) where the state space is {(q, ν) | q ∈ Q and ν ∈ JgK},
and there are two types of transitions:
• Elapse of time: (q, ν) d−−→ (q, ν + d) if ν ∈ JInv(q)K and ν + d ∈ JInv(q)K
(note that it follows that ν + d′ ∈ JInv(q)K for any 0 ≤ d′ ≤ d); and
• Location switch: (q, ν) a−−→ (q′, ν′) if there is an edge q
a,g,X
−−−−→ q′ such
that ν ∈ JgK, ν′ = ν[X := 0] and ν′ ∈ JInv(q′)K.
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In general, we assume an initial state of A is of the form (q0,~0) where q0 ∈ Q0
and ~0 denotes the clock valuation that assigns 0 to all clocks in X .
Part I
Axiomatizability of Process
Algebras
33
Chapter 3
Meta-theories for Axiomatizability
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is mainly devoted to two meta-theorems regarding the axioma-
tizability of BCCSP and BCCS. The general motivation is that we intend to
obtain new axiomatizability results from existing ones. The first one concerns
a relationship between a preorder and its corresponding equivalence; The sec-
ond one concerns a relationship between a concrete and its corresponding weak
semantics. Some more detailed introductions are in order.
Preorder versus equivalence. As said, the lack of consensus on what con-
stitutes an appropriate notion of observable behavior for reactive systems has
led to a large number of proposals for behavioral semantics for concurrent pro-
cesses. These have been surveyed in the linear time-branching time spectrum
I for concrete semantics [vG01], and in spectrum II for weak semantics that
take into account the internal action τ [vG93b]. Typically, a given semantical
notion induces both a preorder and an equivalence, where the equivalence is the
kernel of the corresponding preorder, meaning that two processes are considered
equivalent if, and only if, each is a refinement of the other with respect to the
preorder.
In the literature, positive and negative axiomatizability results were always
proved separately for a preorder and the corresponding equivalence. Recently,
Aceto, Fokkink and Ingo´lfsdo´ttir [AFI07] showed that for BCCSP such double
effort can be avoided, by presenting an algorithm to turn a sound and ground-
complete axiomatization of any preorder in the linear time – branching time
spectrum I which is at least as coarse as the ready simulation preorder, into a
sound and ground-complete axiomatization of the corresponding equivalence.1
Moreover, if the former axiomatization is ω-complete, so is the latter. The re-
quirement that the preorder is at least as coarse as ready simulation is essential;
as we shall see in Chapter 5, for impossible futures semantics (which does not
1Another way to avoid the double effort is by deriving axiomatizations of preorders from
those of the corresponding equivalences. This line of research is explored in [dFG09].
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satisfy this requirement), there is a finite, ground-complete axiomatization for
the preorder, but not for the equivalence.
A serious drawback of the work reported in [AFI07] is that their algorithm
requires several properties to hold for the preorders to which it is applied, which
have to be checked for each preorder separately. Especially their variable can-
cellation property is usually rather hard to prove, see [AFI08]. Subsequently,
de Frutos Escrig, Gregorio Rodr´ıguez and Palomino [dFGP08b, dFGP08a] im-
proved upon this result, so that the algorithm is applicable not only to those
preorders specifically mentioned in the “linear time – branching time spectrum
I” but to any preorder at least as coarse as the ready simulation preorder, pro-
vided it is initials preserving, meaning that a preorder relation (p ⊑ q) implies
inclusion of initial action sets (Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q), cf. Def. 3.2.1.) This condition is
needed to guarantee soundness of the generated axiomatization.
The first meta-theorem presented in this chapter stems from an effort to
apply the algorithm of Aceto et al. to weak semantics, which take into account
the hidden action τ . The results in [dFGP08b, dFGP08a] do not suffice in this
setting, because weak semantics tend to violate the initials preserving condition.
So a new round of generalization is needed. To this end, we show that in the
setting of BCCS, the algorithm originally proposed in [AFI07] applies equally
well to weak semantics; the proviso of initials preserving can be replaced by
other conditions. We give three sufficient conditions on the preorder ⊑ and its
corresponding equivalence ≡:
1. p ≡ τp for all closed terms p;
2. p ≡ τp for all p with Iτ (p) 6= ∅, and p ⊑ q with Iτ (p) 6= ∅ implies Iτ (q) 6= ∅;
3. τp ≡ τp + p for all closed terms p, and ⊑ is weak initials preserving,
meaning that a preorder relation (p ⊑ q) implies inclusion of weakly initial
action sets (Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q), cf. Def. 3.2.1).
This makes the algorithm applicable to all 87 preorders surveyed in the “linear
time – branching time spectrum II” [vG93b] that are coarser than the (concrete)
ready simulation preorder. That is, each of these preorders satisfies either the
original initials preserving condition from [dFGP08b, dFGP08a], or one of our
three new conditions.
Moreover, we extend the scope of the algorithm to infinite processes, by
adding recursion constants to BCCS. As an application of both extensions, we
provide a ground-complete axiomatization of the CSP failures equivalence, also
known as must-testing equivalence, for BCCS processes with divergence.
Concrete versus weak. In process algebras, the dichotomy of concrete and
weak semantics is ubiquitous. Typically, a given semantical notion gives rise
to both a concrete and a weak version, where the weak version takes a special
treatment of the hidden action τ , which is deemed unobservable. The general
idea is to abstract away from internal details of system descriptions. It is well-
recognized that to obtain a ground-complete axiomatization for weak semantics
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is usually much more difficult than for the concrete semantics. In the literature,
this is usually done by adding τ -laws to the existing ground-complete axiomati-
zation for the concrete version. A typical example given by [HM85] is the three
τ -laws which lift the ground-complete axiomatization from concrete bisimula-
tion equivalence to weak bisimulation equivalence (observational congruence).
Here we establish a general link between the axiomatizability of concrete
and weak semantics partially. Namely for any semantics which is not finer than
failures or impossible futures semantics (cf. Fig. 2.1), we provide an algorithm
to turn a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of the concrete version
into a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of the corresponding weak
version. Moreover, if the former axiomatization is ω-complete, so is the latter.
This result suggests that for positive axiomatizability results, a stronger result
is obtained by considering the concrete semantics. On the other hand, negative
axiomatizability results become more general if they are proved for the weak
counterpart.
As an application of this algorithm, in particular, we derive a ground- and
ω-complete axiomatization for the weak failures preorder. This preorder plays a
prominent role in the process algebra CSP [BHR84]. Moreover, for convergent
processes, it coincides with testing semantics [NH84, RV07], and thus its equiv-
alence counterpart is the coarsest congruence for the CCS parallel composition
that respects deadlock behavior. Note that a ground-complete axiomatization
for the weak failures equivalence has appeared in [vG97]. As further applica-
tions, we derive complete axiomatizations for weak completed trace and trace
semantics. We also mention that in Chapter 5, the link established here will be
applied to impossible futures semantics extensively.
In the end, we consider the third meta-theorem, which employs the inverted
substitution technique to show that an axiomatization is ω-complete. This tech-
nique was originally developed by Groote in [Gro90] for equivalences; here we
adapt it in such a way that it is applicable to preorders, which will be exploited
in later chapters.
Structure of the chapter. Section 3.2 contains the first meta-theorem re-
garding a preorder and its corresponding equivalence. Section 3.3 presents the
second meta-theorem regarding a concrete and its corresponding weak seman-
tics. Section 3.4 deals with the adaption of the inverted substitution technique.
Section 3.5 discusses the related and future work.
3.2 From Preorder to Equivalence
We start from a definition on the initial actions of a process term.
Definition 3.2.1 (Initial actions) For any closed term p, the set Iτ (p) of
strongly initial actions is Iτ (p) = {α ∈ Aτ | p
α−−→}, whereas the set Iτ (p) of
weakly initial actions is Iτ (p) = {α ∈ Aτ | p⇒
α−−→}.
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A preorder ⊑ is (strong) initials preserving if p ⊑ q implies Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q) for
all p and q; it is weak initials preserving if p ⊑ q implies Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q). With
I(p) we denote Iτ (p)∩A, the weakly initial concrete actions of p (note that this
is in accordance with Def. 2.1.1).
3.2.1 An Algorithm for Producing Equational Axiomatizations
In [AFI07], Aceto, Fokkink and Ingo´lfsdo´ttir presented an algorithm that takes
as input a sound and ground-complete inequational axiomatization E for BCCSP
modulo a precongruence in the linear time – branching time spectrum I that
contains the ready simulation preorder, and generates as output an equational
axiomatization A(E) which is sound and ground-complete for BCCSP modulo
the corresponding congruence. Moreover, if the original axiomatization E is
ω-complete, so is the resulting axiomatization.
The results of [AFI07] were obtained for the language BCCSP. Naturally,
these results generalize smoothly to BCCS by treating τ just like any concrete
action from A. Preorders or equivalences that do so are called concrete (or
strong). Below we rephrase the algorithm in the context of BCCS, in order to
smoothen the presentation. The axiomatization A(E) generated by the algo-
rithm from E contains the axioms A1-4 as well as the axioms:
RS≡ α(βx+ z) + α(βx+ βy + z) ≈ α(βx+ βy + z)
for α, β ∈ Aτ , that are valid in ready simulation semantics, together with the
following equations, for each inequational axiom t 4 u in E:
(1) t+ u ≈ u; and
(2) α(t+x)+α(u+x) ≈ α(u+x) (for each α ∈ Aτ , and some variable x that
does not occur in t+ u).
Instead of explicitly adding the axioms RS≡ one can equivalently add the axioms
RS βx 4 βx+ βy for β ∈ Aτ
to E prior to invoking steps (1) and (2) above. Moreover, as observed in
[dFGP08b], the conversion from E to A(E) can be factored into two steps:
• Given an inequational axiomatization E, its BCCS-context closure E is
E ∪ {α(t+ x) 4 α(u+ x) | α ∈ Aτ ∧ t 4 u ∈ E} ∪ {RS}
where x is a variable not occurring in E.
• Now A(E) = {t+ u ≈ u | t 4 u ∈ E} ∪ (A1-4).
In [AFI07] the correctness of this algorithm was shown for all precongruences
listed in the linear time – branching time spectrum I that are included between
trace inclusion and the ready simulation preorder. The proof contained a few
arguments that had to be checked for each of these preorders separately. Sub-
sequently, in de Frutos Escrig, Gregorio and Palomino [dFGP08b] the following
more general result was obtained:
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Theorem 3.2.2 Let ⊑ be an initials preserving precongruence that contains
the ready simulation preorder -RS, and let E be a sound and ground-complete
axiomatization of⊑. ThenA(E) is a sound and ground-complete axiomatization
of the kernel of ⊑. Moreover, if E is ω-complete, then so is A(E).
As all preorders in the linear time – branching time spectrum I of [vG01] between
trace inclusion and ready simulation are initials preserving, the above theorem
strengthens the result of [AFI07].
3.2.2 Correctness Proof of the Algorithm
Below we recreate the proof of Thm. 3.2.2. Lem. 3.2.3 and Prop. 3.2.4 constitute
the completeness argument, and are taken directly from [dFGP08b]. However,
the proofs below are significantly simpler – in the case of Lem. 3.2.3 employing
ideas from the completeness proof in [AFI07]. The essence of Lem. 3.2.5 and
its proof come from [dFGP08b] as well; this is the soundness argument. Our
rewording of Lem. 3.2.5 allows it to be reused in Sections 3.2.3, 3.2.4 on weak
semantics.
Lemma 3.2.3 Let E be an inequational axiomatization. Then for any t 4 u∈E
and any context C[·] we have A(E) ⊢ C(t) + C(u) ≈ C(u).
Proof: By structural induction on the context C[·].
In case of the trivial context C[·] = · we have to show A(E) ⊢ t + u ≈ u,
which follows immediately from step (1) in the construction of A(E).
For a context α( ·+v) we have to show A(E) ⊢ α(t+v)+α(u+v) ≈ α(u+v),
which follows from step (2) in the construction of A(E), substituting the term
v for the variable x.
Now let the result be obtained for a context D[·] and let C[·] be of the
form D[·] + v, where v is an arbitrary term, possibly 0. We have to show that
A(E) ⊢ D(t) + v + D(u) + v ≈ D(u) + v. This follows immediately from the
induction hypothesis.
Finally, let the result be obtained for a context βD[·] and let C[·] be of the
form α(βD[·] + v). We have to obtain
A(E) ⊢ α(βD(t) + v) + α(βD(u) + v) ≈ α(βD(u) + v) .
By the induction hypothesis we have A(E) ⊢ βD(t) + βD(u) ≈ βD(u), so it
suffices to obtain
A(E) ⊢ α(βD(t) + v) + α(βD(t) + βD(u) + v) ≈ α(βD(t) + βD(u) + v) .
This is an instance of the axiom RS≡. 
Proposition 3.2.4 Let E be an inequational axiomatization. Then whenever
E ⊢ t 4 u we also have A(E) ⊢ t+ u ≈ u.
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Proof: If E ⊢ t 4 u then there is a chain of terms t0, . . . , tn for n ≥ 0 with t0 = t
and tn = u such that for 0 ≤ i < n the inequation ti 4 ti+1 is provable from
E by one application of an axiom. We now prove the claim by induction on n.
The case n = 0 is an instance of axiom A3, and the case n = 1 is an immediate
consequence of Lem. 3.2.3, by applying substitution.
Now for the general case, let v be ti for some 0 < i < n. By induction we
have A(E) ⊢ t + v ≈ v and A(E) ⊢ v + u ≈ u. Applying once again A3 this
yields A(E) ⊢ t+ u ≈ t+ v + u ≈ v + u ≈ u. 
Lemma 3.2.5 Let ⊑ be a precongruence containing -RS and ≡ be its kernel.
Let p, q be closed terms with p ⊑ q and Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q). Then p+ q ≡ q.
Proof: As p ⊑ q and ⊑ is a precongruence for choice, we have p+ q ⊑ q+ q ⊑ q.
To show that q ⊑ p + q, let p ↔ 2
∑
i∈I αipi and q ↔
∑
j∈J βjqj . It is well
known [vG01] that p↔ q implies Iτ (p) = Iτ (q) as well as p -RS q and hence
p ⊑ q. Writing p|β for
∑
αi=β
αipi, the collection of β-summands of p, and like-
wise q|β =
∑
βj :=β
βjqj , we have p↔
∑
β∈Iτ (p)
p|β and q↔
∑
β∈I(q) q|β . Using
that Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q), and that ⊑ is a precongruence for the choice operator +,
it suffices to show that q|β ⊑ p|β + q|β for all β ∈ Aτ . This is an immediate
consequence of the axiom RS, which is sound for -RS and hence for ⊑. 
Proof of Thm. 3.2.2: As ⊑ is a precongruence contained in the ready simulation
preorder, all inequations in the BCCS-context closure E of E are sound w.r.t.
⊑. Considering that the soundness of an (in)equation is tantamount to the
soundness of its closed substitution instances, the soundness ofA(E) now follows
from Lem. 3.2.5.
Ground-completeness and ω-completeness follow directly from Prop. 3.2.4:
If t ≡ u, that is t ⊑ u and u ⊑ t, we have E ⊢ t 4 u and E ⊢ u 4 t by the
completeness of E. So Prop. 3.2.4 yields A(E) ⊢ t ≈ t+ u ≈ u. 
3.2.3 Applying the Algorithm to Weak Semantics
As said, the results of [AFI07, dFGP08b] were obtained for the language BCCSP.
The main purpose of the present section is to apply the ideas from Section 3.2.2
to weak preorders: those that in some way abstract from internal activity, by
treating τ differently from concrete actions.
When reading Thm. 3.2.2 in the context of weak process semantics, it helps
to remember that -RS is the concrete ready simulation preorder, and “initials
preserving” refers to preservation of the strongly initial actions, where τ is con-
sidered as simply another concrete action. Thm. 3.2.2 directly applies to the
rooted variants of the η-simulation surveyed in [vG93b], for these preorders are
coarser than the concrete ready simulation preorder and strong initials pre-
serving. However, most weak semantics are not strong initials preserving (for
2Recall that this denotes the concrete bisimulation equivalence as in Def. 2.1.3.
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instance, typically τx 4 x is sound), and consequently Thm. 3.2.2 fails to apply
to them.
The precondition of being initials preserving is in fact nowhere used in the
completeness proof in [dFGP08b], or its recreation in Section 3.2.2. Hence, this
condition applies to the soundness claim only. Therefore, in order to apply the
algorithm to weak semantics, all we need is to find another way of guaranteeing
the soundness of the generated axioms.
Given that we deal with preorders containing the ready simulation preorder,
the axiom RS≡ will always be sound. Moreover, the axioms generated by step
(2) in the construction of A(E) are guaranteed to be sound by Lem. 3.2.5, for
we have α(t+ x) ⊑ α(u+ x) and I(α(t+ x)) = I(α(u+ x)) = {α}. One way to
guarantee soundness of the remaining axioms, is to check this for each of them
explicitly:
Theorem 3.2.6 Let ⊑ be a precongruence that contains the ready simulation
preorder -RS, and let E be a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of
⊑, such that for each axiom t 4 u in E the law t + u ≈ u is sound as well.
Then A(E) is a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of the kernel of ⊑.
Moreover, if E is ω-complete, then so is A(E). 
Note that for the axioms stemming from t 4 u with Iτ (σ(t)) ⊆ Iτ (σ(u)) for any
closed substitution σ, no check is needed, by Lem. 3.2.5. Next we present three
other conditions that guarantee soundness of A(E).
Theorem 3.2.7 Let ⊑ be a precongruence that contains the concrete ready
simulation preorder -RS, such that p ≡ τp, with ≡ the kernel of ⊑, for all
processes p. Let E be a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of ⊑. Then
A(E) is a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of ≡. Moreover, if E is
ω-complete, then so is A(E).
Proof: It suffices to show that p ⊑ q implies p + q ≡ q. So assume p ⊑ q. Let
p′ := τp and q′ := τq. By assumption we have p ≡ p′ and q ≡ q′, and therefore
p′ ⊑ q′. As Iτ (p
′) = Iτ (q
′) = {τ}, Lem. 3.2.5 yields p′ + q′ ≡ q′, which implies
p+ q ≡ q. 
Theorem 3.2.8 Let ⊑ be a precongruence that contains the concrete ready
simulation preorder -RS, such that p ≡ τp, with ≡ the kernel of ⊑, for all
processes p with Iτ (p) 6= ∅, and such that p ⊑ q implies that if Iτ (p) 6= ∅ then
Iτ (q) 6= ∅. Let E be a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of ⊑. Then
A(E) is a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of ≡. Moreover, if E is
ω-complete, then so is A(E).
Proof: Again it suffices to show that p ⊑ q implies p+ q ≡ q. So assume p ⊑ q.
If Iτ (p) = ∅ then trivially Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q) and the result follows from Lem. 3.2.5.
Otherwise, we have p ≡ τp and q ≡ τq and the result follows as in the previous
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proof. 
Let Tau2 be the second τ -law of CCS [HM85, Mil89a]:
Tau2 τx ≈ τx+ x .
Theorem 3.2.9 Let ⊑ be a weak initials preserving precongruence that con-
tains the concrete ready simulation preorder -RS and satisfies Tau2, and let E
be a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of ⊑. Then A(E) is a sound
and ground-complete axiomatization of the kernel of ⊑. Moreover, if E is ω-
complete, then so is A(E).
Proof: A straightforward induction on the length of a path p ⇒ p′, using the
soundness of Tau2, yields that if p⇒ p′ α−−→ p′′ then p ≡ p + αp′′, where ≡
is the kernel of ⊑. Hence for any closed term p there is a closed term p′ such
that p ≡ p′ and Iτ (p) = Iτ (p
′). Using this, the soundness claim follows from
Lem. 3.2.5, reasoning as in the proof of Thm. 3.2.7. 
Note that Iτ (p) = I(p)∪{τ | p
τ−−→} (see Def. 3.2.1). Thus, the precondition
of Thm. 3.2.9 is that p ⊑ q implies that I(p) ⊆ I(q) and that if p τ−−→ then
q
τ−−→.
So far, Thm. 3.2.6 applies to the widest selection of preorders, but it comes
with the need to check the soundness of some of the generated axioms sep-
arately. We can go even further in this direction by observing that also the
precondition of containing the ready simulation preorder is not used anywhere
in the completeness proof:
Theorem 3.2.10 Let ⊑ be any precongruence, and let E be a ground-complete
axiomatization of ⊑. Then A(E) is a ground-complete axiomatization of the
kernel of ⊑. Moreover, if E is ω-complete, then so is A(E). 
Note that this theorem makes no statement on the soundness ofA(E). Hence
an application of this theorem to achieve a sound and ground-complete axioma-
tization involves checking the soundness of all axioms generated by both step (1)
and step (2) of the algorithm explicitly, as well as the soundness of the axioms
A1-4 and RS≡. As A1-4 and RS≡ constitute a sound and ground-complete ax-
iomatization of concrete ready simulation equivalence, checking the soundness
of these axioms is naturally done by checking that the kernel of ⊑ contains
concrete ready simulation equivalence. As we shall illustrate in the next sec-
tion, this is a meaningful improvement over the precondition of Thm. 3.2.6 that
⊑ contains the concrete ready simulation preorder. The price to be paid for
this improvement is that also the soundness of the axioms generated by step
(2) of the algorithm has to be checked separately. This is because the proof of
Lem. 3.2.5 uses that ⊑ contains the concrete ready simulation preorder.
In [vG93b] 155 weak preorders are reviewed. Most of them fail to be con-
gruences for the choice operator of BCCS. Axiomatizations are typically pro-
posed for the congruence closures of these preorders: the coarsest congruence
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contained in them. All preorders ⊑ in [vG93b] and their congruence closures
satisfy the property that if p ⊑ q then I(p) ⊆ I(q).3
Of the 155 preorders surveyed in [vG93b], 87 contain the concrete ready
simulation preorder. We can partition this collection into four classes.
6 preorders are variants of trace inclusion and the simulation preorder. They
are precongruences for BCCS and satisfy the axiom x ≈ τx. Consequently, they
fall in the scope of Thm. 3.2.7.
16 preorders are variants of completed trace inclusion or the completed sim-
ulation preorder. Each of their congruence closures ⊑ has the property that
p ⊑ q implies that if Iτ (p) 6= ∅ then I(q) 6= ∅. Moreover, the kernels ≡ of ⊑
have the property that p ≡ τp for all processes p with Iτ (p) 6= ∅. Consequently,
these congruence closures fall in the scope of Thm. 3.2.8.
22 are variants of the η-simulation or the η-ready simulation. Their congru-
ence closures are strong initials preserving, and hence fall under the scope of
Thm. 3.2.2.
The congruence closures ⊑ of the remaining 43 preorders satisfy the property
that p ⊑ q implies that if p τ−−→ then q τ−−→, and hence Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q). These
precongruences therefore fall in the scope of Thm. 3.2.9.
Thus, the algorithm of [AFI07] applies to all congruence closures of preorders
in [vG93b] coarser than the ready simulation preorder.
Applications
In De Nicola and Hennessy [NH84] three testing preorders are defined, and for
each of them a sound and ground-complete axiomatization over BCCS is pro-
vided. In fact the axiomatizations apply to all of CCS, enriched with a special
constant Ω, and the semantics of processes involves, besides Aτ -labeled transi-
tions, a convergence predicate. However, the completeness proofs remain valid
when restricting attention to the sublanguage BCCS, and there the convergence
predicate plays no role (for all processes are convergent). The combined may-
and must-testing preorder is axiomatized by the laws A1-4 together with the
axioms
N1 αx+ αy ≈ α(τx+ τy)
N2 x+ τy 4 τ(x+ y)
N3 αx+ τ(αy + z) ≈ τ(αx+ αy + z)
N4 τx 4 x
3In fact, most preorders in [vG93b] are actually pairs of preorders, as for every semantics a
may and a must preorder are proposed. Inspired by [NH84], there are two differences between
the may and the must preorders. One is a different treatment of divergence – this has no effect
when restricting attention to BCCS processes. The other is that the preorders are oriented in
opposite directions. This entire paper, as well as [AFI07, dFGP08b], has been written from
the perspective of the may preorders. When dealing with must preorders ⊑ we have that
if p ⊑ q then I(p) ⊇ I(q). Moreover, none of these preorders contains -RS – at best their
inverses have this property. Consequently, for preorders oriented in the must direction, the
algorithm is to be applied in the reverse direction, where an inequational axiom t 4 u gives
rise to equational axioms like t ≈ t+ u.
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where α ranges over Aτ . The must preorder has the additional axiom
E1 τx+ τy 4 x
and the may preorder has the additional axiom
F1 x 4 τx+ τy .
Note that Tau2 follows from N2 and N4. We will now apply the algorithm
to obtain sound and ground-complete axiomatizations of the three associated
testing equivalences.
Beforehand, we mention a trivial simplification in applying the algorithm: if
the inequational axiomatization features an equation t ≈ u, formally speaking
this is an abbreviation for the two axioms t 4 u and u 4 t. Thus, step (1) of
the algorithm generates the equations t+ u ≈ u and u+ t ≈ t. Together, these
are equivalent to the original equation t ≈ u. Moreover, in the presence of t ≈ u
the two axioms generated by step (2) of the algorithm are redundant. Thus, we
can simplify the algorithm by leaving equations untouched.
The may preorder. The may preorder of [NH84] coincides with weak trace
inclusion, which is coarser than the ready simulation preorder. As remarked in
[NH84], it is not hard to see that the axiomatization above can be simplified to
A1-4 together with
τx ≈ x
αx+ αy ≈ α(x+ y)
x 4 x+ y
Applying Thm. 3.2.7 yields a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of may
-testing equivalence, which coincides with weak trace equivalence. It consists of
A1-4, RS≡ and
τx ≈ x
αx+ αy ≈ α(x+ y)
x+ x+ y ≈ x+ y
α(x+ z) + α(x+ y + z) ≈ α(x+ y + z)
As RS≡ is an instance of the last axiom above, that last axiom follows from the
second, and the third from A3, this axiomatization can be simplified to A1-4
together with
τx ≈ x
αx+ αy ≈ α(x+ y)
which is a standard axiomatization for weak trace equivalences.
The must preorder. On BCCS, the must preorder of [NH84] coincides with
the failures preorder of CSP [BHR84]. Its inverse contains the ready simulation
preorder and is weak initials preserving. Hence we can apply Thm. 3.2.9 to
obtain a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of must-testing equivalence.
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First we note that N4 is a simple consequence of E1 and thus can be omitted.
Now Thm. 3.2.9 yields the axioms A1-4, RS≡ and
N1 αx+ αy ≈ α(τx+ τy)
N21 x+ τy ≈ x+ τy + τ(x+ y)
N22 α(x+τy+z) ≈ α(x+τy+z) + α(τ(x+y)+z)
N3 αx+ τ(αy + z) ≈ τ(αx+ αy + z)
E11 τx+ τy ≈ τx+ τy + x
E12 α(τx+ τy + z) ≈ α(τx+ τy + z) + α(x+ z)
This axiomatization can be simplified to A1-4 together with
N1 αx+ αy ≈ α(τx+ τy)
N2∗ x+ τy ≈ τy + τ(x+ y)
N3 αx+ τ(αy + z) ≈ τ(αx+ αy + z)
Namely, E11 implies Tau2 which allows us to reformulate N21 as N2
∗. The
latter axiom implies Tau2 (by taking y = x) and hence also N21 and E11. It
remains to derive N22, E22 and RS≡. In all three cases, by N1 it suffices to
derive the instance where α = τ . Substituting τy for y in N2∗ and applying
ττy ≈ τy (which follows from N1) and Tau2 gives τ(x+ τy) ≈ x+ τy. Now it
is straightforward to derive N2τ2 , E2
τ
2 and RS
τ
≡.
This axiomatization has been mentioned in [vG97], just like the axiomatiza-
tion of weak trace equivalence mentioned above. However, we have not found
an actual proof of its ground-completeness (or the ground-completeness of any
other axiomatization of must-testing equivalence over BCCS) in the literature.
The combined may and must preorder. The combined may- and must-
testing preorder is the intersection of the may- and the must-testing preorders.
On BCCS, it is contained in weak trace equivalence, and hence contains neither
the concrete ready simulation preorder, nor its inverse. Therefore, Thm. 3.2.6
– 3.2.9 are not applicable to it. However, its kernel does contain concrete ready
simulation equivalence, and with help of Thm. 3.2.10 we can obtain a sound and
ground-complete axiomatization of it. The algorithm yields the axioms A1-4,
RS≡ and
N1 αx+ αy ≈ α(τx+ τy)
N21 x+ τy ≈ x+ τy + τ(x+ y)
N22 α(x+τy+z) ≈ α(x+τy+z) + α(τ(x+y)+z)
N3 αx+ τ(αy + z) ≈ τ(αx+ αy + z)
N41 τx ≈ τx+ x
N42 α(τx+ z) ≈ α(τx+ z) + α(x+ z)
The soundness of these axioms follows from the fact that they are derivable
both from the axioms for the may preorder and from the axioms for the must
preorder.
The axiomatization above is easily seen to be equivalent to the axiomati-
zation of must-testing equivalence. This is no surprise, as it is known that on
BCCS the must preorder and the combined preorder have the same kernel.
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3.2.4 A Generalization to Infinite Processes
The results in [AFI07, dFGP08b] were obtained for finite processes only: pro-
cesses that can be expressed in BCCSP. Hereby we extend these results to
infinite processes that can be expressed by adding constants to BCCS. This is
an easy way of dealing with recursion – an alternative to introducing recursion
as a syntactic construct and requiring congruence properties for it. An infinite
process can be defined by introducing one or more constants C together with
axioms like C ≈ abC; in this example, C represents a process that performs an
infinite alternating sequence of a and b actions.
In order to obtain completeness of the axiomatizations A(E), any extension
of BCCS with constants will do. Lem. 3.2.3, Prop. 3.2.4 and Thm. 3.2.10 remain
valid in this setting. The only place where structural induction is used is in the
proof of Lem. 3.2.3, and there constants do not bother us, as they cannot occur
on a path from the root of a context, seen as a parse tree, to the hole.
In order to obtain soundness, we furthermore assume that for any constant
C in the language there is a closed term
∑
i∈I αipi in our extension of BCCS
with constants – so the index set I is finite – such that C ↔
∑
i∈I αipi. It
then follows that any closed term is bisimulation equivalent to a closed term of
the form
∑
i∈I αipi. With this assumption, all our results generalize to BCCS
augmented with constants.
The proof of Lem. 3.2.5 goes through unaltered. The only proof that needs
to be adapted is the one of Thm. 3.2.9.
Lemma 3.2.11 Let ≡ be a congruence containing ↔ that satisfies Tau2. If
p⇒ p′ α−−→ p′′ then p ≡ p+ αp′′.
Proof: By induction on the length of the path p⇒ p′.
In the base case p = p′↔
∑
i∈I αipi, and by definition of↔ there must be
an i ∈ I with αi = α and pi ↔ p
′′. It follows that p ↔ p + αp′′ and hence
p ≡ p+ αp′′.
Now assume p τ−−→ p′ ⇒ α−−→ p′′. By induction, p′ ≡ p′ + αp′′. Tau2 yields
p ≡ p+ αp′′. 
Proof of Thm. 3.2.9: Suppose p ⊑ q. We have to show that p + q ≡ q, where
≡ is the kernel of ⊑. By the assumption above, p↔
∑
i∈I αipi for a finite index
set I and closed terms αipi in our extension of BCCS with constants. We have
{αi | i∈ I} = Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q), so for every i ∈ I there is a term qi such
that q ⇒
αi−−→ qi. Letq
′ := q +
∑
i∈I αiqi. Applying Lem. 3.2.11 once for every
i ∈ I we obtain q ≡ q′. Now Iτ (p) ⊆ Iτ (q), so Lem. 3.2.5 yields p + q
′ ≡ q′,
which implies p+ q ≡ q. 
Applications (continued)
Adding divergence. In [NH84] a special constant Ω denoting divergence is
considered, and the three ground-complete axiomatizations of the preorders
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mentioned in Section 3.2.3 extend to the presence of divergence by means of the
extra axiom
Ω Ω 4 x .
Although Ω is defined in terms of a convergence predicate, in all three testing
preorders it is equivalent to a process engaging in an infinite τ -loop only. We
could therefore equivalently think of Ω as the process generated by adding the
transition rule Ω
τ−−→ Ω to BCCS. This way we obtain Ω↔ τΩ, thereby fulfilling
the soundness requirement of Section 3.2.4. Note that Iτ (Ω) = Iτ (Ω) = {τ}.
Invoking Thm. 3.2.7 we obtain a ground-complete axiomatization for may-
testing equivalence by adding the extra axioms
Ω + x ≈ x
α(Ω + z) + α(x+ z) ≈ α(x+ z)
to the ones mentioned in Section 3.2.3. The second one is derivable from the
first and αx+ αy ≈ α(x+ y). Using A4, the first one is equivalent to Ω ≈ 0.
As the must preorder ⊑ satisfies Ω ⊑ a0 for some a 6= τ , it is not weak initials
preserving (in either direction) and we may not apply Thm. 3.2.9, as we did in
Section 3.2.3. In order to obtain a sound and ground-complete axiomatization
of must-testing equivalence, we therefore resort to Thm. 3.2.6. Applying the
algorithm to the ground-complete axiomatization of the must preorder yields
the extra axioms
Ω1 Ω ≈ Ω+ x
Ω2 α(Ω + z) ≈ α(Ω + z) + α(x+ z)
Thm. 3.2.6 requires us to explicitly check the soundness of N21, E11 and Ω1. We
may not use the soundness of N21 and E11 obtained in Section 3.2.3, as it could
have been invalidated by the addition of Ω to the language. The soundness of
N21 follows from Lem. 3.2.5, applying the remark right after Thm. 3.2.6. The
soundness of E11 follows because it is derivable from Tau2, which is derivable
from N2 and N4. The soundness of Ω1 follows because it is derivable from Ω,
Tau2 and E1, as shown in [NH84].
E2 and Tau2 yield Ω ≈ Ω+ τΩ ≈ τΩ. With N1 the axiom Ω2 follows from
its instance where α = τ , which follows from E2 and τΩ = Ω. Hence a sound
and ground-complete axiomatization of must-testing equivalence, also known as
the failures equivalence of CSP, consists of N1, N2∗, N3 and Ω1.
Applying the algorithm to the combined may and must preorder again yields
the extra axioms Ω1 and Ω2, and using Thm. 3.2.10 we cannot assume soundness
without establishing this separately. In the presence of Ω the kernels of the must
preorder and the combined preorder do not coincide, and this time Ω1 turns out
not to be sound. This is an example where we cannot apply the algorithm to
obtain a sound and ground-compete axiomatization. We conjecture that such
an axiomatization exists nonetheless, namely consisting of N1, N2∗, N3 and
D1 Ω + τx ≈ Ω+ x
D3 Ω + αx ≈ Ω+ α(Ω + x) .
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In [NH84] the axioms D1 and D3 have been derived from N1-4, thereby estab-
lishing their soundness.
3.2.5 Concluding Remark
In [dFGP08b], de Frutos Escrig, Gregorio Rodr´ıguez and Palomino also present
a simplification of the algorithm of [AFI07] for a large class of applications. The
simplification consists in skipping step (2) in favor of a constrained similarity
axiom
NS≡ N(x, y) =⇒ αx+ α(x+ y) ≈ α(x+ y) for α∈Aτ .
Here N(x, y) is a congruence relation on processes such that N(p, q) is im-
plied by Iτ (p) = Iτ (q). The constrained similarity axiom is a conditional equa-
tion, but it can in several cases be recast in equational terms. In the special
case where N(p, q) holds iff Iτ (p) = Iτ (q), NS≡ is equivalent to RS≡. They
show that the simplified algorithm applies to preorders ⊑ satisfying
NS N(x, y) =⇒ x  x+ y
and such that p ⊑ q implies N(p, q). In case N(p, q) ⇔ Iτ (p) = Iτ (q) we have
that NS is equivalent to RS.
In applying this algorithm to τ -free preorders in the linear time – branch-
ing time spectrum I, they use three different constraints N , whose ranges of
application match those of our Thm. 3.2.7, 3.2.8 and 3.2.9. Yet, we have not
been able to apply the simplified algorithm to weak preorders, due to the fact
that we would need an asymmetric precongruence N , whereas symmetry is used
crucially in the proofs in [dFGP08b]. The same applies to the generalizations
of the constrained similarity approach investigated in [dFGP08a].
3.3 From Concrete to Weak Semantics
In this section, we establish a link between the axiomatizability of concrete and
weak semantics. Namely, we present a general method to derive a ground- (resp.
ω-)complete axiomatization for the weak semantics from its concrete counter-
part. The method requires that for the semantics the following two axioms are
sound:
W1 αx+ αy ≈ α(τx+ τy)
W2 τ(x+ y) + τx ≈ τx+ y
In particular, this is the case for weak impossible futures, weak failures, weak
completed trace and weak trace semantics; see Def. 2.1.6.
Before presenting the algorithm, we define what is “the weak counterpart”
of a concrete semantics. We first look at the case of preorders, then adapt it to
the case of equivalences.
Definition 3.3.1 Given any concrete preorder - for which A1-4 are sound, the
corresponding weak preorder ⊑ is a precongruence satisfying:
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1. The inequational theory of BCCS modulo ⊑ is a conservative extension
of the inequational theory of BCCSP modulo -. Namely, for any τ -free
terms p and q, p - q iff p ⊑ q;
2. W1-2 are sound modulo ⊑;
3. If p ⊑ q for some p and q with p τ−−→ and q 6 τ−−→, then τx 4 x is sound
modulo ⊑;
4. If p ⊑ q for some p and q with p 6 τ−−→ and q τ−−→, then x 4 τx is sound
modulo ⊑.
Remark 3.3.2 • Requirements (3) and (4) concern root conditions, which
are usually indispensable to make sure that the preorder under consid-
eration is a precongruence. A typical root condition says: t ⊑ u only if
t
τ−−→ implies that u τ−−→ (note that this is case for weak preorders, cf.
Def. 2.1.6).
• Given any concrete preorder -, we have defined a family of corresponding
weak preorders. However, it will become clear later that, due to the
constraint imposed by (2), the family of weak preorders gives rise to a
unique one, except for the treatment of τ ’s at the root, which is determined
by (3) and (4).
The case of an equivalence can be defined accordingly, as follows.
Definition 3.3.3 Given any concrete equivalence ≃, the corresponding weak
equivalence ≡ is a congruence satisfying:
1. The equational theory of BCCS modulo ≡ is a conservative extension of
the equational theory of BCCSP modulo ≃. Namely, for any τ -free p and
q, p ≃ q iff p ≡ q;
2. W1-2 are sound modulo ≡;
3. If p ≡ q for some p and q with p τ−−→ and q 6 τ−−→, then τx ≈ x is sound
modulo ≡.
We now embark on presenting the algorithm. Again we first deal with the
case of preorders. From any axiomatization EA for a concrete preorder - for
which A1-4 are sound, the following algorithm generates an axiomatization
A(EA) for the corresponding weak preorder ⊑, which contains the following
(in)equations:
• For each t 4 u in EA, the same inequation t 4 u with the action names in
t and u ranging over A ∪ {τ} (the resulting set of inequations is denoted
by EA∪{τ});
• W1 and W2; and
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• The following option:
– If p ⊑ q for some p and q with p τ−−→ and q 6 τ−−→, then τx 4 x is
included;
– If p ⊑ q for some p and q with p 6 τ−−→ and q τ−−→, then x 4 τx is
included.
Remark 3.3.4 4 One might argue that the third bullet in the algorithm is
difficult to verify since a na¨ıve procedure might have to check infinitely many
process terms, and thus it lacks the algorithmic aspect. However, if the ax-
iomatization E for ⊑ is finite and ground-complete which is the usual case of
applying the algorithm, this shortcoming can be remedied. As a matter of fact,
for the former condition, one can verify whether there is some inequation t 4 u
in E such that
• either τ ∈ I(t) \ I(u);
• or var (t) ) var (u).
It is not difficult to see that a positive answer can be obtained iff for some p
and q, p ⊑ q, p τ−−→ and q 6 τ−−→. And the procedure terminates since E is finite.
The latter condition can be tackled in a similar way.
The algorithm for equivalences can be adapted accordingly. That is, A(EA)
contains the following equations for the weak equivalence ≡, given the axioma-
tization EA for the concrete equivalence ≃:
• For each t ≈ u in EA, the same equation t ≈ u with the action names in
t and u ranging over A ∪ {τ} (the resulting set of inequations is denoted
by EA∪{τ});
• W1 and W2; and
• If p ≡ q for some p and q with p τ−−→ and q 6 τ−−→, then τx ≈ x is included.
Below we establish the correctness of the algorithm for the preorder (the
equivalence case follows the same lines), namely,
Theorem 3.3.5 Let - be a concrete preorder for which A1-4 are sound and
⊑ a corresponding weak preorder. Let E be an axiomatization such that EA is
sound and ground-complete for BCCSP(A) modulo - and EA∪{κ} is ground-
complete for BCCSP(A∪{κ}) modulo - for some κ /∈ A. Suppose that A(E) is
sound for BCCS(A) modulo ⊑. Then A(E) is ground-complete axiomatization
for BCCS(A) modulo ⊑. Moreover, if EA is ω-complete for BCCSP(A) and
EA∪{κ} is ω-complete for BCCSP(A ∪ {κ}) for some κ /∈ A, then A(E) is ω-
complete for BCCS(A).
4This is pointed by Luca Aceto when he reviewed a manuscript of the dissertation.
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We first present some lemmas. For a start, the following inequations can be
derived from A1-4+W1-2:
D1 τ(τx+ y) ≈ τx+ y
D2 a(
∑
i∈I τxi + y) ≈ a(
∑
i∈I xi + y) +
∑
i∈I axi .
Lemma 3.3.6 D1-2 are derivable from A1-4+W1-2.
Proof: For D1,
τ(τx+ y) ≈ τ(τ(x+ y) + τx) (W2)
≈ τx+ y . (W1,W2)
For D2, we apply induction on |I|. The base case I = ∅ is trivial. For |I| ≥ 1,
pick an i0 ∈ I,
a(
∑
i∈I
τxi + y) = a(τxi0 +
∑
i∈I\{i0}
τxi + y)
≈ a(τ(xi0 +
∑
i∈I\{i0}
τxi + y) + τxi0) (W2)
≈ a(xi0 +
∑
i∈I\{i0}
τxi + y) + axi0 (W1)
≈ a(xi0 +
∑
i∈I\{i0}
xi + y) +
∑
i∈I\{i0}
axi + axi0 (induction)
= a(
∑
i∈I
xi + y) +
∑
i∈I
axi .
The proof is now complete. 
Lemma 3.3.7 The following properties hold:
1. Given any BCCS term t such that t 6 τ−−→, A1-4+W1-2 ⊢ t ≈ t′ for some
τ -free term t′; and
2. Given any BCCS term t such that t
τ−−→, A1-4+W1-2 ⊢ t ≈
∑
i∈I τti for
some index set I 6= ∅ where for each i ∈ I, ti is τ -free.
Proof:
1. We apply induction on |t|. Since t 6 τ−−→, t =
∑
i∈I aiti+X. For each i ∈ I,
ti ≈
∑
j∈Ji
τt′j +
∑
k∈Ki
bkt
′
k + Yi .
Because of D1, we can guarantee that for each j ∈ Ji, t
′
j 6
τ−−→. By D2,
aiti ≈ ai(
∑
j∈Ji
τt′j+
∑
k∈Ki
bkt
′
k+Yi) ≈
∑
j∈Ji
ait
′
j+ai(
∑
j∈Ji
t′j+
∑
k∈Ki
bkt
′
k+Yi) .
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Since |t′j | < |t| and t
′
j 6
τ−−→, by induction ⊢ tj ≈ t
′′
j such that t
′′
j is τ -free.
Moreover, since |
∑
j∈Ji
t′j +
∑
k∈Ki
bkt
′
k + Yi| < |t|, by induction there
exists some τ -free term t′′′ with ⊢
∑
j∈Ji
t′j +
∑
k∈Ki
bkt
′
k + Yi ≈ t
′′′. It
follows that
aiti ≈
∑
j∈Ji
ait
′′
j + ait
′′′ .
Hence (1) is obtained.
2. Since t τ−−→, we have
t ≈
∑
i∈I
τti +
∑
j∈J
ajtj +X ,
where I 6= ∅. Because of D1 we can guarantee that for each i ∈ I, ti 6
τ−−→.
Choosing arbitrary i0 ∈ I, by W2 we have
t ≈
∑
i∈I
τti +
∑
j∈J
ajtj +X ≈
∑
i∈I
τti +
∑
j∈J
τ(ti0 + ajtj +X) .
Hence (2) follows from (1).
The proof is now complete. 
Given any BCCS term t such that t =
∑
i∈I τti and for each i ∈ I, ti is
τ -free. We define I(t) as
∑
i∈I κti where κ is a fresh action.
Lemma 3.3.8 Given two BCCS terms t =
∑
i∈I τti and u =
∑
j∈J τuj where
ti, uj are all τ -free for i ∈ I and j ∈ J . Let - be a concrete semantics for which
A1-4 are sound and ⊑ the corresponding weak semantics satisfying W1 and W2.
Then t ⊑ u iff I(t) - I(u).
Proof:
⇒) Suppose that t ⊑ u. Since ⊑ is a precongruence, κt ⊑ κu. That is,
κ(
∑
i∈I
τti) ⊑ κ(
∑
j∈J
τuj) .
It follows from the soundness of W1 that∑
i∈I
κti ⊑
∑
j∈J
κuj .
In other words, I(t) ⊑ I(u). Since I(t) and I(u) are both τ -free, I(t) - I(u).
⇐) If I(t) - I(u), then I(t) ⊑ I(u). Renaming κ into τ transforms I(t) and
I(u) into t and u respectively, and so I(t) ⊑ I(u) implies t ⊑ u.
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
Proof of Thm. 3.3.5: Let E be a sound and ground-complete axiomatization
of -. Suppose t ⊑ u, where we assume that either t and u are closed terms, or
E is ω-complete. It suffices to show A(E) ⊢ t 4 u. We distinguish the following
cases:
1. t τ−−→ and u τ−−→. Since t ⊑ u, by Lem 3.3.7(2), A(E) ⊢ t ≈
∑
i∈I τti
and A(E) ⊢ u ≈
∑
j∈J τuj such that for each i ∈ I and j ∈ J , ti and
uj are τ -free. By Lem. 3.3.8, I(
∑
i∈I τti) - I(
∑
j∈J τuj), i.e.,
∑
i∈I κti -∑
j∈J κuj Since either t and u are closed terms or E is ω-complete, and∑
i∈I κti and
∑
j∈J κuj are terms over BCCSP(A ∪ {κ}), it follows from
the ground- (ω-)completeness of EA∪{κ} that
EA∪{κ} ⊢ I(
∑
i∈I
τti) 4 I(
∑
j∈J
τuj) .
By a simple renaming of κ into τ , one can easily show that EA∪{τ} ⊢ t 4 u.
Hence A(E) ⊢ t 4 u.
2. t 6 τ−−→ and u 6 τ−−→. Since t ⊑ u, by Lem 3.3.7(1), A(E) ⊢ t ≈ t′ and
A(E) ⊢ u ≈ u′ such that t′ and u′ are τ -free. Clearly t′ - u′ and since
either t and u are closed terms or E is ω-complete, it follows from the
ground-completeness of E that E ⊢ t′ 4 u′. Hence A(E) ⊢ t 4 u.
3. t τ−−→ and u 6 τ−−→. Then the axiom τx 4 x must be included. Since t ⊑ u,
τt ⊑ τu. The conclusion follows from A(E) ⊢ t ≈ τt 4 τu 4 u. Note that
the first step follows from D1 and the second one from Case (1).
4. t 6 τ−−→ and u τ−−→. Then the axiom x 4 τx must be included. Since t ⊑ u,
τt ⊑ τu. The conclusion follows from A(E) ⊢ t 4 τt 4 τu ≈ u. Note that
the second step follows from Case (1) and the last one from D1.
The proof is now complete. 
3.3.1 Applications
In this section, we apply the above algorithm to produce complete axiomati-
zations for weak failures, weak completed trace and weak trace semantics from
their concrete counterparts respectively.
Failures Semantics
The definitions for concrete failures preorder -F and weak failures preorder
WF are given in Def. 2.1.4 and Def. 2.1.6 respectively. One can verify that
WF is the corresponding weak preorder of -F in a straightforward way.
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It is known (see e.g. Section 4.3) that A1-4 together with the following axiom
F1 a(x+ y) 4 ax+ a(y + z)
constitute a ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP(A) modulo concrete
failures preorder -F. Moreover, if |A| =∞, it is even ω-complete. In contrast, if
|A| <∞, it is not ω-complete anymore. To get a finite basis for the inequational
theory of BCCSP(A) modulo -F in case 1 < |A| < ∞, we need to add the
following axiom:
F2A
∑
a∈A
axa 4
∑
a∈A
axa + y .
Applying the algorithm described above, we can obtain a ground-complete
axiomatization which consists of A1-4 together with
WF α(x+ y) 4 αx+ α(y + z)
W1 αx+ αy ≈ α(τx+ τy)
W2 τ(x+ y) + τx ≈ τx+ y
W3 x 4 τx .
It is ground-complete in general, and even ω-complete if |A| =∞ w.r.t. BCCS(A)
modulo weak failures preorder WF. It turns out that we can simplify it a little,
namely, the following axioms together with A1-4 suffice.
W1 αx+ αy ≈ α(τx+ τy)
W2′ τ(x+ y) 4 τx+ y
W3′ x 4 τx+ y
As a matter of fact, by W3′, x+y 4 τ(x+y)+y+z 4 τx+y+z 4 τx+τ(y+z).
It follows that α(x+ y) 4 αx+ α(y + z).
In the case of a finite alphabet, we have to add one extra axiom∑
a∈A
axa + τxτ 4
∑
a∈A
axa + τxτ + y
which is obtained directly from the algorithm. And again we can simplify it.
That is, F2A suffices. In summary, we have
Theorem 3.3.9 For BCCS(A) modulo weak failures preorder WF, the axiom-
atization A1-4+W1+W2′+W3′ is ground-complete. Moreover, if |A| =∞, it is
also ω-complete. If 1 < |A| <∞, A1-4+W1+W2′+W3′+F2A is ω-complete.
Completed Trace Semantics
The definitions for concrete completed trace preorder -CT and weak completed
trace preorder WCT are given in Def. 2.1.2 and Def. 2.1.6 respectively. It is
known that A1-4 together with the following axioms
CT1 ax 4 ax+ y
CT2 a(bw + cx+ y + z) 4 a(bw + y) + a(cx+ z)
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constitute a ground-complete axiomatization for complete traces preorder. More-
over, axiom F1 is needed to make the axiomatization ω-complete. By applying
the algorithm, we obtain a ground-complete axiomatization which consists of
A1-4, W1-3 together with
WCT1 αx 4 αx+ y
WCT2 α(βw + γx+ y + z) 4 α(βw + y) + α(γx+ z) .
It turns out that W1+W2′+W3′+CT1 together A1-4 suffice. To see this, clearly
W3 is an instance of W3′, and WCT2 can be derived as:
α(βw + γx+ y + z) 4 α(τ(βw + y) + τ(γx+ z)) ≈ α(βw + y) + α(γx+ z) .
(The first step follows from W3 and the second one follows from W1.) Moreover,
the instance τx 4 τx + y of WCT1 can be derived as τx 4 τ(τx + y) 4
τx+ y. (The first step follows from W3′ and the second one follows from D1.)
We now can conclude that A1-4+W1+W2′+W3′+CT1 is ground-complete for
BCCS modulo the weak completed traces preorder. Interesting, it is already
ω-complete since the axiom WF can be derived, as shown before. In summary,
Theorem 3.3.10 For BCCS(A) modulo weak completed trace preorder WCT,
the axiomatization A1-4+W1+W2′+W3′+CT1 is ω-complete.
Trace Semantics
The definitions for concrete trace preorder -T and weak trace preorder WT are
given in Def. 2.1.2 and Def. 2.1.6 respectively. It is known that A1-4 together
with the following axioms
T1 a(x+ y) 4 ax+ ay
T2 x 4 x+ y
constitute a ground-complete axiomatization for traces preorder. Moreover, if
|A| > 1, it is also ω-complete. When |A| = 1, the following extra axiom is
needed to make the axiomatization ω-complete:
T3 x 4 ax .
By applying the algorithm, we can obtain a ground-complete axiomatization
which consists of A1-4, W1-2 together with
WT1 α(x+ y) 4 αx+ αy
T2 x 4 x+ y
WE x ≈ τx .
Clearly, due to WE, W1-2 become redundant and WT1 can be replaced simply
by T1. In summary, we have
Theorem 3.3.11 For BCCS(A) modulo weak trace preorder WT, the axiom-
atization A1-4+T1-2+WE is ground-complete. Moreover, if 1 < |A| ≤ ∞, it is
also ω-complete. If |A| = 1, A1-4+T1-2+WE+T3 is ω-complete.
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3.4 Inverted Substitutions
Groote [Gro90] introduced the technique of inverted substitutions to prove that
an equational axiomatization is ω-complete, which works as follows. Recall that
T(Σ) and (Σ) denote the sets of closed and open terms, respectively, over some
signature Σ. Consider an axiomatization E. For each equation t ≈ u of which
all closed instances can be derived from E, one must define a closed substitution
ρ and a mapping R : T(Σ)→ (Σ) such that:
(1) E ⊢ R(ρ(t)) ≈ t and E ⊢ R(ρ(u)) ≈ u;
(2) For each function symbol f (with arity n) in the signature, E ∪ {pi ≈
qi, R(pi) ≈ R(qi) | i = 1, . . . , n} ⊢ R(f(p1, . . . , pn)) ≈ R(f(q1, . . . , qn))
for all closed terms p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn; and
(3) E ⊢ R(σ(v)) ≈ R(σ(w)) for each v ≈ w ∈ E and closed substitution σ.
Then, as proved in [Gro90], E is ω-complete.
Here we adapt his technique to make it suitable for inequational axiomati-
zations.
Theorem 3.4.1 Consider an inequational axiomatization E over Σ. Suppose
that for each inequation t 4 u of which all closed instances can be derived from
E, there are a closed substitution ρ and a mapping R : T(Σ)→ (Σ) such that:
(1) E ⊢ t 4 R(ρ(t)) and E ⊢ R(ρ(u)) 4 u;
(2) E ⊢ R(σ(v)) 4 R(σ(w)) for each v 4 w ∈ E and closed substitution σ;
and
(3) For each function symbol f (with arity n) in the signature, and all closed
terms p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn:
E ∪ {pi 4 qi, R(pi) 4 R(qi) | i = 1, . . . , n} ⊢
R(f(p1, . . . , pn)) 4 R(f(q1, . . . , qn)) .
Then E is ω-complete.
Proof: Let t, u be terms such that for each closed substitution σ,
σ(t) 4 σ(u) .
By assumption, there are a closed substitution ρ and a mapping R : T(Σ) →
(Σ) such that properties (1)-(3) above are satisfied. We have to prove that
E ⊢ t 4 u. This is an immediate corollary of the following claim:
Claim. For all closed terms p, q:
E ⊢ p 4 q =⇒ E ⊢ R(p) 4 R(q) .
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Namely, by assumption, E ⊢ ρ(t) 4 ρ(u), and then the claim above implies that
E ⊢ R(ρ(t)) 4 R(ρ(u)). So by property (1), E ⊢ t 4 u.
Proof of the claim: By induction on the proof of E ⊢ p 4 q. We have to check
the four kinds of inference rules of inequational logic (cf. 2.1.3).
• p = q. Then R(p) = R(q).
• p 4 q is an instance of some v 4 w ∈ E and a closed substitution σ. By
property (2), E ⊢ R(p) 4 R(q).
• E ⊢ p 4 q has been proved by E ⊢ p 4 r and E ⊢ r 4 q, for some r. By
induction, E ⊢ R(p) 4 R(r) and E ⊢ R(r) 4 R(q). So E ⊢ R(p) 4 R(q).
• p = f(p1, . . . , pn) and q = f(q1, . . . , qn), and E ⊢ p 4 q has been proved
by E ⊢ pi 4 qi for i = 1, . . . , n. By induction, E ⊢ R(pi) 4 R(qi) for
i = 1, . . . , n. So by property (3), E ⊢ R(f(p1, . . . , pn)) 4 R(f(q1, . . . , qn)).

The whole proof is now complete. 
3.5 Related and Future Work
Meta-theories for axiomatizability are an interesting topic. However, it is largely
unexplored in the literature. Notable exception, which shares the same spirit of
the results presented in this chapter, is a recent result due to Aceto, Fokkink, In-
golfsdottir and Mousavi [AFIM08] where they present a general technique for ob-
taining new results pertaining to the non-finite axiomatizability of behavioral se-
mantics over process algebras from old ones. The proposed technique is based on
a variation on the classic idea of reduction mappings which are basically trans-
lations between languages that preserve sound (in)equations and (in)equational
proofs over the source language, and reflect families of (in)equations responsible
for the non-finite axiomatizability of the target language. This technique is ap-
plied to obtain a number of new non-finite axiomatizability theorems in process
algebra via reduction to Moller’s celebrated non-finite axiomatizability result
for CCS, for instance, discrete-time CCS modulo timed bisimilarity, temporal
CCS modulo timed bisimilarity.
For the future work, on the one hand we expect more meta theorems; On
the other hand, we believe that these theorems can be cast into more general
models such as those given by Plotkin-style SOS rules.
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Chapter 4
On Finite Alphabets and Infinite Bases
4.1 Introduction
To give further insight into the identifications made by the respective behav-
ioral equivalences in the linear time – branching time spectrum I, van Glabbeek
[vG90, vG01] studied them in the setting of the process algebra BCCSP. In
particular, he associated with every behavioral equivalence a sound equational
axiomatization. Most of the axiomatizations were also shown to be ground-
complete. In this chapter, we shall consider the existence of finite bases for
these semantics. Given a finite ground-complete axiomatization, to prove that
it is a finite basis, it suffices to establish that it is ω-complete (see Section 2.1.3).
Groote [Gro90] proposed a general “inverted substitution” technique to prove
that an axiomatization is ω-complete (see also Section 3.4). He applied his tech-
nique to establish ω-completeness of several of van Glabbeek’s ground-complete
axiomatizations. In practice, Groote’s technique only works in case of an infi-
nite alphabet of actions.1 On the other hand, in case of a singleton alphabet,
most of the semantics in the linear time – branching time spectrum I collapse to
either trace or completed trace semantics, in which case the equational theory
of BCCSP is known to have a finite basis. However, in case of a finite alphabet
with at least two actions, for most semantics in the linear time – branching time
spectrum I it remained unknown whether the equational theory of BCCSP has
a finite basis. In this chapter, we settle all remaining open questions.
We first give a brief summary of what was known up to now, and which open
questions remained. Moller [Mol89] proved that the sound and ground-complete
axiomatization for BCCSP modulo bisimulation equivalence is ω-complete, in-
dependent of the cardinality of the alphabet A. Groote [Gro90] presented ω-
completeness proofs for completed trace equivalence (again independent of the
cardinality of A), for trace equivalence (if |A| > 1), and for ready and fail-
ure equivalence (if |A| = ∞). Van Glabbeek [vG01, page 78] noted (without
proof) that Groote’s technique of inverted substitutions can also be used to
1In case of an infinite alphabet, occurrences of action names in axioms are interpreted as
variables, as otherwise most of the axiomatizations mentioned in this introduction would be
infinite.
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prove that the ground-complete axiomatizations for BCCSP modulo simula-
tion, ready simulation and failure trace equivalence are ω-complete if |A| =∞.
The same observation can be made regarding possible worlds semantics. Blom,
Fokkink and Nain [BFN03] proved that BCCSP modulo ready trace equivalence
does not have a finite sound and ground-complete axiomatization if |A| = ∞.
Aceto, Fokkink, van Glabbeek and Ingolfsdottir [AFvGI04] proved such a neg-
ative result for 2-nested simulation and possible futures equivalence, for any A.
If |A| = 1, then all semantics from completed traces up to ready simulation
coincide with completed trace semantics, while simulation coincides with trace
semantics. And there exists a finite basis for the equational theories of BCCSP
modulo completed trace and trace equivalence if |A| = 1.
This chapter settles all the remaining questions: we prove that there is a
finite basis for the equational theory of BCCSP modulo failure semantics, in
case 1 < |A| <∞; for all the other cases standing open up to now (in Tab. 4.1
on page 88 with grey shadow), we prove that such a finite basis lacks.
Recall that the semantics considered in this chapter have a natural formu-
lation as a preorder relation -, where p - q if p is in some way simulated by
q, or if the decorated traces of p are included in those of q. The corresponding
equivalence relation ≃ is defined as: p ≃ q iff both p - q and q - p. Recently,
Aceto, Fokkink and Ingolfsdottir [AFI07] gave an algorithm that, given a sound
and ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP modulo a preorder no finer
than ready simulation, produces a sound and ground-complete axiomatization
for BCCSP modulo the corresponding equivalence. Moreover, if the original
axiomatization for the preorder is ω-complete, then so is the resulting axiom-
atization for the equivalence (see also Section 3.2 for more details). So for the
positive result regarding failure semantics, the stronger result is obtained by
considering failure preorder. On the other hand, the negative results become
more general if they are proved for the equivalence relations.
Structure of the chapter. Section 4.2 presents some basic facts. Section 4.3
contains a positive result for failure preorder. The remainder of the chapter
presents negative results: Section 4.4 for failure trace equivalence, Section 4.5 for
any equivalence from possible worlds up to ready pairs, Section 4.6 for simulation
equivalence, Section 4.7 for completed simulation equivalence, and Section 4.8
for ready simulation equivalence. We conclude in Section 4.9 with an overview
of the positive and negative results achieved in this chapter.
4.2 Basic Facts
Lemma 4.2.1 1. If t -T u, then depth(t) ≤ depth(u).
2. If t -T u, then actk(t) ⊆ actk(u) for all k ≥ 0. Moreover, if t -F u, then
also act0(u) ⊆ act0(t), so I(t) = I(u).
3. Suppose |A| > 1. If t -T u, then, for all variables x, t
a1···ak−−−−−→ x + t′ for
some term t′ implies u
a1···ak−−−−−→ x+ u′ for some term u′. Hence vark(t) ⊆
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vark(u) for all k ≥ 0.
Proof:
1. If depth(t) = k, then there exists a sequence of actions a1 · · · ak and a
term t′ such that t
a1···ak−−−−−→ t′. Let ρ be the closed substitution defined by
ρ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ V . Then a1 · · · ak is a trace of ρ(t) and hence, since
t -T u, of ρ(u). From the definition of ρ it is then clear that there exists
a term u′ such that u
a1···ak−−−−−→ u′. It follows that depth(t) = k ≤ depth(u).
2. First suppose t -T u and let a ∈ actk(t) for some k ≥ 0. Then there
exists a sequence of actions a1 · · · ak and a term t
′ such that t
a1···ak−−−−−→ t′
and a ∈ I(t′). Now, let ρ be the closed substitution defined by ρ(x) = 0
for all x ∈ V . Then a1 · · · aka is a trace of ρ(t) and hence, since t -T u,
of ρ(u). From the definition of ρ it is then clear that there exists a term
u′ such that u
a1···ak−−−−−→ u′ with a ∈ I(u′), so a ∈ actk(u).
Next, suppose t -F u and let ρ be the closed substitution defined by
ρ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ V . Then (λ,A \ I(t)) (with λ denoting the empty
sequence) is a failure pair of ρ(t), and hence of ρ(u), so I(u)∩(A\I(t)) = ∅;
it follows that act0(u) ⊆ act0(t). Since t -F u implies t -T u, and hence
act0(t) ⊆ act0(u), it immediately follows that I(t) = act0(t) = act0(u) =
I(u).
3. Let x be a variable and suppose t
a1···ak−−−−−→ x + t′ for some term t′. Let
m ≥ depth(u), let a and b be two distinct elements of A, and let ρ be
the closed substitution defined by ρ(x) = amb0 and ρ(y) = 0 for any
variable y 6= x. Then ρ(t)
a1···ak+mb−−−−−−−→ 0 (with ak+1 · · · ak+m = a
m). Since
ρ(t) -T ρ(u), a1 · · · ak+mb is also a trace of ρ(u). Since m ≥ depth(u),
clearly u
a1···ai−−−−−→ z + u′ for some i < m, where ρ(z)
ai+1···ak+mb−−−−−−−−−→ p. By
the definition of ρ, z = x and i = k, so u
a1···ak−−−−−→ x+ u′ for some term u′.
Clearly it follows that x ∈ vark(t) implies x ∈ vark(u) for all variables x,
so vark(t) ⊆ vark(u).

Note that Lem. 4.2.1(3) fails in case |A| = 1, for if A = {a}, then x -T ax.
In the remainder of this chapter we will assume that |A| > 1.
4.3 Failures
In this section we consider the failures preorder -F. Van Glabbeek [vG01]
presented a sound and ground-complete axiomatization of the failures preorder
consisting of the axioms A1-4, the axiom
F1 a(x+ y) 4 ax+ a(y + z) ,
and the axiom ax 4 ax+az. Note that the latter axiom is actually superfluous,
since it can be obtained from F1 by substituting 0 for y and applying A3.
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Below, we provide a basis for the equational theory of BCCSP modulo -F.
We shall prove that A1-4+F1 is a basis if |A| =∞ (see Corollary 4.3.6). To get
a basis for the case that 1 < |A| <∞, it will be necessary to add the following
axiom:
F2A
∑
a∈A
axa 4
∑
a∈A
axa + y ,
where {xa | a ∈ A} is a family of distinct variables and y 6∈ {xa | a ∈ A}.
To see that F2A is sound modulo -F, let ρ be an arbitrary closed substi-
tution and consider a failure pair (a1 · · · ak, B) of ρ(
∑
a∈A axa). If k > 0,
then clearly (a2 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of ρ(xa1), so (a1 · · · ak, B) is a fail-
ure pair of ρ(
∑
a∈A axa + y). On the other hand, if k = 0, then note that
I(ρ(
∑
a∈A axa)) = A, so B = ∅, and hence (a1 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of
ρ(
∑
a∈A axa + y). To see that F2A′ is not sound modulo -F if A
′ is a proper
subset of A, let ρ be the closed substitution such that ρ(y) = b0 for some b 6∈ A′;
then I(ρ(
∑
a∈A′ axa)) = A
′ 6= A′ ∪{b} = I(ρ(
∑
a∈A′ axa+ y)). Since A1-4+F1
are sound modulo -F independent of the alphabet, it also follows that F2A
cannot be derived from A1-4+F1.
Axiom F2A expresses that additional variable summands may be added to
a term t whenever I(t) = A. The following lemma confirms that the proviso
I(t) = A is necessary.
Lemma 4.3.1 If t -F u, then var0(t) ⊆ var0(u), and if moreover I(t) 6= A,
then var0(t) = var0(u).
Proof: Suppose t -F u. That var0(t) ⊆ var0(u) follows immediately from
Lem. 4.2.1(3). To prove that I(t) 6= A implies var0(t) = var0(u), suppose,
towards a contradiction, that a 6∈ I(t) for some a ∈ A and that x ∈ var0(u) \
var0(t) for some x ∈ V . Define a closed substitution ρ by ρ(x) = a0 and
ρ(y) = 0 for y 6= x. Since a 6∈ I(t) and x 6∈ var0(t), (λ, {a}) (with λ the empty
trace) is a failure pair of ρ(t). Since x ∈ var0(u), (λ, {a}) is not a failure pair
of ρ(u + Y ). This contradicts the assumption that t -F u. We conclude that
I(t) 6= A implies var0(t) = var0(u). 
According to Lem. 4.3.1, all the variable summands of t are also summands
of u. Moreover, if u has a variable summand x that t does not have, then
I(t) = A, so we can derive t 4 t + x with an application of F2A. We proceed
to establish, for all a ∈ A, a relation between a prefix summand at′ of t and
the sum of all similar prefix summands au′ of u. To conveniently express this
relation, we first introduce some further notation.
Let t be a term, and let A′ ⊆ A; we define the restriction t↾A′ of t to A
′ by
t↾A′ =
∑
{at′ | a ∈ A′ and at′ ⋐ t} .
Recall that t -F u if, for all closed substitutions ρ, the failure pairs of ρ(t) are
included in ρ(u). The preorder -F fails to have certain structural properties
with respect to the operations of BCCSP; in particular, we cannot in general
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conclude from at -F au that t -F u. It will therefore be technically convenient
to also have notation for a preorder that is slightly coarser than -F. We define
the length of a failure pair (a1 · · · ak, B) as the length of the sequence a1 · · · ak,
and we write t -1F u if, for all closed substitutions ρ, the failure pairs of length
≥ 1 of ρ(t) are included in those of ρ(u). We leave it to the readers to verify
that t -F u iff t -
1
F u and I(u) ⊆ I(t), and that at -
1
F au implies t -
1
F u.
Lemma 4.3.2 If t -1F u, then, for every summand at
′ of t, at′ -F u↾{a}.
Proof: Suppose t -1F u. Let at
′ ⋐ t and let ρ be a closed substitution.
We first prove that the failure pairs of length ≥ 1 of ρ(at′) are included in
those of ρ(u↾{a}), and then we will conclude that also the failure pairs of length
0 of ρ(at′) are included in those of ρ(u↾{a}).
Consider a failure pair (a1 · · · ak, B) of ρ(at
′) with k ≥ 1. Then (a1 · · · ak, B)
is a failure pair of ρ(t). By our assumption that t -1F u, it follows that
(a1 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of ρ(u). From this we cannot directly conclude
that u has a summand au′ such that (a1 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of ρ(au
′), as
u may have a variable summand x such that (a1 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of
ρ(x). To ascertain that u nevertheless also has the desired summand au′, we
define a modification ρ′ of ρ such that for all ℓ < k and for all terms v, ρ(v)
and ρ′(v) have the same failure pairs (b1 · · · bℓ, B), while (a1 · · · ak, B) is not a
failure pair of ρ′(x) for all x ∈ V .
We obtain ρ′(x) from ρ(x) by replacing subterms ap at depth k − 1 by 0 if
a 6∈ B and by aa0 if a ∈ B. That is,
ρ′(x) = chopk−1(ρ(x))
with chopm for all m ≥ 0 inductively defined by
chopm(0) = 0
chopm(p+ q) = chopm(p) + chopm(q)
chop0(ap) =
{
0 if a 6∈ B
aa0 if a ∈ B
chopm+1(ap) = a chopm(p) .
We first prove two properties concerning the failure pairs of chopm(p), for
m ≥ 0 and closed terms p.
I. For all ℓ ≤ m, the closed terms p and chopm(p) have the same failure pairs
(b1 · · · bℓ, B). To show this, we apply induction on m.
Base case: Since the summands of chop0(p) are aa0 for all a ∈ I(p) ∩B,
I(p) ∩B = ∅ iff I(chop0(p)) ∩B = ∅.
Inductive case: Let ℓ ≤ m+ 1; we distinguish cases according to whether
ℓ = 0 or ℓ > 0. If ℓ = 0, then, since I(p) = I(chopm+1(p)), it follows that
I(p) ∩ B = ∅ iff I(chopm+1(p)) ∩ B = ∅, so (b1 · · · bℓ, B) is a failure pair
of p iff it is a failure pair of chopm+1(p). If ℓ > 0, then, since p
b1−−→ p′
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iff chopm+1(p)
b1−−→ chopm(p
′) and, by the induction hypothesis, p′ and
chopm(p
′) have the same failure pairs (b2 · · · bℓ, B), (b1 · · · bℓ, B) is a failure
pair of p iff it is a failure pair of chopm+1(p).
II. chopm(p) does not have any failure pair (b1 · · · bm+1, B). To show this, we
apply induction on m.
Base case: Since the summands of chop0(p) are aa0 with a ∈ I(p) ∩ B,
chop0(p) does not have a failure pair (b1, B).
Inductive case: By induction, for closed terms q, chopm(q) does not
have failure pairs (b2 · · · bm+2, B). Since the transitions of chopm+1(p)
are chopm+1(p)
b1−−→ chopm(p
′) for p
b1−−→ p′, it follows that chopm+1(p)
does not have failure pairs (b1 · · · bm+2, B).
We proceed to prove that ρ′ has the desired properties mentioned above.
A. For all ℓ < k and for all terms v, ρ(v) and ρ′(v) have the same failure pairs
(b1 · · · bℓ, B). To show this, we apply induction on ℓ.
Base case: From the definition of chopk−1 it follows that I(ρ
′(x)) ∩ B =
I(ρ(x)) ∩B for all x ∈ V . Hence, I(ρ(v)) ∩B = ∅ iff I(ρ′(v)) ∩B = ∅.
Inductive case: Let ℓ + 1 < k. We prove for each summand of v that
applying ρ or ρ′ gives rise to the same failure pairs (b1 · · · bℓ+1, B). By
property (I), ρ(x) and ρ′(x) = chopk−1(ρ(x)) have the same failure pairs
(b1 · · · bℓ+1, B). Furthermore, by induction, for each summand b1v
′ of v,
ρ(v′) and ρ′(v′) have the same failure pairs (b2 · · · bℓ+1, B); so ρ(b1v
′) and
ρ′(b1v
′) have the same failure pairs (b1 · · · bℓ+1, B).
B. (a1 · · · ak, B) is not a failure pair of ρ
′(x) for all x ∈ V . This is immediate
from property (II).
Now, since (a1 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of ρ(at
′), (a2 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair
of ρ(t′), and hence, by property (A), of ρ′(t′). It follows that (a1 · · · ak, B) is
a failure pair of ρ′(t), and hence, by our assumption that t -1F u, of ρ
′(u).
Since, according to property (B), u does not have a variable summand x such
that (a1 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of ρ
′(x), and since a1 = a, u must have a
summand au′ such that (a1 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of ρ
′(au′) of u. Then,
again by property (A), (a1 · · · ak, B) is a failure pair of ρ(au
′) and hence of
ρ(u↾{a}).
We have now established that the failure pairs of length ≥ 1 of ρ(at′) are in-
cluded in those of ρ(u↾{a}). In particular, since ρ(at
′) has the failure pair (a, ∅),
so does ρ(u↾{a}), and hence I(ρ(at
′)) = {a} = I(ρ(u↾{a})). As an immediate
consequence we get that also the failure pairs of length 0 of ρ(at′) are included
in those of ρ(u↾{a}). We conclude that at
′ -F u↾{a}. 
We now proceed to establish that if the inequation at′ 4
∑
j∈J auj is sound
modulo the failures preorder, then it can be derived from A1-4+F1+F2A. For
the case that I(t) 6= A, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.3.3 If at -F
∑
j∈J auj and I(t) 6= A, then there exists j ∈ J such
that I(uj) ⊆ I(t) and var0(uj) ⊆ var0(t).
Proof: Suppose at -F
∑
j∈J uj and I(t) 6= A. Let b ∈ A \ I(t) and define the
closed substitution ρ by ρ(x) = 0 if x ∈ var0(t) and ρ(x) = b0 if x 6∈ var0(t).
Then (a,A \ I(t)) is a failure pair of ρ(at), so there exists j ∈ J such that
(a,A \ I(t)) is a failure pair of auj . From (A \ I(t)) ∩ I(ρ(uj)) = ∅ it follows
that I(uj) ⊆ I(t) and var0(uj) ⊆ var0(t). 
The following lemma constitutes the crucial step in our completeness proof.
Lemma 4.3.4 If at -F
∑
j∈J auj , then A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ at 4
∑
j∈Jauj .
Proof: We apply induction on the depth of t. Note that from at -F
∑
j∈J auj
it follows that t -1F
∑
j∈J uj . Let t↾I(t) =
∑
i∈I biti. Then, for all i ∈ I,
by Lem. 4.3.2 biti -F
∑
j∈J uj↾{bi}, and hence by the induction hypothesis
A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ biti 4
∑
j∈J uj↾{bi}. It follows that
A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ t↾I(t) =
∑
i∈I
biti 4
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J
uj↾{bi} =
∑
j∈J
uj↾I(t) . (4.1)
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: I(t) 6= A.
According to Lem. 4.3.3 that there exists j0 ∈ J such that I(uj0) ⊆ I(t)
and var0(uj0) ⊆ var0(t), and hence
uj0↾I(t) + var0(t) = uj0 + var0(t) . (4.2)
We get the following derivation:
at = a(t↾I(t) + var0(t))
4 a(
∑
j∈J
uj↾I(t) + var0(t)) (by (4.1))
= a(uj0 +
∑
j∈J
uj↾I(t) + var0(t)) (by (4.2))
4 auj0 + a(
∑
j∈J
uj + var0(t)) (by F1)
= auj0 + a
∑
j∈J
uj (by Lem. 4.2.1(3))
4 auj0 +
∑
j∈J
auj (by F1)
=
∑
j∈J
auj .
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Case 2: I(t) = A.
Then since var0(t) ⊆
⋃
j∈J var0(uj) by Lem. 4.2.1(3), with an application
of F2A
t = t↾I(t) + var0(t) 4 t↾I(t) +
⋃
j∈J
var0(uj) . (4.3)
We now get the following derivation:
at = a(t↾I(t) + var0(t))
4 a(t↾I(t) +
⋃
j∈J
var0(uj)) (by (4.3))
4 a(
∑
j∈J
uj↾I(t) +
⋃
j∈J
var0(uj)) (by (4.1))
= a
∑
j∈J
uj (since I(t) = A)
4
∑
j∈J
auj (by F1)
Concluding, we have proved that A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ at 4
∑
j∈J auj . 
We are now in a position to establish that A1-4+F1+F2A constitutes a
complete axiomatization of the failures preorder.
Theorem 4.3.5 If 0 < |A| < ∞, then A1-4+F1+F2A is a complete axiomati-
zation of BCCSP modulo failures preorder, i.e., for all terms t and u, if t -F u,
then A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ t 4 u.
Proof: Suppose t -F u, and suppose t =
∑
i∈I aiti+var0(t). Then, for all i ∈ I,
by Lem. 4.3.2 aiti -F u↾{ai}, so by Lem. 4.3.4, A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ aiti 4 u↾{ai}.
Clearly, since I(t) = I(u) by Lem. 4.2.1(2), it follows that
A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ t↾I(t) 4 u↾I(u) .
There are now two cases:
Case 1: I(t) 6= A.
Then var0(t) = var0(u) by Lem. 4.3.1, so clearly
A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ t = t↾I(t) + var0(t) 4 u↾I(u) + var0(u) = u .
Case 2: I(t) = A.
Then var0(t) ⊆ var0(u) by Lem. 4.3.1, so t = t↾I(t) + var0(t) 4 t↾I(t) +
var0(u) by F2A, and hence
A1-4+F1+F2A ⊢ t = t↾I(t) + var0(t) 4 u↾I(u) + var0(u) = u .
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The proof is now complete. 
Groote [Gro90] proved that in case |A| =∞, BCCSP modulo failures equiv-
alence has a finite basis. Here we can obtain the same result for failure preorder,
by copying the proofs of Lem. 4.3.4 and Thm. 4.3.5, but omitting in both proofs
“Case 2”, which is only relevant for finite alphabets.
Corollary 4.3.6 If |A| = ∞, then A1-4+F1 is an ω-complete axiomatization
for BCCSP modulo failures preorder.
4.4 Failure Traces
In this section we consider failure trace equivalence ≃FT. (We mention in pass-
ing that for finitely branching processes, this is the same as refusal semantics
[Phi87].) Blom, Fokkink and Nain [BFN03] gave a finite axiomatization that
is sound and ground-complete for BCCSP modulo ≃FT. It consists of axioms
A1-4 together with
FT ax+ ay ≈ ax+ ay + a(x+ y)
RS a(bx+ by + z) ≈ a(bx+ by + z) + a(bx+ z) ,
where a, b range over A. Groote [Gro90] applied his technique of inverted sub-
stitutions to prove that this axiomatization is ω-complete in case A is infinite.
In this section we consider the case 1 < |A| <∞. We prove that then there
does not exist a finite sound and ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP
modulo ≃FT that is ω-complete as well, and therefore failure trace equivalence
is not finitely based over BCCSP. The cornerstone for this negative result is the
following infinite family of equations en (n ≥ 1):
an+1x+ a(anx+ x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x)
≈ a(anx+ x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x) .
These equations are sound modulo ≃FT. The idea is that, given a closed substi-
tution ρ, either I(ρ(x)) ⊆ {a}, in which case the failure traces of ρ(an+1x) are
included in those of ρ(a(anx+x)). Or c ∈ I(ρ(x)) for some c 6= a, in which case
the failure traces of ρ(an+1x) are included in those of ρ(a
∑
b∈A\{a} a
n(b0+x)).
We shall use the proof-theoretic technique to show that ≃FT is not finitely
based. The intuition behind our proof is that if the axioms in E have depth at
most n, then the summand an+1x at the left-hand side of en cannot be elimi-
nated by means of a derivation from E. There is, however, one complication: the
summand an+1x may be “glued together” with other summands. For example,
using the axioms FT and RS we can derive for n ≥ 1:
an+1x+ a
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x) ≈ a(anx+
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x)) .
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The right-hand side of the equation above does not have a summand an+1x,
so the property of having a summand an+1x is not preserved. Note that the
right-hand side still does have a summand of the form av such that anx -FT v
(take v = (anx +
∑
b∈A\{a} a
n(b0 + x))). We shall be able to show that if the
equation t ≈ u is derivable from a collection of sound equations of terms with a
depth ≤ n, then it satisfies the following property PFTn :
If t, u -FT a(a
nx+x)+a
∑
b∈A\{a} a
n(b0+x), then t has a summand
at′ such that anx -FT t
′, then u has a summand au′ such that
anx -FT u
′.
In Lem. 4.4.1 we shall first establish that a substitution instance of a sound
equation of terms with a depth ≤ n satisfies PFTn . Then, in Prop. 4.4.2, we
prove that PFTn is preserved in derivations from a collection of sound equations
of depth ≤ n. Finally, we shall conclude that the family of equations en (n ≥ 1)
obstructs a finite basis, because the left-hand side has the summand an+1x,
while the right-hand side does not have a summand au′ with an+1x -FT au
′.
Lemma 4.4.1 Suppose that t ≃FT u, let n ≥ 1 be a natural number greater
than or equal to the depth of t and u, and suppose
σ(t), σ(u) -FT a(a
nx+ x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x) . (4.4)
Then σ(t) has a summand av such that anx -FT v iff σ(u) has a summand aw
such that anx -FT w.
Proof: Clearly, by symmetry, it suffices to only consider the implication from
left to right. So suppose that σ(t) has a summand av such that anx -FT v;
then there are two cases:
Case 1: t has a variable summand z and σ(z) has av as a summand.
Since t ≃FT u, by Lem. 4.2.1(3), u also has z as summand. Therefore,
since σ(z) has av as a summand, so does σ(u).
Case 2: t has a summand at′ such that anx -FT σ(t
′).
First, we establish that
σ(t′) a
n
−−→ x and varm(σ(t
′)) = ∅ for all 0 ≤ m < n. (4.5)
From the assumption (4.4) we conclude using Lem. 4.2.1 (2,3) that I(σ(t)) =
{a}, var0(σ(t
′)), varn(σ(t
′)) ⊆ {x} and varm(σ(t
′)) = ∅ for all 0 < m < n.
It follows that aσ(t′) -FT σ(t), and hence
aσ(t′) -FT a(a
nx+ x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x) . (4.6)
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Now, let ρ1 be a closed substitution with ρ1(x) = 0. Since a
n0 -FT
ρ1(σ(t
′)), we have ρ1(σ(t
′))
an−−→ 0. Since varn(σ(t
′)) ⊆ {x}, it follows
that either σ(t′)
an−−→ x or σ(t′) a
n
−−→ 0.
Note that, to establish (4.5), it remains to prove σ(t′)
an
9 0 and x 6∈
var0(σ(t
′)). For this we consider σ(t′) under another closed substitution
ρ2 that satisfies ρ2(x) = c0 with c an action distinct from a. Then,
according to (4.6), aρ2(σ(t
′)) -FT a(a
nc0+ c0)+a
∑
b∈A\{a} a
n(b0+ c0),
and since the closed term at the right-hand side does not exhibit the failure
trace
∅ a · · · ∅ a︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1 times
A ,
we have ρ2(σ(t
′))
an
9 0, so σ(t′)
an
9 0. Furthermore, since anx -FT
σ(t′), we have anc0 -FT ρ2(σ(t
′)). So c 6∈ I(ρ2(σ(t
′))), and hence
x 6∈ var0(σ(t
′)). This completes the proof of (4.5).
We proceed to prove that u has a summand au′ such that
σ(u′)
an−−→ x and var0(σ(u
′)) = ∅ . (4.7)
From (4.5) and the assumption that depth(σ(t)) ≤ n it follows that there
exist ℓ < n, a variable y and a term t′′ such that t′
aℓ−−→ y + t′′ and
σ(y) a
n−ℓ
−−−−→ x.
Define Z as the set of variables z such that σ(z) has x as a summand, i.e.,
Z = {z ∈ V | x ∈ var0(σ(z))} .
Since y has an occurrence in t′ at depth ℓ < n, it follows from (4.5) that
x 6∈ var0(σ(y)), so y 6∈ Z. Therefore, we can define a closed substitution
ρ3 by
ρ3(z) =


an+10 if z = y
c0 if z ∈ Z
0 otherwise ,
where c is again an action distinct from a.
Since t
a−−→ t′ a
ℓ
−−→ y + t′′, ρ3(y)
an+1−−−−→ 0, c 6∈ I(t′), and x 6∈ var0(σ(t
′))
implies var0(t
′) ∩ Z = ∅, ρ3(t) admits the failure trace
∅ a {c} a ∅ · · · a ∅︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ+n times
a {a} ,
which by the assumption t ≃FT u is then also a failure trace of ρ3(u). Since
depth(u′) < n, and in view of the definition of ρ3, this clearly means that
u has a summand au′ such that c 6∈ I(ρ3(u
′)) and u′ a
ℓ
−−→ y+ u′′ for some
term u′′. Since σ(y) a
n−ℓ
−−−−→ x, it follows that σ(u′) a
n
−−→ x. Moreover, from
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c 6∈ I(ρ3(u
′)) it follows that var0(u
′) ∩ Z = ∅, and hence x 6∈ var0(σ(u
′)).
So we have now established (4.7).
From the assumption (4.4) we can conclude, by Lem. 4.2.1 (2)(3), that
actm(σ(u
′)) ⊆ {a} for all 0 ≤ m < n and that varm(σ(u
′)) = ∅ for all
0 < m < n, and (4.7) adds that σ(u′) a
n
−−→ x, and var0(σ(u
′)) = ∅. These
facts together easily imply anx -FT σ(u
′).
The proof is now complete. 
We shall now prove that the property PFTn holds for every equation derivable
from a collection of equations between terms of depth less than or equal to n.
By the preceding lemma, it suffices to prove that the transitivity and congruence
rules preserve PFTn .
Proposition 4.4.2 Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCSP that is sound
modulo ≃FT, let n ≥ 1 be a natural number greater than or equal to the depth
of any term in E, and suppose E ⊢ t ≈ u and
t, u -FT a(a
nx+ x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x) .
Then t has a summand at′ such that anx -FT t
′ iff u has a summand au′ such
that anx -FT u
′.
Proof: We prove the proposition by induction on the depth of a normalized
derivation of the equation t ≈ u from E.
To establish the base case, note that if the derivation of t ≈ u consists of
an application of the reflexivity rule, then the proposition is immediate, and if
there exist terms v and w and a substitution σ such that σ(v) = t and σ(w) = u
and (v ≈ w) ∈ E or (w ≈ v) ∈ E, then v ≃FT w by the soundness of E, so the
proposition follows by Lem. 4.4.1.
For the inductive case we distinguish cases according to the last rule applied.
Case 1: the last rule applied is the transitivity rule.
Then there exist a term v and normalized derivations of t ≈ v and v ≈ u.
By the soundness of E, v ≃FT u -FT a(a
nx + x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a} a
n(b0 +
x). Hence, by the induction hypothesis, v has a summand av′ such that
anx -FT v
′, and therefore, again by induction, u has a summand au′ such
that anx -FT u
′.
Case 2: the last rule applied is the congruence rule for a.
Then t = at′ and u = au′ for some terms t′ and u′, and there exists a
normal derivation of t′ ≈ u′. Since t consists of a single summand at′,
anx -FT t
′. So by the soundness of E, anx -FT u
′.
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Case 3: the last rule applied is the congruence rule for +. Then t = t1 + t2
and u = u1 + u2 for some terms t1, t2, u1 and u2, and there exist normal
derivations of t1 ≈ u1 and t2 ≈ u2. Since t has a summand at
′ with
anx -FT t
′, so does either t1 or t2. Assume, without loss of generality,
that t1 has a summand at
′ such that anx -FT t
′. Since I(u) = {a}, clearly
u1 -FT u -FT a(a
nx + x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a} a
n(b0 + x). So by the induction
hypothesis u1, and hence u, has a summand au
′ with anx -FT u
′.
The proof is now complete. 
Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.4.3 Let 1 < |A| < ∞. Then the equational theory of BCCSP
modulo ≃FT is not finitely based.
Proof: Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCSP that is sound modulo ≃FT.
Let n ≥ 1 be greater than or equal to the depth of any term in E.
Note that a(anx+ x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a} a
n(b0+ x) does not contain a summand
au′ such that anx -FT u
′. So according to Prop. 4.4.2, the equation
an+1x+ a(anx+ x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x)
≈ a(anx+ x) + a
∑
b∈A\{a}
an(b0+ x) ,
which is sound modulo ≃FT, cannot be derived from E. It follows that every fi-
nite collection of equations that are sound modulo≃FT is necessarily incomplete,
and hence the equational theory of BCCSP modulo ≃FT is not finitely based. 
4.5 From Ready Pairs to Possible Worlds
In this section we consider all congruences ≃ that finer than or as fine as
ready equivalence and coarser than or coarse as possible worlds equivalence
(i.e., ≃PW ⊆ ≃ ⊆ ≃R). We prove that if 1 < |A| <∞, then no finite sound and
ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP modulo ≃ is ω-complete.
In [vG90, vG01], van Glabbeek gave a finite axiomatization that is sound and
ground-complete for BCCSP modulo ≃R. It consists of axioms A1-4 together
with
R a(bx+ z1) + a(by + z2) ≈ a(bx+ by + z1) + a(by + z2) ,
where a, b range over A. In case A is infinite, Groote [Gro90] proved with his
technique of inverted substitutions that this axiomatization is ω-complete. So
in that case, ready equivalence is finitely based over BCCSP.
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Note that ≃PW ⊆ ≃RT ⊆ ≃R. Blom, Fokkink and Nain [BFN03] proved
that if |A| = ∞, then no finite axiomatization is sound and ground-complete
for BCCSP modulo ≃RT. They also proved that if |A| <∞, then a finite sound
and ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP modulo ≃RT is obtained by
extending axioms A1-4 with
RT a(
|A|∑
i=1
(bixi + biyi) + z) ≈ a(
|A|∑
i=1
bixi + z) + a(
|A|∑
i=1
biyi + z) ,
where a, b1, . . . , b|A| range over A.
In [vG90, vG01], van Glabbeek gave a finite axiomatization that is sound and
ground-complete for BCCSP modulo ≃PW. It consists of axioms A1-4 together
with
PW a(bx+ by + z) ≈ a(bx+ z) + a(by + z) ,
where a, b range over A. If A is infinite, then Groote’s technique of inverted
substitutions can be applied in a straightforward fashion to prove that this
axiomatization is ω-complete. So in that case, possible worlds equivalence is
finitely based over BCCSP.
To prove the result mentioned above, originally we started out with the
following infinite family of equations en for n > |A|:
a(x1 + · · ·+ xn) +
n∑
i=1
a(x1 + · · ·+ xi−1 + xi+1 + · · ·+ xn)
≈
n∑
i=1
a(x1 + · · ·+ xi−1 + xi+1 + · · ·+ xn) .
These equations are sound modulo ≃PW. Namely, it is not hard to see that for
each closed substitution ρ, the possible worlds of the summand ρ(a(x1+· · ·+xn))
at the left-hand side of ρ(en) are included in the possible worlds of the right-hand
side of ρ(en).
However, our expectation that the equations en for n > |A| would obstruct
a finite ω-complete axiomatization turned out to be false. Namely, en can be
obtained by (1) applying to en−1 a substitution ρ with ρ(xi) = xi + xn for
i = 1, . . . , n − 1, and (2) adding the summand a(x1 + · · · + xn−1) at the left-
and right-hand side of the resulting equation. Hence, from e|A|+1 (together with
A1-3) we can derive the en for n > |A|.
Therefore we then moved to a more complicated family of equations (see
Def. 4.5.8), similar in spirit to the equations en. However, while cancellation of
the summand a(x1 + · · · + xn−1) from en for n > |A| + 1 leads to an equation
that is again sound modulo ≃PW, such a cancellation is not possible for the new
family of equations (see Lem. 4.5.10). We prove that they do obstruct a finite
ω-complete axiomatization (see Thm. 4.5.14).
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4.5.1 Cover Equations
We introduce a class of cover equations (cf. Section 2.1.5), and show that they
are sound modulo ≃PW. We prove that each equation that involves terms of
depth ≤ 1 and that is sound modulo ≃R can be derived from the cover equations.
Moreover, if such an equation contains no more than k summands at its left-
and right-hand side, then it can be derived from cover equations containing no
more than k summands at their left- and right-hand sides (see Prop. 4.5.7).
Definition 4.5.1 A term
∑
i∈I aYi is a cover of a term aX if:
1. ∀Z ⊆ X with |Z| ≤ |A| − 1, ∃i∈I (Z ⊆ Yi ⊆ X); and
2. ∀Z ⊆ X with |Z| = |A|, ∃i∈I (Z ⊆ Yi).
This is denoted by
∑
i∈I aYi D aX. We say that aX +
∑
i∈I aYi ≈
∑
i∈I aYi is
a cover equation.
Example 4.5.2
∑n
i=1 a(x1 + · · · + xi−1 + xi+1 + · · · + xn) D a(x1 + · · · + xn)
for n > |A|. Hence the equations that were given at the start of this section are
cover equations.
If |X| ≤ |A| − 1, then by Def. 4.5.1(1), t D aX implies that aX is a summand
of t. So the only interesting cover equations are the ones where |X| ≥ |A| (cf.
Def. 4.5.8).
We proceed to prove that the cover equations are sound modulo ≃PW.
Lemma 4.5.3 If
∑
i∈I aYi D aX, then aX +
∑
i∈I aYi ≃PW
∑
i∈I aYi.
Proof: Let ρ be an arbitrary closed substitution. It suffices to show that the
possible worlds of ρ(aX) are also possible worlds of ρ(
∑
i∈I aYi). Let ap be a
possible world of ρ(aX). Then p is a possible world of ρ(X). By the definition of
possible worlds equivalence, p has exactly |I(ρ(X))| summands, one summand
bpb for each b ∈ I(ρ(X)); and for each b ∈ I(ρ(X)) there is an xb ∈ X such
that ρ(xb)
b−−→ qb and pb is a possible world of qb. Let Z = {xb | b ∈ I(ρ(X))}.
Then I(ρ(Z)) = I(ρ(X)). Clearly p is a possible world of ρ(Z). Note that
|Z| ≤ |I(ρ(X))|. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: |I(ρ(X))| ≤ |A| − 1.
By Def. 4.5.1(1), Z ⊆ Yi0 ⊆ X for some i0 ∈ I. Then clearly p is a possible
world of ρ(Yi0). Thus ap is a possible world of ρ(
∑
i∈I aYi).
Case 2: |I(ρ(X))| = |A|.
By Def. 4.5.1(2), Z ⊆ Yi0 for some i0 ∈ I. Then I(ρ(Z)) ⊆ I(ρ(Yi0)),
and hence, since I(ρ(Z)) = A, it follows that I(ρ(Yi0)) = I(ρ(Z)). From
Z ⊆ Yi0 and I(ρ(Yi0)) = I(ρ(Z)) we conclude that every possible world
of Z is a possible word of Yi0 . Since p is a possible world of ρ(Z), it
follows that p is a possible world of ρ(Yi0). Thus ap is a possible world of
ρ(
∑
i∈I aYi).
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The proof is now complete. 
We proceed to prove that each sound equation t ≈ u modulo ≃R where t and
u have depth 1 and contain no more than k summands, can be derived from the
cover equations with |I| ≤ k (see Prop. 4.5.7). First we present some notations.
Definition 4.5.4 Ck = {aX+
∑
i∈I aYi ≈
∑
i∈I aYi |
∑
i∈I aYi D aX∧|I| ≤ k}
for k ≥ 0.
Definition 4.5.5 R1 denotes the set of equations t ≈ u with depth(t) =
depth(u) ≤ 1 that are sound modulo ≃R.
Let S(t) denote the number of distinct summands (modulo A1-4) unequal
to 0 of term t. For k ≥ 0,
Rk1 = {t ≈ u ∈ R1 | S(t) ≤ k ∧ S(u) ≤ k} .
In the remainder of this section we assume that A = {a1, . . . , a|A|}.
We present part of the proof of Prop. 4.5.7 as a separate lemma, as this
lemma will be reused in the proof of Lem. 4.5.11.
Lemma 4.5.6 If t ≈ u ∈ R1, then t and u contain exactly the same summands
aX with |X| ≤ |A| − 1.
Proof: Let aX be a summand of t where X = {x1, . . . , xk} with k ≤ |A| − 1.
We define ρ(xi) = ai0 for i = 1, . . . , k and ρ(y) = ak+10 for y 6∈ X. Then
(a, {a1, . . . , ak}) is a ready pair of ρ(t), so it must be a ready pair of ρ(u). Since
depth(u) ≤ 1, this implies that aX is a summand of u.
By symmetry, each summand aX with |X| ≤ |A|−1 of u is also a summand
of t. 
Proposition 4.5.7 Ck ⊢ Rk1 for k ≥ 0.
Proof: Let t ≈ u ∈ Rk1 . Consider a summand aX of t with |X| ≥ |A|. We prove
that a subset of the summands of u form a cover of aX.
Case 1: Z = {z1, . . . , zk} ⊆ X with k ≤ |A| − 1.
We define ρ(zi) = ai0 for i = 1, . . . , k, ρ(x) = 0 for x ∈ X \ Z, and
ρ(y) = a|A|0 for y 6∈ X. The ready pair (a, {a1, . . . , ak}) of ρ(aX) must
also be a ready pair of ρ(u). Since depth(u) ≤ 1, this implies that there is
a summand aY of u with Z ⊆ Y ⊆ X.
Case 2: Z = {z1, . . . , z|A|} ⊆ X.
We define ρ(zi) = ai0 for i = 1, . . . , |A| and ρ(y) = 0 for y 6∈ Z. The ready
pair (a,A) of ρ(aX) must also be a ready pair of ρ(u). Since depth(u) ≤ 1,
this implies that there is a summand aY of u with Z ⊆ Y .
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Concluding, in view of Def. 4.5.1, u = u1 + u2 with u1 D aX. Since S(u1) ≤
S(u) ≤ k, we have aX + u1 ≈ u1 ∈ C
k. So Ck ⊢ aX + u ≈ u.
By Lem. 4.2.1(3) and 4.5.6, each summand x ∈ V and aX with |X| ≤ |A|−1
of t is a summand of u. Moreover, Ck ⊢ aX + u ≈ u for each summand aX of
t with |X| ≥ |A|. Hence, Ck ⊢ t+ u ≈ u.
By symmetry, also Ck ⊢ t+ u ≈ t. So Ck ⊢ t ≈ t+ u ≈ u. 
4.5.2 Cover Equations a1Xn +Θn ≈ Θn for n ≥ |A|
We now turn our attention to a special kind of cover equation a1Xn+Θn ≈ Θn
for n ≥ |A|, where Θn contains n+1 summands (see Def. 4.5.8 and Lem. 4.5.9).
If a term u is obtained by eliminating one or more summands from Θn, then
a1Xn + u 6≃R u (see Lem. 4.5.10); moreover, if a summand of a term u is
not a summand of a1Xn + Θn, then Θn 6≃R u (see Lem. 4.5.11). These two
facts together imply that a1Xn + Θn ≈ Θn cannot be derived from C
n (see
Prop. 4.5.13). Prop. 4.5.7 and 4.5.13 form the cornerstones of the proof of
Thm. 4.5.14, which contains the main result of this section.
Definition 4.5.8 Let n ≥ |A|. Let x1, . . . , xn, xˆ|A|, . . . , xˆn be distinct variables.
Let X|A|−1 and Xn denote {x1, . . . , x|A|−1} and {x1, . . . , xn}, respectively. We
define that Θn denotes the term
a1X|A|−1 +
|A|−1∑
i=1
a1(Xn \ {xi}) +
n∑
i=|A|
a1(X|A|−1 ∪ {xi, xˆi}) .
Lemma 4.5.9 Θn D a1Xn for n ≥ |A|.
Proof: Let Z ⊆ Xn with |Z| ≤ |A| − 1. We need to find a summand a1Y
of Θn with Z ⊆ Y ⊆ Xn. We distinguish two cases. On the one hand, if
Z ⊆ X|A|−1, then Z ⊆ X|A|−1 ⊆ Xn. On the other hand, if Z 6⊆ X|A|−1, then
Z ⊆ Xn \ {xi} ⊆ Xn for some 1 ≤ i ≤ |A| − 1.
Let Z ⊆ Xn with |Z| = |A|. We need to find a summand a1Y of Θn with
Z ⊆ Y . Again there are two cases. On the one hand, if X|A|−1 ⊂ Z, then
Z ⊆ X|A|−1 ∪ {xi, xˆi} for some |A| ≤ i ≤ n. On the other hand, if X|A|−1 6⊂ Z,
then then Z ⊆ Xn \ {xi} for some 1 ≤ i ≤ |A| − 1. 
Lemma 4.5.10 Let n ≥ |A|. If the summands of u are a proper subset of the
summands of Θn, then a1Xn + u 6≃R u.
Proof: Suppose that all summands of u are summands of Θn, but that some
summand a1Y of Θn is not a summand of u. We consider the three possible
forms of Y , and for each case give a closed substitution ρ such that some ready
pair of ρ(a1Xn) is not a ready pair of ρ(u).
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Case 1: Y = X|A|−1.
We define ρ(xi) = ai0 for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1, ρ(xi) = 0 for i = |A|, . . . , n,
and ρ(y) = a|A|0 for y 6∈ Xn. Then the ready pair (a1, {a1, . . . , a|A|−1})
of ρ(a1Xn) is not a ready pair of ρ(u).
Case 2: Y = Xn \ {xi0} for some 1 ≤ i0 ≤ |A| − 1.
We define ρ(xi) = ai0 for i = 1, . . . , i0 − 1, i0 + 1, . . . , |A|, ρ(xi) = 0 for
i = i0 and i = |A|+1, . . . , n, and ρ(y) = ai00 for y 6∈ Xn. Then the ready
pair (a1, {a1, . . . , ai0−1, ai0+1, . . . , a|A|}) of ρ(a1Xn) is not a ready pair of
ρ(u).
Case 3: Y = X|A|−1 ∪ {xi0 , xˆi0} for some |A| ≤ i0 ≤ n.
We define ρ(xi) = ai0 for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1, ρ(xi0) = a|A|0, and ρ(y) = 0
for y 6∈ X|A|−1∪{xi0}. Then the ready pair (a1, {a1, . . . , a|A|}) of ρ(a1Xn)
is not a ready pair of ρ(u).
The proof is now complete. 
Lemma 4.5.11 Let n ≥ |A|. If Θn ≃R u, then each summand of u is a
summand of a1Xn +Θn.
Proof: Let Θn ≃R u. By Lem. 4.2.1(1), depth(u) = 1. By Lem. 4.2.1(3), u does
not have summands x ∈ V , so clearly each summand of u is of the form a1Y .
If |Y | ≤ |A| − 1, then by Lem. 4.5.6, a1Y is a summand of Θn. Let |Y | ≥ |A|;
we prove that a1Y is a summand of a1Xn +Θn.
By Lem. 4.2.1(3), Y ⊆ Xn ∪ {xˆi | i=|A|, . . . , n}. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: xˆi ∈ Y for some |A| ≤ i ≤ n.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a y ∈ Y \(X|A|−1∪{xi, xˆi}).
We define ρ(y) = a10, ρ(xˆi) = a20, and ρ(z) = 0 for z 6∈ {y, xˆi}. The
ready pair (a1, {a1, a2}) of ρ(a1Y ) is not a ready pair of ρ(Θn), contra-
dicting Θn ≃R u.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is an x ∈ (X|A|−1∪{xi, xˆi})\
Y . Note that xˆi ∈ Y implies x 6= xˆi. We define ρ(x) = a10, ρ(xˆi) = a20,
and ρ(z) = 0 for z 6∈ {x, xˆi}. The ready pair (a1, {a2}) of ρ(a1Y ) is not a
ready pair of ρ(Θn), contradicting Θn ≃R u.
Hence, Y = X|A|−1 ∪ {xi, xˆi}.
Case 2: Y ⊆ Xn.
Since |Y | ≥ |A|, there is a Z = {z1, . . . , z|A|−1} ⊆ Y with Z 6⊆ X|A|−1.
We define ρ(zi) = ai0 for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1, ρ(y) = 0 for y ∈ Y \ Z, and
ρ(z) = a|A|0 for z 6∈ Y . The ready pair (a1, {a1, . . . , a|A|−1}) of ρ(a1Y )
must be a ready pair of ρ(Θn), which implies that there is a summand
a1Y
′ of Θn with Z ⊆ Y
′ ⊆ Y . Since Z 6⊆ X|A|−1 and Y ⊆ Xn, it follows
that Y ′ = Xn \ {xi0} for some 1 ≤ i0 ≤ |A| − 1. Hence, either Y = Xn or
Y = Xn \ {xi0}.
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Concluding, each summand of u is a summand of a1Xn +Θn. 
The following example shows that Lem. 4.5.11 would fail if |A| = 1.
Example 4.5.12 Let |A| = 1 and n = 1. Note that Θ1 = a10 + a1(x1 + xˆ1)
and a1X1 = a1x1. Since |A| = 1, a10+a1(x1+ xˆ1) ≃R a1xˆ1+a10+a1(x1+ xˆ1).
However, a1xˆ1 is not a summand of a1x1 + a10+ a1(x1 + xˆ1).
Proposition 4.5.13 Cn 0 a1Xn +Θn ≈ Θn for n ≥ |A|.
Proof: Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a derivation of a1Xn +
Θn ≈ Θn using only equations in C
n: a1Xn+Θn = u0 ≈ u1 ≈ · · · ≈ uj = Θn for
some j ≥ 1. By Lem. 4.2.1(1), u1, . . . , uj have depth 1. Since u0 = a1Xn +Θn,
uj = Θn, and the equations in C
n are of the form aY + v ≈ v, there must be
a 1 ≤ i ≤ j such that ui−1 = a1Xn + ui and a1Xn is not a summand of ui.
Since Θn ≃R ui, Lem. 4.5.11 implies that all summands of ui are summands
of Θn. Since a1Xn + ui ≃R ui, Lem. 4.5.10 implies that ui = Θn. Hence,
a1Xn + Θn ≈ Θn can be derived using a single application of an equation
a1Y + v ≈ v ∈ C
n. Then σ(Y ) = Xn and σ(v) +w = Θn for some substitution
σ and term w. Since a1Xn + σ(v) ≃R σ(v) and σ(v) + w = Θn, Lem. 4.5.10
implies that σ(v) = Θn. However, a1Y + v ≈ v ∈ C
n implies S(v) ≤ n, and v
does not contain summands from V , so clearly S(σ(v)) ≤ n. This contradicts
the fact that S(σ(v)) = S(Θn) = n+1. Concluding, C
n 0 a1Xn+Θn ≈ Θn. 
Theorem 4.5.14 Let 1 < |A| <∞. Let ≃ be a congruence that is included in
ready equivalence and includes possible worlds equivalence. Then the equational
theory of BCCSP modulo ≃ is not finitely based.
Proof: Let E be a finite axiomatization that is sound and ground-complete
for BCCSP modulo a congruence ≃ that is included in ready equivalence and
includes possible worlds equivalence. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that
E is ω-complete. By Lem. 4.5.9 and 4.5.3, a1Xn + Θn ≈ Θn for n ≥ |A| is
sound modulo ≃PW, so also modulo ≃. Then these equations can be derived
from E. Let E1 denote the equations in E of depth ≤ 1. By Lem. 4.2.1(1),
E1 ⊢ a1Xn +Θn ≈ Θn for n ≥ |A|.
Choose an n ≥ |A| such that S(t) ≤ n and S(u) ≤ n for each t ≈ u ∈ E1.
Since E1 is sound modulo ≃, so also modulo ≃R, it follows that E1 ⊆ R
n
1 .
By Prop. 4.5.7, Cn ⊢ E1. This implies that C
n ⊢ a1Xn + Θn ≈ Θn, which
contradicts Prop. 4.5.13.
Concluding, E is not ω-complete. 
4.6 Simulation
In this section we consider simulation equivalence ≃S. In [vG90, vG01], van
Glabbeek gave a finite axiomatization that is sound and ground-complete for
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BCCSP modulo ≃S. It consists of axioms A1-4 together with
S a(x+ y) ≈ a(x+ y) + ax ,
where a ranges over A. In case A is infinite, Groote’s technique of inverted
substitutions from [Gro90] can be applied in a straightforward fashion to prove
that van Glabbeek’s axiomatization is ω-complete; see [CF06].
An infinite supply of actions is crucial in this particular application of the
inverted substitutions technique, for we shall prove below that the equational
theory of BCCSP modulo ≃S does not have a finite basis if 1 < |A| <∞. The
cornerstone for this negative result is the following infinite family of equations:
a(x+Ψn) +
∑
θ∈An
a(x+Ψθn) + aΦn ≈
∑
θ∈An
a(x+Ψθn) + aΦn (n ≥ 0) .
Here, the Φn are defined inductively as follows:{
Φ0 = 0
Φn+1 =
∑
b∈A bΦn .
Moreover, the Ψn and Ψ
θ
n are defined by:
Ψn =
∑
b1···bn∈An
b1 · · · bn0
Ψθn =
∑
b1···bn∈An\{θ}
b1 · · · bn0 for θ ∈ A
n .
For any closed term p with depth(p) ≤ n, clearly p -S Φn. So in particular,
Ψn -S Φn.
It is not hard to see that the equations above are sound modulo ≃S. The
idea is that, given a closed substitution ρ, either depth(ρ(x)) < n, in which case
a(ρ(x) + Ψn) is simulated by aΦn. Or some b1 · · · bn ∈ A
n is a trace of ρ(x), in
which case a(ρ(x) + Ψn) is simulated by a(ρ(x) + Ψ
b1···bn
n ).
We shall prove below that ≃S is not finitely based, using the proof-theoretic
technique, by showing that whenever an equation t ≈ u is derivable from a set
of sound axioms of depth ≤ n, then it satisfies the following property PSn :
If t, u -S
∑
θ∈An a(x+Ψ
θ
n)+ aΦn, then t has a summand similar to
a(x+Ψn) iff u has a summand similar to a(x+Ψn).
We shall first establish in Lem. 4.6.2 that an equation satisfies PSn if it is a
substitution instance of a sound equation of terms with a depth ≤ n. Then,
in Prop. 4.6.3, we prove, using Lem. 4.6.2, that PSn holds for every equation
derivable from a collection of sound equations E, provided that the depth of
the terms in E does not exceed n. From the proposition we can directly infer
that the infinite family of equations above obstructs a finite basis, because the
left-hand side contains a summand similar to a(x + Ψn), while the right-hand
side does not.
The following lemma constitutes an important step in the proof that PSn is
preserved by substitution instances of sound equations of terms with a depth
≤ n.
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Lemma 4.6.1 If a(x + Ψn) -S at -S
∑
θ∈An a(x + Ψ
θ
n) + aΦn, then at ≃S
a(x+Ψn).
Proof: Since x+Ψn -S t, by Lem. 4.2.1(3), x is a summand of t. Clearly, there
exists a term t′ that does not have x as a summand such that t = x+ t′ (modulo
A3). Since a(x+ t′) -S
∑
θ∈An a(x+Ψ
θ
n)+aΦn, by Lem. 4.2.1(3), t
′ is a closed
term.
We prove that t′ -S Ψn. Consider a closed substitution ρ with ρ(x) = a
n+10.
Since a(ρ(x)+ t′) -S
∑
θ∈An a(ρ(x)+Ψ
θ
n)+ aΦn and clearly ρ(x)+ t
′ 6-S Φn, it
follows that ρ(x) + t′ -S ρ(x) + Ψ
θ
n for some θ ∈ A
n. Hence t′ -S a
n+10+Ψθn.
Since at -S
∑
θ∈An a(x+Ψ
θ
n)+aΦn, by Lem. 4.2.1(1), depth(t
′) ≤ depth(t) ≤ n.
So t′ -S a
n0+Ψθn -S Ψn.
Then at = a(x+ t′) -S a(x+Ψn), and, by assumption, a(x+Ψn) -S at, so
at ≃S a(x+Ψn). 
We shall now establish that substitution instances of sound equations of
depth ≤ n satisfy PSn .
Lemma 4.6.2 Suppose t ≃S u, let n > 1 be a natural number greater than or
equal to the depth of t and u, and suppose σ(t), σ(u) -S
∑
θ∈An a(x+Ψ
θ
n)+aΦn.
Then σ(t) has a summand similar to a(x+Ψn) if and only if σ(u) has a summand
similar to a(x+Ψn).
Proof: Clearly, by symmetry, it suffices to only consider the implication from
left to right. So suppose that σ(t) has a summand similar to a(x + Ψn); then
there are two cases:
Case 1: t has a variable summand z and σ(z) has a summand similar to a(x+
Ψn).
Since t ≃S u, by Lem. 4.2.1(3), u also has z as summand. Since σ(z) has
a summand similar to a(x+Ψn), the same holds for σ(u).
Case 2: t has a summand at′ and σ(at′) ≃S a(x+Ψn).
Note that from σ(t′) ≃S x + Ψn it follows by Lem. 4.2.1(3) that x is a
summand of σ(t′), and this means that t′ has a variable summand y with
x a summand of σ(y).
The following claim constitutes a crucial step in the remainder of the proof
for this case.
Claim. The term u has a summand au′ such that, for every m ≥ 0
and for every variable z, if t′
a1···am−−−−−→ z + v for some term v, then
u′
a1···am−−−−−→ z + w for some term w.
Proof of the claim: We consider the terms t and u under a special closed
substitution ρ, that we now proceed to define. Let a and b be distinct
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actions, and let p.q : V → Z>0 be an injection (which exists since V is
countable); then ρ is defined by
ρ(z) = apzq·nb0 for all z ∈ V .
From the assumption that t ≃S u, it follows that ρ(t) ≃S ρ(u). Since
ρ(t)
a−−→ ρ(t′), there exists a closed term p such that ρ(u) a−−→ p and
ρ(t′) -S p.
To establish that u has a summand au′ such that ρ(t′) -S ρ(u
′), we argue
that u cannot have a variable summand z such that ρ(z) a−−→ p. Recall
that t′ has a variable summand y; since ρ(y) = apyq·nb0 and ρ(t′) -S p, it
follows that b has an occurrence at depth pyq ·n in p. Now assume towards
a contradiction that z is a variable summand of u such that ρ(z) a−−→ p.
Then p = apzq·n−1b0, which, since clearly pyq ·n 6= pzq ·n− 1, contradicts
that b occurs in p at depth pyq · n in p. So u has a summand au′ such
that ρ(t′) -S ρ(u
′).
Now suppose that t′
a1···am−−−−−→ z + v for some term v. Then, since ρ(t′) -S
ρ(u′), there exists a closed term q such that ρ(u′)
a1···am−−−−−→ q and ρ(z +
v) -S q.
We shall now first prove that there exists u′′ such that u′
a1···am−−−−−→ u′′
and ρ(u′′) = q. Assume towards a contradiction that there is no such
u′′. Then clearly there exist ℓ < m, a variable z′, and a term u′′′ such
that u′
a1···aℓ−−−−−→ z′ + u′′′ and ρ(z′)
aℓ+1···am−−−−−−−→ q. Since ρ(z′) = apz
′q·nb0, it
follows that q = apz
′q·n−(m−ℓ)b0, and hence the single occurrence of b in p
is at depth pz′q · n− (m− ℓ). Since 0 < m− ℓ < n, it follows that b does
not occur at depth pzq · n in q; this contradicts ρ(z + v) -S q.
So there exists u′′ such that u
a1···am−−−−−→ u′′ and ρ(u′′) = q. Since ρ(z +
v) -S q = ρ(u
′′) and ρ(z) = apzq·nb0, ρ(u′′)
apzq·n−−−−−→ b0. Hence, since
depth(u′′) < n and pzq > 0, there exists a variable z′, a term w, and ℓ < n
such that u′′ a
ℓ
−−→ z′ + w and ρ(z′) a
pzq·n−ℓ
−−−−−−→ b0. From the definition of ρ
it is clear that pzq · n − ℓ = pz′q · n. Since ℓ ≤ depth(u′′) < n, it follows
that ℓ = 0, so pz′q = pzq, and hence, since p.q is an injection, z′ = z. We
have established that u′′ = z + w, and thereby the proof of the claim is
complete. 
Now consider any a1 · · · an ∈ A
n. Since Ψn -S σ(t
′) and depth(t′) < n,
there exist 0 ≤ m < n, a variable z and a term v such that t′
a1···am−−−−−→ z+v
and am+1 · · · an a trace of σ(z). By our claim above, u
′ a1···am−−−−−→ z+w for
some term w. Since am+1 · · · an is a trace of σ(z), it follows that a1 · · · an
is a trace of σ(u′). This holds for all a1 · · · an ∈ A
n, so Ψn -S σ(u
′).
Furthermore, recall that y is a summand of t′, and that x is a summand
of σ(y). Since t′ λ−−→ t′ (with λ the empty sequence of actions), by our
claim it follows that u′ λ−−→ u+w for some term w. So y is a summand of
u′, and hence x is a summand of σ(u′).
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We conclude that x + Ψn -S σ(u
′), and hence a(x + Ψn) -S aσ(u
′).
From the assumption of the lemma that σ(u) -S
∑
θ∈An a(x+Ψ
θ
n)+ aΦn
it follows that aσ(u′) -S
∑
θ∈An a(x + Ψ
θ
n) + aΦn. So, by Lem. 4.6.1,
aσ(u′) ≃S a(x+Ψn).
The proof is now complete. 
We shall now prove that PSn holds for every equation derivable from a col-
lection of equations between terms of depth less than or equal to n. By the
preceding lemma, it only remains to prove that the transitivity and congruence
rules preserve PSn .
Proposition 4.6.3 Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCSP that is sound
modulo ≃S, let n be a natural number greater than the depth of any term in
E, and suppose E ⊢ t ≈ u and t, u -S
∑
θ∈An a(x + Ψ
θ
n) + aΦn. Then t has a
summand similar to a(x+Ψn) iff u has a summand similar to a(x+Ψn).
Proof: We prove the proposition by induction on the depth of a normalized
derivation of the equation t ≈ u from E.
To establish the base case, note that if the derivation of t ≈ u consists of
an application of the reflexivity rule, then the proposition is immediate, and if
there exist terms v and w and a substitution σ such that σ(v) = t, σ(w) = u,
and (v ≈ w) ∈ E or (w ≈ v) ∈ E, then v ≃S w by the soundness of E, so the
proposition follows from Lem. 4.6.2.
For the inductive case we distinguish cases according to the last rule applied.
Case 1: the last rule applied is the transitivity rule.
Then there exist a term v and normalized derivations of t ≈ v and v ≈ u.
By the soundness of E, v ≃S u -S
∑
θ∈An a(x + Ψ
θ
n) + aΦn. So, by the
induction hypothesis, v has a summand similar to a(x+Ψn), and hence,
again by the induction hypothesis, u has a summand similar to a(x+Ψn).
Case 2: the last rule applied is the congruence rule for a.
Then t = at′ and u = au′ for some terms t′ and u′, and there exists
a normal derivation of t′ ≈ u′. Since t consists of a single summand,
at′ ≃S a(x+Ψn). So, by the soundness of E, u = au
′ ≃S a(x+Ψn).
Case 3: the last rule applied is the congruence rule for +.
Then t = t1 + t2 and u = u1 + u2 for some terms t1, t2, u1 and u2, and
there exist normal derivations of t1 ≈ u1 and t2 ≈ u2. Since t has a
summand similar to a(x + Ψn), so does either t1 or t2. Assume, without
loss of generality, that t1 has a summand completed similar to a(x+Ψn).
Then clearly I(t1) = I(u1) = {a}, so t1, u1 -S t, u -S
∑
θ∈An a(x+Ψ
θ
n)+
aΦn. By the induction hypothesis, it follows that u1, and hence u, has a
summand similar to a(x+Ψn).
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The proof is now complete. 
Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.6.4 Let 1 < |A| < ∞. Then the equational theory of BCCSP
modulo ≃S is not finitely based.
Proof: Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCSP that is sound modulo ≃S.
Let n > 1 be greater than or equal to the depth of any term in E.
Note that
∑
θ∈An a(x + Ψ
θ
n) + aΦn does not contain a summand similar to
a(x+Ψn). So according to Prop. 4.6.3, the equation
a(x+Ψn) +
∑
θ∈An
a(x+Ψθn) + aΦn ≈
∑
θ∈An
a(x+Ψθn) + aΦn ,
which is sound modulo ≃S, cannot be derived from E. It follows that every fi-
nite collection of equations that are sound modulo ≃S is necessarily incomplete,
and hence the equational theory of BCCSP modulo ≃S is not finitely based. 
4.7 Completed Simulation
In this section we consider completed simulation equivalence ≃CS. In [vG90,
vG01], van Glabbeek gave a finite axiomatization that is sound and ground-
complete for BCCSP modulo ≃CS. It consists of axioms A1-4 together with
CS a(bx+ y + z) ≈ a(bx+ y + z) + a(bx+ z) ,
where a, b range over A. We prove that the equational theory of BCCSP modulo
≃CS does not have a finite basis if |A| > 1. (Note that our proof in this section
also works in case |A| = ∞, whereas all the other proofs of negative results
assume |A| < ∞). The cornerstone for this negative result is the following
infinite family of equations:
anx+ an0+ an(x+ y) ≈ an0+ an(x+ y) (n ≥ 1) .
It is not hard to see that these equations are sound modulo ≃CS. The idea is
that, given a closed substitution ρ, either ρ(x) cannot perform any action, in
which case ρ(anx) is completed simulated by an0, or x can perform some action,
in which case ρ(anx) is completed simulated by ρ(an(x+ y)).
We shall prove that there cannot be a finite sound axiomatization E for
BCCSP modulo ≃CS from which the equations above can all be derived. We
apply the proof-theoretic technique, showing that if the axioms in E have depth
smaller than n and the equation t ≈ u is derivable from E, then it satisfies the
following property PCSn :
If t, u -CS a
n0+an(x+y), then t has a summand completed similar
to anx iff u has a summand completed similar to anx.
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The crucial step is to prove that PCSn holds for all substitution instances of
sound equations of depth ≤ n (see Lem. 4.7.1). The proof that the transitivity
and congruence rules preserve PCSn , in Prop. 4.7.3, will then be analogous to our
proof in the previous section that they preserve PSn . We infer that the infinite
family of equations above obstructs a finite basis, by noting that the left-hand
sides of the equations have a summand anx, while the right-hand sides do not.
The following lemma constitutes an crucial step in the proof that substitution
instance of sound equations of depth ≤ n satisfy PCSn .
Lemma 4.7.1 If at -CS a
n0 + an(x + y) and at a
n
−−→ t′ with t′ = x, then
at = anx.
Proof: We first prove by induction on n that if at -CS a
n0 + an(x + y), then
at = an0 or at = anx or at = any or at = an(x+ y).
Suppose n = 1. Then I(t) = ∅ by Lem. 4.2.1(2) and var0(t) ⊆ {x, y} by
Lem. 4.2.1(3), so t = 0 or t = x or t = y or t = x+ y.
Suppose n > 1. Then by Lem. 4.2.1(2) I(t) = {a} and by Lem. 4.2.1(3)
var0(t) = ∅, so t =
∑
i∈I ati with I 6= ∅. Clearly, ati -CS a
n−10+ an−1(x+ y),
so by the induction hypothesis ati = a
n−10 or ati = a
n−1x or ati = a
n−1y or
ati = a
n−1(x+ y), for all i ∈ I.
It remains to establish that ati = atj for all i, j ∈ I. Suppose, towards
a contradiction, that ati 6= atj for some i, j ∈ I. Then clearly there exist t
′
i
and t′j such that ati
an−1−−−−→ t′i, atj
an−1−−−−→ t′j and t
′
i 6= t
′
j . Modulo symmetry
we can distinguish six cases, and in each of them it suffices to provide a closed
substitution ρ such that ρ(at) 6-CS ρ(a
n0+ an(x+ y)).
Cases 1,2,3: t′i = 0 and t
′
j = x or t
′
j = y or t
′
j = x+ y.
Define ρ such that ρ(x) 6≃CS 0 and ρ(y) 6≃CS 0. Then ρ(t) 6-CS a
n−10
(because ρ(t) a
n−1
−−−−→ ρ(t′j) 6≃CS 0), and ρ(t) 6-CS a
n−1ρ(x + y) (because
ρ(t) a
n−1
−−−−→ ρ(ti) ≃CS 0 whereas ρ(x + y) 6≃CS 0). So ρ(at) 6-CS ρ(a
n0 +
an(x+ y)).
Cases 4,5: t′i = x and t
′
j = y or t
′
j = x+ y.
Define ρ such that ρ(x) = 0 and ρ(y) 6≃CS 0. Then ρ(t) 6-CS a
n−10
(because ρ(t) a
n−1
−−−−→ ρ(t′j) 6≃CS 0) and ρ(t) 6-CS a
n−1ρ(x + y) (because
ρ(t) a
n−1
−−−−→ ρ(t′i) ≃CS 0 and ρ(x+y) 6≃CS 0). So ρ(at) 6-CS ρ(a
n0+an(x+
y)).
Case 6: t′i = y and t
′
j = x+ y.
Define ρ such that ρ(x) 6≃CS 0 and ρ(y) = 0. Then ρ(t) 6-CS a
n−10
(because ρ(t) a
n−1
−−−−→ ρ(t′j) 6≃CS 0) and ρ(t) 6-CS a
n−1ρ(x + y) (because
ρ(t) a
n−1
−−−−→ ρ(t′i) ≃CS 0 and ρ(x+y) 6≃CS 0). So ρ(at) 6-CS ρ(a
n0+an(x+
y)).
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We have established that ati = atj for all i, j ∈ I, so we may conclude that if
at -CS a
n0+an(x+y), then at = an0 or at = anx or at = any or at = an(x+y).
If, moreover, at
an−−→ t′ with t′ = x, then it is easy to define closed substitutions
showing that at 6= an0, at 6= any and at 6= an(x+ y), so the proof of the lemma
is complete. 
In the following lemma we establish that substitution instances of sound
equations of depth < n satisfy PCSn .
Lemma 4.7.2 Suppose t ≃CS u, let n ≥ 1 be a natural number greater than
the depth of t and u, and suppose σ(t), σ(u) -CS a
n0 + an(x + y). Then σ(t)
has a summand anx iff σ(u) has a summand anx.
Proof: Clearly, by symmetry, it suffices to establish the direction from left to
right. So suppose σ(t) has a summand anx; then there are two cases:
Case 1: t has a variable summand z and σ(z) has a summand anx.
Then, since t ≃CS u, by Lem. 4.2.1(3) u also has z as a summand, so
clearly σ(u) also has a summand anx.
Case 2: t has a summand at′ and σ(at′) = anx.
Then, since depth(at′) < n, from σ(at′) = anx it follows that there exist a
variable z and a term t′′ such that at′
am−−→ z + t′′ and σ(z) = an−mx for
some 1 ≤ m < n. Since t ≃CS u, by Lem. 4.2.1(3), u has a summand au
′
such that au′
am−−→ z+u′′ for some term u′′, and consequently aσ(u′) a
n
−−→
u′′′ with u′′′ = x. Since also aσ(u′) -CS σ(u) -CS a
n0 + an(x + y), it
follows by Lem. 4.7.1 that aσ(u′) = anx. So σ(u) has a summand anx.
The proof is now complete. 
We shall now prove that if an equation derivable from a collection of equa-
tions of depth < n, then it satisfies PCSn .
Proposition 4.7.3 Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCSP that is sound
modulo ≃CS, let n be a natural number greater than the depth of any term in
E, and suppose E ⊢ t ≈ u and t, u -CS a
n0+an(x+y). Then t has a summand
completed similar to anx iff u has a summand completed similar to anx.
Proof: A straightforward adaptation of the proof of Prop. 4.6.3, using Lem. 4.7.2
instead of Lem. 4.6.2, replacing ≃S by ≃CS, -S by -CS, “similar” by “completed
similar” and
∑
θ∈An a(x+Ψ
θ
n) + aΦn by a
n0+ an(x+ y). 
Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.7.4 Let |A| > 1. Then the equational theory of BCCSP modulo
≃CS is not finitely based.
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Proof: Let E be any finite axiomatization over BCCSP that is sound modulo
≃CS and let n ≥ 1 greater than the depth of any term in E. Since a
n0+an(x+y)
does not have a summand completed similar to anx, by Prop. 4.7.3 the equation
anx+ an0+ an(x+ y) ≈ an0+ an(x+ y) ,
which is sound modulo ≃CS, cannot be derived from E. It follows that every
finite collection of equations that are sound modulo ≃CS is necessarily incom-
plete, and hence the equational theory of BCCSP modulo ≃CS is not finitely
based. 
4.8 Ready Simulation
In this section we consider ready simulation equivalence ≃RS. Blom, Fokkink
and Nain [BFN03] gave a finite axiomatization that is sound and ground-
complete for BCCSP modulo ≃RS. It consists of axioms A1-4 together with
the axiom RS presented at the start of Section 4.4.
Note that the equations in the infinite family presented in the previous sec-
tion to show that ≃CS is not finitely based if |A| > 1, are not sound modulo
≃RS. To see this, let a and b be distinct actions, and let ρ be a closed substitu-
tion such that ρ(x) = a0 and ρ(y) = b0. Then ρ(anx) is not ready simulated by
ρ(an0) because I(ρ(x)) = {a} 6= ∅ = I(0), and ρ(anx) is not ready simulated
by ρ(an(x+ y), because I(ρ(x)) = {a} 6= {a, b} = ρ(x+ y).
To obtain a negative result for ≃RS, we proceed to consider below the fol-
lowing adaptation of the infinite family of equations of the previous section:
anx+ an0+
∑
b∈A
an(x+ b0) ≈ an0+
∑
b∈A
an(x+ b0) (n ≥ 1) .
These equations are sound modulo ≃RS. The idea is that, given a closed substi-
tution ρ, either ρ(x) cannot perform any action, in which case ρ(anx) is ready
simulated by ρ(an0), or ρ(x) can perform some action b, in which case ρ(anx)
is ready simulated by ρ(an(x + b0)). Note, however, that the summations in
the above equations only abbreviate BCCSP terms if |A| < ∞. So we assume
1 < |A| <∞ in the remainder of this section.
The condition |A| <∞ is, in fact, necessary for the negative result that we
are about to prove, for if A =∞, then Groote’s technique of inverted substitu-
tions from [Gro90] can be applied in a straightforward fashion to prove that the
axiomatization of Blom, Fokkink and Nain [BFN03] is ω-complete; see [CFN06].
The proof that there cannot be a finite sound axiomatization E for BCCSP
modulo ≃RS from which the equations above can all be derived, is again with
an application of the proof-theoretic technique. Let PRSn be the property:
If t, u -RS a
n0 +
∑
b∈A a
n(x + b0), then t has a summand ready
similar to anx iff u has a summand ready similar to anx.
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Note that this is essentially the same property as PCSn of the previous section.
Also the proof that PRSn is satisfied by every equation t ≈ u derivable from
a collection of sound equations of depth < n is analogous to the proof in the
previous section. We only need to reconsider Lem. 4.7.1 in the light of the new
family of equations.
Lemma 4.8.1 If at -RS a
n0 +
∑
b∈A a
n(x + b0) and at
an−−→ t′ with t′ = x,
then at = anx.
Proof: We first prove by induction on n that if at -CS a
n0+
∑
b∈A a
n(x+ b0),
then at = an0 or at = anx or at = an(x+ b0) for some b ∈ A.
Suppose n = 1. Note that var0(t) ⊆ {x} by Lem. 4.2.1(3). Next, we establish
that I(t) ⊆ {b} for some b ∈ A. To this end, let ρ be a closed substitution such
that ρ(x) = 0. Then I(ρ(t)) = I(ρ(0)) = ∅ or I(ρ(t)) = I(ρ(x+ b0)) = {b} for
some b ∈ A, and hence I ⊆ {b} for some b ∈ A. Now it has been shown that
t = 0 or t = x or t = b0 or t = x+ b0. To exclude the case that t = b0, suppose
that I(t) = {b}, and consider a substitution ρ such that ρ(x) = c0 for some
c 6= b. Since I(ρ(t)) 6= I(ρ(0)) and I(ρ(t)) 6= I(ρ(x+ b′0)) for b′ 6= b, it follows
that I(ρ(t)) = I(ρ(x+ b0)) = {b, c}. So x ∈ var0(t), and hence t = x+ b0.
Suppose n > 1. Then I(t) = {a} by Lem. 4.2.1(2) and var0(t) = ∅
by Lem. 4.2.1(3), so t =
∑
i∈I ati with I 6= ∅. Clearly, ati -RS a
n−10 +∑
b∈A a
n−1(x + b0), so by the induction hypothesis, for all i ∈ I, ati = a
n−10
or ati = a
n−1x or ati = a
n−1(x+ bi0) for some bi ∈ A.
It remains to establish that ati = atj for all i, j ∈ I. Suppose, towards a
contradiction, that ati 6= atj for some i, j ∈ I. Then clearly there exist t
′
i and
t′j such that ati
an−1−−−−→ t′i, atj
an−1−−−−→ t′j and t
′
i 6= t
′
j . Modulo symmetry we
can distinguish four cases, and in each of them it suffices to provide a closed
substitution ρ such that ρ(at) 6-RS ρ(a
n0+
∑
b∈A a
n(x+ b0)).
Cases 1,2: t′i = 0 and t
′
j = x or t
′
j = x+ bj0.
Define ρ such that ρ(x) 6≃RS 0. Then ρ(t) 6-RS a
n−10 (because ρ(t)
an−1−−−−→
ρ(t′j) 6≃RS 0) and ρ(t) 6-RS a
n−1ρ(x+ bj0) (because ρ(t)
an−1−−−−→ ρ(t′i) ≃RS
0).
Case 3: t′i = x and t
′
j = x+ bj0.
Define ρ such that ρ(x) = 0. Then ρ(t) 6-RS a
n−10 (because ρ(t)
an−1−−−−→
ρ(t′j) 6≃RS 0) and ρ(t) 6-RS a
n−1ρ(x+bj0) (because ρ(t)
an−1−−−−→ ρ(t′i) = 0).
Case 4: t′i = x+ bi0 and t
′
j = x+ bj0 for some bi, bj ∈ A with bi 6= bj .
Define ρ such that ρ(x) = 0. Then ρ(t) 6-RS a
n−10 (because ρ(t) a
n−1
−−−−→
ρ(t′i) 6≃RS 0) and ρ(t) 6-RS a
n−1ρ(x+ b0) for all b ∈ A (because b 6= bk for
k = i or k = j, so that ρ(t) a
n−1
−−−−→ ρ(t′k) ≃RS bk0 and ρ(x+ b0) 6≃RS bk0).
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We have established that ati = atj for all i, j ∈ I, so we may conclude that if
at -RS a
n0+
∑
b∈A a
n(x+ b0), then at = an0 or at = anx or at = an(x+ b0)
for some b ∈ A. If, moreover, at a
n
−−→ t′ with t′ = x, then it is easy to define
closed substitutions showing that at 6= an0 and at 6= an(x+ b0), so the proof of
the lemma is complete. 
The following lemma corresponds to Lem. 4.7.2 of the previous section.
Lemma 4.8.2 Suppose t ≃RS u, let n ≥ 1 be a natural number greater than
the depth of t and u, and suppose σ(t), σ(u) -RS a
n0+
∑
b∈A a
n(x+ b). Then
σ(t) has a summand anx iff σ(u) has a summand anx.
Proof: A straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lem. 4.7.2, using Lem. 4.8.1
instead of Lem. 4.7.1, replacing ≃CS by ≃RS, -CS by -RS, and a
n0+ an(x+ y)
by an0+
∑
b∈A a
n(x+ b0). 
The following proposition corresponds to Proposition 4.7.3 from the previous
section.
Proposition 4.8.3 Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCSP that is sound
modulo ≃RS, let n be a natural number greater than the depth of any term in
E, and suppose E ⊢ t ≈ u and t, u -RS a
n0 +
∑
b∈A a
n(x + b0). Then t has a
summand ready similar to anx iff u has a summand ready similar to anx.
Proof: A straightforward adaptation of the proof of Prop. 4.6.3, using Lem. 4.8.2
instead of Lem. 4.6.2, replacing ≃S by ≃RS, -S by -RS, “similar” by “ready
similar” and
∑
θ∈An a(x+Ψ
θ
n) + aΦn by a
n0+
∑
b∈A a
n(x+ b0). 
Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.8.4 Let 1 < |A| < ∞. Then the equational theory of BCCSP
modulo ≃RS is not finitely based.
Proof: Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCSP that is sound modulo ≃RS.
Let n be greater than the depth of any term in E.
Note that an0+
∑
b∈A a
n(x+b0) does not contain a summand ready similar
to anx. So according to Prop. 4.8.3, the equation
anx+ an0+
∑
b∈A
an(x+ b0) ≈ an0+
∑
b∈A
an(x+ b0) ,
which is sound modulo ≃RS, cannot be derived from E. It follows that every
finite collection of equations that are sound modulo ≃RS is necessarily incom-
plete, and hence the equational theory of BCCSP modulo ≃RS is not finitely
based. 
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4.9 Conclusion
For every equivalence in van Glabbeek’s linear time – branching time spectrum
I, it has now been determined whether it is finitely based or not. Tab. 4.1
presents an overview, with a + indicating that a finite basis exists and a –
indicating that a finite basis does not exist. (The grey shadow indicates that it
was open prior to the results described in this chapter.) We distinguish three
categories, according to the cardinality of the alphabet A: singleton, finite with
at least two actions, and infinite.
|A| = 1 1 < |A| <∞ |A| =∞
bisimulation + + +
2-nested simulation – – –
possible futures – – –
ready simulation + – +
completed simulation + – –
simulation + – +
possible worlds + – +
ready traces + – –
failure traces + – +
readies + – +
failures + + +
completed traces + + +
traces + + +
Table 4.1: The existence of finite bases for BCCSP in the linear time – branching
time spectrum I
Chapter 5
Impossible Futures
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study impossible futures semantics [Vog92, VM01]. This
semantics is missing in van Glabbeek’s original spectrum I, because it was only
studied seriously from 2001 on, the year that [vG01] appeared. Impossible fu-
tures semantics is a natural variant of possible futures semantics [RB81] (see
also Def. 2.1.4). It is also closely related to fair testing semantics [RV07]. In
[vGV06] it was shown that weak impossible futures equivalence is the coarsest
congruence with respect to choice and parallel composition operators contain-
ing weak bisimilarity with explicit divergence that respects deadlock/livelock
traces and assigns unique solutions to recursive equations. For the definitions
of impossible futures semantics, see Def. 2.1.4 and Def. 2.1.6.
In Chapter 4, a complete categorization of the (in)equational theories for the
process algebra BCCSP modulo the semantics in the linear time – branching
time spectrum I [vG01] has been given. For each preorder and equivalence it is
studied whether a finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization exists. And if
so, whether there exists a finite basis for the equational theory.
So all questions on these matters regarding concrete semantics have been
resolved? No, as for impossible futures semantics, the (in)equational theory
remained unexplored, with the only exception that the inequational theory of
BCCS modulo weak impossible futures preorder was studied in [VM01]. In
that paper, Voorhoeve and Mauw offer a finite, sound, ground-complete axiom-
atization; their ground-completeness proof relies heavily on the presence of τ .
They also prove that their axiomatization is ω-complete (they do not refer to
ω-completeness explicitly, but they work on open terms, see [VM01, Thm. 5]).
They implicitly assume an infinite alphabet (at [VM01, page 7] they require a
different action for each variable).
As for weak semantics in general, much less is known, compared to concrete
semantics. For several of the semantics in the linear time – branching time
spectrum II [vG93b], a sound and ground -complete axiomatization has been
given, in the setting of BCCS, see, e.g., [vG97]. Moreover a finite basis has been
given for weak, delay, η- and branching bisimulation semantics [Mil89b, vG93a].
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In this chapter, we focus on the axiomatizability of concrete and weak im-
possible futures preorders and equivalences in the setting of BCCSP and BCCS.
In summary, we obtain the following results:
1. We prove that there exists a finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatiza-
tion for BCCSP modulo concrete impossible futures preorder -IF. By
contrast, in [AFvGI04] it was shown that such an axiomatization does not
exist modulo possible futures preorder. Thanks to the result established
in Section 3.3, a finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization for weak
impossible futures preorder WIF can be obtained for free.
2. We show that BCCS modulo weak impossible futures equivalence ≃WIF
does not have a finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization. This nega-
tive result is based on the following infinite family of equations, for m ≥ 0:
τa2m0+ τ(am0+ a2m0) ≈ τ(am0+ a2m0) .
Again thanks to the result established in Section 3.3, this negative result
carries over to concrete impossible futures equivalence ≃IF. Moreover,
in light of this, one can easily establish the nonderivability of the equa-
tions a2m+10 + a(am0 + a2m0) ≈ a(am0 + a2m0) from any given finite
equational axiomatization sound for ≃WIF. As these equations are valid
modulo (concrete) 2-nested simulation equivalence, this negative result
applies to all BCCS-congruences that are at least as fine as weak im-
possible futures equivalence and at least as coarse as concrete 2-nested
simulation equivalence. Note that the corresponding result of [AFvGI04]
can be inferred.
3. We investigate ω-completeness for impossible futures semantics.
First, we prove that if the alphabet of actions is infinite, then the afore-
mentioned ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP modulo -IF is ω-
complete. To prove this result, we apply the technique of inverted substi-
tutions (see Section 3.4). The result established in Section 3.3 allows this
result to carry over to WIF.
Second, we prove that in case of a finite alphabet of actions, the inequa-
tional theory of BCCS modulo WIF does not have a finite basis. In
case of a singleton alphabet, this negative result is based on the following
infinite family of equations, for m ≥ 0:
amx 4 amx+ x .
And for finite alphabets with at least two actions, we use the family
τ(amx)+τ(amx+x)+
∑
b∈A
τ(amx+amb0) 4 τ(amx+x)+
∑
b∈A
τ(amx+amb0) .
The result established in Section 3.3 allows these negative results to carry
over to -IF.
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4. n-Nested concrete impossible futures semantics, for n ≥ 0, form a natural
hierarchy (cf. [AFvGI04]), which coincides with the universal relation for
n = 0, trace semantics for n = 1, and impossible futures semantics for n =
2. Using a proof strategy from [AFvGI04], we show that the negative result
regarding concrete impossible futures equivalence extends to all n-nested
impossible futures equivalences for n ≥ 2, and to all n-nested impossible
futures preorders for n ≥ 3. Apparently, (2-nested) impossible futures
preorder is the only positive exception.
To achieve these negative results, we mainly exploit the proof-theoretic tech-
nique (cf. Section 2.1.5). On top of this, a saturation principle is introduced,
to transform a single summand into a large collection of (semi-)saturated sum-
mands, which plays a pivotal role in obtaining positive results.
To the best of our knowledge, impossible futures semantics is the first exam-
ple that affords a finite, ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP (or BCCS)
modulo the preorder, while missing a finite, ground-complete axiomatization for
BCCSP (or BCCS) modulo the equivalence. This surprising fact suggests that,
for instance, if one wants to show p ≃IF q in general, one has to resort to deriving
p -IF q and q -IF p separately, instead of proving it directly.
In [AFI07, dFG07] an algorithm is presented which produces, from an axiom-
atization for BCCSP modulo a preorder, an axiomatization for BCCSP modulo
the corresponding equivalence. If the original axiomatization for the preorder is
ground-complete or ω-complete, then so is the resulting axiomatization for the
equivalence. In Section 3.2, we show that the same algorithm applies equally
well to weak semantics. However, that algorithm only applies to semantics that
are at least as coarse as ready simulation semantics. Since impossible futures
semantics is incomparable to ready simulation semantics, it falls outside the
scope of [AFI07, dFG07] and Section 3.2. Interestingly, our results yield that
no such algorithm exists for certain semantics incomparable with (or finer than)
ready simulation.
Structure of the chapter. Section 5.2 offers sound, finite, ground-complete
axiomatizations for -IF and WIF; it also contains the proof of the negative
result for ≃IF and ≃WIF. Section 5.3 is devoted to the proofs of the negative
and positive results regarding ω-completeness. Section 5.4 contains the negative
results regarding n-nested (concrete) impossible futures semantics. Section 5.5
concludes the chapter with an overview of the positive and negative results
achieved in this chapter.
5.2 Ground-Completeness
5.2.1 Concrete Impossible Futures Preorder
In this section, we provide a ground-complete axiomatization for impossible
futures preorder. It consists of the core axioms A1-4 together with two extra
axioms:
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IF1 a(x+ y) 4 ax+ ay
IF2 a(x+ y) + ax+ a(y + z) ≈ ax+ a(y + z) .
Recall that here, t ≈ u denotes that both t 4 u and u 4 t are present in the
inequational axiomatization. It is not hard to see that IF1-2 are sound modulo
-IF. The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.1 A1-4+IF1-2 is ground-complete for BCCSP(A) modulo -IF.
To give some intuition on the ground-completeness proof, we first present
an example.
Example 5.2.2 Let p = a(a0 + a20) + a40 and q = a(a0 + a30) + a30. It is
not hard to see that p -IF q. However, neither a(a0+a
20) -IF a(a0+a
30) nor
a(a0 + a20) -IF a
30 holds. In order to derive p 4 q, we therefore first derive
with IF2 that q ≈ p+ q. And p 4 p+ q can be derived with IF1.
In general, to derive a sound closed inequation p 4 q, first we derive q ≈ S(q) (see
Lem. 5.2.5), where S(q) contains for every a ∈ I(q) a “saturated” a-summand
(see Def. 5.2.3). (In Ex. 5.2.2, this saturated a-summand would have the form
a(a0+ a20+ a30+ a(a0+ a20)).) Then, in the proof of Thm. 5.2.1, we derive
Ψ+S(q) ≈ S(q) (equation (5.1)), p 4 Ψ (equation (5.2)) and p 4 p+q (equation
(5.3)), where the closed term Ψ is built from many “semi-saturated” summands
(like, in Ex. 5.2.2, p). These results together provide the desired proof (see the
last line of the proof of Thm. 5.2.1).
Definition 5.2.3 For each closed term q, the closed term S(q) is defined induc-
tively on the depth of q as follows:
S(q) = q +
∑
a∈I(q)
a(S(
∑
aq′⋐q
q′)) .
Example 5.2.4 If q = a(b(c0+ d0) + be0) + af0, then S(q) = a(b(c0+ d0) +
be0) + af0+ a(b(c0+ d0) + be0+ f0+ b(c0+ d0+ e0)).
Lemma 5.2.5 For each closed term q, A1-4+IF1-2 ⊢ q ≈ S(q).
Proof: By induction on depth(q). For any a ∈ I(q),
q ≈ q + a(
∑
aq′⋐q
q′) ≈ q + a(S(
∑
aq′⋐q
q′)) .
The first derivation step uses IF2, and the second induction. Hence, summing
up over all a ∈ I(q),
q ≈ q +
∑
a∈I(q)
a(S(
∑
aq′⋐q
q′)) = S(q) .
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
For closed terms q and γ ∈ T (q), the closed term qγ is obtained by summing
over all closed terms q′ such that q
γ
−−→ q′, and then applying the saturation
from Def. 5.2.3. The auxiliary terms qγ will only be used in the derivation of
equation (5.1) within the proof of Thm. 5.2.1.
Definition 5.2.6 Given a closed term q, and a completed trace a1 · · · ad of q.
For 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ d we define
Qa1···aℓ = {qℓ | q
a1−−→ q1 · · ·
aℓ−−→ qℓ} ,
and
qa1···aℓ = S(
∑
qℓ∈Qa1···aℓ
qℓ) .
Note that qε = S(q). We prove some basic properties for the terms qγ .
Lemma 5.2.7 Given a closed term q, and a completed trace a1 · · · ad of q.
Then, for 0 ≤ ℓ < d,
• qa1···aℓ
aℓ+1−−−→ qa1···aℓ+1 ; and
• qa1···aℓ
aℓ+1−−−→ qℓ+1 for all qℓ+1 ∈ Qa1···aℓ+1 .
Proof: Clearly, qℓ+1 ∈ Qa1···aℓ+1 iff there exists some qℓ ∈ Qa1···aℓ such that
qℓ
aℓ+1−−−→ qℓ+1. And since a1 · · · aℓ+1 is a trace of q, aℓ+1 ∈ I(qℓ) for some
qℓ ∈ Qa1···aℓ . So by Def. 5.2.3,
qa1···aℓ = S(
∑
qℓ∈Qa1···aℓ
qℓ)
aℓ+1−−−→ S(
∑
qℓ+1∈Qa1···aℓ+1
qℓ+1) = qa1···aℓ+1 .
Moreover, for all qℓ+1 ∈ Qa1···aℓ+1 , we have
∑
qℓ∈Qa1···aℓ
qℓ
aℓ+1−−−→ qℓ+1. Hence,
by Def. 5.2.3,
qa1···aℓ = S(
∑
qℓ∈Qa1···aℓ
qℓ)
aℓ+1−−−→ qℓ+1 .

We now embark on proving the promised ground-completeness result.
Proof of Thm. 5.2.1: Suppose p -IF q. We derive p 4 q using induction on
depth(p). If p = 0, then clearly q = 0, and we are done. So assume p 6= 0,
and consider any completed path1 π = a1p1 · · · adpd of p (with d ≥ 1); that
is, p
a1−−→ p1 · · ·
ad−−→ pd = 0. We inductively construct closed terms ψ
π
ℓ , for
1A sequence a1p1 · · · akpk is a completed path of a term p0 if p0
a1−−→ p1 · · ·
ak−−→ pk with
I(pk) = ∅. We write CP(p) for the set of completed paths of term p, which is ranged over by
π.
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ℓ from d down to 1. For the base case, ψπd = 0. Now let 1 ≤ ℓ < d. Since
p
a1···aℓ−−−−−→ pℓ and p -IF q, there exists a sequence of transitions q
a1···aℓ−−−−−→ qℓ
such that T (qℓ) ⊆ T (pℓ). We define
ψπℓ = qℓ + aℓ+1ψ
π
ℓ+1 .
We prove, by induction on d− ℓ, that for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ d,
T (ψπℓ ) ⊆ T (pℓ) .
The base case is trivial, since T (ψπd ) = ∅. Now let 1 ≤ ℓ < d. By induction,
T (ψπℓ+1) ⊆ T (pℓ+1). Moreover, pℓ
aℓ+1−−−→ pℓ+1, so T (aℓ+1ψ
π
ℓ+1) ⊆ T (pℓ). Hence,
T (ψπℓ ) = T (qℓ + aℓ+1ψ
π
ℓ+1) = T (qℓ) ∪ T (aℓ+1ψ
π
ℓ+1) ⊆ T (pℓ).
Next, we prove, by induction on d− ℓ, that for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ d,
E ⊢ aℓψ
π
ℓ + qa1···aℓ−1 ≈ qa1···aℓ−1 .
In the base case, since ψπd = 0 ∈ Qa1···ad (see Def. 5.2.6), this is a direct
consequence of the second item in Lem. 5.2.7. Now let 1 ≤ ℓ < d.
aℓψ
π
ℓ + qa1···aℓ−1
= aℓ(qℓ + aℓ+1ψ
π
ℓ+1) + qa1···aℓ−1 + aℓqℓ + aℓqa1···aℓ (Lem. 5.2.7)
≈ aℓ(qℓ + aℓ+1ψ
π
ℓ+1) + qa1···aℓ−1 + aℓqℓ + aℓ(aℓ+1ψ
π
ℓ+1 + qa1···aℓ) (induction)
≈ qa1···aℓ−1 + aℓqℓ + aℓ(qa1···aℓ + aℓ+1ψ
π
ℓ+1) (IF2)
≈ qa1···aℓ−1 + aℓqℓ + aℓqa1···aℓ (induction)
= qa1···aℓ−1 . (Lem. 5.2.7)
In the end, for ℓ = 1, we derive a1ψ
π
1 + qε ≈ qε. In other words,
E ⊢ a1ψ
π
1 + S(q) ≈ S(q) .
Since this holds for all completed paths π of p, it follows that
E ⊢
∑
a∈I(p)
∑
ap′⋐p
∑
π∈CP(ap′)
aψπ1 + S(q) ≈ S(q) , (5.1)
where CP(ap′) denotes the set of completed paths of the summand ap′.
On the other hand, for every summand ap′ of p,
p′ -IF
∑
π∈CP(ap′)
ψπ1 .
Namely, consider any path π0 = a1p1 · · · ahph of ap
′. Extend π0 to some com-
pleted path π of ap′. By the definition of the ψπℓ , clearly, ψ
π
ℓ
aℓ+1−−−→ ψπℓ+1 for
1 ≤ ℓ < h. So ψπ1
a2···ah−−−−−→ ψπh . Moreover, we proved that T (ψ
π
h) ⊆ T (ph).
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So by induction on depth, for every summand ap′ of p, we derive
p′ 4
∑
π∈CP(ap′)
ψπ1 .
And thus, by IF1,
ap′ 4 a(
∑
π∈CP(ap′)
ψπ1 ) 4
∑
π∈CP(ap′)
aψπ1 .
Hence, summing over all summands ap′ of p,
E ⊢ p 4
∑
a∈I(p)
∑
ap′⋐p
∑
π∈CP(ap′)
aψπ1 . (5.2)
Finally, since p -IF q, clearly, for each a ∈ I(p),∑
ap′⋐p
p′ -IF
∑
aq′⋐q
q′ .
So by induction on depth, for each a ∈ I(p),
E ⊢
∑
ap′⋐p
p′ 4
∑
aq′⋐q
q′ .
So by IF2 and IF1, and since I(p) = I(q),
p ≈ p+
∑
a∈I(p)
a(
∑
ap′⋐p
p′) 4 p+
∑
a∈I(q)
a(
∑
aq′⋐q
q′) 4 p+
∑
a∈I(q)
∑
aq′⋐q
aq′ .
That is,
E ⊢ p 4 p+ q . (5.3)
In the end, (5.3), (5.2) and (5.1), together with Lem. 5.2.5, yield
E ⊢ p 4 p+ q ≈ p+S(q) 4
∑
a∈I(p)
∑
ap′⋐p
∑
π∈CP(ap′)
aψπ1 +S(q) ≈ S(q) ≈ q .

5.2.2 Weak Impossible Futures Preorder
We now apply the link established in Section 3.3 to obtain a ground-complete
axiomatization for weak impossible future preorder WIF for free. It consists
of A1-4, IF1-2, W1-2 (see page 48), together with x 4 τx (W3). Again, this
axiomatization can be simplified. It turns out that IF1 and IF2 are redundant.
(To see this, we only need to observe that A1-4+W1-3 ⊢ a(x+y) 4 a(τx+τy) ≈
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W1 αx+ αy ≈ α(τx+ τy)
W2′ τ(x+ y) 4 τx+ y
W3 x 4 τx
Table 5.1: Axioms for weak impossible futures preorder
ax + ay and A1-4+W1-3 ⊢ τ(x + y) + τx + τ(y + z) ≈ τx + y + τ(y + z) ≈
τ(y + z) + τx. It follows that A1-4+W1-3 ⊢ IF2.) Furthermore, W2 can be
replaced by W2′. (To see this, by W2′, τ(x + y) + τx 4 τx + y; by W3,
τx + y ≈ τx + x + y 4 τx + τ(x + y).) In summary, the crucial axiomas are
presented in Tab. 5.1. Clearly, W1-3 are sound for BCCS modulo WIF, hence,
Corollary 5.2.8 A1-4+W1+W2′+W3 is ground-complete for BCCS(A) mod-
ulo WIF.
Remark 5.2.9 A slightly more complicated axiomatization has been obtained
in [VM01], where, instead of W2′, the axiom τ(τx+y) ≈ τx+y is present. Here,
it becomes a direct corollary from the axiomatization for concrete semantics. It
is also very interesting to see the difference between failures and impossible
futures semantics. It seems that the nuance lies in only one axiom, namely,
for the weak impossible future preorder, x 4 τx suffices; while for the failures
preorder, a stronger axiom x 4 τx+ y has to be included. However, as revealed
by the algorithm, we argue that the essential difference actually arises in the
concrete case. Namely, between IF1-2 and F1.
5.2.3 Weak Impossible Futures Equivalence
We now prove that for any (nonempty) A there does not exist any finite, sound,
ground-complete axiomatization for BCCS(A) modulo ≃WIF. The cornerstone
for this negative result is the following infinite family of closed equations, for
m ≥ 0:
τa2m0+ τ(am0+ a2m0) ≈ τ(am0+ a2m0) .
It is not hard to see that they are sound modulo ≃WIF. We start with a few
lemmas.
Lemma 5.2.10 If p WIF q then WCT (p) ⊆ WCT (q).
Proof: A process p has a weak completed trace a1 · · · ak iff it has a weak impos-
sible future (a1 · · · ak, A). 
Lemma 5.2.11 Suppose t WIF u. Then for any t
′ with t ⇒ τ−−→ t′ there is
some u′ with u⇒ τ−−→ u′ such that var (u′) ⊆ var (t′).
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Proof: Let t ⇒ τ−−→ t′. Fix some m > depth(t), and consider the closed substi-
tution ρ defined by ρ(x) = 0 if x ∈ var (t′) and ρ(x) = am0 if x 6∈ var (t′). Since
ρ(t) ⇒ ρ(t′) with depth(ρ(t′)) = depth(t′) < m, and ρ(t) WIF ρ(u), clearly
ρ(u)⇒ q for some q with depth(q) < m. From the definition of ρ it then follows
that there must exist u⇒ u′ with var (u′) ⊆ var (t′). In case u⇒ τ−−→ u′ we are
done, so assume u′ = u. Let σ be the substitution with σ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ V .
Since σ(t)
τ−−→ and t WIF u we have σ(u)
τ−−→, so u τ−−→ u′′ for some u′′. Now
var (u′′) ⊆ var (u) = var (u′) ⊆ var (t′). 
Lemma 5.2.12 Assume that, for terms t, u, closed substitution σ, a ∈ A and
integer m:
1. t ≃WIF u;
2. m > depth(u);
3. WCT (σ(u)) ⊆ {am, a2m}; and
4. there is a closed term p′ such that σ(t)⇒ τ−−→ p′ and WCT (p′) = {a2m}.
Then there is a closed term q′ such that σ(u)⇒ τ−−→ q′ and WCT (q′) = {a2m}.
Proof: According to proviso (4) of the lemma, we can distinguish two cases.
• There exists some x ∈ V such that t⇒ t′ with t′ = t′′+x and σ(x)⇒ τ−−→ p′
where WCT (p′) = {a2m}. Consider the closed substitution ρ defined by
ρ(x) = am0 and ρ(y) = 0 for any y 6= x. Then am ∈ WCT (ρ(t)) =
WCT (ρ(u)), using Lem. 5.2.10, and this is only possible if u ⇒ u′ for
some u′ = u′′ + x. Hence σ(u)⇒ τ−−→ p′.
• t ⇒ τ−−→ t′ with WCT (σ(t′)) = {a2m}. Since depth(t′) ≤ depth(t) =
depth(u) < m, clearly, for any x ∈ var (t′), either depth(σ(x)) = 0 or
norm(σ(x))>m, where norm(p) denotes the length of the shortest weak
completed trace of p. Since t ≃WIF u, by Lem. 5.2.11, u⇒
u−−→ u′ with
var (u′) ⊆ var (t′). Hence, for any x ∈ var (u′), either depth(σ(x)) = 0 or
norm(σ(x))>m. Since depth(u′)<m, am /∈WCT (σ(u′)). It follows from
WCT (σ(u)) ⊆ {am, a2m} that WCT (σ(u′)) = {a2m}. And u ⇒ τ−−→ u′
implies σ(u)⇒ τ−−→ σ(u′).
The proof is now complete. 
Lemma 5.2.13 Assume that, for E an axiomatization sound for WIF, closed
terms p, q, closed substitution σ, a ∈ A and integer m:
1. E ⊢ p ≈ q;
2. m > max{depth(u) | t ≈ u ∈ E};
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3. WCT (q) ⊆ {am, a2m}; and
4. there is a closed term p′ such that p⇒ τ−−→ p′ and WCT (p′) = {a2m}.
Then there is a closed term q′ such that q ⇒ τ−−→ q′ and WCT (q′) = {a2m}.
Proof: By induction on the derivation of E ⊢ p ≈ q.
• Suppose E ⊢ p ≈ q because σ(t) = p and σ(u) = q for some t ≈ u ∈ E or
u ≈ t ∈ E and closed substitution σ. The claim then follows by Lem. 6.4.2.
• Suppose E ⊢ p ≈ q because E ⊢ p ≈ r and E ⊢ r ≈ q for some r.
Since r ≃WIF q, by proviso (3) of the lemma and Lem. 5.2.10, WCT (r) ⊆
{am, a2m}. Since there is a p′ such that p ⇒ τ−−→ p′ with WCT (p′) =
{a2m}, by induction, there is an r′ such that r ⇒ τ−−→ r′ and WCT (r′) =
{a2m}. Hence, again by induction, there is a q′ such that q ⇒ τ−−→ q′ and
WCT (q′) = {a2m}.
• Suppose E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = p1 + p2 and q = q1 + q2 with E ⊢
p1 ≈ q1 and E ⊢ p2 ≈ q2. Since there is a p
′ such that p ⇒ τ−−→ p′ and
WCT (p′) = {a2m}, either p1 ⇒
τ−−→ p′ or p2 ⇒
τ−−→ p′. Assume, without
loss of generality, that p1 ⇒
τ−−→ p′. By induction, there is a q′ such that
q1 ⇒
τ−−→ q′ and WCT (q′) = {a2m}. Now q ⇒ τ−−→ q′.
• Suppose E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = cp1 and q = cq1 with c ∈ A and E ⊢ p1 ≈
q1. In this case, proviso (4) of the lemma can not be met.
• Suppose E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = τp1 and q = τq1 with E ⊢ p1 ≈ q1. By
proviso (4) of the lemma, either WCT (p1) = {a
2m} or there is a p′ such
that p1 ⇒
τ−−→ p′ and WCT (p′) = {a2m}. In the first case, q ⇒ τ−−→ q1 and
WCT (q1) = {a
2m} by Lem. 5.2.10. In the second, by induction, there is
a q′ such that q1 ⇒
τ−−→ q′ and WCT (q′) = {a2m}. Again q ⇒ τ−−→ q′.
The proof is now complete. 
Theorem 5.2.14 There is no finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization
for BCCS(A) modulo ≃WIF.
Proof: Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCS(A) that is sound modulo
≃WIF. Let m be greater than the depth of any term in E. Clearly, there is no
term r such that τ(am0+ a2m0) ⇒ τ−−→ r and WCT (r) = {a2m}. So according
to Lem. 5.2.13, the closed equation τa2m0+ τ(am0+ a2m0) ≈ τ(am0+ a2m0)
cannot be derived from E. Nevertheless, it is valid modulo ≃WIF. 
Remark 5.2.15 Lem. 5.2.13 does not hold if its first requirement is changed
into E ⊢ p 4 q. Note that the proof regarding the congruence rule for τ in
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Lem. 5.2.13 fails for WIF. For example, consider the following closed inequa-
tions, for m ≥ 0:
τa2m0 4 τ(a2m0+ am0) .
They are sound modulo WIF, and satisfy the third and fourth requirement of
Lem. 5.2.13. However, they can all be derived by means of IF1:
τa2m0 = τ(am(am + 0)) 4 τ(am−1(am+10+ a0))
4 τ(am−2(am+20+ a20)) 4 · · · 4 τ(a2m0+ am0) .
5.2.4 Concrete Impossible Futures Equivalence
The link established in Section 3.3 together with Thm. 5.2.14 reveals the nonex-
istence of a finite, ground-complete axiomatization for concrete impossible fu-
ture equivalences for BCCSP. That is,
Corollary 5.2.16 There is no finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization
for BCCSP(A) modulo ≃IF.
5.3 ω-Completeness
5.3.1 Infinite Alphabet
In this section, we show that the axiomatization consisting of A1-4+IF1-2 is ω-
complete, provided the alphabet is infinite. The proof is based on the inverted
substitution technique, which is adapted from [Gro90] (see Section 3.4).
Theorem 5.3.1 If |A| =∞, then A1-4+IF1-2 is ω-complete.
Proof: Consider any pair of BCCSP(A) terms t, u. Define the closed substitution
ρ by ρ(y) = ay0, where ay is a unique action for y ∈ V that occurs in neither t
nor u. Such actions exist because A is infinite. We define the mapping R from
closed to open BCCSP(A) terms as follows:

R(0) = 0
R(at) = y if a = ay for some y ∈ V
R(at) = aR(t) if a 6= ay for all y ∈ V
R(t+ u) = R(t) +R(u)
We check the three aforementioned properties.
(1) Since t and u do not contain actions of the form ay, clearly R(ρ(t)) = t
and R(ρ(u)) = u.
(2) For A1-4, the proof is trivial. We check the remaining cases IF1 and IF2.
Let σ be a closed substitution. For IF1, we distinguish two cases.
– a = ay for some y ∈ V . Then R(ay(σ(x1) + σ(x2))) = y 4 y + y =
R(ay(σ(x1)) + ay(σ(x2))).
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– a 6= ay for all y ∈ V . Then R(a(σ(x1) + σ(x2))) = a(R(σ(x1)) +
R(σ(x2))) 4 aR(σ(x1)) + aR(σ(x2)) = R(aσ(x1) + aσ(x2)).
We now turn to IF2. We distinguish two cases as well.
– a = ay for some y ∈ V . Then R(ay(σ(x1) + σ(x2)) + ayσ(x1) +
ay(σ(x2) + σ(x3))) = y + y + y ≈ y + y = R(ayσ(x1) + ay(σ(x2) +
σ(x3))).
– a 6= ay for all y ∈ V . Then R(a(σ(x1) + σ(x2)) + aσ(x1) + a(σ(x2) +
σ(x3))) = a(R(σ(x1))+R(σ(x2)))+aR(σ(x1))+a(R(σ(x2))+R(σ(x3)))
≈ aR(σ(x1)) + a(R(σ(x2)) + R(σ(x3))) = R(aσ(x1) + a(σ(x2) +
σ(x3))).
(3) Consider the operator + . From R(p1) 4 R(q1) and R(p2) 4 R(q2) we
derive R(p1 + p2) = R(p1) +R(p2) 4 R(q1) +R(q2) = R(q1 + q2).
Consider the prefix operator a . We distinguish two cases.
– a = ay for some y ∈ V . Then R(ayp1) = y = R(ayq1).
– a 6= ay for all y ∈ V . Then from R(p1) 4 R(q1) we derive R(ap1) =
aR(p1) 4 aR(q1) = R(aq1).
The proof is now complete. 
This result, together with the link established in Section 3.3, yields
Corollary 5.3.2 If |A| =∞, then A1-4+W1+W2′+W3 is ω-complete .
5.3.2 Finite Alphabet
1 < |A| < ∞. We prove that the inequational theory of BCCS(A) modulo
WIF does not have a finite basis in case of a finite alphabet with at least two
elements. The cornerstone for this negative result is the following infinite family
of inequations, for m ≥ 0:
τ(amx) + Φm 4 Φm
with
Φm = τ(a
mx+ x) +
∑
b∈A
τ(amx+ amb0) .
It is not hard to see that these inequations are sound modulo WIF. Namely,
given a closed substitution ρ, we have WT (ρ(τ(amx))) ⊆ WT (ρ(Φm)) and
ρ(Φm)
τ−−→. To argue that ρ(τ(amx) + Φm) and ρ(Φm) have the same weak
impossible futures, we only need to consider the transition ρ(τ(amx)+Φm)
τ−−→
amρ(x) (all other cases being trivial). If ρ(x) = 0, then ρ(Φm)
τ−−→ am0 +
0 generates the same weak impossible futures (ε,X). If, on the other hand,
b ∈ I(ρ(x)) for some b ∈ A, then WT (amρ(x) + amb0) = WT (amρ(x)), so
ρ(Φm)
τ−−→ amρ(x) + amb0 generates the same weak impossible futures (ε,X).
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We have already defined the traces and completed traces of closed terms.
Now we extend these definitions to open terms by allowing weak (completed)
traces of the form a1 · · · akx ∈ A
∗V . We do this by treating each variable
occurrence x in a term as if it were a subterm x0 with x a concrete action,
and then apply Def. 2.1.6. Under this convention, WCT (Φm) = {a
mx, x, amb |
b∈A}. We write WT V (t) for the set of weak traces of t that end in a variable,
and WT A(t) for ones that end in an action.
Observation 5.3.3 Let m > depth(t) or am ∈ V . Then a1 · · · am ∈ WT (σ(t))
iff there is a k < m and y ∈ V such that a1 · · · aky ∈ WT V (t) and ak+1 · · · am ∈
WT (σ(y)).
Lemma 5.3.4 If |A| > 1 and t WIF u, thenWTA(t) =WTA(u) andWTV (t) =
WT V (u).
Proof: Let σ be the closed substitution defined by σ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ V .
Then t WIF u implies σ(t) WIF σ(u) and hence WT A(t) = WT (σ(t)) =
WT (σ(u)) =WT A(u) by Def. 2.1.6.
For the second statement fix distinct actions a, b ∈ A and an injection p·q :
V → Z>0 (which exists because V is countable). Let m = depth(u) + 1 =
depth(t) + 1. Define the closed substitution ρ by ρ(z) = apzq·mb0 for all z ∈ V .
Again, by Def. 2.1.6, t WIF u implies WT (ρ(t)) = WT (ρ(u)). By Obs. 5.3.3,
for all terms v we have a1 · · · aky ∈ WT V (v) iff a1 · · · aka
pyq·mb ∈ WT (ρ(v))
with k < m. Hence WT V (v) is completely determined by WT (ρ(v)) and thus
WT V (t) =WT V (u). 
Lemma 5.3.5 Let |A| > 1. Suppose t WIF u and t⇒
τ−−→ t′. Then there is a
term u′ such that u⇒ τ−−→ u′ and WT V (u
′) ⊆ WT V (t
′).
Proof: Define ρ exactly as in the previous proof. Since ρ(t)⇒ ρ(t′) and t WIF u
there must be a u′ with ρ(u)⇒ q andWT (q) ⊆ WT (ρ(t′)). Since ρ(x) is τ -free
for x ∈ V it must be that q = ρ(u′) for some term u′ with u ⇒ u′. Given
the relationship between WT V (v) and WT (ρ(v)) for terms v observed in the
previous proof, it follows that WT V (u
′) ⊆ WT V (t
′). In case u⇒ τ−−→ u′ we are
done, so assume u′ = u. Let σ be the substitution with σ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ V .
Since σ(t)
τ−−→ and t WIF u we have σ(u)
τ−−→, so u τ−−→ u′′ for some u′′. Now
WT V (u
′′) ⊆ WT V (u) =WT V (u
′) ⊆ WT V (t
′). 
Lemma 5.3.6 Let |A| > 1. Assume that, for some terms t, u, substitution σ,
a ∈ A and integer m:
1. t WIF u;
2. m ≥ depth(u); and
3. σ(t)⇒ τ−−→ tˆ for a term tˆ without traces ax for x ∈ V or amb for b ∈A.
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Then σ(u)⇒ τ−−→ uˆ for a term uˆ without traces ax for x ∈ V or amb for b ∈A.
Proof: Based on proviso (3) there are two cases to consider.
• y ∈ WT V (t) for some y ∈ V and σ(y)⇒
τ−−→ tˆ. In that case y ∈WT V (u)
by Lem. 5.3.4, so σ(u)⇒ τ−−→ tˆ.
• t⇒ τ−−→ t′ for some term t′ such that tˆ = σ(t). By Lem. 5.3.5 there is a term
u′ with u ⇒ τ−−→ u′ and WT V (u
′) ⊆ WT V (t
′). Take uˆ = σ(u′). Clearly
σ(u) ⇒ τ−−→ σ(u′). Suppose σ(u′) would have a weak trace amb. Then,
by Obs. 5.3.3, there is a k ≤ m and y ∈ V such that aky ∈ WT V (u
′)
and am−kb ∈ WT (σ(y)). Since WT V (u
′) ⊆ WT V (t
′) we have amb ∈
WT (σ(t′)), which is a contradiction. The case ax ∈ WT (σ(u)) is dealt
with in the same way.
The proof is now complete. 
Lemma 5.3.7 Let |A| > 1 and let E be an axiomatization sound for WIF.
Assume that, for some terms v, w, action a and integer m:
1. E ⊢ v 4 w;
2. m ≥ max{depth(u) | t 4 u ∈ E}; and
3. v ⇒ τ−−→ vˆ for a term vˆ without traces ax for x ∈ V or amb for b ∈A.
Then w ⇒ τ−−→ wˆ for a term wˆ without traces ax for x ∈ V or amb for b ∈A.
Proof: By induction on the derivation of E ⊢ v 4 w.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because σ(t) = v and σ(u) = w for some t 4 u ∈ E
and substitution σ. The claim then follows by Lem. 5.3.6.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because E ⊢ v 4 u and E ⊢ u 4 w for some u. By
induction, u⇒ τ−−→ uˆ for a term uˆ without traces ax or amb. Hence, again
by induction, w ⇒ τ−−→ wˆ for a term wˆ without traces ax or amb.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because v = v1 + v2 and w = w1 + w2 with E ⊢
v1 4 w1 and E ⊢ v2 4 w2. Since v ⇒
τ−−→ vˆ, either v1 ⇒
τ−−→ vˆ or
v2 ⇒
τ−−→ vˆ. Assume, without loss of generality, that v1 ⇒
τ−−→ vˆ. By
induction, w1 ⇒
τ−−→ wˆ for a term wˆ without traces ax or amb. Now
w ⇒ τ−−→ wˆ.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because v = cv1 and w = cw1 with c ∈ A and
E ⊢ v1 ≈ w1. In this case, proviso (3) of the lemma can not be met.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because v = τv1 and w = τw1 with E ⊢ v1 ≈ w1.
Then either v1 = vˆ or v1 ⇒
τ−−→ vˆ. In the first case, w1 has no traces ax
or amb by Lem. 5.3.4 and proviso (3) of the lemma; hence w has no such
traces either. In the second case, by induction, w1 ⇒
τ−−→ wˆ for a term wˆ
without traces ax or amb. Again w ⇒ τ−−→ wˆ.
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The proof is now complete. 
Theorem 5.3.8 If 1 < |A| < ∞, then the inequational theory of BCCS(A)
modulo WIF does not have a finite basis.
Proof: Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCS(A) that is sound mod-
ulo WIF. Let m be greater than the depth of any term in E. According to
Lem. 5.3.7, the inequation τ(amx) + Φm 4 Φm cannot be derived from E. Yet
it is sound modulo WIF. 
|A| = 1. We prove that the inequational theory of BCCS(A) modulo WIF
does not have a finite basis in case of a singleton alphabet. The cornerstone for
this negative result is the following infinite family of inequations, for m ≥ 0:
amx 4 amx+ x
If |A| = 1, then these inequations are clearly sound modulo WIF. Note that
given a closed substitution ρ, WT (ρ(x)) ⊆ WT (ρ(amx)).
Lemma 5.3.9 If t WIF u then WT V (t) ⊆ WT V (u).
Proof: Fix a ∈ A and an injection p·q : V → Z>0. Let m = depth(u) +
1. Define the closed substitution ρ by ρ(z) = apzq·m0 for all z ∈ V . By
Lem. 5.2.10, WCT (ρ(t)) ⊆ WCT (ρ(u)). Now suppose a1 · · · aky ∈ WT V (t).
Then a1 · · · aka
pyq·m ∈ WCT (ρ(t)) ⊆ WCT (ρ(u)) and k < m. This is only pos-
sible if a1 · · · aky ∈ WT V (u). 
Lemma 5.3.10 Assume that, for terms t, u, substitution σ, a ∈ A, x ∈ V ,
integer m:
1. t WIF u;
2. m > depth(u); and
3. x ∈ WT V (σ(u)) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (σ(u)) for 1 ≤ k < m.
Then x ∈ WT V (σ(t)) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (σ(t)) for 1 ≤ k < m.
Proof: Since x ∈ WT V (σ(u)), by Obs. 5.3.3 there is a variable y with y ∈
WT V (u) and x ∈ WT V (σ(y)). Consider the closed substitution ρ given by
ρ(y) = am0 and ρ(z) = 0 for z 6= y. Then m > depth(u) = depth(t), and
y ∈ WT V (u) implies a
m ∈ WT (ρ(u)) = WT (ρ(t)), so by Obs. 5.3.3 there is
some k < m and z ∈ V such that akz ∈ WT V (t) and a
m−k ∈ WT (ρ(z)). As
k < m it must be that z = y. Since aky ∈ WT V (t) and x ∈ WT V (σ(y)),
Obs. 5.3.3 implies that akx ∈ WT V (σ(t)). By Lem. 5.3.9, a
kx 6∈ WT V (σ(t))
for 1 ≤ k < m. Hence we obtain k = 0. 
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Lemma 5.3.11 Assume that, for E an axiomatization sound for WIF and for
terms v, w, a ∈ A, x ∈ V and integer m:
1. E ⊢ v 4 w;
2. m > max{depth(u) | t 4 u ∈ E}; and
3. x ∈ WT V (w) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (w) for 1 ≤ k < m.
Then x ∈ WT V (v) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (v) for 1 ≤ k < m.
Proof: By induction on the derivation of E ⊢ v 4 w.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because σ(t) = v and σ(u) = w for some t 4 u ∈ E
and substitution σ. The claim then follows by Lem. 5.3.10.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because E ⊢ v 4 u and E ⊢ u 4 w for some u. By
induction, x ∈ WT V (u) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (u) for 1 ≤ k < m. Hence, again
by induction, x ∈ WT V (v) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (v) for 1 ≤ k < m.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because v = v1+v2 and w = w1+w2 with E ⊢ v1 4 w1
and E ⊢ v2 4 w2. Since x ∈ WT V (w), either x ∈ WT V (w1) or x ∈
WT V (w2). Assume, without loss of generality, that x ∈ WT V (w1). Since
akx 6∈ WT V (w) for 1 ≤ k < m, surely a
kx 6∈ WT V (w1) for 1 ≤ k < m.
By induction, x ∈ WT V (v1), and hence x ∈ WT V (v). For 1 ≤ k < m we
have akx 6∈ WT V (w) and hence a
kx 6∈ WT V (v), by Lem. 5.3.9.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because v = cv1 and w = cw1 with c ∈ A and
E ⊢ v1 ≈ w1. In this case, proviso (3) of the lemma can not be met.
• Suppose E ⊢ v 4 w because v = τv1 and w = τw1 with E ⊢ v1 ≈ w1.
Then, by proviso (3) of the lemma, x ∈ WT V (w1) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (w1)
for 1 ≤ k < m. By induction, x ∈ WT V (v1) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (v1) for
1 ≤ k < m. Hence x ∈ WT V (v) and a
kx 6∈ WT V (v) for 1 ≤ k < m.
The proof is now complete. 
Theorem 5.3.12 If |A| = 1, then the inequational theory of BCCS(A) modulo
WIF does not have a finite basis.
Proof: Let E be a finite axiomatization over BCCS(A) that is sound mod-
ulo WIF. Let m be greater than the depth of any term in E. According to
Lem. 5.3.11, the inequation amx 4 amx + x cannot be derived from E. Yet,
since |A| = 1, it is sound modulo WIF. 
To conclude this subsection, Thm. 5.3.8 and Thm. 5.3.12 yield
Theorem 5.3.13 If |A| <∞, then the inequational theory of BCCS(A) mod-
ulo WIF does not have a finite basis.
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Again, this result, together with the link established in Section 3.3, yields
Corollary 5.3.14 If |A| <∞, then the inequational theory of BCCSP(A) mod-
ulo -IF does not have a finite basis.
5.4 n-Nested Impossible Futures
Similar to the n-nested semantics and n-nested possible futures semantics (see,
e.g., [AFvGI04]), one can define n-nested impossible futures semantics.2
Definition 5.4.1 Assume a labeled transition system. For each n ≥ 0, the
n-nested impossible futures preorder -n on states is defined by:
• s1 -0 s2 for any states s1, s2;
• s1 -n+1 s2 if s1
a1···ak−−−−−→ s′1 implies s2
a1···ak−−−−−→ s′2 with s
′
2 -n s
′
1.
We write ≃n for -n ∩ %n.
-n+1⊂≃n⊂-n for n ≥ 1. Moreover, -1 coincides with trace preorder, while
-2=-IF. Moreover, it is easy to see that the limit of n-nested impossible futures
preorder or equivalence coincides with the concrete bisimulation. We will argue
that apart from -IF, no nested impossible futures semantics allows a finite,
ground-complete axiomatization.
In the proof of this result, which basically consists of a generalization of
the proofs of Lem. 6.4.2, Lem. 5.2.13 and Corollary 5.2.16, we shall make use
of formulae in the modal characterization of the n-nested impossible futures
preorders. A state s satisfies the modal formula 〈a〉ϕ if there exists a transition
s
a−−→ s′ where s′ satisfies the modal formula ϕ.
Definition 5.4.2 For n ≥ 0, we define a set Ln of modal formulae:
• L0 contains only ⊤ and ⊥;
• Ln+1 is given by the BNF
ϕ ::= 〈a1〉 · · · 〈ak〉¬ϕ
′ (a1 · · · ak ∈ A
∗, ϕ′ ∈ Ln).
Lemma 5.4.3 Let n ≥ 0. If s1 -n s2, then ∀ϕ ∈ Ln: s1 |= ϕ ⇒ s2 |= ϕ.
Proof: By induction on n. The base case is trivial. Suppose s1 -n+1 s2, and
let s1 |= ϕ ∈ Ln+1, where ϕ = 〈a1〉 · · · 〈ak〉¬ϕ with ϕ ∈ Ln. Then s1
a1···ak−−−−−→ s′1
with s′1 6|= ϕ. Since s1 -n+1 s2, s2
a1···ak−−−−−→ s′2 with s
′
2 -n s
′
1. By the induction
hypothesis, s′2 6|= ϕ. Then s
′
2 |= ¬ϕ, and thus q |= ϕ. 
The operator ;ma
ℓ adds a sequence of ℓ a-transitions to every state at depth
m from which no transition is available.
2Here we only deal with concrete version; And we omit the subscript “IF” in -IF since it
is clear from the context.
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Definition 5.4.4 [AFvGI04, Def. 31] For k, ℓ ≥ 0, define the operator ;ka
ℓ on
closed terms inductively by
(
∑m
i=1 aipi);k+1a
ℓ = Σmi=1ai(pi;ka
ℓ)
(bp+ q);0a
ℓ = bp+ q
0;0a
ℓ = aℓ0 .
In the remainder of this section, we assume without loss of generality that
A = {a}. This is justified because in the coming proofs we will only consider
inequations t 4 u and equations t ≈ u where no actions b 6= a occur in t and
u; and it is easy to see that any sound derivation of an such an (in)equation
cannot contain an occurrence of an action b 6= a.
For n ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0, we define formulae ϕmn :
ϕm1 = 〈a〉
m¬〈a〉⊤
ϕmn+1 = 〈a〉¬ϕ
m
n .
In other words, ϕmn = (〈a〉¬)
n−1〈a〉m¬〈a〉⊤. By induction on n, it is easy to see
that ϕmn ∈ Ln+1.
We now formulate a slight variation of [AFvGI04, Lem. 36].
Lemma 5.4.5 Let t be a term with depth(t) < m and depth(ρ(t)) < 2m + n,
for some m,n ≥ 1. Let ρ be a closed substitution with ρ(y) = 0 for each
variable y that occurs at multiple depths in t. Let ρ′ be a closed substitution
with ρ′(x) = ρ(x);m+n−1−dx a
m+10 if ρ(x) 6= 0 and x ∈ vardx(t), and ρ
′(x) = 0
if ρ(x) = 0. Then
ρ(t) |= ϕmn ⇔ ρ
′(t) |= (〈a〉¬)n−1〈a〉2m+1⊤ .
Proof: (Sketch) By induction on m, we can show
ρ′(t) = ρ(t);m+n−1 a
m+1 .
And by induction on m+ n, we can show
ρ(t) |= ϕmn ⇔ ρ(t);m+n−1 a
m+1 |= (〈a〉¬)n−1〈a〉2m+1⊤ .
(The latter proof uses that A = {a}.) 
Lemma 5.4.6 Let n ≥ 1. Assume that, for some terms t, u and closed substi-
tution ρ:
1. t -n u;
2. m > depth(u);
3. WCT (ρ(u)) ⊆ {am+n−1, a2m+n−1}; and
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4. ρ(t) |= ϕmn .
Then ρ(u) |= ϕmn .
Proof: From provisos (2) and (3), it is not hard to see that ρ(y) = 0 for each
variable y that occurs at multiple depths in u. So by Lem. 4.2.1, the same holds
for t. Let ρ′ be defined as in Lem. 5.4.5. By proviso (4), ρ(t) |= ϕmn , so by
Lem. 5.4.5, ρ′(t) |= (〈a〉¬)n−1〈a〉2m+1⊤. Note that (〈a〉¬)n−1〈a〉2m+1⊤ ∈ Ln.
By proviso (1), ρ′(t) -n ρ
′(u), so by Lem. 5.4.3, ρ′(u) |= (〈a〉¬)n−1〈a〉2m+1⊤.
Hence, again by Lem. 5.4.5, ρ(u) |= ϕmn . 
Lemma 5.4.7 Let n ≥ 2. Let the finite axiomatization E be sound modulo
≃n. Assume that, for some closed terms p, q:
1. E ⊢ p ≈ q;
2. m > depth(q);
3. WCT (q) ⊆ {am+n−1, a2m+n−1}; and
4. p |= ϕmn .
Then q |= ϕmn .
Proof: By induction on the derivation of E ⊢ p ≈ q.
The case ρ(t) = p and ρ(u) = q for some t ≈ u ∈ E and closed substitution
ρ, follows from Lem. 5.4.6.
The other three cases ((1) E ⊢ p ≈ r and E ⊢ r ≈ q; (2) p = p1 + p2 and
q = q1 + q2 with E ⊢ p1 ≈ q1 and E ⊢ p2 ≈ q2; (3) p = ap
′ and q = aq′ with
E ⊢ p′ ≈ q′) can be dealt with in the same way as in the proof of Lem. 5.2.13. 
Theorem 5.4.8 Let n ≥ 2. There is no finite, sound, ground-complete axiom-
atization for BCCSP(A) modulo ≃n.
Proof: Let E be a finite axiomatization that is sound modulo ≃n. Let m be
greater than the depth of any term in E. For k ≥ 0, we define closed terms pmk
and qmk :
pm0 = a
2m−10 qm0 = a
m−10
pmk+1 = apk + aqk q
m
k+1 = apk .
Clearly, qk -k+1 pk. This induces that p
m
k ≃k q
m
k .
It is not hard to see that pmk |= ϕ
m
k while q
m
k 6|= ϕ
m
k (for k ≥ 1). So by
Lem. 5.4.7, pmn ≈ q
m
n cannot be derived from E. Hence, E is not ground-
complete. 
Likewise we can prove this inaxiomatizability result for -n in case n ≥ 3.
The reason that the proof can be shifted from equivalences to preorders without
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problem, is that the key result Lem. 5.4.6 is formulated for -n. The reason that
the proof does not extend to -2 is that -2 6⊆≃CT, while this inclusion is essential
in the proof of Lem. 5.4.7 (see also the proof of Lem. 5.2.13). On the other hand,
-3⊆≃CT does hold (see Lem. 5.2.10).
Theorem 5.4.9 Let n ≥ 3. There is no finite, sound, ground-complete axiom-
atization for BCCSP(A) modulo -n.
5.5 Conclusion
We have performed a comprehensive and systematic study on the axiomatiz-
ability of concrete and weak impossible futures semantics over process algebra
BCCSP and BCCS. Tab. 5.2 presents an overview, (as in Tab. 4.1) with a +
indicating that a finite basis exists and a – indicating that a finite basis does
not exist. The table expands in two dimensions: ground-completeness v.s. ω-
completeness and preorder v.s. equivalence. When necessarily, we distinguish
two categories, according to the cardinality of the alphabet A: finite or infinite.
ground-comp. ω-comp.
1 ≤ |A| ≤ ∞ |A| =∞ 1 ≤ |A| <∞
(concrete/weak) preorder + + –
(concrete/weak) equivalence – – –
n(≥ 3)-nested preorder – – –
n(≥ 2)-nested equivalence – – –
Table 5.2: Summary of the axiomatizability of impossible futures
Chapter 6
Priority
6.1 Introduction
Programming and specification languages often include constructs to describe
mode switches (see, e.g., [Mau91, MTHM97]). Indeed, some form of mode trans-
fer in computation appears in operating systems in the guise of interrupts, in
programming languages as exceptions, and in the behavior of control programs
and embedded systems as discrete “mode switches” triggered by changes in the
state of their environment. Such mode changes are often used to encode differ-
ent levels of urgency amongst the actions that can be performed by a system as
it computes, and implement variations on the notion of pre-emption.
In light of the ubiquitous nature of mode changes in computation, it is not
surprising that classic process description languages include primitive operators
to describe mode changes – for example, LOTOS [Bri85, ISO87] offers the so-
called disruption operator – or have been extended with variations on mode
transfer operators. Examples of such operators that may be added to the process
algebra CCS are discussed by Milner in [Mil89a, page 192–193], and Dsouza and
Bloom offer in [DB95] some discussion on the benefits of adding one of those,
viz. the checkpointing operator, to CCS.
One of the most widely studied, and natural, notions used to implement
different levels of urgency between system actions is priority. (A thorough and
clear discussion of the different approaches to the study of priority in process de-
scription languages may be found in [CLN01].) In this chapter, we consider the
well-known priority operator Θ studied by Baeten, Bergstra and Klop [BBK86]
in the context of process algebra. (See [CH90, CW95, CLNS96, CLN07, Phi08]
for later accounts of the priority operator in the setting of process description
languages.) The priority operator Θ gives certain actions priority over others
based on an irreflexive partial ordering relation < over the set of actions. In-
tuitively, a < b is interpreted as “b has priority over a”. This means that, in
the context of the priority operator Θ, action a is pre-empted by action b. For
example, if p is some process that can initially perform both a and b, then Θ(p)
will initially only be able to execute the action b.
In their classic paper [BBK86], Baeten, Bergstra and Klop provided a sound
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and ground-complete axiomatization for this operator modulo bisimulation equiv-
alence. Their axiomatization uses predicates on actions (to express priorities
between actions) and one extra auxiliary operator. Bergstra showed in the
earlier paper [Ber85] that, in case of a finite alphabet of actions, there exists
a finite, ground-complete axiomatization for Θ, without action predicates and
help operators. So, if the set of actions is finite, neither equations with action
predicates as conditions nor auxiliary operators, as used in [BBK86], are ac-
tually necessary to obtain a finite axiomatization of bisimulation equivalence
over basic process description languages enriched with the priority operator.
However, can Bergstra’s positive result be extended to a setting with a count-
ably infinite collection of actions? Or are equations with action predicates as
conditions and auxiliary operators necessary to obtain a finite axiomatization
of bisimulation equivalence in the presence of an infinite collection of actions?
(Note that infinite sets of actions are common in process calculi, and arise, for
instance, in the setting of value- or name-passing calculi, e.g. value-passing CCS
[Mil89a], µCRL [GR01] and π-calculus [MPW92a, MPW92b].) The aim of this
chapter is to provide a thorough answer to these questions in the setting of the
process algebra BCCSP enriched with the priority operator Θ. In case of an
infinite alphabet, we permit the occurrence of action variables in axioms.
This chapter considers the equational theory of BCCSP with the priority
operator Θ from [BBK86] modulo bisimulation equivalence. Our first main
result is a theorem indicating that the use of equations with action predicates
as conditions is indeed inevitable in order to offer a finite, ground-complete
axiomatization of bisimulation equivalence over the basic process language we
consider in this study. To this end, we prove that, in case of an infinite alphabet
and in the presence of at least one priority relation a < b between a pair of
actions, there is no finite, ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP enriched
with the priority operator (Thm. 6.4.3). This result even applies if one is allowed
to add an arbitrary collection of help operators to the syntax. Thm. 6.4.3
offers a very strong indication that the use of equations with action predicates
as conditions is essential for axiomatizing Θ, and cannot be circumvented by
introducing auxiliary operators. (This is in contrast to the classic positive and
negative results on the existence of finite, ground-complete axiomatizations for
parallel composition offered in [BK84, Mol90a, Mol90b].)
The idea underlying the proof of Thm. 6.4.3 is that for each finite sound
axiomatization E there is a pair of actions c, d that does not occur in E. If c
and d are incomparable, then
Θ(c0+ d0) ≈ c0+ d0
is sound modulo bisimulation equivalence. However, using a simple renaming
argument, we show that a derivation of this equation from E would give rise to
a derivation of the unsound equation Θ(a0+ b0) ≈ a0+ b0. Likewise, if c < d,
then
Θ(c0+ d0) ≈ d0
is sound modulo bisimulation equivalence. But we prove that a derivation of
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this equation from E would give rise to a derivation of the unsound equation
Θ(d0+ c0) ≈ c0.
Having established that equations with action predicates as conditions are
necessary in order to obtain a finite, ground-complete axiomatization of bisim-
ulation equivalence, we then proceed to investigate whether, in the presence
of an infinite set of actions, this equivalence can be finitely axiomatized using
equations with action predicates as conditions, but without auxiliary opera-
tors like the unless operator used in [BBK86]. We show that, in general, the
answer to this question is negative. This we do by exhibiting a priority struc-
ture with respect to which bisimulation equivalence affords no finite, sound and
ground-complete axiomatization in terms of equations with action predicates
as conditions (Thm. 6.5.6). This shows that, in general, the use of auxiliary
operators is indeed necessary to axiomatize bisimulation equivalence finitely,
even using equations with action predicates as conditions and over the simple
language considered in this study. The priority structure used in the proof of
Thm. 6.5.6 consists of actions ai and bi for i ≥ 1 together with an action c,
where ai < bi < c for each i ≥ 1. We prove that given a finite sound axiomati-
zation E consisting of equations with action predicates as conditions, the sound
equation
Θ(b10+ · · ·+ bn0) ≈ b10+ · · ·+ bn0
cannot be derived from E, for a sufficiently large n.
In contrast to the aforementioned negative results, we exhibit a count-
ably infinite, ground-complete axiomatization for bisimulation equivalence over
BCCSP with the priority operator in terms of equations with action predicates
as conditions (Thm. 6.5.9). This axiomatization suggests that, in general, in-
finite collections of pairwise incomparable actions with respect to the priority
relation < are the source of our negative result presented in Thm. 6.5.6. It is
therefore natural to ask ourselves whether there are conditions that can be im-
posed on the poset of actions that are sufficient to guarantee that bisimulation
equivalence be finitely axiomatizable using equations with action predicates as
conditions, but without auxiliary operators. We conclude the technical devel-
opments in this chapter by proposing some such sufficient conditions. The most
general of these applies to all priority structures such that
1. the collection of the sizes of the finite, maximal anti-chains is finite,
2. there are only finitely many infinite, maximal anti-chains, and
3. for each infinite, maximal anti-chain A, each element of A is above the
same set of actions, that is, for each a, b ∈ A and action c, we have that
c < a iff c < b.
Our results add the priority operator to the list of operators whose addition to a
process algebra spoils finite axiomatizability modulo bisimulation equivalence;
see, e.g., [AFIL05, AFIN06, Mol90a, Mol90b, Sew97] for other examples of non-
finite axiomatizability results over process algebras. Notably, in [AFIN06] two
mode transfer operators from [BB00] are studied in the setting of the basic
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process algebra BPA. It is shown that, even in the presence of just one action,
the interrupt operator does not have a finite, ground-complete axiomatization,
while the disrupt operator does. In the interrupt operator, a process p can be
interrupted by another process q; upon termination of q, process p resumes its
computation. In the disrupt operator, a process p can be preempted by another
process q, after which the execution of p is aborted.
Structure of the chapter. Section 6.2 contains the preliminaries. In Sec-
tion 6.3, the finite axiomatization for the priority operator Θ from [Ber85] is
presented. Section 6.4 contains a proof of a result to the effect that, in case
of an infinite alphabet, there is no finite, ground-complete axiomatization for
the priority operator modulo bisimulation equivalence, even in the presence of
auxiliary operators. Finally, we show that, in the presence of an infinite set of
actions, in general bisimulation equivalence does not afford a finite axiomatiza-
tion in terms of equations with action predicates as conditions without the use
of auxiliary operators (Section 6.5.1), and we identify sufficient conditions on
the priority structure over actions that lead to the existence of a finite axiom-
atization using equations with action predicates as conditions (Section 6.5.2).
Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.
6.2 Preliminaries
We begin by introducing the basic definitions and results on which the technical
developments to follow are based.
6.2.1 The Language BCCSPΘ
In this chapter, we use Act to denote a non-empty alphabet of atomic actions,
with typical elements a, b, c, d, e. Over Act we assume an irreflexive, transitive
partial ordering < to express priorities between actions.1 Intuitively, a < b
expresses that the action b has priority over the action a. We say that actions
a1, . . . , an are incomparable if they are distinct and ai < aj does not hold for all
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
The language of processes we shall consider in this chapter, henceforth re-
ferred to as BCCSPΘ, is obtained by adding the unary priority operator Θ from
[BBK86] to the basic process algebra BCCSP [vG90, vG01]. The language is
given by the following grammar:
t ::= 0 | at | t+ t | Θ(t) | x | αt ,
where a ranges over Act , x is a process variable and α is an action variable.
Process and action variables range over given, disjoint countably infinite sets.
We use x, y, z to range over the collection of process variables, and α, β as typical
action variables2.
1We use Act instead of A in previous chapters to emphasize the partial ordering structure.
2N.B. this is in contrast to previous chapters where α, β range over Aτ .
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We use t, u, v to range over the collection of open process terms (BCCSPΘ).
As usual, a process term is closed if it does not contain any variables, and
p, q, r, range over the set of closed terms T(BCCSPΘ). The size of a term is
defined as follows: size(0) = size(x) = 0; size(at) = size(αt) = 1 + size(t);
size(t+ u) = size(t) + size(u); and size(Θ(t)) = size(t).
Remark 6.2.1 The readers might have already noticed that we consider a
slightly extended syntax for BCCSP, in that we allow for the use of prefix-
ing operators of the form α , where α is an action variable. The use of action
variables is natural in the presence of infinite sets of actions, and will allow us
to formulate stronger versions of the negative results to follow.
A substitution maps each process variable to a process term, and each action
variable to an action or action variable. A substitution is closed if it maps
process variables to closed process terms and action variables to actions. For
every term t and substitution σ, the term obtained by replacing occurrences of
process variables x and action variables α in t with σ(x) and σ(α), respectively,
is written σ(t). Note that σ(t) is closed if so is σ. For example, σ(αx) = a0 if
σ(α) = a and σ(x) = 0.
As usual, the operational semantics of the language BCCSPΘ is specified
by the transitions rules given in Tab. 6.1, where a ranges over Act . This gives
ax
a−−→ x
x1
a−−→ y
x1 + x2
a−−→ y
x2
a−−→ y
x1 + x2
a−−→ y
x
a−−→ y x
b
9 for a < b
Θ(x)
a−−→ Θ(y)
Table 6.1: SOS for BCCSPΘ
rise to an Act-labeled transition relation, which is the unique supported model
in the sense of [BIM95]. Intuitively, closed terms in the language BCCSPΘ
represent finite process behaviors, where 0, p + q and ap are exactly the same
as in BCCSP while the process graph of Θ(p) is obtained by eliminating all
transitions q a−−→ q′ from the process graph of p for which there is a transition
q
b−−→ q′′ with a < b.
We consider the language BCCSPΘ modulo bisimulation equivalence.
Definition 6.2.2 A binary symmetric relation R over T(BCCSPΘ) is a bisim-
ulation if p R q together with p a−−→ p′ imply q a−−→ q′ for some q′ with p′ R q′.
We write p↔ q if there is a bisimulation relating p and q. The relation↔ will
be referred to as bisimulation equivalence or bisimilarity.
It is well-known that ↔ is an equivalence relation. Moreover, the transition
rules are in the GSOS format of [BIM95]. (We mention in passing that re-
cently Aceto and Ingolfsdottir [AI08] show that the priority operator cannot
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be expressed using positive rule formats for operational semantics.) Hence,
bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to all the operators in
the signature of BCCSPΘ, meaning that p ↔ q implies C[p] ↔ C[q] for each
BCCSPΘ-context C[·].
We can therefore consider the algebra of the closed terms in T(BCCSPΘ)
modulo ↔. In Section 6.4, we shall offer results that apply to any signature
Σ which extends that for BCCSPΘ. To this end, we shall tacitly assume that
all of the new operators in Σ also preserve bisimulation equivalence, and are
semantically interpreted as operations over finite synchronization trees.
Our order of business in the remainder of this chapter will be to offer a thor-
ough study of the equational theory of the language BCCSPΘ modulo bisimu-
lation equivalence. We begin our investigation by considering the case in which
the set of actions Act is finite in the following section. We then move on to
investigate the equational properties of bisimulation equivalence over BCCSPΘ
when the set of actions is infinite (Sections 6.4 and 6.5).
6.3 |Act | <∞
In this section, we assume that the action set is finite. The axioms in Tab. 6.2
were put forward by Bergstra in [Ber85]. Note that, in the case of a finite action
set, this axiom system is finite, since then the axiom schemas PR2-4 give rise
to finitely many equations.
PR1 Θ(0) ≈ 0
PR2 Θ(ax+ ay + z) ≈ Θ(ax+ z) + Θ(ay + z)
PR3 Θ(ax+ by + z) ≈ Θ(by + z) (a < b)
PR4 Θ(a1x1 + · · ·+ anxn) ≈ a1Θ(x1) + · · ·+ anΘ(xn)
(a1, . . . , an incomparable)
Table 6.2: Axiomatization in case of |Act | <∞
Theorem 6.3.1 ([Ber85]) The axiom system consisting of A1-4 in Tab. 2.4
and PR1-4 in Tab. 6.2 is sound and ground-complete for BCCSPΘ modulo↔.
Proof: (Sketch) Since↔ is a congruence with respect to BCCSPΘ, soundness
can be checked for each axiom separately. This is an easy exercise.
Next observe that, using PR1-4, one can remove all occurrences of Θ from
closed terms. Then ground-completeness follows from the well-known ground-
completeness of A1-4 for BCCSP modulo↔ (see, e.g., [HM85]). 
In the remainder of this chapter, as usual, process terms are considered mod-
ulo associativity and commutativity of +. In other words, we do not distinguish
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t + u and u + t, nor (t + u) + v and t + (u + v). We use a summation
∑n
i=1 ti
to denote t1 + · · ·+ tn, where the empty sum represents 0. Such a summation
is said to be in head normal form if each term ti is of the form ait
′
i or αit
′
i for
some action ai or action variable αi, and term t
′
i.
It is easy to see that modulo the axioms A1 and A2, every term t in the
language BCCSPΘ has the form
∑
i∈I ti, for some finite index set I, and terms
ti (i ∈ I) that do not have the form t
′+ t′′. The terms ti (i ∈ I) will be referred
to as the summands of t. For example, the term Θ(a0 + b0) has only itself as
summand.
Remark 6.3.2 Note that the axiom system in Tab. 6.2 is not strong enough to
prove all of the sound equations over the language BCCSPΘ modulo bisimulation
equivalence. For instance, as the readers can check, the equation
Θ(Θ(x) + y) ≈ Θ(x+ y)
is sound modulo bisimulation equivalence irrespective of the cardinality of the
set of actions Act and of the ordering relation <. That equation, however,
cannot be proven from those in Tab. 6.2.
6.4 |Act | = ∞
In this section, we deal with the case that the action set is infinite. Our main
result is that bisimulation equivalence does not afford a finite, ground-complete
axiomatization over the language BCCSPΘ, provided that Act contains at least
two actions a, b with a < b. (Otherwise, the equation Θ(x) ≈ x would be sound,
and the priority operator could be eliminated from all terms.) This negative
result even applies if BCCSPΘ is extended with an arbitrary collection of oper-
ators (over finite synchronization trees) for which bisimulation equivalence is a
congruence.
The idea behind the proof of our main result of this section is that a finite
axiom system E can mention only finitely many action names. So, since Act
is infinite, we can find a pair c, d of distinct actions that do not occur in E. If
c and d are incomparable, then the equation Θ(c0 + d0) ≈ c0 + d0 is sound;
if c < d, then Θ(c0 + d0) ≈ d0 is sound. In the first case, we show that an
equational proof of Θ(c0+ d0) ≈ c0+ d0 from E would give rise to a proof of
the unsound equation Θ(a0 + b0) ≈ a0 + b0 from E. This follows by a simple
renaming argument, using that c and d do not occur in E. Likewise, in the
second case, a proof of Θ(c0 + d0) ≈ d0 from E would give rise to a proof of
the unsound equation Θ(d0+ c0) ≈ c0 from E.
To present the formal proof of the aforementioned negative result, first we
introduce the action renaming mentioned in the proof idea sketched above.
Definition 6.4.1 Let A ⊆ Act , and let Σ be a signature that includes the set
of operators in BCCSPΘ. We extend each renaming function ρ : A→ Act to a
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function ρ : (Σ)→ (Σ) as follows, where f is any operator that is not of the
form a .
ρ(0)
def
= 0
ρ(at)
def
=
{
ρ(a)ρ(t) if a ∈ A
aρ(t) if a 6∈ A
ρ(f(t1, . . . , tn))
def
= f(ρ(t1), . . . , ρ(tn))
ρ(x)
def
= x
ρ(αt)
def
= αρ(t)
For each substitution σ, the substitution ρ(σ) is defined by ρ(σ)(x)
def
= ρ(σ(x))
and
ρ(σ)(α)
def
=
{
ρ(σ(α)) if σ(α) ∈ A
σ(α) otherwise .
The following lemma states that renaming of actions that are not mentioned in
an axiom system E preserves provability.
Lemma 6.4.2 Let A ⊆ Act and ρ : A → Act . Let Σ be a signature that
includes the set of operators in BCCSPΘ. Let E be a collection of equations
over Σ, and assume that all of the actions a ∈ A do not occur in E. Then
E ⊢ p ≈ q implies E ⊢ ρ(p) ≈ ρ(q).
Proof: The proof is by induction on the depth of a closed proof of p ≈ q from E.
We proceed by a case analysis on the last rule used in the proof of p ≈ q from E.
The case of reflexivity is trivial, and that of transitivity follows immediately by
using the induction hypothesis. Below we only consider the other cases, namely
the instantiation of an axiom and closure under contexts. (Since we are dealing
with closed proofs, closure with respect to prefixing by action variables need not
be considered.)
• Case E ⊢ p ≈ q because σ(t) = p and σ(u) = q for some equation
t ≈ u ∈ E and closed substitution σ. Then ρ(p) = ρ(σ(t)) = ρ(σ)(ρ(t)).
According to the proviso of the lemma, no action a ∈ A occurs in t, so
clearly ρ(t) = t. Similarly, ρ(q) = ρ(σ(u)) = ρ(σ)(ρ(u)) = ρ(σ)(u). Since
t ≈ u ∈ E, by substitution instance, E ⊢ ρ(σ)(t) ≈ ρ(σ)(u). In other
words, E ⊢ ρ(p) ≈ ρ(q), which was to be shown.
• Case E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = ap′ and q = aq′ where E ⊢ p′ ≈ q′. If a ∈ A,
then ρ(p) = ρ(a)ρ(p′) and ρ(q) = ρ(a)ρ(q′); otherwise, ρ(p) = aρ(p′) and
ρ(q) = aρ(q′). In either case, by induction, E ⊢ ρ(p′) ≈ ρ(q′). By context
closure, E ⊢ ρ(p) ≈ ρ(q).
• Case E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = f(p1, . . . , pn) and q = f(q1, . . . , qn), for some
operator f in the signature that is not of the form a , where E ⊢ pi ≈ qi
for i = 1, . . . , n. By definition, ρ(p) = f(ρ(p1), . . . , ρ(pn)) and ρ(q) =
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f(ρ(q1), . . . , ρ(qn)). By induction, E ⊢ ρ(pi) ≈ ρ(qi) for i = 1, . . . , n. By
context closure, E ⊢ ρ(p) ≈ ρ(q).
The proof is now complete. 
With Lem. 6.4.2 at our disposal, we are now in a position to show the first
main result of this chapter:
Theorem 6.4.3 Let |Act | = ∞, and a < b for two actions a, b ∈ Act . Let Σ
be a signature consisting of the operators in BCCSPΘ, together with auxiliary
operators for which bisimulation equivalence is a congruence. Then bisimulation
equivalence has no finite, sound and ground-complete axiomatization over T(Σ).
Proof: We need to show that no finite axiom system is both sound and ground-
complete for T(Σ) modulo↔. Let E be a finite axiom system over T(Σ) that is
sound modulo↔. Fix a pair of distinct actions c, d ∈ Act that do not occur in
E. We can select c, d such that either they are incomparable, or c < d. In the
first case, the following equation is sound modulo↔:
Θ(c0+ d0) ≈ c0+ d0 .
Assume, towards a contradiction, that this equation can be derived from E.
Consider the renaming function ρ defined as: ρ(c) = a and ρ(d) = b. Since c, d
do not occur in E, Lem. 6.4.2 yields that E ⊢ ρ(Θ(c0+d0)) ≈ ρ(c0+d0). That
is, E ⊢ Θ(a0+ b0) ≈ a0+ b0, which is not sound modulo↔, since a < b. This
contradicts the soundness of E.
In the second case, the following equation is sound modulo↔:
Θ(c0+ d0) ≈ d0 .
Again, assume, towards a contradiction, that this equation can be derived from
E. Consider the renaming function ρ defined as: ρ(c) = d and ρ(d) = c. Since
c, d do not occur in E, Lem. 6.4.2 yields that E ⊢ ρ(Θ(c0 + d0)) ≈ ρ(d0).
That is, E ⊢ Θ(d0+ c0) ≈ c0, which is not sound modulo↔. Once more, this
contradicts the soundness of E.
In either case, we can conclude that the axiom system E is not ground-
complete. 
6.5 Axiomatizing Priority over an Infinite Action Set, Con-
ditionally
Thm. 6.4.3 offers a very strong evidence that, in the presence of an infinite set
of actions, equational logic is inherently not sufficiently powerful to achieve a
finite axiomatization of bisimilarity over closed terms in the language BCCSPΘ.
Indeed, that result holds true even in the presence of an arbitrary number of
auxiliary operators.
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In the presence of action variables, it is natural to view our language as
consisting of two sorts: one for actions and the other for processes. This is all
the more true because the set of actions has the structure of a partial order, and
we should like to express axioms over processes that reflect the influence that
this poset structure on actions has on the behavior of processes. In case our set
of actions is finite, this can be done by means of a finite number of equations
that are instances of PR3 and PR4 in Tab. 6.2.
In the presence of an infinite action set, however, the axiom schemas PR3
and PR4, as well as PR2, have infinitely many instances. One way to try and
capture their effects finitely is to take seriously the idea that, in the presence of
action variables, the equation schemas PR3 and PR4 can be phrased as equations
with action predicates as conditions thus:
CPR3 (α < β)⇒
Θ(αx+ βy + z) ≈ Θ(βy + z)
CPR4n (
∧
1≤i,j≤n
¬(αi < αj))⇒
Θ(α1x1 + · · ·+ αnxn) ≈ α1Θ(x1) + · · ·+ αnΘ(xn) (n ≥ 0) .
In both of the above equations, we use predicates over actions to restrict the ap-
plicability of the equation on the right-hand side of the implication. In general,
henceforth in this study we shall consider equations of the form
P ⇒ t ≈ u ,
where P is a predicate over actions, and t ≈ u is an equation over the language
BCCSPΘ.
In what follows, we shall take a semantic view of predicates over actions.
An action predicate P will be simply identified with the collection of closed
substitutions that satisfy it – with the proviso that two closed substitutions
that agree over the collection of action variables are either both in P or neither
of them is. As we did above for CPR3 and CPR4n, we shall often express
predicates over actions using formulae in first-order logic with equality and the
binary relation symbol <. The definition of the collection of closed substitutions
that satisfy a predicate P expressed using such formulae is entirely standard,
and we omit the details. For example, a closed substitution σ satisfies the
predicate α < β if, and only if, σ(α) < σ(β) holds in the poset (Act , <). We
sometimes write σ(P ) = true if the closed substitution σ satisfies the predicate
P . We say that a predicate is satisfiable if some closed substitution satisfies it.
If P is a tautology, then we simply write t ≈ u. For instance, a version of PR2
with action variables will be written thus:
CPR2 Θ(αx+ αy + z) ≈ Θ(αx+ z) + Θ(αy + z) .
Note that PR1 in Tab. 6.2 is just CPR40. Moreover, since < is irreflexive,
CPR41 reduces to
Θ(αx) ≈ αΘ(x) . (6.1)
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(Note that the above equation can be derived from each of the CPR4n with
n ≥ 1 and axiom A3 in Tab. 6.2.)
An equation of the form P ⇒ t ≈ u is sound with respect to bisimilarity, if
σ(t)↔ σ(u) holds for each closed substitution σ that satisfies the predicate P .
It is not hard to see that:
Lemma 6.5.1 For each partial order of actions (Act , <), CPR2-3 and CPR4n
(n ≥ 0) are sound modulo bisimilarity over the language BCCSPΘ.
A proof in conditional equational logic of an equation from a set E of ax-
ioms with action predicates as conditions uses the same rules presented in Sec-
tion 2.1.3. However, the rule for substitution instance now reads
P ⇒ t ≈ u
σ(t) ≈ σ(u)
(σ(P ) = true) ,
where P ⇒ t ≈ u is one of the equations with action predicates as conditions in
the set E. Again, by postulating that for each equation of the form P ⇒ (t ≈ u)
in E also its symmetric counterpart P ⇒ (u ≈ t) is present in E, we can
disregard applications of symmetry in conditional equational proofs.
A natural question to ask at this point, and one that we shall address in the
remainder of this study, is whether, unlike standard equational logic, equations
with action predicates as conditions suffice to obtain a finite, ground-complete
axiomatization of bisimulation equivalence over the language BCCSPΘ.
In their classic paper [BBK86], Baeten, Bergstra and Klop offered a finite,
ground-complete axiomatization of bisimilarity over the language BPAδ with
the priority operator that employs equations with action predicates as condi-
tions. Their axiomatization, however, relied upon the introduction of a binary
auxiliary operator, the so-called unless operator ⊳. Operationally, the behavior
of the unless operator is specified by the rules
x
a−−→ x′ y
b
9 for a < b
x ⊳ y
a−−→ x′
,
where a ∈ Act .
In the setting of BCCSPΘ, and using action variables in lieu of concrete ac-
tion names, the relation between the priority operator and the unless operator
is expressed by the axioms in Tab. 6.3. It is not too hard to see that those
axioms, together with A1-4, yield a ground-complete, finite axiomatization of
bisimulation equivalence. Therefore, even in the presence of an infinite set of ac-
tions, bisimulation equivalence affords a finite, ground-complete axiomatization
using equations with action predicates as conditions at the price of introducing
a single auxiliary operator. But, if the set of actions is infinite, is the use of an
auxiliary operator like the unless operator really necessary to obtain a finite ax-
iomatizability result for bisimulation equivalence over BCCSPΘ using equations
with action predicates as conditions? We address this question in what follows.
In particular, we first show that, in general, the use of auxiliary operators is
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Θ(αx) ≈ αx
Θ(0) ≈ 0
Θ(x+ y) ≈ (Θ(x) ⊳ y) + (Θ(y) ⊳ x)
¬(α < β) ⇒ (αx) ⊳ (βy) ≈ αx
(α < β) ⇒ (αx) ⊳ (βy) ≈ 0
(αx) ⊳ 0 ≈ αx
0 ⊳ (αx) ≈ 0
(x+ y) ⊳ z ≈ (x ⊳ z) + (y ⊳ z)
x ⊳ (y + z) ≈ (x ⊳ y) ⊳ z
Table 6.3: Axioms for Θ in the presence of ⊳
indeed necessary to obtain a finite, ground-complete axiomatization of bisim-
ulation equivalence using equations with action predicates as conditions. This
we do in Section 6.5.1 by exhibiting a poset of actions for which no finite set of
sound equations with action predicates as conditions is ground-complete with
respect to bisimulation equivalence over BCCSPΘ. This negative result, how-
ever, does not entail that, in the presence of an infinite set of actions, auxiliary
operators are always needed to give a finite, ground-complete axiomatization of
bisimulation equivalence over the language BCCSPΘ. In fact, we then isolate
sufficient conditions on the priority structure over actions that guarantee the
finite axiomatizability of bisimulation equivalence over the language BCCSPΘ
using equations with action predicates as conditions (Section 6.5.2).
6.5.1 A Negative Result
Our order of business will now be to prove that, in the presence of an infinite
set of actions, in general auxiliary operators are indeed necessary in order to
obtain a finite ground-complete axiomatization of bisimulation equivalence over
the language BCCSPΘ, even if we permit the use of equations of the form
P ⇒ (t ≈ u). In this section, Act = {ai, bi | i ≥ 1} ∪ {c}, where ai < bi < c
for each i ≥ 1, and these are the only inequalities. Moreover, for convenience,
we consider terms not only modulo associativity and commutativity of +, but
also modulo the sound equations x+ 0 ≈ x and Θ(Θ(x) + y) ≈ Θ(x+ y) – see
Rem. 6.3.2. So we can assume, without loss of generality, that terms contain
neither redundant 0 summands nor nested occurrences of Θ.
We will prove the following claim, which will be used to argue that bisim-
ulation equivalence has no finite, ground-complete axiomatization consisting
of equations with action predicates as conditions over the language BCCSPΘ
(Thm. 6.5.6 to follow).
Claim 6.5.2 Let E be a finite collection of equations with action predicates as
conditions that is sound modulo↔. Let n ≥ 2 be larger than the size of any
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term in the equations of E. Then from E we cannot derive the equation
Θ(Φn) ≈ Φn ,
where Φn denotes
∑n
i=1 bi0.
Note that the equation above is sound modulo ↔, because the actions bi
(i ≥ 1) are pairwise incomparable.
First we establish a technical lemma.
Lemma 6.5.3 Let P ⇒ t ≈ u be an equation that is sound modulo↔, where
P is satisfiable. If some process variable x occurs as a summand in t, then x
also occurs as a summand in u.
Proof: Since P is satisfiable, there exists a closed substitution σ such that
σ(P ) = true. Take some action d ∈ Act that does not occur in σ(u); such
an action exists because A is infinite. Consider the closed substitution σ′ that
maps x to d(b10 + c0), each other process variable to 0, and agrees with σ on
action variables. As P ⇒ t ≈ u is sound modulo↔ and σ′(P ) = σ(P ) = true,
we have that σ′(t)↔ σ′(u). Since x is a summand of t and σ′(t) d−−→ b10+ c0, it
follows that σ′(u) d−−→ q↔ b10+ c0 for some q. Since d does not occur in σ(u)
and b1 < c, it is not hard to see that x must be a summand of u. 
The following lemma is the crux in the proof of our claim. It states a prop-
erty of closed terms that holds for all of the closed instantiations of axioms in
any finite, sound collection of equations with action predicates as conditions.
As we shall see later on, this property is also preserved by arbitrary condi-
tional equational proofs from a finite, sound collection of equations with action
predicates as conditions (Prop. 6.5.5).
Lemma 6.5.4 Let P ⇒ t ≈ u be sound modulo↔. Let σ be a closed substitu-
tion with σ(P ) = true. Assume that:
• n is larger than the size of t, where n ≥ 2; and
• the summands of σ(t) are all bisimilar to either Φn or 0.
Then the summands of σ(u) are all bisimilar to either Φn or 0.
Proof: First, suppose that all summands of σ(t) are bisimilar to 0. Then σ(t)↔
0, so the soundness of P ⇒ t ≈ u together with σ(P ) = true yields σ(u)↔ 0.
This means that all summands of σ(u) are bisimilar to 0, and we are done.
So we can assume that some summand of σ(t) is bisimilar to Φn. Then
σ(t)↔ σ(u)↔Φn, by the proviso of the lemma and the soundness of P ⇒ t ≈ u.
We know that we can write t =
∑
i∈I ti and u =
∑
j∈J uj for some non-
empty, finite index sets I and J , where the terms ti and uj are of the form x,
av, αv or Θ(v). By the proviso of the lemma, for each i ∈ I, the summands of
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σ(ti) are all bisimilar to Φn or 0. Since n ≥ 2, for each i ∈ I, the term ti is not
of the form av or αv. Hence either it is a process variable x, or it is of the form
Θ(
∑
ℓ∈Li
diℓt
′
iℓ +
∑
m∈Mi
αmt
′′
im +
∑
k∈Ki
zik)
(modulo the equations x + 0 ≈ x and Θ(Θ(x) + y) ≈ Θ(x + y)). Let I ′ ⊆ I
be the set of indices of summands of t that have the above form. Observe that
Ki 6= ∅ for each i ∈ I
′ such that σ(ti) is bisimilar to Φn (because n is larger
than the size of t). Note moreover that summands ti of t having the above form
such that σ(ti)↔ 0 must have Li =Mi = ∅, and for such summands σ(zik)↔ 0
for each k ∈ Ki.
Let us assume, towards a contradiction, that there is an index j ∈ J such
that σ(uj) has a summand that is bisimilar neither to Φn nor to 0. We proceed
by a case analysis on the form of uj .
1. Case uj = x. By assumption, σ(x) has a summand that is bisimilar nei-
ther to Φn nor to 0. Since P ⇒ t ≈ u is sound modulo↔ and P is satis-
fiable (because σ(P ) = true by the proviso of the lemma), by Lem. 6.5.3,
t also has x as a summand. Consequently σ(t) has a summand that is
bisimilar neither to Φn nor to 0. This contradicts one the assumptions of
the lemma.
2. Case uj = au
′
j or uj = αu
′
j . Since σ(u)↔ Φn, we have that a = bh or
σ(α) = bh for some 1 ≤ h ≤ n. Define the substitution σ
′ as
σ′(y) =
{
c0 if y = zik for some i ∈ I
′ and k ∈ Ki
0 otherwise
for process variables y, and let σ′ agree with σ on action variables. Then
σ′(t)
bh
9, because
• c > bh,
• Ki 6= ∅ for every i ∈ I
′ with σ(ti)↔Φn,
• Li =Mi = ∅ for every i ∈ I
′ with σ(ti)↔ 0 and
• t does not contain summands of the form bhv or αv.
On the other hand, as σ and σ′ agree on action variables, σ′(uj)
bh−−→
σ′(u′j). It follows that σ
′(u)
bh−−→ σ′(u′j), and thus σ
′(t) ↔/ σ′(u). Since
σ′(P ) = σ(P ) = true, this contradicts the soundness of P ⇒ t ≈ u modulo
↔.
3. Case uj = Θ(u
′). Then uj consists of a single summand, so by assump-
tion, we have that σ(uj) ↔/ Φn and σ(uj) ↔/ 0.
Since σ(u)↔Φn, and terms are considered modulo the equations x+0 ≈ x
and Θ(Θ(x) + y) ≈ Θ(x+ y), we can take u′ to be of the form∑
ℓ∈L
eℓu
′
ℓ +
∑
m∈M
βmu
′′
m +
∑
k∈K
yk ,
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for some finite index sets L,M,K. We distinguish two cases.
(a) For each i ∈ I ′ with σ(ti) ↔/ 0 there is a ki ∈ Ki such that ziki is
not a summand of u′.
Define the substitution σ′ as
σ′(y) =


c0 if y = ziki for some i ∈ I
′ with σ(ti) ↔/ 0, or
if y is a summand of t with σ(y) ↔/ 0
σ(y) otherwise
for process variables y, and let σ′ agree with σ on action variables.
It is not hard to see that σ′(t)
bi
9 for i = 1, . . . , n (because c > bi
and t has no summand of the form av or αv). On the other hand,
since σ(uj) ↔/ 0 and σ(u) ↔ Φn, there is an h with 1 ≤ h ≤ n
such that σ(u′)
bh−−→. Furthermore, σ(u′)
c
9. By assumption, ziki is
not a summand of u′ for each i ∈ I ′ with σ(ti) ↔/ 0. Moreover, for
any variable summand y of t with σ(y) ↔/ 0, y is not a summand
of u′, because by assumption σ(y) ↔ Φn while σ(u
′) ↔/ Φn. So
σ(u′)
bh−−→ and σ(u′)
c
9 imply σ′(u′)
bh−−→ and σ′(u′)
c
9. It follows
that σ′(uj)
bh−−→, and so σ′(u)
bh−−→. Hence σ′(t) ↔/ σ′(u). Since
σ′(P ) = σ(P ) = true, this contradicts the fact that P ⇒ t ≈ u is
sound modulo↔.
(b) {zi0k | k ∈ Ki0} ⊆ {yk | k ∈ K}, for some i0 ∈ I
′ with σ(ti0) ↔/ 0.
In this case, K is non-empty since, as previously observed, Ki0 is
non-empty. By the proviso of the lemma, σ(ti0)↔ Φn, so (since n
is larger than the size of ti0) there is a k0 ∈ Ki0 with σ(zi0k0) ↔/ 0.
Furthermore, by the assumption for case 3 of the proof, σ(uj) ↔/ 0
and σ(uj) ↔/ Φn. Therefore, there is an h with 1 ≤ h ≤ n such that
σ(Θ(u′))
bh
9. Define the substitution σ′ as
σ′(y) =
{
ah0 if y = zi0k0
σ(y) otherwise
for process variables y, and let σ′ agree with σ on action variables.
We argue that σ′(t)
ah
9. To this end, observe, first of all, that, since
σ(Θ(u′))
bh
9, we have σ(
∑
k∈K yk)
bh
9, and so σ(zi0k0)
bh
9. We are
now ready to show that no summand of σ′(t) affords an ah-labeled
transition. We consider three exhaustive possibilities:
i. Let i ∈ I ′ with zi0k0 6∈ {zik | k ∈ Ki}. Then clearly σ
′(ti)
ah
9.
ii. Let i ∈ I ′ with zi0k0 ∈ {zik | k ∈ Ki}. Then σ(ti) ↔/ 0 be-
cause σ(zi0k0) ↔/ 0, so by assumption σ(ti)↔Φn. This implies
σ(ti)
bh−−→, so since σ(zi0k0)
bh
9, it follows that σ′(ti)
bh−−→. Since
the outermost function symbol of ti is Θ, we can conclude that
σ′(ti)
ah
9.
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iii. Finally, since σ(zi0k0) ↔/ 0 and σ(zi0k0)
bh
9, the proviso of the
lemma yields that zi0k0 cannot be a summand of t.
Since t has no other types of summands, from the three cases above
we can conclude that σ′(t)
ah
9. On the other hand, σ′(Θ(u′))
ah−−→,
because σ(Θ(u′))
bh
9 and zi0k0 ∈ {yk | k ∈ K}. Hence σ
′(u)
ah−−→,
and so σ′(t) ↔/ σ′(u). Since σ′(P ) = σ(P ) = true, this contradicts
the fact that P ⇒ t ≈ u is sound modulo↔.
In summary, the assumption that, for some j ∈ J , the term σ(uj) has a sum-
mand that is bisimilar neither to Φn nor to 0, leads to a contradiction. This
completes the proof. 
The following proposition states that the property of closed instantiations
of sound equations with action predicates as conditions mentioned in the above
lemma is preserved under equational derivations from a finite collection of sound
equations. This is the key to the promised proof of our claim.
Proposition 6.5.5 Let E be a finite collection of equations with action predi-
cates as conditions that is sound modulo↔. Let n ≥ 2 be larger than the size
of any term in the equations of E. Assume, furthermore, that
• E ⊢ p ≈ q; and
• the summands of p are all bisimilar to Φn or 0.
Then the summands of q are all bisimilar to Φn or 0.
Proof: By induction on the depth of the closed proof of p ≈ q from E. We
proceed by a case analysis on the last rule used in the proof of p ≈ q from E.
• E ⊢ p ≈ q because σ(t) = p and σ(u) = q for some equation P ⇒ t ≈
u ∈ E and closed substitution σ with σ(P ) = true. The claim follows
immediately from Lem. 6.5.4.
• E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = p′ + p′′ and q = q′ + q′′ for some p′, q′, p′′, q′′
such that E ⊢ p′ ≈ q′ and E ⊢ p′′ ≈ q′′. Since the summands of p are
all bisimilar to Φn or 0, the same holds for p
′ and p′′. By induction, the
summands of q′ and q′′ are all bisimilar to Φn or 0. The claim now follows
because the summands of q are those of q′ and q′′.
• E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = ap′ and q = aq′ for some p′, q′ such that E ⊢ p′ ≈ q′.
This case is vacuous, because n ≥ 2 and p↔Φn.
• E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = αp′ and q = αq′ for some p′, q′ such that E ⊢ p′ ≈
q′. This case is vacuous, because p and q are closed.
• E ⊢ p ≈ q because p = Θ(p′) and q = Θ(q′) for some p′, q′ such that
E ⊢ p′ ≈ q′. The claim is immediate, because both p and q consist of a
single summand, and p↔ q by the soundness of E.
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The proof is now complete. 
Theorem 6.5.6 Let Act = {ai, bi | i ≥ 1} ∪ {c}, where ai < bi < c for each
i ≥ 1, and these are the only inequalities. Then bisimulation equivalence has
no ground-complete axiomatization over BCCSPΘ consisting of a finite set of
sound equations with action predicates as conditions.
Proof: Let E be a finite collection of equations with action predicates as con-
ditions that is sound modulo ↔. Let n ≥ 2 be larger than the size of any
term in the equations of E. According to Prop. 6.5.5, from E we cannot derive
Θ(Φn) ≈ Φn. This equation is sound modulo↔, and therefore E is not ground-
complete. 
6.5.2 Positive Results
We have offered an example of a priority structure (Act , <) with respect to which
it is impossible to give a finite, ground-complete axiomatization of bisimulation
equivalence over BCCSPΘ in terms of equations with action predicates as con-
ditions without recourse to auxiliary operators. That result, however, does not
imply that auxiliary operators are always necessary to achieve a finite basis of
equations with action predicates as conditions for bisimulation equivalence. Our
aim in this section is to substantiate this claim by providing some general con-
ditions over the priority structure (Act , <) that are sufficient to guarantee the
existence of a finite, ground-complete axiomatization of bisimulation equivalence
over BCCSPΘ that uses equations with action predicates as conditions.
Definition 6.5.7 An anti-chain in a poset (Act , <) is a subset of Act consisting
of pairwise incomparable actions. The width of a poset (Act , <) is the least upper
bound of the cardinalities of its anti-chains. A poset (Act , <) has finite width if
its width is finite.
Example 6.5.8 The poset of actions we considered in Section 6.5.1 has un-
countably many infinite, maximal anti-chains. (Each such anti-chain can, in
fact, be obtained by picking exactly one of ai and bi for each i ≥ 1.) The width
of that poset is therefore infinite.
We now offer a countably infinite, ground-complete axiomatization of bisimula-
tion equivalence over BCCSPΘ using equations with action predicates as condi-
tions. Such an axiomatization reduces to a finite one if the poset of actions has
finite width.
Theorem 6.5.9 Let (Act , <) be an infinite poset of actions. Then the following
statements hold:
1. The axiom system consisting of the CPR2-3 and CPR4n (n ≥ 0), together
with A1-4 is ground-complete for bisimilarity over the language BCCSPΘ.
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2. Assume that the width of (Act , <) is k. Then the axiom system consist-
ing of CPR2-3, and CPR4k, together with A1-4 and PR1 in Tab. 6.2, is
ground-complete for bisimilarity over the language BCCSPΘ. Therefore
bisimilarity has a finite, ground-complete axiomatization using equations
with action predicates as conditions if (Act , <) has finite width.
Proof: We only present a sketch of the proof for statement 2. (That for state-
ment 1 follows similar lines.)
First of all, observe that it suffices only to show that, if the cardinality of
each anti-chain in (Act , <) is at most k, CPR2-3, CPR4k and PR1 can be used
to remove all occurrences of Θ from closed terms. Indeed, if we can do so, then
ground-completeness follows from the well-known ground-completeness of A1-4
for BCCSP modulo↔ (see, e.g., [HM85]).
To prove that all occurrences of Θ can be removed from closed terms, assume
that we have a closed term p that does not contain occurrences of Θ. We show
that Θ(p) can be proven equal to a term q that does not contain occurrences
of Θ by induction on the size of p. To this end, note that, modulo associativity
and commutativity of +, the term p can be written
∑n
i=1 aipi for some n ≥ 0,
actions ai and closed terms pi that do not contain occurrences of Θ.
If n = 0, then PR1 yields that Θ(0) ≈ 0, and we are done. If n = 1, then
the claim follows using (6.1) and the induction hypothesis. (Recall that, since
k ≥ 1, Eq. (6.1) is derivable from CPR4k.) Consider now the case when n ≥ 2.
We proceed by examining the following three sub-cases:
• there are i, j such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and ai = aj ,
• there are i, j such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and ai < aj , and
• the collection of actions {a1, . . . , an} is an anti-chain in the poset (Act , <).
The first two sub-cases are handled using the induction hypothesis, and CPR2
and CPR3, respectively.
If the proviso for the third sub-case applies, then we know that n ≤ k. Using
A3 if n < k, we can therefore reason as follows:
Θ(
n∑
i=1
aipi) ≈ Θ(
n∑
i=1
aipi + anpn + · · ·+ anpn︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k − n) times
)
≈
n∑
i=1
aiΘ(pi) (by CPR4k and possibly A3)
≈
n∑
i=1
aiqi (by the induction hypothesis)
for some closed terms q1, . . . , qn that do not contain occurrences of Θ.
Using this result, a simple argument by structural induction over closed
terms shows that each closed term in the language BCCSPΘ is provably equal
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to one that does not contain occurrences of the Θ operator. The proof is com-
plete. 
So bisimilarity affords a finite, ground-complete axiomatization that uses
equations with action predicates as conditions if the poset (Act , <) has finite
width. (Moreover, the equations with action predicates as conditions making up
the axiom systems used in Thm. 6.5.9 only involve predicates over actions that
can be expressed as conjunctions of, possibly negated, atomic formulae of the
form α < β.) A natural question to ask at this point is whether this result holds
for more general priority structures. We now proceed to address this question
in some detail.
Let us begin by observing that there are priority structures with infinite anti-
chains that do allow for a finite, ground-complete axiomatization of bisimilarity
over the language BCCSPΘ. Consider, by way of example, the flat priority
structure ({⊥, a0, a1, . . .}, <), where the only ordering relations are given by⊥ <
ai for each i ≥ 0. Membership of the countably infinite anti-chain {a0, a1, . . .}
can be characterized by the predicate
P (α) = ∀β ¬(α < β) .
We can therefore write the following equation that allows us to reduce the
number of summands within the scope of a Θ operator:
P (α) ∧ P (β)⇒ Θ(αx+ βy + z) ≈ Θ(αx+ z) + Θ(βy + z) . (6.2)
It is not hard to see that the above equation is sound. (In fact, the soundness of
this equation will follow from the more general result in Lem. 6.5.12.) Moreover,
following the lines of the proof sketch for Thm. 6.5.9(2), one can argue that,
together with PR1, CPR2-3 and (6.1), this equation can be used to remove all
occurrences of Θ from closed terms. It follows that:
Proposition 6.5.10 Consider the priority poset ({⊥, a0, a1, . . .}, <), where the
only ordering relations are given by ⊥ < ai for each i ≥ 0. Then the axiom
system consisting of the equations (6.2), CPR2-3 and (6.1), together with A1-
4 and PR1 in Tab. 6.2, is ground-complete for bisimilarity over the language
BCCSPΘ.
As another example, consider the priority structure
A = ({a0, a1, . . .} ∪ {b0, b1, c}, <) ,
where the relation < is the least transitive relation satisfying
bi < aj for all i ∈ {0, 1}, j ≥ 0 and
aj < c for each j ≥ 0 .
This poset has one non-trivial maximal finite anti-chain, namely {b0, b1}, and
one maximal countably infinite anti-chain, namely
A = {a0, a1, . . .} .
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Membership of A is characterized by the predicate PA defined thus:
PA(α) = ∃β1, β2. β1 < α < β2 .
As the readers can check, the instance of Eq. (6.2) associated with this predicate
is sound. (Again, the soundness of this equation will follow from the more
general result in Lem. 6.5.12.) Moreover, following the lines of the proof sketch
for Thm. 6.5.9(2), one can argue that, together with PR1, CPR2-3 and CPR42
(to handle the finite anti-chain {b0, b1}), this equation can be used to remove
all occurrences of Θ from closed terms. It follows that:
Proposition 6.5.11 Consider the priority poset A. Then the axiom system
consisting of Eq. (6.2) for predicate PA, CPR2-3 and CPR42, together with
A1-4 and PR1 in Tab. 6.2, is ground-complete for bisimilarity over BCCSPΘ.
In both of the examples we have just presented, Eq. (6.2) plays a key role in that
it allows us to reduce the size of terms in “head normal form” having summands
of the form ap and bq with a, b contained in an infinite anti-chain within the
scope of a Θ operator. The following lemma states a necessary and sufficient
condition on the infinite anti-chain that guarantees that axiom (6.2) be sound
modulo bisimilarity.
Lemma 6.5.12 Let A be an anti-chain in the poset (Act , <) whose membership
is described by predicate PA. Then Eq. (6.2) for predicate PA is sound modulo
bisimilarity iff each element of A is above the same set of actions, that is, for
each a, b ∈ A and c ∈ Act , we have that c < a iff c < b.
Proof: We first prove the “if implication”. To this end, assume that a, b ∈ A
and p, q, r are closed terms in the language BCCSPΘ. We claim that
Θ(ap+ bq + r)↔Θ(ap+ r) + Θ(bq + r) .
To see that this claim does hold, it suffices only to observe that the following
statements hold for each closed term p′:
1. Θ(ap+ bq + r) a−−→ p′ iff Θ(ap+ r) + Θ(bq + r) a−−→ p′,
2. Θ(ap+ bq + r) b−−→ p′ iff Θ(ap+ r) + Θ(bq + r) b−−→ p′, and
3. Θ(ap + bq + r) c−−→ p′ iff Θ(ap + r) + Θ(bq + r) c−−→ p′, for each action c
different from a, b.
We only offer a proof for the last of these statements. To this end, assume, first
of all, that Θ(ap+ bq+ r)
c−−→ p′ for some action c different from a, b and closed
term p′. Since c is different from a, b, there is a closed term r′ such that
• p′ = Θ(r′),
• r c−−→ r′,
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• r
d
9 for each action d such that c < d, and
• neither c < a nor c < b holds.
It is now a simple matter to see that, for instance, Θ(ap+ r)
c−−→ p′. This yields
that Θ(ap+ r) + Θ(bq + r) c−−→ p′, which was to be shown.
Conversely, suppose that Θ(ap + r) + Θ(bq + r)
c−−→ p′ for some action
c different from a, b and closed term p′. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that this is because Θ(ap+r) c−−→ p′. Since c is different from a, b, there
is a closed term r′ such that
• p′ = Θ(r′),
• r c−−→ r′,
• r
d
9 for each action d such that c < d, and
• c < a does not hold.
Observe now that c < b does not hold either, because a and b are above the
same actions by the proviso of the lemma. It follows that Θ(ap+ bq+ r) c−−→ p′,
which was to be shown.
To establish the “only if implication”, assume that A contains two distinct
incomparable actions a and b that are not above the same set of actions. Sup-
pose, without loss of generality, that c < a, but c < b does not hold, for some
action c. Then
Θ(a0+ b0+ c0)↔ a0+ b0 ↔/ a0+ b0+ c0↔Θ(a0+ c0) + Θ(b0+ c0) .
(The last equivalence holds true because b and c must be incomparable, as c < a
and a and b are incomparable.) Therefore Eq. (6.2) for predicate PA is not sound
modulo bisimilarity. 
Remark 6.5.13 Let A,B be two different, maximal anti-chains in the poset
(Act , <). Assume that each element of A is above the same set of actions, that
is, for each a, b ∈ A and c ∈ Act , we have that c < a iff c < b, and so is each
element of B. Then A and B are disjoint.
To see this, assume, towards a contradiction, that a ∈ A∩B. Since A and B
are maximal anti-chains, neither one is a subset of the other. Therefore, since
A 6= B, there are actions b, c such that b ∈ A \B and c ∈ B \A. It follows that
a, b, c are above the same set of actions in Act . However, b 6∈ B. Therefore,
since B is maximal, there must be some action d ∈ B with b < d or d < b. If
b < d, we have that b < a because a, d ∈ B and each element of B is above the
same actions. This contradicts the assumption that A is an anti-chain. If d < b
then reasoning as above we can reach a contradiction to the assumption that B
is an anti-chain. Therefore, A and B must be disjoint.
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Suppose that p is a closed term in head normal form whose set of initial actions
is included in an infinite anti-chain satisfying the constraint in the statement
of Lem. 6.5.12. Then the sound equation (6.2) offers a way of “simplifying”
the term Θ(p). The use of this axiom is the key to the proof of the following
generalization of Thm. 6.5.9(2), and of Prop. 6.5.10 and 6.5.11.
Theorem 6.5.14 Let (Act , <) be an infinite poset of actions. Assume that
1. the collection of the sizes of the finite, maximal anti-chains in (Act , <) is
finite,
2. (Act , <) has finitely many infinite, maximal anti-chains, and
3. for each infinite, maximal anti-chain A in (Act , <), each element of A is
above the same set of actions, that is, for each a, b ∈ A and c ∈ Act , we
have that c < a iff c < b.
Let k be the size of the largest finite, maximal anti-chain in (Act , <), or 1 if
all maximal anti-chains are infinite. Then the axiom system consisting of one
instance of Eq. (6.2) for predicate PA for each infinite anti-chain A in (Act , <
), CPR2-3 and CPR4k, together with A1-4 and PR1 in Tab. 6.2, is ground-
complete for bisimilarity over the language BCCSPΘ.
Proof: The soundness of the axiom system is easily established, using Lem. 6.5.12
for the instances of axiom (6.2). The completeness of the axiom system can be
shown along the lines of the proof of Thm. 6.5.9. The key of the argument is
again to prove that each term Θ(
∑n
i=1 aipi), where the pi do not contain occur-
rences of Θ, can be proven equal to a term q that does not contain occurrences
of Θ by induction on the size of
∑n
i=1 aipi. This we do by considering several
sub-cases depending on the number n of summands in
∑n
i=1 aipi.
If n = 0, then the claim follows using PR1. If n = 1, then it suffices only
to use (6.1) and the induction hypothesis. (Recall that (6.1) is derivable from
CPR4k.) If n ≥ 2, then we distinguish the following sub-cases:
• there are i, j such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and ai = aj ,
• there are i, j such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and ai < aj ,
• the collection of actions {a1, . . . , an} is an anti-chain in the poset (Act , <).
The first two sub-cases are handled using the induction hypothesis, and the
equations with action predicates as conditions CPR2 and CPR3, respectively.
The last sub-case is handled using CPR4k as in the proof of Thm. 6.5.9 if the
set of actions {a1, . . . , an} is included in a finite maximal anti-chain. Assume
now that {a1, . . . , an} is only included in an infinite maximal anti-chain, say A.
(In fact, Rem. 6.5.13 ensures that such an anti-chain A is unique.) Using the
instance of Eq. (6.2) for predicate PA and induction, the claim follows.
The rest of the proof follows the lines of that of Thm. 6.5.9, and is therefore
omitted. 
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Remark 6.5.15 The priority structure we employed in our proof of Thm. 6.5.6
satisfies neither condition 2 nor condition 3 in the proviso of the above theorem.
In light of the above result, bisimilarity has a finite, ground-complete axiom-
atization using equations with action predicates as conditions over the language
BCCSPΘ if the poset of actions satisfies the proviso of the above theorem. The
above theorem therefore generalizes Prop. 6.5.10 and 6.5.11. A further example
of a priority structure that satisfies the conditions stated in Thm. 6.5.14 is one
having a finite collection of “priority levels” each consisting of an infinite set of
actions – consider, for instance, the poset
({aij | 1 ≤ i ≤ N, j ≥ 1}, <) ,
where N is a positive integer and aij < ahk holds iff i < h.
We have not yet attempted a complete classification of the priority structures
for which bisimulation equivalence affords a finite axiomatization in terms of
equations with action predicates as conditions over the language BCCSPΘ. This
is most likely a hard problem which we leave for future research.
6.6 Conclusion
We have investigated the equational theory of the bisimulation equivalence over
the process algebra BCCSP extended with the priority operator of Baeten,
Bergstra and Klop in depth. We show that, in the presence of an infinite set
of actions, the bisimulation equivalence has no finite, sound, ground-complete
axiomatization over that language. This negative result applies even if the syn-
tax is extended with an arbitrary collection of auxiliary operators. We then
considered axiomatizations using equations with action predicates as conditions
where in the presence of an infinite set of actions, it is shown that in general, the
bisimulation equivalence still has no finite, sound, ground-complete axiomati-
zation. Finally, we identified sufficient conditions on the priority structure over
actions that lead to a finite, ground-complete axiomatization of bisimulation
equivalence using equations with action predicates as conditions.
Open question. In this chapter, generally we considered some specific prior-
ity structure. However, a natural question3 is left open, namely, whether the
set of equations that hold in all priority structures is finitely based? We note
that Θ(Θ(x) + y) = Θ(x + y) serves as an example of such sound equations.
Another example might be Θ(x) + Θ(y) ≈ Θ(x) + Θ(y) + Θ(x + y). Also note
that the equation we gave in Claim. 6.5.2, i.e., Θ(
∑n
i=1 bi0) ≈
∑n
i=1 bi0, does
not hold in all priority structures.
3This is raised by Jaco van de Pol when he reviewed a manuscript of the dissertation.
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Part II
Verification of Probabilistic
Real-time Systems
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Chapter 7
Model Checking of CTMCs Against
DTA Specifications
7.1 Introduction
Model checking continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) has been focused on
the continuous stochastic logic (CSL, [ASSB00, BHHK03]), which is branching-
time in nature. This chapter concerns the problem of verifying CTMCs versus
linear real-time specifications, which are based on deterministic timed automata
(DTA, [AD94]). Concretely speaking, we explore the following problem: given
a CTMC C, and a linear real-time property provided as a DTA, A, what is the
probability of the set of paths of C accepted by A? (Below we term it as “proba-
bility of C |= A” for simplicity.) We show that this set of paths ismeasurable and
computing its probability can be reduced to computing the reachability proba-
bility in a piecewise deterministic Markov process (PDP, [Dav84]), a model that
is used in an enormous variety of applied problems of engineering, operations
research, (stochastic) control theory, management science and economics; exam-
ples include queueing systems, stochastic scheduling, fault detection in process
systems, etc. This result relies on a product construction of CTMC C and
DTA A, denoted by C ⊗ A, yielding a deterministic Markov timed automaton
(DMTA), a variant of DTA in which, besides the usual ingredients of timed
automata, like guards and clock resets, the location residence time is exponen-
tially distributed. We show that the probability of C |= A coincides with the
reachability probability of accepting paths in C ⊗ A. The underlying PDP of
a DMTA is obtained by a slight adaption of the standard region construction
[AD94]. The desired reachability probability is characterized as the least solu-
tion of a system of integral equations that is obtained from the PDP. Finally,
this probability is shown to be approximated by solving a system of partial dif-
ferential equations (PDEs). For single-clock DTA, we show that the system of
integral equations can be transformed into a system of linear equations, where
the coefficients are solutions of some ordinary differential equations (ODEs), for
which either an analytical solution can be obtained or a numerical solution can
be approximated arbitrarily close in an efficient way.
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Related work. [BCH+07] and [DHS09] present model checking algorithms of
asCSL andCSLTA respectively. asCSL allows one to impose a time constraint on
action sequences described by regular expressions; its model-checking algorithm
is based on a deterministic Rabin automaton construction. In CSLTA, time
constraints are specified by single-clock DTA. (Note that a similar extension of
real-time temporal logic is TECTL∃ [BLY96].) In [DHS09], C ⊗A is interpreted
as a Markov renewal process and model checking CSLTA is reduced to computing
reachability probabilities in aDTMC whose transition probabilities are given by
so called subordinate CTMCs. This technique cannot be generalized to multiple
clocks. Our approach does not restrict the number of clocks and supports more
specifications than CSLTA (when combined with CSL as in [DHS09]). For the
single-clock case, our approach produces the same result as [DHS09], but yields
a conceptually simpler formulation whose correctness can be derived from the
simplification of the system of integral equations obtained in the general case.
Moreover, measurability has not been addressed in [DHS09]. As for other work,
[BBB+07a, BBB+08, BBBM08] provide a quantitative interpretation to timed
automata where delays and discrete choices are interpreted probabilistically. In
this approach, delays of unbounded clocks are governed by exponential distribu-
tions like in CTMCs. Decidability results have been obtained for almost-sure
properties [BBB+08] and quantitative verification [BBBM08] for (a subclass of)
single-clock timed automata.
Structure of the chapter. Section 7.2 contains definitions of CTMCs, DTA
and PDPs. Section 7.3 presents the approach of model checking CTMCs with
respect to general DTA in detail. Section 7.4 deals with the special case of a
single-clock DTA. Section 7.5 concludes the chapter.
7.2 Preliminaries
For a set H (typically associated with a topology), let Pr : F(H) → [0, 1] be
a probability measure on the measurable space (H,F(H)), where F(H) is a
σ-algebra over H. Let Distr(H) denote the set of probability measures on this
measurable space.
7.2.1 Continuous-time Markov Chains
As stated in Section 1.2, CTMCs can be seen as generalizations of discrete-time
Markov chains (DTMCs, see Section 2.2.2) by enhancing them with negative
exponential state residence time distributions (given by the exit rate function
E in the definition below).
Definition 7.2.1 A (labeled) continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) is a tu-
ple C = (S,AP, L, α,P, E) where:
• S is a finite set of states;
• AP is a finite set of atomic propositions;
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• L : S → 2AP is the labeling function;
• α ∈ Distr(S) is the initial distribution;
• P : S × S → [0, 1] is a stochastic transition probability matrix; and
• E : S → R≥0 is the exit rate function.
The probability to exit the state s and to take the transition s → s′ in t time
units are ∫ t
0
E(s)·e−E(s)τdτ and P(s, s′)·
∫ t
0
E(s)·e−E(s)τdτ ,
respectively. A state s is absorbing if P(s, s) = 1. The embedded DTMC of
CTMC C is obtained by deleting the exit rate function E, i.e., emb(C) =
(S,AP, L, α,P).
Definition 7.2.2 (Timed path) Let C = (S,AP, L, α,P, E) be a CTMC. An
infinite path ρ is a sequence s0
t0−−→ s1
t1−−→ s2 · · · with, for i ∈ N, si ∈ S and
ti ∈ R>0 such that P(si, si+1) > 0 for all i. A finite path is a prefix of an infinite
path. We write PathsCn := S × (R>0×S)
n
for the set of (finite) paths of length
n in C; the set of finite paths in C is thus defined by PathsC⋆ =
⋃
n∈N Paths
C
n and
PathsCω := (S × R>0)
ω
is the set of infinite paths in C. PathsC = PathsC⋆∪Paths
C
ω
denotes the set of all paths in C and PathsC(s) denotes the set of paths that
start from state s. The superscript C is omitted whenever convenient.
Given any path ρ, we define |ρ| as the number of transitions in ρ if ρ is
finite; |ρ| = ∞ if ρ is infinite. For n ≤ |ρ|, ρ[n] := sn is the (n + 1)-st state of
ρ and ρ〈n〉 := tn is the time spent in state sn. Let ρ@t be the state occupied
in ρ at time t ∈ R≥0, i.e., ρ@t := ρ[n] where n is the smallest index such that∑n
i=0 ρ〈i〉 > t.
The definition of a Borel space on paths through CTMCs follows [BHHK03]
(see similar notions in Section 2.2.2 for DTMCs). A CTMC C with the ini-
tial distribution α yields a probability measure PrC on paths as follows: For
s0, · · ·, sk ∈ S with P(si, si+1) > 0 for 0 ≤ i < k, and I0, · · ·, Ik−1 nonempty
intervals in R≥0, C(s0, I0, · · ·, Ik−1, sk) denotes the cylinder set consisting of
all paths ρ ∈ Paths(s0) such that ρ[i] = si (i ≤ k) and ρ〈i〉 ∈ Ii (i < k).
F(Paths(s0)) is the smallest σ-algebra on Paths(s0) which contains all sets
C(s0, I0, · · ·, Ik−1, sk) for all state sequences (s0, · · ·, sk) ∈ S
k+1 withP(si, si+1) >
0 (0 ≤ i < k) and all sequences I0, · · ·, Ik−1 of nonempty intervals in R≥0.
The probability measure PrC on F(Paths(s0)) is the unique measure deter-
mined by the one on cylinder sets, which is defined by induction on k as
PrC(C(s0)) = α(s0) and for k > 0:
PrC
(
C(s0, I0, · · ·, Ik−1, sk)
)
= PrC
(
C(s0, I0, · · ·, Ik−2, sk−1)
)
·
∫
Ik−1
P(sk−1, sk)E(sk−1)·e
−E(sk−1)τdτ . (7.1)
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Example 7.2.3 An example CTMC is illustrated in Fig. 7.1(a) (page 139),
where AP = {a, b, c} and s0 is the initial state, i.e., α(s0) = 1 and α(s) = 0 for
any s 6= s0. The exit rates ri and the transition probabilities are as shown.
7.2.2 Deterministic Timed Automata
Definition 7.2.4 A deterministic timed automaton (DTA) is a tuple A =
(Σ,X , Q, q0, QF ,→) where:
• Σ is a finite alphabet ;
• X is a finite set of clocks;
• Q is a nonempty finite set of locations, with q0 ∈ Q the initial location;
• QF ⊆ Q is a set of accepting locations; and
• →⊆ (Q \ QF )×Σ×B(X )×2
X×Q is a finite edge relation satisfying that:
(1) g is diagonal-free; and (2) q
a,g,X
−−−−→ q′ and q
a,g′,X′
−−−−−→ q′′ implies
JgK ∩ Jg′K = ∅ (see Section 2.2.3 for general TA).
As usual, we refer to q
a,g,X
−−−−→ q′ as a transition, where a ∈ Σ is the input
symbol, the guard g is a clock constraint on the clocks of A, X ⊆ X is a set
of clocks to be reset and q′ is the successor location. The intuition is that the
DTA A can move from location q to location q′ when the input symbol is a and
the guard g holds, while the clocks in X should be reset when entering q′. Note
that in this chapter, as a convention, we assume that each location q ∈ QF is a
sink. An example DTA is shown in Fig. 7.1(b) (page 139).
A (finite) timed path in A is of the form θ = q0
a0,t0−−−−→ q1 · · · qn
an,tn−−−−→ qn+1,
for ti > 0 (0 ≤ i ≤ n). All the definitions on timed paths in CTMCs can be
adopted here. A timed path θ of length n (i.e. |θ| = n) is accepted by A if there
exists a sequence of clock valuations {ηj}0≤j≤n such that θ[n] ∈ QF and for all
0 ≤ j < n, η0 = ~0, ηj + tj |= gj and ηj+1 = (ηj + tj)[Xj := 0], where intuitively
ηj is the clock evaluation on entering qj . Given a CTMC C s.t. Σ = 2
AP, we say
that an infinite timed path ρ = s0
t0−−→s1 · · · in C is accepted by A if there exists
some n ∈ N such that the finite fragment of ρ, i.e. s0
t0−−→ s1 · · · sn−1
tn−1−−−−→ sn
gives rise to an augmented timed path ρˆ = q0
L(s0),t0−−−−−−→ q1 · · · qn−1
L(sn−1),tn−1−−−−−−−−−→
qn, which is accepted by A. Note that here we do not introduce invariants for
locations of DTA as in safety TA [HNSY94]. However, the obtained result in
this chapter can be adapted there without any difficulty.
7.2.3 Piecewise-deterministic Markov Processes
PDPs constitute a general framework that can model virtually any stochastic
system without diffusions [Dav84], and for which powerful analysis and control
techniques exist [LL85, LY91, CD88]. A PDP consists of a finite set of loca-
tions, each with a location invariant over a set of variables. A PDP can jump
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Figure 7.1: Example CTMC C and DTA A
between locations either randomly, in which case the residence time of a location
is governed by an exponential distribution, or when the location invariant is vi-
olated. While staying in a location, a PDP evolves deterministically according
to a flow function (which is the solution of a system of ODEs). A state of the
PDP consists of a location and a valuation of the variables. The target state of
the jump is determined by a probability measure depending on the source state.
The process is Markovian as the current state contains all the information to
predict the future progress of the process. For a comprehensive exposition of
PDPs, we refer the readers to [Dav93].
Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of variables in R. An X -valuation is a function
η : X → R assigning to each variable x a value η(x). Let V(X ) denote the set of
all valuations over X . A constraint on X , denoted by g, is a subset of Rn. Let
B(X) denote the set of constrains over X . An X -valuation η satisfies constraint
g, denoted as η |= g if (η(x1), · · · , η(xn)) ∈ g. Note that here we do not restrict
the constraint to a particular form (as in clock constraints), but rather follow a
semantical formulation.
Definition 7.2.5 (PDP, [Dav84]) A piecewise-deterministic (Markov) pro-
cess (PDP) is a tuple Z = (Z,X , Inv , φ,Λ, µ) where:
• Z is a finite set of locations;
• X is a finite set of variables;
• Inv : Z → B(X ) is an invariant function;
• φ : Z × V(X )× R→ V(X ) is a flow function, which is assumed to be the
solution of a system of ODEs with a Lipschitz continuous vector field;
• Λ : S→ R≥0 is an exit rate function; and
• µ : S ∪ ∂S→ Distr(S) is a transition probability function, where
S := {ξ := (z, η) | z ∈ Z, η ∈ Inv(z)} is the state space of the PDP Z, S˚ is
the interior of S and ∂S =
⋃
z∈Z{z} × ∂Inv(z) is the boundary of S, with
∂Inv(z) = Inv(z) \ ˚Inv(z) as the boundary of Inv(z) and Inv(z) the closure of
Inv(z). Functions Λ and µ satisfy the following conditions:
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Figure 7.2: An example PDP
• ∀ξ ∈ S. ∃ǫ(ξ) > 0. function t 7→ Λ(ξ ⊕ t) is integrable on [0, ǫ(ξ)), where
ξ ⊕ t =
(
z, φ(z, η, t)
)
, for ξ = (z, η); and
• Function ξ 7→ µ(ξ,A)1 is measurable for any A ∈ F(S), where F(S) is a
σ-algebra generated by the countable union
⋃
z∈Z{z}×Az with Az being
a subset of F(Inv(z)) and µ(ξ, {ξ}) = 0.
A PDP is only allowed to stay in location z when the constraint Inv(z) is
satisfied. If e.g., Inv(z) is x21 − 2x2 < 1.5 ∧ x3 > 2, then its closure Inv(z) is
x21 − 2x2 ≤ 1.5 ∧ x3 ≥ 2, and the boundary ∂Inv(z) is x
2
1 − 2x2 = 1.5∧ x3 = 2.
When the variable valuation satisfies the boundary (η |= ∂Inv(z)), the PDP is
forced to jump and leave the current location z. The flow function φ defines
the time-dependent behavior in a single location, in particular, how the variable
valuations change when time elapses. State ξ ⊕ t is the timed successor of
state ξ (on the same location) given that t time units have passed. The PDP
is piecewise-deterministic because in each location (one piece) the behavior is
deterministically determined by φ. In summary, when a new state ξ = (z, η)
is entered and Inv(z) is valid, i.e., ξ ∈ S, the PDP can either delay to state
ξ′ = (z, η′) ∈ S ∪ ∂S according to both the flow function φ and the time delay t
(in this case ξ′ = ξ⊕t); or take aMarkovian jump to state ξ′′ = (z′′, η′′) ∈ S with
probability µ(ξ, {ξ′′}). Note that the residence time of a location is exponentially
distributed. When Inv(z) is invalid, i.e., ξ ∈ ∂S, ξ will be forced to take a
boundary jump to ξ′′ with probability µ(ξ, {ξ′′}).
The embedded discrete-time Markov process (DTMP) emb(Z) of the PDPZ
has the same state space S as Z. The (one-jump) transition probability from a
state ξ to a set A ⊆ S of states (on different locations as ξ), denoted by µˆ(ξ,A),
is given by [Dav93, CD88]:
µˆ(ξ,A) =
∫ ♭(ξ)
0
(Q1A)(ξ ⊕ t)·Λ (ξ ⊕ t) e
−
R
t
0
Λ(ξ⊕τ)dτ dt (7.2)
+ (Q1A)(ξ ⊕ ♭(ξ))·e
−
R ♭(ξ)
0 Λ(ξ⊕τ)dτ , (7.3)
where ♭(ξ) = inf{t > 0 |ξ ⊕ t ∈ ∂S} is the minimal time to hit the boundary
if such time exists; ♭(ξ) = ∞ otherwise. (Q1A)(ξ) =
∫
S
1A(ξ
′)µ(ξ, dξ′) is the
accumulative (one-jump) transition probability from ξ to A, and 1A(ξ) is the
characteristic function such that 1A(ξ) = 1 when ξ ∈ A and 1A(ξ) = 0 other-
wise. Term (7.2) specifies the probability to delay to state ξ ⊕ t (on the same
location) and take a Markovian jump from ξ ⊕ t to A. Note that the delay t
can take a value from [0, ♭(ξ)). Term (7.3) is the probability to stay in the same
1µ(ξ,A) is a shorthand for (µ(ξ))(A).
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location for ♭(ξ) time units and then it is forced to take a boundary jump from
ξ ⊕ ♭(ξ) to A since Inv(z) is invalid.
Example 7.2.6 Fig. 7.2 depicts a 3-location PDP Z with one variable x, where
Inv(z0) is x < 2 and Inv(z1), Inv(z2) are both x ∈ [0,∞). Solving x˙ = 1 gives
the flow function φ(zi, η(x), t) = η(x) + t for i = 0, 1, 2. The state space of Z is
{(z0, η) | 0 < η(x) < 2} ∪ {(z1,R)} ∪ {(z2,R)}. Let exit rate Λ(ξ) = 5 for any
ξ ∈ S. For η |= Inv(z0), let µ
(
(z0, η), {(z1, η)}
)
:= 13 , µ
(
(z0, η), {(z2, η)}
)
:= 23
and the boundary measure µ
(
(z0, 2), {(z1, 2)}
)
:= 1. Given state ξ0 = (z0, 0)
and the set of states A = (z1,R), the time for ξ0 to hit the boundary is ♭(ξ0) = 2.
Then (Q1A)(ξ0⊕t) =
1
3 if t < 2, and (Q1A)(ξ0⊕t) = 1 if t = 2. In the embedded
DTMP emb(Z), the transition probability from state ξ0 to A is:
µˆ(ξ0, A) =
∫ 2
0
1
3
·5·e−
R
t
0
5 dτ dt+ 1·e−
R 2
0
5 dτ =
1
3
+
2
3
e−10 .
7.3 Model Checking DTA Specifications
In this section, we deal with model checking C against linear real-time properties
specified by DTA A, namley, to compute the probability of C |= A. We shall
prove that this can be reduced to computing the reachability probability in the
product of C and A (Thm. 7.3.8), which can be further reduced to computing
the reachability probability in a corresponding PDP (Thm. 7.3.12). To simplify
the notations, we assume, without loss of generality, that a CTMC has only
one initial state s0, i.e., α(s0) = 1, and α(s) = 0 for s 6= s0.
7.3.1 Deterministic Markovian Timed Automata
To model check a DTA specification, we will exploit the product of a CTMC
and a DTA, which is a deterministic Markovian timed automaton (DMTA):
Definition 7.3.1 (DMTA) A deterministic Markovian timed automaton is a
tuple M = (Loc,X , ℓ0, LocF , E, ), where:
• Loc is a finite set of locations with ℓ0 ∈ Loc the initial location;
• X is a finite set of clocks;
• LocF ⊆ Loc is the set of accepting locations;
• E : Loc→ R≥0 is the exit rate function; and
•  ⊆ Loc× B(X )× 2X ×Distr(Loc) is an edge relation satisfying that:
(ℓ, g,X, ζ), (ℓ, g′,X ′, ζ ′) ∈  implies JgK ∩ Jg′K = ∅.
The set of clocks X and the related concepts, e.g., clock valuation, clock
constraints are defined as for TA (see Section 2.2.3). We refer to ℓ
g,X
///o/o/o ζ for
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distribution ζ ∈ Distr(Loc) as an edge and refer to ℓ
 g,X
ζ(ℓ′)
// ℓ′ as a transition
of this edge. The intuition is that when entering location ℓ, the DMTA chooses
a residence time which is governed by the exponential distribution, i.e., the
probability to leave ℓ in t time units is 1 − e−E(ℓ)t. When it decides to jump,
at most one edge, say ℓ
g,X
///o/o/o ζ , due to the determinism, is enabled and the
probability to jump to ℓ′ is given by ζ(ℓ′). The DMTA is deterministic as it
has a unique initial location and disjoint guards for all edges emanating from
any location.
Example 7.3.2 The DMTA in Fig. 7.3(a) has initial location ℓ0 with two
edges, with guards x < 1 and 1 < x < 2. Assume t time units elapsed. If
t < 1, then the upper edge is enabled and the probability to go to ℓ1 in time t
is (1 − e−r0t)·1, where E(ℓ0) = r0; no clock is reset. The process is similar for
1 < t < 2, except that x will be reset. Location ℓ3 is accepting.
Paths in DMTAs. Given a DMTA M and a finite symbolic path
ℓ0
g0,X0
p0
// ℓ1 · · · ℓn−1
gn−1,Xn−1
pn−1
// ℓn ,
where pi = ζi(ℓi+1) is the transition probability of ℓi
 gi,Xi
ζi(ℓi+1)
// ℓi+1 , the induced
finite paths in M are of the form σ = ℓ0
t0−−→ ℓ1 · · · ℓn−1
tn−1−−−−→ ℓn and have
the property that η0 = ~0, (ηi + ti) |= gi, and ηi+1 = (ηi + ti)[Xi := 0] where
0 ≤ i < n and ηi is the clock valuation of X inM on entering location ℓi. Finite
path σ is accepting if ℓn ∈ LocF . All the definitions on paths in CTMCs can
be carried over to paths in DMTA.
Given aDMTAM, the cylinder set C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓn) where (ℓ0, · · · , ℓn)
∈ Locn+1 and Ii ⊆ R≥0 denotes a set of paths σ in M such that σ[i] = ℓi and
σ〈i〉 ∈ Ii. Now we define the measure Pr
M
η , which is the probability of the cylin-
der set C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓn) such that the initial clock valuation in location ℓ0
is η0 as
PrMη0 (C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓn)) := P
M
0 (η0) .
Here PMi (·) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n is defined as: P
M
n (η) = 1, and for 0 ≤ i < n, we note
that there exists a transition from ℓi to ℓi+1 with ℓi
 gi,Xi
pi
// ℓi+1 (0 ≤ i < n),
and thus we define
PMi (η) =
∫
Ii
1gi(η + τ)·pi·E(ℓi)·e
−E(ℓi)τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(⋆)
·PMi+1(η
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(⋆⋆)
dτ , (7.4)
where η′ := (η + τ)[Xi := 0] and the characteristic function 1gi(η + τ) = 1, if
η + τ |= gi; 0, otherwise.
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Intuitively, PMi (ηi) is the probability of the suffix cylinder set starting from
ℓi and ηi to ℓn. It is recursively computed by the product of the probability
of taking a transition from ℓi to ℓi+1 in time interval Ii (cf. (⋆)) and the prob-
ability of the suffix cylinder set from ℓi+1 and ηi+1 on (cf. (⋆⋆)), where (⋆) is
computed by first ruling out the paths that do not belong to the cylinder set
by 1gi(η + τ) and then computing the transition probability using the density
function pi·E(ℓi)·e
−E(ℓi)τ as inCTMCs. The characteristic function is Riemann
integrable, as it is bounded and its support is an interval, and thus PMi (η) is
well-defined.
7.3.2 Product DMTAs
Given a CTMC C and a DTA A, the product C ⊗ A is a DMTA defined by:
Definition 7.3.3 (Product of CTMC & DTA) Let C=(S,AP, L, s0,P, E)
be a CTMC and A = (2AP,X , Q, q0, QF ,→) be a DTA. We define C ⊗ A =
(Loc,X , ℓ0, LocF , E, ) as the product DMTA, where Loc := S × Q; ℓ0 :=
〈s0, q0〉; LocF := S ×QF ; E(〈s, q〉) := E(s); and  is defined as the relation
satisfying the following rule:
P(s, s′) > 0 ∧ q
L(s),g,X
−−−−−−→ q′
〈s, q〉
g,X
///o/o/o ζ
, s.t. ζ(〈s′, q′〉) = P(s, s′) .
Example 7.3.4 Let CTMC C be in Fig. 7.1(a) and DTA A be in Fig. 7.1(b)
(page 139). The product DMTA C ⊗A is depicted as in Fig. 7.3(a) (page 144).
Remark 7.3.5 It is easy to see from the construction that C ⊗ A is indeed a
DMTA. The determinism of the DTA A guarantees that the induced product
is also deterministic. In C ⊗A, there is at most one “action” possible, viz. L(s),
from each location ℓ = 〈s, q〉, probably via different edges, but with disjoint
guards. We can thus omit it from the product DMTA.
We denote
PathsC⊗A(♦LocF ) := {σ ∈ Paths
C⊗A
⋆ | σ is accepted by C ⊗ A}
as the set of accepted paths in C ⊗ A, and
PathsC(A) := {ρ ∈ PathsC⋆ | ρ is accepted by DTA A}
as the set of paths in CTMC C that are accepted by DTA A. For any n-ary
tuple J , let J⇂i denote the i-th entry in J , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For a C ⊗ A path
σ = 〈s0, q0〉
t0−−→ · · ·
tn−1−−−−→ 〈sn, qn〉, let σ⇂1 := s0
t0−−→ · · ·
tn−1−−−−→ sn, and for any
set Π of C ⊗ A paths, let Π⇂1 =
⋃
σ∈Π σ⇂1.
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ℓ0=〈s0, q0〉 ℓ1=〈s1, q0〉
x<1, ∅ 1
ℓ2=〈s2, q0〉
11<x<2,{x}
x<1,∅
0.2
r0 r1
r2
ℓ4=〈s3, q0〉
r3
ℓ3=〈s2, q1〉
r2
1<x<2,{x}
x>1,∅1
0.3
0.5
(a) DMTA M = C ⊗ A
ℓ0, 0≤x<1 ℓ0, 1≤x<2
ℓ1, 0≤x<1 ℓ1, 1≤x<2
1 1
v0, r0 v1, r0
v2, r1 v3, r1
0.5
δ
reset, 0.5
ℓ2, 0≤x<1 ℓ2, 1≤x<2
ℓ3, 1≤x<2
ℓ2, x ≥ 2
ℓ3, x ≥ 2
1
v4, 0 v5, r2
v7, 0
δ
δ
1
v8, 0
reset,0.20.2
δ
v6, r2
(b) Reachable region graph
Figure 7.3: Example product construction of CTMC and DTA
Lemma 7.3.6 Given any CTMC C and DTA A, we have that PathsC(A) =
PathsC⊗A(♦LocF )⇂1.
Proof: (=⇒) We show that for any path ρ ∈ PathsC(A), there exists a path
σ ∈ PathsC⊗A(♦LocF ) such that σ⇂1 = ρ.
We assume, without loss of generality, that ρ = s0
t0−−→ s1 · · · sn−1
tn−1−−−−→
sn ∈ Paths
C is accepted by A, i.e., sn ∈ QF and for 0 ≤ i < n, η0 |= ~0 and
ηi + ti |= gi and ηi+1 = (ηi + ti)[Xi := 0], where ηi is the time valuation on
entering state si. We can then construct a path θ ∈ Paths
A from ρ such that
θ = q0
L(s0),t0−−−−−−→ q1 · · · qn−1
L(sn−1),tn−1−−−−−−−−−→ qn, where si and qi have the same
entering clock valuation. From ρ and θ, we can construct the path
σ = 〈s0, q0〉
t0−−→ 〈s1, q1〉 · · · 〈sn−1, qn−1〉
tn−1−−−−→ 〈sn, qn〉 ,
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where 〈sn, qn〉 ∈ LocF . It follows from the definition of an accepting path in a
DTMA that σ ∈ PathsC⊗A(♦LocF ) and σ⇂1 = ρ.
(⇐=) We show that for any path σ ∈ PathsC⊗A(♦LocF ), σ⇂1 ∈ Paths
C(A).
We assume, without loss of generality, that for path
σ = 〈s0, q0〉
t0−−→ · · ·
tn−1−−−−→ 〈sn, qn〉 ∈ Paths
C⊗A(♦LocF ) ,
it holds that 〈sn, qn〉 ∈ LocF , and for 0 ≤ i < n, η0 |= ~0 and ηi + ti |= gi
and ηi+1 = (ηi + ti)[Xi := 0], where ηi is the time valuation on entering state
〈si, qi〉. It then directly follows that qn ∈ QF and σ⇂1 ∈ Paths
C(A), given ηi
the entering clock valuation of state si. 
Theorem 7.3.7 For any CTMC C and DTA A, PathsC(A) is measurable.
Proof: We first deal with the case that A contains only strict inequalities. Since
PathsC(A) is a set of finite paths,
PathsC(A) =
⋃
n∈N
PathsCn(A) ,
where PathsCn(A) is the set of paths of C accepted by A of length n. For any
path ρ:=s0
t0−−→ s1 · · · sn−1
tn−1−−−−→ sn ∈ Paths
C
n(A), we can associate ρ with a
path θ:=q0
L(s0),t0−−−−−−→ q1 · · ·qn−1
L(sn−1),tn−1−−−−−−−−−→ qn of A induced by the location
sequence:
q0
L(s0),g0,X0−−−−−−−−→ q1 · · · qn−1
L(sn−1),gn−1,Xn−1−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ qn ,
such that qn ∈ QF and there exist {ηi}0≤i<n with 1) η0 = ~0; 2) (ηi + ti) |= gi;
and 3) ηi+1 = (ηi + ti)[Xi := 0], where ηi is the clock valuation on entering qi.
To prove the measurability of PathsCn(A), it suffices to show that for each
path ρ := s0
t0−−→ · · ·
tn−1−−−−→ sn ∈ Paths
C
n(A), there exists a cylinder set
C(s0, I0, · · ·, In−1, sn) (Cρ for short) that contains ρ, and that each path in Cρ
is accepted by A. The interval Ii is constructed according to ti as Ii = [t
−
i , t
+
i ]
such that
• If ti ∈ Q, then t
−
i = t
+
i := ti;
• else if ti ∈ R \Q, then let t
−
i , t
+
i ∈ Q such that
– t−i ≤ ti ≤ t
+
i and ⌊t
−
i ⌋ = ⌊ti⌋ and ⌈t
+
i ⌉ = ⌈ti⌉;
– t+i − t
−
i <
∆
2 · n
, where
∆ = min
0≤j<n,x∈X
{
{ηj(x) + tj}, 1− {ηj(x) + tj}
∣∣ {ηj(x) + tj} 6= 0}.2
2{·} denotes the fractional part.
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Note that here we are considering DTA with strict inequalities. Hence
for any 0 ≤ i < n with ηi + ti |= gi, it must be the case that
{ηi(x) + ti} 6= 0.
To show that ρ′ := s0
t′0−−→ · · ·
t′n−1−−−−→ sn ∈ Cρ is accepted by A, let η
′
0 := ~0
and η′i+1 := (η
′
i + t
′
i)[Xi := 0]. We will show that η
′
i + t
′
i |= gi. To this end, it
suffices to observe that η′0 = η0, and for any i > 0 and any clock variable x,
∣∣η′i(x)− ηi(x)∣∣ ≤ i−1∑
j=0
∣∣t′j − tj∣∣ ≤ i−1∑
j=0
t+j − t
−
j ≤ n · (t
+
j − t
−
j ) ≤
∆
2
.
We claim that since DTA A contains only strict inequalities, it must be the
case that η′i + t
′
i |= gi. To see this, suppose gi is of the form x > K for
some K ∈ N. We have that |η′i(x) − ηi(x)| ≤
∆
2 and |t
′
i − ti| <
∆
2 , therefore
|(η′i(x)+ t
′
i)− (ηi(x)+ ti)| < ∆. Note that ηi(x)+ ti > K, and thus ηi(x)+ ti−
{ηi(x)+ti} = ⌈ηi(x)+ti⌉ ≥ K. Hence ηi(x)+ti−∆ ≥ K since ∆ ≤ {ηi(x)+ti}.
It follows that η′i(x) + t
′
i > K. A similar argument applies to the case x < K
and can be extended to any constraint gi. Thus, η
′
i + t
′
i |= gi.
It follows that Cρ is a cylinder set of C and each path in this cylinder set is
accepted by A, i.e., ρ ∈ Cρ and Cρ ⊆ Paths
C
n(A) with |ρ| = n. Together with
the fact that PathsCn(A) ⊆
⋃
ρ∈PathsCn(A)
Cρ, we have:
PathsCn(A) =
⋃
ρ∈PathsCn(A)
Cρ
and thus
PathsC(A) =
⋃
n∈N
⋃
ρ∈PathsCn(A)
Cρ .
We note that each interval in the cylinder set Cρ has rational bounds. Hence
Cρ is measurable. It follows that Paths
C(A) is a union of countably many
cylinder sets, and thus is measurable.
We then deal with A with equalities of the form x = n for n ∈ N. We prove
the measurability by induction on the number of such equalities appearing in
A. We have shown the base case (DTAs with only strict inequalities). Now
we focus on the inductive case. Suppose there exists a transition ι = q
a,g,X
−→ q′
where g contains x = n. We first consider a DTA Aι obtained from A by
deleting the transitions from q other than ι. We then consider three DTA A¯ι,
A>ι and A
<
ι where A¯ι is obtained from Aι by replacing x = n by true; A
>
ι is
obtained from Aι by replacing x = n by x > n and A
<
ι is obtained from Aι by
replacing x = n by x < n. It is not difficult to see that
PathsC(Aι) = Paths
C(A¯ι) \ (Paths
C(A>ι ) ∪ Paths
C(A<ι )) .
Note that this holds since A is deterministic. By the induction hypothesis,
PathsC(A¯ι), Paths
C(A>ι ) and Paths
C(A<ι ) are measurable. Hence Paths
C(Aι)
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is measurable. Furthermore, we note that
PathsC(A) =
⋃
ι=q
a,g,X
−→ q′
PathsC(Aι) ,
therefore PathsC(A) is measurable as well.
For arbitrary A with time constraints of the form x ⊲⊳ n where ⊲⊳∈ {≥,≤},
we consider two DTAs A= and A⊲⊳. Clearly
PathsC(A) = PathsC(A=) ∪ Paths
C(A⊲¯⊳) ,
where ⊲¯⊳ => if ⊲⊳=≥; < otherwise. It follows that PathsC(A) is measurable. 
We remark that the set of time-convergent paths in a CTMC has probability
measure 0 (see [BHHK03]). The following theorem establishes the link between
CTMC C and DMTA C ⊗ A.
Theorem 7.3.8 For any CTMC C and DTA A,
PrC
(
PathsC(A)
)
= PrC⊗A~0
(
PathsC⊗A(♦LocF )
)
.
Proof: According to Thm. 7.3.7, PathsC(A) can be rewritten as the combi-
nation of cylinder sets of the form C(s0, I0, · · · , In−1, sn) which are all ac-
cepted by DTA A.3 By Lem. 7.3.6, namely by path lifting, we can estab-
lish exactly the same combination of cylinder sets C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓ0) for
PathsC⊗A(♦LocF ), where si = ℓi⇂1. It then suffices to show that for each cylin-
der set C(s0, I0, · · · , In−1, sn) which is accepted by A, Pr
C and PrC⊗A yield the
same probabilities. Note that a cylinder set C is accepted by a DTA A, if each
path that C generates can be accepted by A.
For the measure PrC , according to Eq. (7.1),
PrC
(
C(s0, I0, · · · , In−1, sn)
)
=
∏
0≤i<n
∫
Ii
P(si, si+1) · E(si)e
−E(si)τdτ .
For the measure PrC⊗A~0 , according to Section 7.3.1, it is given by P
C⊗A
0 (~0)
where PC⊗An (η) = 1 for any clock valuation η and
PC⊗Ai (ηi) =
∫
Ii
1gi(ηi + τi)piE(ℓi)e
−E(ℓi)τi · PC⊗Ai+1 (ηi+1) dτi ,
where ηi+1 = (ηi+ τi)[Xi := 0] and 1gi(ηi+ τi) = 1, if ηi+ τi |= gi; 0, otherwise.
We will show, by induction, that PC⊗Ai (ηi) is a constant, i.e., is independent
of ηi, if the cylinder set C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓn) is accepted by C ⊗ A. Firstly
3Note that this means each path in the cylinder set is accepted by A.
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let us note that for C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓn), there must exist some sequence of
transitions
ℓ0
 g0,X0
p0
// ℓ1 · · · ℓn−1
gn−1,Xn−1
pn−1
// ℓn
with η0 = ~0 and ∀ti ∈ Ii with 0 ≤ i < n, ηi+ ti |= gi and ηi+1 := (ηi+ ti)[Xi :=
0]. Moreover, according to Def. 7.3.3, we have:
pi = P(si, si+1) and E(ℓi) = E(si) . (7.5)
We apply a backward induction on n down to 0. The base case is trivial since
PC⊗An (η) = 1. By the induction hypothesis, P
C⊗A
i+1 (η) is a constant. For the
inductive case, consider i < n. For any τi ∈ Ii, since ηi+τi |= gi, 1gi(ηi+τi) = 1,
it follows that
PC⊗Ai (ηi) =
∫
Ii
1gi(ηi + τi)piE(ℓi)e
−E(ℓi)τi · PC⊗Ai+1 (ηi+1) dτi
I.H.
=
∫
Ii
piE(ℓi)e
−E(ℓi)τidτi · P
C⊗A
i+1 (ηi+1)
(7.5)
=
∫
Ii
P(si, si+1)E(si)e
−E(si)τidτi · P
C⊗A
i+1 (ηi+1) .
Clearly, this is a constant. It is thus easy to see that
PrC⊗A~0
(
C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓn)
)
:=
PC⊗A0 (~0) =
∏
0≤i<n
∫
Ii
P(si, si+1)E(si)e
−E(si)τdτ ,
which completes the proof. 
7.3.3 Region Construction for DMTA
In the remainder of this section, we shall focus on how to compute the proba-
bility measure PrC⊗A~0
(
PathsC⊗A(♦LocF )
)
in an effective way. We start with
adopting the standard region construction [AD94] to DMTA. As we will see,
this allows us to obtain a PDP from a DMTA in a natural way.
As usual, a region is represented as a (clock) constraint. For regions Θ,Θ′ ∈
B(X ), Θ′ is the successor region of Θ if for all η |= Θ there exists δ ∈ R>0 such
that η+δ |= Θ′ and for all δ′ < δ, η + δ′ |= Θ ∨Θ′. A region Θ satisfies a guard
g (denoted by Θ |= g) iff ∀η |= Θ. η |= g. A reset operation on region Θ is
defined as Θ[X := 0] := {η[X := 0] | η |= Θ}.
Definition 7.3.9 (Region graph of DMTA) Given DMTA M = (Loc,X ,
ℓ0, LocF , E, ), the region graph G(M) is defined as a tuple (V, v0, VF ,Λ, →֒),
where:
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• V := Loc×B(X ) is a finite set of vertices, consisting of a location ℓ inM
and a region Θ;
• v0 ∈ V is the initial vertex if (ℓ0,~0) ∈ v0;
• VF := {v | v⇂1 ∈ LocF } is the set of accepting vertices;
• →֒ ⊆ V ×
((
[0, 1]× 2X
)
∪ {δ}
)
× V is the transition (edge) relation, such
that:
– v
δ
→֒ v′ is a delay transition if v⇂1 = v
′⇂1 and v
′⇂2 is a successor region
of v⇂2; and
– v
p,X
→֒ v′ is a Markovian transition if there is a transition v⇂1
 g,X
p
//v′⇂1
in M such that v⇂2 |= g and v⇂2[X := 0] |= v
′⇂2.
• Λ : V → R≥0 is the exit rate function where Λ(v) := E(v⇂1) if there exists
a Markovian transition from v, 0 otherwise;
Note that in the obtained region graph, Markovian transitions emanating
from any boundary region do not contribute to the reachability probability as
the time to hit the boundary is always zero (cf. Eq.(7.7)). Therefore, we can
remove all the Markovian transitions emanating from boundary regions and
then collapse each of them with its unique non-boundary (direct) successor. In
the sequel we still denote this collapsed region graph G(M) by slightly abusing
the notation.
Example 7.3.10 For the DMTA C⊗A in Fig. 7.4(a), the reachable part (for-
ward reachable from the initial vertex and backward reachable from the ac-
cepting vertices) of the collapsed region graph G(C⊗A) is in Fig. 7.4(b). The
accepting vertices are sinks.
We now define the underlying PDP of a DMTA based on the region graph
G(M) given above:
Definition 7.3.11 For DMTAM = (Loc,X , ℓ0, LocF , E, ) and region graph
G(M) = (V, v0, VF ,Λ, →֒), we define PDP Z(M) = (V,X , Inv , φ,Λ, µ) where
for any v ∈ V ,
• Inv(v) := v⇂2 and the state space S := {(v, η) | v ∈ V, η ∈ Inv(v)};
• φ(v, η, t) := η + t for η ∈ Inv(v);
• Λ(v, η) := Λ(v) is the exit rate of state (v, η);
• [boundary jump] for each delay transition v
δ
→֒ v′ in G(M) we have
µ(ξ, {ξ′}) := 1, where ξ = (v, η), ξ′ = (v′, η) and η ∈ ∂Inv(v); and
• [Markovian jump] for each Markovian transition v
p,X
→֒ v′ in G(M) we have
µ(ξ, {ξ′}) := p, where ξ = (v, η), η ∈ Inv(v) and ξ′ = (v′, η[X := 0]).
From now on we write Λ(v) instead of Λ(v, η) as they coincide.
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ℓ0=〈s0, q0〉 ℓ1=〈s1, q1〉
x2 > 1, {x1}, 1
x1 < 2, {x2}, 1
r0 r1
(a) DMTA M = C ⊗ A
v0, 0 v2, r0v1, r0
v3, 0
δ δ
1, {x1}
v4, 0
1, {x1}
ℓ0
06x1=x2<1
ℓ0
16x1=x2<2
ℓ0
x1>2, x2>2
ℓ1
06x1<1
16x2<2
x2>x1+1
ℓ1
06x1<1
x2>2
x2>x1+2
(b) Reachable region graph G(C ⊗ A)
Figure 7.4: Example of a region graph
7.3.4 Characterizing Reachability Probabilities
Recall that our task is to compute PrC⊗A~0
(
PathsC⊗A(♦LocF )
)
, owning to
Thm. 7.3.8. To this end, we now reduce it to the problem of computing the
(time-unbounded) reachability probability in the PDP Z(C ⊗ A), given the ini-
tial state (v0,~0) and the set of goal states {(v, η) | v ∈ VF , η ∈ Inv(v)}
(
(VF , ·)
for short
)
. It is not difficult to see that reachability probabilities of untimed
events in a PDP Z can be computed in the embedded DTMP emb(Z). Note
that the set of locations of Z and emb(Z) are equal. In the sequel, let D denote
emb(Z).
For each vertex v ∈ V , we define recursively ProbD
(
(v, η), (VF , ·)
) (
ProbDv (η)
for short
)
as the probability to reach the goal states (VF , ·) in D from state (v, η).
Firstly, we define
• For the delay transition v
δ
→֒ v′,
ProbDv,δ(η) = e
−Λ(v)♭(v,η) · ProbDv′
(
η + ♭(v, η)
)
. (7.6)
Recall that ♭(v, η) is the minimal time for (v, η) to hit the boundary
∂Inv(v).
• For the Markovian transition v
p,X
→֒ v′,
ProbDv,v′(η) =
∫ ♭(v,η)
0
p·Λ(v)·e−Λ(v)τ ·ProbDv′
(
(η + τ)[X := 0]
)
dτ . (7.7)
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Overall, for each vertex v ∈ V , we obtain:
ProbDv (η) =
{
ProbDv,δ(η) +
∑
v
p,X
→֒ v′
ProbDv,v′(η), if v /∈ VF
1, otherwise
. (7.8)
Note that here the notation η is slightly abused. It represents a vector of clock
variables (see Ex. 7.3.14). Eq. (7.6) and Eq. (7.7) are derived based on Eq. (7.3)
and Eq. (7.2), respectively. In particular the multi-step reachability probability
is computed using a sequence of one-step transition probabilities.
Hence we obtain a system of integral equations Eq. (7.8). One can read
Eq. (7.8) either in the form f(ξ) =
∫
Dom(ξ)
K(ξ, ξ′)f(dξ′), where K is the kernel
and Dom(ξ) is the domain of integration depending on the continuous state
space S; or in the operator form f(ξ) = (Jf)(ξ), where J is the integration
operator. Generally, Eq. (7.8) does not need to have a unique solution. It turns
out that the reachability probability ProbDv0(
~0) coincides with the least fixpoint
of the operator J (denoted by lfpJ ), i.e., ProbDv0(
~0) = (lfpJ )(v0,~0). Formally,
we have:
Theorem 7.3.12 For any CTMC C and DTA A, PrC⊗A~0
(
PathsC⊗A(♦LocF )
)
is the least solution of ProbDv0(·), where D is the embedded DTMP of C ⊗ A.
Proof: We can express the set of all finite paths in C⊗A ending in some accepting
location ℓn ∈ LocF for n ∈ N as the union over all location sequences, i.e.,
ΠC⊗A =
⋃
n∈N
⋃
(ℓ0,··· ,ℓn)∈Locn+1
C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓn)
= PathsC⊗A(♦LocF ) ∪ Paths
C⊗A(♦LocF ) .
where C(ℓ0, I0, · · · , In−1, ℓn) is a cylinder set, Ii=[0,∞) and Paths
C⊗A(♦LocF )⇂1
are the set of paths which are not accepted by the DTA A. Note that we can
easily extend the measure PrC⊗A~0 to Π
C⊗A such that
PrC⊗A~0
(
ΠC⊗A
)
= PrC⊗A~0
(
PathsC⊗A(♦LocF )
)
.
This means that in order to prove the theorem, we need to show that
PrC⊗A~0
(
ΠC⊗A
)
= ProbDv0(
~ˆ0) , (7.9)
where ProbDv0(
~ˆ0) is the short form of ProbD
(
(v0, ~ˆ0), (VF , ·)
)
, i.e., the reachability
probability from state (v0, ~ˆ0) to (VF , ·). Note that for better readability, we
indicate clock valuations in D by adding a “ˆ ”.
Eq. (7.9) is to be shown on cylinder sets. Note that each cylinder set C(ℓ0, I0,
· · · , In−1, ℓn) ⊆ Π
C⊗A (Cn for short) induces a region graph G(Cn) = (V, v0, VF ,
Λ, →֒), where its underlying PDP and embedded DTMP is Z(Cn) and D(Cn),
respectively. To prove Eq. (7.9), it suffices to show that for each Cn,
PrC⊗A~0 (Cn) = Prob
D(Cn)
v0
(~ˆ0) ,
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,ηˆi+1
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)61
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Figure 7.5: The sub-region graph for the transition from ℓi to ℓi+1
since ΠC⊗A =
⋃
n∈N
⋃
(ℓ0,··· ,ℓn)∈Locn+1
Cn andD =
⋃
n∈N
⋃
(ℓ0,··· ,ℓn)∈Locn+1
D(Cn).
We will prove it by induction on the length n of the cylinder set Cn ⊆ Π
C⊗A.
• For the base case of n = 0, i.e., C0 = C(ℓi) and ℓi ∈ LocF , it holds
that PrC⊗Aηi (C0) = 1; while in the embedded DTMP D(C0), since the
initial vertex of G(C0) is v0 = (ℓi,Θ0), where ηi ∈ Θ0 and v0 is conse-
quently the initial location of Z(C0) as well as D(C0) which is accepting,
ProbD(C0)v0 (ηˆi) = 1. Note ℓi ∈ Loc is not necessarily the initial location ℓ0.
• For the inductive case, we first assume, as the induction hypothesis, that
for n = k − 1,
PrC⊗Aηi+1 (Ck−1) = Prob
D(Ck−1)
vi+1
(ηˆi+1) ,
where Ck−1 = C(ℓi+1, Ii+1, · · · , Ii+k−1, ℓi+k) and ℓi+k ∈ LocF . Note that
ℓi+1 ∈ Loc is not necessarily the initial location ℓ0. We now proceed to
consider the case of n = k. Let Ck = C(ℓi, Ii, ℓi+1, Ii+1, · · · , Ii+k−1, ℓi+k).
As a result, there exists a transition ℓi
 gi,Xi
pi
// ℓi+1 where ηi+ τi |= gi for
every τi ∈ (t1, t2). t1, t2 ∈ Q≥0 ∪ {∞} can be obtained from gi, such that
τj ∈ (t1, t2) iff ηi + τj |= gi. According to the semantics of DMTA, we
have
PrC⊗Aηi (Ck) =
∫ t2
t1
piE(ℓi)e
−E(ℓi)τi · PrC⊗Aηi+1 (Ck−1) dτi , (7.10)
where ηi+1 = (ηi + τi)[Xi := 0].
Now we deal with the inductive case for D(Ck). Let us assume that Ck
induces the region graph G(Ck) whose subgraph corresponding to transi-
tion ℓi
 gi,Xi
pi
// ℓi+1 is depicted in Fig. 7.5. For simplicity we consider that
location ℓi induces the vertices {v
i
j = (ℓi,Θj) | 0 ≤ j ≤ m
′} and location
ℓi+1 induces the vertices {v
i+1
j = (ℓi+1,Θj) | m ≤ j ≤ m
′}, respectively.
Note that for Markovian transitions, the regions stay the same. We denote
ηˆij (resp. ηˆ
i+1
j ) as the entering clock valuation on vertex v
i
j (resp. ηˆ
i+1
j ),
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for j the indices of the regions. For any ηˆ ∈
⋃m−1
j=0 Θj ∪
⋃
j>m′ Θj , ηˆ 6|= gi;
or more specifically,
t1 =
m−1∑
j=0
♭(vij , ηˆ
i
j) and t2 =
m′∑
j=0
♭(vij , ηˆ
i
j) .
Recall that ηˆi (in the induction hypothesis) is the clock valuation to first
hit a region with ℓi and ηˆi. Given the fact that from v
i
0 the process can
only execute a delay transition before time t1, it holds that
Prob
D(Ck)
vi0
(ηˆi) = e
−t1Λ(vi) · Prob
D(Ck)
vim
(ηˆim) ,
and
Prob
D(Ck)
vim
(ηˆim) = Prob
D(Ck)
vim,δ
(ηˆim) + Prob
D(Ck)
vim,v
i+1
m
(ηˆi+1) .
Therefore, we obtain by substitution of variables:
ProbDvi0
(ηˆi)
= e−t1Λ(vi)·Prob
D(Ck)
vim,δ
(ηˆim) + e
−t1Λ(vi)·Prob
D(Ck)
vim,v
i+1
m
(ηˆi+1)
= e−t1Λ(vi)·Prob
D(Ck)
vim,δ
(ηˆim) +
e−t1Λ(vi)·
∫ ♭(vim,ηˆim)
0
piΛ(vi)e
−Λ(vi)τ ·Prob
D(Ck−1)
vi+1m
(
(ηˆim + τ)[Xi := 0]
)
dτ
= e−t1Λ(vi)·Prob
D(Ck)
vim,δ
(ηˆim) +∫ t1+♭(vim,ηˆim)
t1
piΛ(vi)e
−Λ(vi)τ ·Prob
D(Ck−1)
vi+1m
(
(ηˆim + τ − t1)[Xi := 0]
)
dτ .
By evaluating each term Prob
D(Ck)
vim,δ
(ηˆim) we obtain the following sum of
integrals:
Prob
D(Ck)
vi0
(ηˆi)
=
m′−m∑
j=0
∫ t1+Pjh=0 ♭(vim+h,ηˆim+h)
t1+
Pj−1
h=0 ♭(v
i
m+h,ηˆ
i
m+h)
piΛ(vi)e
−Λ(vi)τ ·
Prob
D(Ck−1)
vi+1m+j
(
(ηˆim+j+τ−t1−
j−1∑
h=0
♭(vim+h, ηˆ
i
m+h))[Xi:=0]
)
dτ .
Now we define the function FD(Ck−1)(t) : [t1, t2] → [0, 1], such that when
t ∈ [t1 +
∑j−1
h=0 ♭(v
i
m+h, ηˆ
i
m+h), t1 +
∑j
h=0 ♭(v
i
m+h, ηˆ
i
m+h)] for j ≤ m
′ −m
then
FD(Ck−1)(t) = Prob
D(Ck−1)
vi+1m+j
(
(ηˆim+j+t−t1−
j−1∑
h=0
♭(vim+h, ηˆ
i
m+h))[Xi := 0]
)
.
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Using FD(Ck−1)(t) we can rewrite Prob
D(Ck)
vi0
(ηˆi) to an equivalent form as
follows:
Prob
D(Ck)
vi0
(ηˆi)
=
m′−m∑
j=0
∫ t1+Pjh=0 ♭(vim+h,ηˆim+h)
t1+
Pj−1
h=0 ♭(v
i
m+h,ηˆ
i
m+h)
piΛ(vi)e
−Λ(vi)τFD(Ck−1)(τ)dτ
=
∫ t2
t1
piΛ(vi)e
−Λ(vi)τFD(Ck−1)(τ)dτ .
By the induction hypothesis, for every t ∈ [t1+
∑j−1
h=0 ♭(v
i
m+h, ηˆ
i
m+h), t1+∑j
h=0 ♭(v
i
m+h, ηˆ
i
m+h)] with j ≤ m
′ −m, we have that:
PrC⊗Aηi+1 (Ck−1) = Prob
D(Ck−1)
vi+1m+j
(
(ηˆim+j+t−t1−
j−1∑
h=0
♭(vim+h, ηˆ
i
m+h))[Xi:=0]
)
= FD(Ck−1)(t) ,
where ηi+1 = (ηi+ t)[Xi := 0] and ηˆ
i
m+j = ηˆi+ t1+
∑j−1
h=0 ♭(v
i
m+h, ηˆ
i
m+h).
This shows that PrC⊗Aηi (Ck) = Prob
D(Ck)
vi
(ηˆi). The proof is now complete.

Remark 7.3.13 The region construction in Section 7.3.3 only helps us to ob-
tain a PDP; it does not play an essential role as it does for, e.g. decidability of
emptiness checking of TA [AD94]. This is mainly due to the continuously dis-
tributed random delays. (See [KNSS00] for a similar observation.) As a matter
of fact, clock valuations η and η′ in region Θ may induce different reachability
probabilities. The reason is that η and η′ may have different periods of time
to hit the boundary, thus the probability for η and η′ to either delay or take
a Markovian transition may differ. This is in contrast with the traditional TA
theory as well as probabilistic timed automata ([KNSS02], see also Chapter 8),
where η and η′ are not distinguished.
Example 7.3.14 For the region graph in Fig. 7.4(b), the system of integral
equations for v1 in location ℓ0 is as follows: for 1 ≤ x1 = x2 < 2,
ProbDv1(x1, x2) = Prob
D
v1,δ
(x1, x2) + Prob
D
v1,v3
(x1, x2),
where
ProbDv1,δ(x1, x2) = e
−(2−x1)r0 ·ProbDv2(2, 2)
and
ProbDv1,v3(x1, x2) =
∫ 2−x1
0
r0·e
−r0τ ·ProbDv3(0, x2 + τ) dτ
with ProbDv3(0, x2 + τ) = 1.
The integral equations for v2 can be derived in the similar way.
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7.3.5 Approximating Reachability Probabilities
Finally, we discuss how to obtain a solution of Eq. (7.8) (page 151). The integral
equations (7.8) are Volterra equations of the second type [AW95]. For a general
reference on solving Volterra equations, we refer the readers to, e.g. [Cor91]. Un-
fortunately, its exact complexity is not clear for us. (We conjecture that it lies in
Pspace, even in the counting hierarchy CH; see [ABKM09].) As an alternative
option to solve Eq. (7.8), we proceed to give a formulation of PrC
(
PathsC(A)
)
using a system of partial differential equations (PDEs), which is generally con-
sidered easier to tackle than integral equations. Let the augmented DTA A[tf ]
be obtained from A by adding a new clock variable y which is never reset and
a clock constraint y ≤ tf on all edges entering the accepting locations in LocF ,
where tf is a finite (and usually very large) integer. The purpose of this augmen-
tation is to ensure that the values of all clocks reaching LocF are bounded. It is
clear that PathsC(A[tf ]) ⊆ Paths
C(A). More precisely, PathsC(A[tf ]) coincides
with those paths which can reach the accepting states of A within the time
bound tf . Note that limtf→∞ Pr
C(PathsC(A[tf ])) = Pr
C(PathsC(A)). We can
approximate PrC(PathsC(A)) by solving the PDEs with a large tf as follows:
Proposition 7.3.15 Given a CTMC C, an augmented DTA A[tf ] and the
underlying PDP Z(C ⊗ A[tf ]) = (V,X , Inv , φ,Λ, µ), Pr
C
(
PathsC(A[tf ])
)
=
~v0(0,~0) (which is the probability to reach the final states in Z starting from ini-
tial state (v0,~0X∪{y})
4) is the unique solution of the following system of PDEs:
∂~v(y, η)
∂y
+
|X |∑
i=1
∂~v(y, η)
∂η(i)
+
Λ(v)·
∑
v
p,X
→֒ v′
p· (~v′(y, η[X := 0])− ~v(y, η)) = 0 ,
where v ∈ V \ VF , η ∈ Inv(v), η
(i) is the i-th clock variable, and y ∈ [0, tf ).
For every η ∈ ∂Inv(v) and transition v
δ
→֒ v′, the boundary conditions take the
form: ~v(y, η) = ~v′(y, η). For every vertex v ∈ VF , η ∈ Inv(v) and y ∈ [0, tf ),
we have the following PDE:
∂~v(y, η)
∂y
+
|X |∑
i=1
∂~v(y, η)
∂η(i)
+ 1 = 0 .
The final boundary conditions are that for every vertex v ∈ V and η ∈ Inv(v)∪
∂Inv(v), ~v(tf , η) = 0.
Proof: For any set of clocks X (n clocks) of the PDP Z = (Z,X , Inv , φ,Λ, µ)
we define a system of ODEs:
dη(y)
dy
= ~1, η(y0) = η0 ∈ R
n
≥0 , (7.11)
4~0X∪{y} denotes the valuation η with η(x) = 0 for x ∈ X ∪ {y}.
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which describe the evolution of clock values η(y) at time y given the initial
value η0 of all clocks at time y0. Note that contrary to our DTA notation,
Eq. (7.11) describes a system of ODEs where η(y) is a vector of clock valuations
at time y and dη
(i)(y)
dy
gives the timed evolution of clock η(i). Given a continuous
differentiable functional f : Z × Rn≥0 → R≥0, for every z ∈ Z, we define:
df(z, η(y))
dy
=
n∑
i=1
∂f(z, η(y))
∂η(i)
·
dη(i)(y)
dy
(7.11)
=
n∑
i=1
∂f(z, η(y))
∂η(i)
.
For notation simplicity we define the vector field from Eq. (7.12) as the operator
Ξ which acts on functional f(z, η(y)), i.e., Ξf(z, η(y)) =
∑n
i=1
∂f(z,η(y))
∂η(i)
. We
also define the equivalent notation Ξf(ξ) for the state ξ = (z, η(y)) and any
y ∈ R≥0.
We can define the value of PrC
(
PathsC(A)
)
as the expectation ~(0, ξ0) on
PDP Z as follows:
~(0, ξ0) = E
[∫ tf
0
1Z(Xτ )dτ | X0 = ξ0
]
= E(0,ξ0)
[∫ tf
0
1Z(Xτ )dτ
]
,
where the initial starting time is 0, the starting state is ξ0 = (z0,~0), Xτ is the
underlying stochastic process of Z defined on the state space S, and 1Z(Xτ ) = 1
when Xτ ∈ {(z, η(τ)) | z ∈ VF , η(τ) ∈ Inv(z)}, 1Z(Xτ ) = 0, otherwise. Note
that we can also define the expectation in Eq. (7.12) for any starting time y < tf
and state ξ as E(y,ξ)
[∫ tf
y
1Z(Xτ )dτ
]
.
We then obtain the expectation ~(0, ξ0) by following the construction in
[Dav93]. For this we form the new state space Sˆ = ([0, tf ]× S) ∪ {∆} where
∆ is the sink state and the boundary is ∂Sˆ := ([0, tf ]× ∂S) ∪ ({tf} × S). We
define the following functions: Λˆ(y, ξ) = Λ(ξ), µˆ((y, ξ), {y} × A) = µ(ξ,A) and
µˆ((tf , ξ), {∆}) = 1 for y ∈ [0, tf ), A ⊆ S and ξ ∈ S.
Given the construction we obtain an equivalent form for the expectation
Eq. (7.12), i.e.:
~(0, ξ0) = E(0,ξ0)
[∫ ∞
0
~ˆ1Z(τ,Xτ )dτ
]
, (7.12)
where ~ˆ1Z : Sˆ → {0, 1},
~ˆ1Z(τ,Xτ ) = 1 when Xτ ∈ {(z, η(τ)) | z ∈ VF , η(τ) ∈
Inv(z)} and τ ∈ [0, tf ),
~ˆ1Z(τ,Xτ ) = 0 otherwise. We also define
~ˆ1Z(∆) to
be zero. Note that we introduce the sink state ∆ in order to ensure that
limy→∞ E(0,ξ)~(y,Xy) = 0, which is a crucial condition in order to obtain a
unique value for the expectation ~(0, ξ0).
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For the expectation Eq. (7.12), [Dav93] defines the following integro-differential
equations (for any y ∈ [0, tf )):
U~(y, ξ) = Ξ~(y, ξ) + Λˆ(y, ξ) · (7.13)∫
S
(~(y, ξ′)− ~(y, ξ)) µˆ((y, ξ), (y, dξ′)), ξ ∈ S
~(y, ξ) =
∫
S
~(y, ξ′)µˆ((y, ξ), (y, dξ′)), ξ ∈ ∂S (7.14)
U~(y, ξ) + ~ˆ1Z(y, ξ) = 0, ξ ∈ S . (7.15)
Eq. (7.13) denotes the generator of the stochastic process Xy, and Eq. (7.14)
states the boundary conditions for Eq. (7.15). We can rewrite the integro-
differential equations (7.13), (7.14) and (7.15) into a system of PDEs with
boundary conditions, given the fact that the measure µˆ is not uniform. For
each vertex v /∈ VF , η ∈ Inv(v) and y ∈ [0, tf ) of the region graph G, we write
the PDE as follows (here we define ~v(y, η) := ~(y, ξ) for ξ = (v, η)):
∂~v(y, η)
∂y
+
∑
i
∂~v(y, η)
∂η(i)
+ Λ(v)
∑
v
p,X
→֒ v′
p · (~v′(y, η[X := 0])− ~v(y, η)) = 0 .
Note that for any edge v
p,X
→֒ v′ in the region graph G, µˆ((y, (v, η)), (y, (v′, η′))) =
p. For every η ∈ ∂Inv(v) and transition v
δ
→֒ v′, the boundary conditions take
the form: ~v(y, η) = ~v′(y, η). For every vertex v ∈ VF , η ∈ Inv(v) and
y ∈ [0, tf ), we get:
∂~v(y, η)
∂y
+
∑
i
∂~v(y, η)
∂η(i)
+ 1 = 0 .
Note that all final states are made absorbing. The final boundary conditions
are that for every vertex v ∈ Z and η ∈ Inv(v) ∪ ∂Inv(v), ~v(tf , η)=0. 
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For single-clock DTA specifications, we can simplify the system of integral equa-
tions obtained in the previous section to a system of linear equations, where the
coefficients are a solution of a system of ODEs that can be calculated efficiently.
Given a DMTA M, we denote the set of constants appearing in the clock
constraints of M as {c0, . . . , cm} with c0 = 0. We assume the following order:
0 = c0 < c1 < · · · < cm. Let ∆ci = ci+1 − ci for 0 ≤ i < m. Note that for
single-clock DMTA, the regions in the region graph G(M) can be represented
by the following intervals: [c0, c1), . . . , [cm,∞) [LMS04]. We partition the region
graph G(M) = (V, v0, VF ,Λ, →֒), or G for short, into a set of subgraphs Gi =
(Vi, VFi ,Λi, {Mi, Fi, Bi}), where 0 ≤ i ≤ m, and Λi(v) = Λ(v) if v ∈ Vi, 0
otherwise. These subgraphs are obtained by partitioning V , VF and →֒ as
follows:
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• V =
⋃
0≤i≤m{Vi}, where Vi = {(ℓ,Θ) ∈ V | Θ ⊆ [ci, ci+1)};
• VF =
⋃
0≤i≤m{VFi}, where v ∈ VFi iff v ∈ Vi ∩ VF ; and
• →֒=
⋃
0≤i≤m{Mi∪Fi∪Bi}, where Mi is the set of Markovian transitions
(without reset) between vertices inside Gi; Fi is the set of delay transitions
from the vertices in Gi to that in Gi+1 (Forward) and Bi is the set of
Markovian transitions (with reset) from Gi to G0 (Backward). It is easy
to see that Mi, Fi, and Bi are pairwise disjoint.
Since the initial vertex of G0 is v0 and the initial vertices of Gi for 0 < i ≤ m are
implicitly given by Fi−1, we omit them in the definition. As an example, the
vertices in Fig. 7.6 are partitioned by the ovals and the Mi edges are unlabeled,
while the Fi and Bi edges are labeled with δ and “reset”, respectively. The VF
vertices (double circles) may appear in any Gi. Actually, if v = (ℓ, [ci, ci+1)) ∈
VF , then v
′ = (ℓ, [cj , cj+1)) ∈ VF for i < j ≤ m. This is true because VF =
{(ℓ, true) | ℓ ∈ LocF }. It implies that for each final vertex not in the last region,
there is a delay transition from it to the next region, see the final vertex in Gi+1
in Fig. 7.6. The exit rate functions and the probabilities on Markovian edges
are omitted in the graph.
Given a subgraph Gi (0≤i≤m) of G with ki states, let the probability vector
~Ui(x) = [u
1
i (x), . . . , u
ki
i (x)]
⊤
∈ Rki×1, where uji (x) is the probability to go from
vertex vji ∈ Vi to vertices in VF (in G) at time x. Starting from Eq. (7.6)-
Eq. (7.8), we provide a set of integral equations for ~Ui(x), which we later on
reduce to a system of linear equations. Distinguish two cases:
Case 1: 0 ≤ i < m. ~Ui(x) is given by:
~Ui(x) =
∫ ∆ci−x
0
Mi(τ)~Ui(x+ τ)dτ (7.16)
+
∫ ∆ci−x
0
Bi(τ)dτ · ~U0(0) (7.17)
+ Di(∆ci − x) · Fi~Ui+1(0) , (7.18)
where x ∈ [0,∆ci], and
• Di(x) ∈ R
ki×ki is the delay probability matrix, where for any 0 ≤ j ≤
ki, Di(x)[j, j] = e
−E(vji )x (the off-diagonal elements are zero);
• Mi(x) = Di(x)·Pi·Ei ∈ R
ki×ki is the probability density matrix for
the Markovian transitions inside Gi, where Pi and Ei are the tran-
sition probability matrix and exit rate matrix for vertices inside Gi,
respectively;
• Bi(x) ∈ R
ki×k0 is the probability density matrix for the reset edges
Bi, where Bi(x)[j, j
′] indicates the probability density function to
take the Markovian jump with reset from the j-th vertex in Gi to the
j′-th vertex in G0; and
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Figure 7.6: Partitioning the region graph
• Fi ∈ R
ki×ki+1 is the incidence matrix for delay edges Fi. More
specifically, Fi[j, j
′] = 1 indicates that there is a delay transition
from the j-th vertex in Gi to the j
′-th vertex in Gi+1; 0 otherwise.
Let us explain these equations. Eq. (7.18) is obtained from Eq. (7.6), where
Di(∆ci − x) indicates the probability to delay until the “end” of region
i, and Fi~Ui+1(0) denotes the probability to continue in Gi+1 (at relative
time 0). In a similar way, Eq. (7.16) and Eq. (7.17) are obtained from
Eq. (7.7); the former reflects the case where clock x is not reset, while the
latter considers the reset of x (and returning to G0).
Case 2: i = m. ~Um(x) is simplified as follows:
~Um(x) =
∫ ∞
0
Mˆm(τ)~Um(x+ τ)dτ +~1F +
∫ ∞
0
Bm(τ)dτ · ~U0(0) , (7.19)
where Mˆm(τ)[v, ·] = Mm(τ)[v, ·] for v /∈ VF , 0 otherwise. ~1F is a vector
such that ~1F [v] = 1 if v ∈ VF , 0 otherwise. We note that ~1F stems
from the second clause of Eq. (7.8), and Mˆm is obtained by setting the
corresponding elements of Mm to 0. Also note that as the last subgraph
Gm involves infinite regions, it has no delay transitions.
Before solving the system of integral equations (7.16)-(7.19), we first make
the following observations:
(i) Due to the fact that inside Gi there are only Markovian jumps with neither
resets nor delay transitions, Gi with (Vi,Λi,Mi) forms a CTMC Ci, say.
For each Gi we define an augmented CTMC C
a
i with state space Vi ∪ V0,
such that all V0-vertices are made absorbing in C
a
i . The edges connecting
Vi to V0 are kept and all the edges inside C0 are removed. The augmented
CTMC is used to calculate the probability to start from a vertex in Gi
and take a reset edge in a certain time.
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(ii) Given any CTMC C with k states and rate matrix P ·E, the matrix Π(x)
is given by:
Π(x) =
∫ x
0
M(τ)Π(x− τ)dτ +D(x) . (7.20)
Intuitively, Π(t)[j, j′] indicates the probability to start from vertex j and
reach j′ at time t.
The following proposition states the close relationship betweenΠ(x) and the
transient probability vector:
Proposition 7.4.1 Given a CTMC C with initial distribution α, rate matrix
P·E and Π(t), ~π(t) satisfies the following two equations:
~π(t) = α ·Π(t) , (7.21)
d~π(t)
dt
= ~π(t) ·Q , (7.22)
where Q = P·E−E is the infinitesimal generator.
Proof: The transition probability matrix Π(t) for a CTMC C with state space
S is denoted by the following system of integral equations:
Π(t) =
∫ t
0
M(τ)Π(t− τ)dτ +D(t) , (7.23)
whereM(τ) = D(τ)·P·E. Now we define, for the CTMC C, a stochastic process
X(t). The probability Pr(X(t+∆t) = sj) to be in state sj at time t+∆t can
be defined as:
Pr(X(t+∆t) = sj) =
∑
si∈S
Pr(X(t) = si) · Pr(X(t+∆t) = sj |X(t) = si) .
We can define Pr(X(t+∆t) = sj) in the vector form as follows:
~π(t+∆t) = ~π(t)Φ(t, t+∆t) ,
where
~π(t) = [Pr(X(t) = s1), · · · ,Pr(X(t) = sn)] ,
and
Φ(t, t+∆t)[i, j] = Pr(X(t+∆t) = sj |X(t) = si) .
As the stochastic process X(t) is time-homogeneous, we have that
Pr(X(t+∆t) = sj |X(t) = si) = Pr(X(∆t) = sj |X(0) = si) ,
which means that Φ(t, t + ∆t) = Φ(0,∆t). As Pr(X(∆t) = sj |X(0) = si)
denotes the transition probability to go from state si to state sj at time ∆t, we
have that Φ(0,∆t) = Π(∆t), which results in the equation:
~π(t+∆t) = ~π(t)Π(∆t) . (7.24)
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Now we transform Eq. (7.24) as follows:
~π(t+∆t) = ~π(t)Π(∆t)
=⇒ ~π(t+∆t)− ~π(t) = ~π(t)Π(∆t)− ~π(t) = ~π(t)(Π(∆t)− I)
=⇒
d~π(t)
dt
= lim
∆t→0
~π(t+∆t)− ~π(t)
∆t
= ~π(t) lim
∆t→0
Π(∆t)− I
∆t
.
Now the task is to compute lim∆t→0
Π(∆t)− I
∆t
. For this we rewrite the right-
hand limit as:
lim
∆t→0
1
∆t
∫ ∆t
0
M(τ)Π(∆t− τ)dτ + lim
∆t→0
1
∆t
(D(∆t)− I) .
The lim∆t→0
1
∆t
∫∆t
0
M(τ)Π(∆t− τ)dτ is of the type 00 . Note that
d
d∆t
(∫ ∆t
0
M(τ)Π(∆t− τ)dτ
)
=M(∆t)Π(0) +
∫ ∆t
0
M(τ)
∂
∂∆t
Π(∆t− τ)dτ
and D(0) = Π(0) = I, by Eq. (7.23). By l’Hoˆspital rule, we obtain:
lim
∆t→0
1
∆t
∫ ∆t
0
M(τ)Π(∆t− τ)dτ
= lim
∆t→0
(
M(∆t)Π(0) +
∫ ∆t
0
M(τ)
∂
∂∆t
Π(∆t− τ)dτ
)
= M(0)Π(0)
= P·E .
The lim∆t→0
1
∆t (D(∆t)− I) is of the type
0
0 . Note that
d
d∆t
(D(∆t)− I) = −ED(∆t) .
Therefore by l’Hoˆspital rule, we obtain lim∆t→0
1
∆t (D(∆t)− I) = −E and
lim
∆t→0
Π(∆t)− I
∆t
= P·E−E = Q ,
where Q is the infinitesimal generator of the CTMC C. As a result we obtain:
d~π(t)
dt
= ~π(t) lim
∆t→0
Π(∆t)− I
∆t
= ~π(t)Q .
Combining with Eq. (7.24) we obtain:
~π(t) = α ·Π(t) and
d~π(t)
dt
= ~π(t) ·Q .

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Remark 7.4.2 Prop. 7.4.1 has been observed in [BHHK03] and plays an es-
sential role in developing the efficient algorithm. However, to the best of our
knowledge, a rigorous proof is missing in the literature.
~π(t) is the transient probability vector with ~π(t)[s] indicating the proba-
bility to be in state s at time t given the initial probability distribution α.
Eq. (7.22) is the celebrated forward Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. According
to this proposition, solving the integral equation Π(t) boils down to selecting
the appropriate initial distribution vector α and solving the system of ODEs in
Eq. (7.22), which can be done very efficiently using the uniformization technique.
Prior to exposing in the next theorem how to solve the system of integral
equations by solving a system of linear equations, we define Π¯ai ∈ R
ki×k0 for an
augmented CTMC Cai to be part of Π
a
i , where Π¯
a
i only keeps the probabilities
starting from Vi and ending in V0. Actually,
Πai (x) =
(
Πi(x) Π¯
a
i (x)
0 I
)
,
where 0 ∈ Rk0×ki is the matrix with all elements zero, and I ∈ Rk0×k0 is the
identity matrix.
Theorem 7.4.3 For subgraph Gi of G with ki states, it holds for 0 ≤ i < m
that:
~Ui(0) = Πi(∆ci) · Fi~Ui+1(0) + Π¯
a
i (∆ci) · ~U0(0) , (7.25)
where Πi(∆ci) and Π¯
a
i (∆ci) are for CTMC Ci and the augmented CTMC C
a
i ,
respectively. For the case i = m, it holds that:
~Um(0) = Pˆi · ~Um(0) +~1F + Bˆm · ~U0(0) , (7.26)
where Pˆi(v, v
′) = Pi(v, v
′) if v /∈ VF ; 0 otherwise, and Bˆm =
∫∞
0
Bm(τ)dτ .
Proof: We first deal with the case i < m. If in Gi there exists some backward
edge, namely, for some j, j′, Bi(x)[j, j
′] 6= 0, then we shall consider the aug-
mented CTMC Cai with k
a
i = ki + k0 states. In view of this, the augmented
integral equation ~Uai (x) is defined as:
~Uai (x) =
∫ ∆ci−x
0
Mai (τ)~U
a
i (x+ τ)dτ +D
a
i (∆ci − x) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0) ,
where ~Uai (x) =
(
~Ui(x)
~U ′i(x)
)
∈ Rk
a
i×1, ~U ′i(x) ∈ R
k0×1 is the vector representing
the reachability probability for the augmented states in Gi, F
a
i =
(
F′i B
′
i
)
∈
Rk
a
i×(ki+1+k0) such that F′i =
(
Fi
0
)
∈ Rk
a
i×ki+1 is the incidence matrix for
delay edges, and B′i =
(
0
I
)
∈ Rk
a
i×k0 ,
~ˆ
Ui(0) =
(
~Ui+1(0)
~U0(0)
)
∈ R(ki+1+k0)×1.
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First, we prove the following equation:
~Uai (x) = Π
a
i (∆ci − x) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0) ,
where
Πai (x) =
∫ x
0
Mai (τ)Π
a
i (x− τ)dτ +D
a
i (x) . (7.27)
Set ci,x = ∆ci − x. We consider the iterations of the solution of the following
system of integral equations:
~U
a,(0)
i (x) = ~0
~U
a,(j+1)
i (x) =
∫ ci,x
0
Mai (τ)
~U
a,(j)
i (x+τ)dτ +D
a
i (ci,x) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0) ,
and
Π
a,(0)
i (ci,x) = 0
Π
a,(j+1)
i (ci,x) =
∫ ci,x
0
Mai (τ)Π
a,(j)
i (ci,x−τ)dτ +D
a
i (ci,x) .
By induction on j, we prove the following equation:
~U
a,(j)
i (x) = Π
a,(j)
i (ci,x) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0) . (7.28)
• Base case: ~U
a,(0)
i (x) = ~0 and Π
a,(0)
i (ci,x) = 0. The equation clearly holds.
• Inductive case: By the induction hypothesis,
~U
a,(j)
i (x) = Π
a,(j)
i (ci,x) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0) .
It follows that
~U
a,(j+1)
i (x)
=
∫ ci,x
0
Mai (τ)
~U
a,(j)
i (x+ τ)dτ +D
a
i (ci,x) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0)
=
∫ ci,x
0
Mai (τ)Π
a,(j)
i (ci,x−τ) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0)dτ +D
a
i (ci,x) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0)
=
(∫ ci,x
0
Mai (τ)Π
a,(j)
i (ci,x − τ)dτ +D
a
i (ci,x)
)
· Fai
~ˆ
Ui(0)
= Π
a,(j+1)
i (ci,x) · Fi
~ˆ
Ui(0) .
This completes the induction.
Clearly,
Πai (ci,x) = lim
j→∞
Π
a,(j)
i (ci,x) and
~Uai (x) = lim
j→∞
~U
a,(j)
i (x) .
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By taking the limit as j →∞ on both sides of Eq. (7.28), we obtain
~Uai (x) = Π
a
i (ci,x) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0) .
Let x = 0. We obtain (recall that ci,x = ∆ci − x)
~Uai (0) = Π
a
i (∆ci) · F
a
i
~ˆ
Ui(0) .
We can also write the above relation as:(
~Ui(0)
~U ′i(0)
)
= Πai (∆ci)
(
F′i B
′
i
)( ~Ui+1(0)
~U0(0)
)
=
(
Πi(∆ci) Π¯
a
i (∆ci)
0 I
)(
Fi 0
0 I
)(
~Ui+1(0)
~U0(0)
)
=
(
Πi(∆ci)Fi Π¯
a
i (∆ci)
0 I
)(
~Ui+1(0)
~U0(0)
)
=
(
Πi(∆ci)Fi~Ui+1(0) + Π¯
a
i (∆ci)
~U0(0)
~U0(0)
)
.
As a result we can represent ~Ui(0) in the following matrix form
~Ui(0) = Πi(∆ci)Fi~Ui+1(0) + Π¯
a
i (∆ci)~U0(0)
by noting that Πi is formed by the first ki rows and columns of matrix Π
a
i , and
Π¯ai is formed by the first ki rows and the last k
a
i − ki columns of Π
a
i .
For the case i = m, i.e., the last graph Gm, the region size is infinite, therefore
delay transitions do not exist. The vector ~Um(x+ τ) in
∫∞
0
Mˆm(τ)~Um(x+ τ)dτ
does not depend on entering time x, therefore we can take it out of the integral.
As a result we obtain
∫∞
0
Mˆm(τ)dτ · ~Um(0). Moreover,
∫∞
0
Mˆm(τ)dτ boils down
to Pˆm and
∫∞
0
Bm(τ)dτ to Bˆm. Also we add the vector ~1F to ensure that the
probability to start from a state in VF is one (see Eq. (7.8)). 
Since the coefficients of the linear equations are all known, solving the system
of linear equations yields ~U0(0), which contains the probability Probv0(0) of
reaching VF from initial vertex v0.
Now we explain how Eq. (7.25) is derived from Eq. (7.16)-(7.18). The term
Πi(∆ci) · Fi~Ui+1(0) is for the delay transitions, where Fi specifies how the
delay transitions are connected between Gi and Gi+1. The term Π¯
a
i (∆ci) ·
~U0(0)
is for Markovian transitions with reset. Π¯ai (∆ci) in the augmented CTMC C
a
i
specifies the probabilities to first take transitions inside Gi and then a one-step
Markovian transition back to G0. Eq. (7.26) is derived from Eq. (7.19). Since it is
the last region and time goes to infinity, the time to enter the region is irrelevant
(thus set to 0). Thus
∫∞
0
Mˆi(τ)dτ boils down to Pˆi. In fact, the Markovian
jump probability inside Gm can be taken from the embedded DTMC of Cm,
which is Pˆi.
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Example 7.4.4 For the single-clock DMTA in Fig. 7.3(a), we show how to
compute the reachability probability Prob((v0, 0), (v5, ·)) on the region graph
G (cf. Fig. 7.3(b)), which has been partitioned into subgraphs G0, G1 and G2.
We mainly show how to obtain the system of linear equations according to
Thm. 7.4.3. We first collect the matrices for subgraphs G0, G1 and G2, respec-
tively.
The matrices for G0 are given as
M0(x) =
0

0 1·r0·e
−r0x 0
0.5·r1·e
−r1x 0 0.2·r1·e
−r1x
0 0 0
1
A F0 =
0

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
1
A
The matrices for G1 are given as
M1(x) =
0
B
B

0 r0·e
−r0x 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 r2·e
−r2x
0 0 0 0
1
C
C
A
F1 =
0
B
B

0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
1
C
C
A
B1 =
0
B
B

0 0 0
1 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
1
C
C
A
M
a
1(x) =
0
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

0 r0·e
−r0x 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.5·r1·e
−r1x 0 0.2·r1·e
−r1x
0 0 0 r2·e
−r2x 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 r0·e
−r0x 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 r1·e
−r1x 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 r2·e
−r2x
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
The matrices for G2 are given as
Mˆ2(x) =

0 r2·e
−r2x
0 0

Pˆ2 =

0 1
0 0

To obtain the system of linear equations, we need:
Π0(1) =
0

p00 p02 p04
p20 p22 p24
p40 p42 p44
1
A Π1(1) =
0
B
B

p11 p13 p15 p17
p31 p33 p35 p37
p51 p53 p55 p57
p71 p73 p75 p77
1
C
C
A
Π¯
a
1(1) =
0
B
B

p¯10 p¯12 p¯14
p¯30 p¯32 p¯32
p¯50 p¯52 p¯54
p¯70 p¯72 p¯74
1
C
C
A
All elements in these Π-matrices can be computed by the transient proba-
bility in the corresponding CTMCs C0, C1 and C
a
1 (cf. Fig. 7.7). The obtained
system of linear equations is thus
2
4
u0
u2
u4
3
5 =
0

p00 p02 p04
p20 p22 p24
p40 p42 p44
1
A
·
0

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
1
A
·
2
6
6
4
u1
u3
u5
u7
3
7
7
5
2
6
6
4
u1
u3
u5
u7
3
7
7
5
=
0
B
B

p11 p13 p15 p17
p31 p33 p35 p37
p51 p53 p55 p57
p71 p73 p75 p77
1
C
C
A
·
0
B
B

0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
1
C
C
A
·

u6
u8

+
0
B
B

p¯10 p¯12 p¯14
p¯30 p¯32 p¯32
p¯50 p¯52 p¯54
p¯70 p¯72 p¯74
1
C
C
A
·
2
4
u0
u1
u3
3
5
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Figure 7.7: CTMCs

u6
u8

=

0 1
0 0

·

u6
u8

+

0
1

This system of linear equations can be solved easily.
Remark 7.4.5 We note that for two-clock DTA which yield two-clock DMTA,
the approach given in this section fails in general. In the single-clock case, the
reset guarantees to jump to G0(0), and the delay to Gi+1(0) when it is in Gi.
However, in the two-clock case, after delay or reset generally only one clock has
a fixed value, while the value of the other one is not determined.
The time-complexity of computing the reachability probability in the single-
clock DTA case is O(m · |S|2 · |Loc|2 · λ · ∆c +m3 · |S|3 · |Loc|3), where m is
the number of constants appearing in DTA, |S| is the number of states in the
CTMC, |Loc| is the number of locations in the DTA, λ is the maximal exit rate
in the CTMC and ∆c = max0≤i<m{ci+1−ci}. The first term m · |S|
2 · |Loc|2 ·λ ·
∆c is due to the uniformization technique for computing transient distribution;
and the second term m3 · |S|3 · |Loc|3 is the time complexity for solving a system
of linear equations with O(m · |S| · |Loc|) variables. Note that from this analysis
we can conclude that a ptime procedure is obtained. However, this does not
imply that the problem of model checking single-clock DTA is in ptime, as our
procedure involves computation over real numbers in general and thus can only
be done in an approximated way .
7.5 Conclusion
We considered the quantitative verification of a CTMC C against a DTA A.
As a key result, we obtained that computing the probability of C |= A can
be reduced to computing reachability probabilities in PDPs. For single-clock
DTA, this reduces to solving a system of linear equations yielding an equivalent,
though simpler, characterization than in [DHS09].
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Many problems remain open. How to solve the obtained system of inte-
gral equations and ODEs and their (theoretical) complexity (in terms of both
Turing computation model and Blum-Shub-Smale computation model [BSS89,
BCSS98]) are clearly interesting topics of further investigation; providing took
support is also in the plan. Moreover, note that for DTA, the fairness issue
(e.g. Bu¨chi accepting condition) has not been addressed in this chapter (we es-
sentially considered the reachability), which deserves future exploration. Other
great challenges include non-deterministic TA and M(I)TL model checking.
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Chapter 8
Probabilistic Time-abstracting
Bisimulations for PTA
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study probabilistic timed automata (PTA) [KNSS02], which
are a probabilistic extension of timed automata (TA). As in TA, in the research
on PTA, the notion of region graphs plays an essential role, see e.g. [KNSS02].
However, it is well-recognized that albeit being a very useful tool for theoretical
purposes, the region graph is too large to be of any practical interest: its size
is exponential in the number of clocks of the system as well as in the size of
the constants in the time constraints. To overcome this explosion, inspired
by [TY01], we propose probabilistic time-abstracting bisimulations (PTaBs) for
PTA, where the passage of arbitrary time is abstracted by a τ -transition. To
deal with the probabilistic aspect, we follow a standard approach due to [LS91].
This equivalence is usually much coarser than the region equivalence, therefore,
in practice, it induces a (potentially) much smaller state space partition. In
particular, the region equivalence constitutes a (very fine) probabilistic time-
abstracting bisimulation. The bisimulation quotient is a finite-state Markov
decision process (MDP), where the states are equivalence classes over symbolic
states (sets of states) with either τ or discrete probabilistic transitions.
PTaB is particularly useful when the desired properties do not involve time
constraints. Such properties are very common in practice, i.e., safety, reach-
ability, etc. Those properties can be captured well by the probabilistic com-
putation tree logic (PCTL, [HJ94]), which is proven to be preserved under
PTaBs. In this case, the existing algorithms and tools for MDPs with respect
to PCTL [BdA95, KNP04] can thus be applied for PTA.
To obtain a minimal PTaB quotient, our algorithm works in the partition-
refinement fashion [PT87, KS90]. We start from an initial partition that respects
state labeling, and proceed by refining each block till it contains only bisimilar
states. Due to the fact that PTA involve an interweaving of time, nondetermin-
ism and probability distributions, the minimization has thus to deal with the
following difficulties: When taking a τ -transition, it must guarantee that time
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traverses continuously, e.g., time cannot jump from 0 to 2 without traversing
1. Thus, we introduce the timed predecessor set as a splitter, as in [TY01].
Moreover, since a discrete transition results in one or more probability distribu-
tions, the splitter of only one block in [TY01] is, however, not applicable. Our
algorithm instead adopts the idea of the mutual-refine technique in [BEM00],
which maintains a state partition and a distribution partition. In each refine-
ment iteration, the distribution partition is used to refine a state partition and
vice versa. The algorithm in [BEM00], unfortunately, cannot be applied in our
setting in a straightforward way, as in that case untimed probabilistic models
(e.g. MDPs, probabilistic automata) are addressed and thus the set of target
distributions is always fixed, while in our case, since the number of symbolic
states in a block might grow with the iteration when time comes into play,
both the symbolic state space and the distribution set vary in each round, let
alone their partitions. To solve this problem, an Expand operator is introduced,
recalculating the symbolic states in a block as well as the distribution set be-
fore the mutual-refine technique is applied. This algorithm is symbolic, namely,
equivalence classes are symbolic states and set-theoretic operators are used to
compute the set of predecessor states of a symbolic state.
Related work. Besides [TY01], for (non-probabilistic) timed systems, time-
abstracting bisimulation is also studied in [LY97] in the setting of real-time
process calculi. [BEM00, DHS03] present algorithms for probabilistic bisimu-
lation and simulation of discrete probabilistic systems. [LMST03] investigates
weak probabilistic bisimulation for PTA with a decision procedure. That al-
gorithm is region based, which is tried to be avoided in the current chapter.
[KNSS02] presents a comprehensive exposition for PTA and model checking
algorithms for PTA. [KNSW07] gives a symbolic algorithm for model checking,
however, the problem of computing time-abstracting bisimulations (or generally
computing bisimulations) is not considered there.
Structure of the chapter. Section 8.2 presents basic definitions regarding
PTA. Section 8.3 defines the PTaB. Section 8.4 presents the bisimulation min-
imization algorithm and constitutes the core of this chapter. Section 8.5 shows
that the bisimulation preserves PCTL formulae. This chapter is concluded in
Section 8.6.
8.2 Preliminaries
The basic notions regarding probability distributions, clock variables and clock
constraints can be found in Section 2.2.
8.2.1 Probabilistic Timed Automata
Definition 8.2.1 (Probabilistic timed automata [KNSS02]) A probabilis-
tic timed automaton (PTA) is a tuple G = (Loc,X , ℓ0, L, Inv, ) where:
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• Loc is a finite set of locations with ℓ0 ∈ Loc the initial location;
• X is a set of clocks;
• L : Loc→ 2AP is a labeling function for the locations, where AP denotes
a finite set of atomic propositions;
•  ⊆ Loc× B(X )×Distr(2X × Loc) is an edge relation; and
• Inv : Loc→B(X ) is an invariant-assignment function.
Recall that B(X ) is the set of clock constrains, as defined in Section 2.2.3.
For simplicity, we require that the invariants and enabling conditions in the
transitions are subject to the following conventions. We note that (1) and (2)
are used to ensure the soundness of the semantic model (cf. Def. 8.2.6), while
(3) is a common assumption in the literature.
1. If in some state of G, allowing any amount of time to elapse would violate
the invariant of the current location, then the guard of at least one discrete
transition is satisfied. Namely, in each state (ℓ, ν), if ν + t 6|= Inv(ℓ) for
any t ∈ R>0, then there must exist some edge from ℓ with the guard g
such that ν |= g;
2. It is never possible to perform a discrete transition to a node for which
the invariant is not satisfied by the current values of the clocks; and
3. All invariants are downward-closed in the sense that for any d ∈ R≥0, ν +
d |= Inv(ℓ) implies that ν |= Inv(ℓ).
The labeling function L associates to each location ℓ a set of atomic propo-
sitions that are valid in ℓ. The system starts in location ℓ0 with all its clocks
initialized to 0. The values of all the clocks increase uniformly with time. We
refer to ℓ
g
 η as a transition, where the guard g is a clock constraint on the
clocks of G and η is a distribution over the (X, ℓ) pairs with X ⊆ X a set of
clocks to be reset and ℓ the successor location. The intuition is that the PTA
G can move from location ℓ to location ℓ′ via two phases. In the first phase, a
distribution η is nondeterministically chosen when g holds. In the second phase,
a successor location ℓ′ is probabilistically chosen according to η(X, ℓ′), where
the clocks in X should be reset when entering ℓ′. The function Inv assigns to
each ℓ a location invariant that constrains the amount of time that may be spent
in ℓ. In other words, location ℓ must be left before the invariant Inv(ℓ) becomes
invalid. If there is no outgoing discrete transition enabled, the corresponding
state has a (discrete) deadlock.
Example 8.2.2 Fig. 8.1 is an example PTA, where from ℓ1 there are two distri-
butions (or transitions), and thus the PTA is nondeterministic. The transitions
to ℓ3 and ℓ4 share the same guard x > 1, since they belong to the same distri-
bution. The transition to ℓ3 resets the clock {x}. The labeling on ℓ1 and ℓ3 is
{a}, ∅ otherwise.
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ℓ1, x ≤ 2 {a}
ℓ3, x ≤ 3
{a}
ℓ2
∅
ℓ4
∅
x ≤ 1, 1
0.3, {x}
0.7, ∅
x ≤ 2, 1, ∅
0.7, ∅
0.3, {x}
x > 1
x > 2
Figure 8.1: An example PTA
ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ1 ℓ2
x ≥ 1, 3/4
x > 2, 1
3/4
x ≤ 2, 1/4
0 ≤ x < 1, 1
1/4
1 ≤ x ≤ 2
Figure 8.2: The encoding to a one-clock-constraint model
Remark 8.2.3 According to the syntax , one transition of a PTA is associated
with a single clock constraint. This requirement is intuitive and reasonable
since the more-than-one clock constraint case, see e.g., [Bea03, LMST03], can
be encoded by adding more distributions. To give an example, the left-hand
automaton in Fig. 8.2 is a PTA with two clock constraints in one distribution.
This can be encoded by the PTA on the right in Fig. 8.2. It goes as follows:
When 0 ≤ x < 1, the transition from ℓ1 to ℓ2 is not enabled. Thus the only
possible transition is the self-loop on ℓ1, which is normalized to probability 1.
When 1 ≤ x ≤ 2, both transitions are enabled, and their probabilities remain
the same. The x > 2 case is similar as 0 ≤ x < 1.
8.2.2 Probabilistic Timed Structures
The semantics of a timed automaton is an (infinite) timed transition system.
The semantics of a PTA is provided by a probabilistic timed structure, which is
essentially an infinite MDP.
Definition 8.2.4 A probabilistic timed structure (PTS)M is a labeled Markov
decision process (S,Steps , L, s0) where:
• S is a set of states with s0 ∈ S being the initial state;
• Steps : S → 2R≥0×Distr(S) is a function that assigns to each state s ∈ S a
set of pairs (t, µ) where t ∈ R≥0 and µ ∈ Distr(S); and
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• L : S → 2AP is a state labeling function.
Steps(s) is the set of transitions that can be nondeterministically chosen in
state s. The transition labels are of the form (t, µ) where t is the duration of
the transition and µ is the probability distribution over the successor states.
s
t,µ
−−→ s′ means that after t time units have elapsed, a transition is fired from s
to s′ with probability µ(s′).
Paths. Paths in a PTS arise by resolving both the nondeterministic and prob-
abilistic choices. A path of the PTS M = (S,Steps , L, s0) is a finite or infinite
sequence:
ω = s0
t0,µ0−−−−→ s1
t1,µ1−−−−→ s2
t2,µ2−−−−→ ...
where si ∈ S, (ti, µi) ∈ Steps(si) and µi(si+1) > 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ |ω|, where
|ω| is the number of transitions in ω. For 0 ≤ i ≤ |ω|, ω[i] denotes the (i+1)-th
state of ω (i.e., ω[i] = si) and step(ω, i) (or step(ω[i])) denotes the (i+1)-th
transition (ti, µi). A finite path ω ends in a state, denoted by last(ω). We write
Paths⋆ to denote the set of finite paths and Paths⋆(s) the set of finite paths
that start from state s. Pathsω and Pathsω(s) are the counterparts for infinite
paths.
Definition 8.2.5 A scheduler of a PTS M = (S,Steps , L, s0) is a function G
mapping every finite path ω ofM to a pair (t, µ) such thatG(ω) ∈ Steps(last(ω)).
Let W be the set of all schedulers of M.
A scheduler resolves the nondeterminism by choosing a probability distri-
bution based on the process executed so far. Formally, if a PTS is guided by
scheduler G and has the finite path ω as its history, then it will be in state s in
the next step with probability µ(s) after t time units, where G(ω) = (t, µ). We
write PathsωG to denote the set of infinite paths induced by a given scheduler G,
i.e., PathsωG = {ω ∈ Paths
ω | G(ω↓i) = step(last(ω↓i)) for i ≥ 0}, where ω↓i re-
turns the prefix of ω up to length i. PathsωG(s) is defined as Paths
ω
G∩Paths
ω(s).
Scheduler G on PTS M induces a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC)
MG, where the nondeterminism has been resolved. Each state in MG is a
finite path fragment ω inM. FormallyMG = (Paths⋆G,P
G) is a DTMC where
PG(ω, ω′) =
{
µ(s) if G(ω) = (t, µ) and ω′ = ω
t,µ
−−→ s
0 otherwise .
.
The definition of probability space of MG can be found in Section 2.2.2.
8.2.3 Obtaining a PTS from a PTA
Any PTA can be interpreted as a PTS. Due to the continuous nature of clocks,
these underlying PTSs in general have infinitely many states (even uncountably
many), and are infinitely branching. PTA can thus be considered as a finite
description of infinite PTSs.
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Given a PTA G = (Loc,X , ℓ0, L, Inv, ), a state of G is a pair (ℓ, ν), where
ℓ ∈ Loc is a location and ν is a valuation satisfying the invariant of ℓ.
Definition 8.2.6 (PTS semantics of a PTA) Let G = (Loc,X , ℓ0, L, Inv, )
be a PTA. The PTS of G is MG = (S,Steps , L
′, s0) with:
• S = {(ℓ, ν) | ν |= Inv(ℓ), ℓ ∈ Loc} with s0 = (ℓ0,~0);
• L′((ℓ, ν)) = L(ℓ);
• Steps assigns to each state in S a set of transitions, which are defined in
two ways. Namely, for each state (ℓ, ν) ∈ S,
– discrete transition: (ℓ, ν)
0,µ
−−−→ (ℓ′, ν′), if the following conditions
hold:
1. ∃ transition ℓ
g
 η in G with η(ℓ′,X) > 0;
2. ν |= g;
3. ν′ = ν[X := 0]; and
4. µ(ℓ′, ν′) =
∑
X⊆X ,ν′=ν[X:=0] η(X, ℓ
′).
Usually, we simply write (ℓ, ν)→ µ.
– delay transition: (ℓ, ν)
d,1
−−→ (ℓ, ν + d) for all 0 ≤ d ≤ t, if ν + d |=
Inv(ℓ).
Note that 1 indicates that the probability distribution is µ1(ℓ,ν+d).
Usually, we simply write (ℓ, ν) d−−→ (ℓ, ν + d).
Formally, for any state (ℓ, ν) in MG , we say that (ℓ, ν) has a (discrete)
deadlock if Steps((ℓ, ν)) does not contain any discrete transition.
Symbolic states. We define symbolic states which are used for the effective
representation and manipulation of the infinite state space of PTS. Generally,
a symbolic state denotes a set of states of MG .
In a nutshell, a zone [HNSY94] Z ⊆ RX of X is a set of valuations which
satisfy a conjunction of clock constraints. Formally, the zone for the constraint
g is Z = {ν | ν |= g, x ∈ X}. Geometrically, a zone is a polyhedron (note that
in this chapter we do not require a zone to be convex). A symbolic state S is a
set of states whose clock evaluations form the same zone. Strictly speaking, S
is a set of pairs of location and zone, namely, it is of the form (ℓ, Z). The union
of all symbolic states is the state space S.
8.3 Probabilistic Time-abstracting Bisimulations
In order to refine the dense state space as much as possible, we adopt the time-
abstracting bisimulation [TY01] for state space minimization, which abstracts
from the quantitative aspect of time: we know that some time passes, but not
how much. We first introduce a technical definition:
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Definition 8.3.1 µ, µ′ ∈ Distr(S) are equivalent with respect to equivalence
R on S, written µ ≡R µ
′, if ∀U ∈ S/R. µ(U)=µ′(U).
Definition 8.3.2 (Probabilistic time-abstracting bisimulation) Let G be
a PTA and MG = (S, Steps, L
′, s0) the PTS of G. A probabilistic time-
abstracting bisimulation (PTaB) for G is an equivalence relation R over the
state space S of MG such that for all states (s1, s2) ∈ R, the following condi-
tions hold:
• L′(s1) = L
′(s2);
• If s1
t1→ s′1, for some t1 ∈ R>0, then there exist t2 ∈ R>0 and s
′
2 ∈ S such
that s2
t2→ s′2 and (s
′
1, s
′
2) ∈ R; and
• If s1 → µ1, for some µ1 ∈ Distr(S), then there exists some µ2 ∈ Distr(S)
such that s2 → µ2 and µ1 ≡R µ2.
s1 and s2 are probabilistic time-abstracting bisimilar, denoted by s1 ∼ s2, if
(s1, s2) ∈ R for some PTaB R.
We use τ -transitions to abstract the exact time passage away, formally, s
τ
→
s′ iff ∃t ∈ R>0.s
t
→ s′.
It is straightforward to verify that∼ is an equivalence. The rest of Section 8.3
is devoted to showing the properties of PTaB.
8.3.1 Region Equivalences
In the following, we first recall the definition and properties of the region equiv-
alence [AD94, ACD93], which is essential in turning the infinite state space of
a PTS into a finite quotient. Later we will show a similar result as in [TY01]
that the region equivalence for PTS is in fact a PTaB.
Given a PTA G, let c = cmax(G), the largest integer constant among all the
clock constraints and invariants in G. Two clock evaluations ν and ν′ are region
equivalent (with respect to c), denoted by ν ∼= ν′, iff they satisfy:
• ∀x ∈ X , either ⌊ν(x)⌋ = ⌊ν′(x)⌋ or both ν(x) > c and ν′(x) > c; and
• ∀x, y ∈ X , either ⌊ν(x)−ν(y)⌋ = ⌊ν′(x)−ν′(y)⌋ or both ⌊ν(x)−ν(y)⌋ > c
and ⌊ν′(x)− ν′(y)⌋ > c.
Note that ⌊r⌋ is the floor function that returns, for r ∈ R, the maximal
integer that is at most r. The equivalence classes induced by∼= are called regions.
The region equivalence can be lifted to states of PTA such that (ℓ, ν) ∼= (ℓ′, ν′)
if ℓ = ℓ′ and ν ∼= ν′. The region equivalence enjoys the following properties:
Lemma 8.3.3 For valuations ν, ν′ ∈ RX with ν ∼= ν′:
1. for any zone Z, ν ∈ Z iff ν′ ∈ Z;
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2. for any set of clocks X⊆X , ν[X := 0] ∼= ν′[X := 0]; and
3. ∀d ≥ 0∃d′ ≥ 0. ν + d ∼= ν′ + d′.
Theorem 8.3.4 The region equivalence is a PTaB, i.e., ∼= ⊆ ∼.
Proof: Let (ℓ, ν), (ℓ, ν′) be two states in PTS M = (S,Steps , L′, s0) such that
(ℓ, ν) ∼= (ℓ, ν′).
• (Labels) Since L′((ℓ, ν)) = L(ℓ), where L is the labeling function in the
corresponding PTA G, we have L′((ℓ, ν)) = L′((ℓ, ν′)).
• (Timed transition) Let (ℓ, ν)
d
→ (ℓ, ν + d) be a timed transition. Due to
Lem. 8.3.3(3), there exists a d′ ≥ 0 such that ν+d ∼= ν′+d′. We have that
ν′, ν′+d′ |= Inv(ℓ) since ν, ν+d |= Inv(ℓ). For any d′′ < d′, ν+d′′ |= Inv(ℓ),
by the downward-closedness of Inv(ℓ). Thus (ℓ, ν′)
d′
→ (ℓ, ν′ + d′) is also a
timed transition.
• (Probabilistic transition) Let (ℓ, ν) → µ be a probabilistic transition. µ
is chosen by some scheduler G. As G can only select enabled transitions,
µ |= g. Let Z = {ν | ν |= g}, clearly ν ∈ Z. Since (ℓ, ν) ∼= (ℓ, ν′), due to
Lem. 8.3.3(1), ν′ ∈ Z, which means that ν′ |= g, thus µ is also enabled
in (ℓ, ν′). Therefore, we can construct a scheduler G′ which chooses the
same distribution as G. Since µ ≡∼= µ due to Lem. 8.3.3(2), (ℓ, ν
′)→ µ is
also a probabilistic transition.
The region equivalence satisfies all the conditions of being a PTaB, therefore
∼= ⊆ ∼. 
The above theorem asserts that the region equivalence is a (probably very
refined) PTaB. Note that the converse does not hold in general. It can be the
case that (ℓ, ν) ∼ (ℓ′, ν′) where ℓ 6= ℓ′ (see Ex. 8.4.5), however, (ℓ, ν) 6∼= (ℓ′, ν′).
The following result shows that deadlocks are preserved by ∼.
Proposition 8.3.5 If (ℓ, ν) ∼ (ℓ′, ν′), then (ℓ, ν) has a deadlock iff (ℓ′, ν′) has
a deadlock.
Evidently, the converse does not hold.
Remark 8.3.6 Another desired property of timed systems is timelock-free. For
TA, generally timelocks are states violating the time-progress requirement. For-
mally, a state s is a timelock if all infinite runs starting from s are zeno. A TA is
timelock-free if none of its reachable states is a timelock. Similar notions can be
adapted to PTA in an expected way: a state s is a timelock in PTA if with proba-
bility 1, all infinite runs starting from s are zeno; and the notion of timelock-free
for PTA is defined accordingly. However, unfortunately, time-abstracting bisim-
ulations do not preserve non-zenoness (or time-divergence) or timelockness. As
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ℓ1 x ≤ 1 ℓ2 x ≤ 1
x := 0
Figure 8.3: Counterexample regarding timelock from [TY01]
a matter of fact, this problem already occurs for (non-probabilistic) TA, as in
[TY01], page 41, figure 11, a counterexample is given explicitly, which we re-
produce as in Fig. 8.3. It is easy to see that (ℓ1, 0) ∼ (ℓ2, 0). However, (ℓ1, 0) is
a timelock while (ℓ2, 0) is not. (We note that this is not surprising, since time-
abstracting bisimulations are insensitive to exact delays.) We also mention that
to handle the time-divergence problem, [TY01] basically makes the well-known
strongly non-zeno assumption, namely, a minimal amount of time passes in ev-
ery cyclic execution of the TA. We will not discuss this in depth since somehow
it is impertinent to the main issue addressed in the current chapter.
8.4 Minimization of PTA
Having defined the PTaB, an immediate question is: how to compute it, since
one of the crucial steps of exploiting PTaB for verification is to generate the
quotient of the given PTA. A simple answer might be, taking the region graph,
since the region equivalence is a PTaB! However, as pointed in [ACD93], since
the number of regions grows exponentially with the number of clocks in the
PTA, the finite region equivalence quotient is too large to be of any practical
interest. In fact [KNSS02] shows that the number of regions for PTA is even
higher than for TA. In other words, for the sake of efficiency, we are interested
in the minimal quotient, namely, the one corresponding to the coarsest bisim-
ulation. In what follows, we will propose an algorithm to compute the quotient
of a PTS with respect to the coarsest PTaB, which combines the algorithm in
[TY01] for TA and the algorithm in [BEM00] for MDPs.
8.4.1 Partition Refinement
Prior to presenting our algorithm, let us first recall how the minimization algo-
rithm from [KS90, PT87] works for finite (non-probabilistic, untimed) labeled
transition systems (LTSs). The algorithm relies on the partition-refinement
technique [PT87]. Roughly speaking, the state space S is partitioned in blocks,
i.e., pairwise disjoint sets of states. Starting from an initial partition Π0 where,
e.g., all equally-labeled states form a block, the algorithm successively refines
these blocks such that ultimately each block contains only bisimilar states. The
refinement is based on the fact that a bisimulation induces a pre-stable partition.
Formally, given a partition of states Π and blocks C1, C2 ∈ Π, C1 is pre-stable
with respect to C2 if C1 ⊆ pred(C2) or C1 ∩ pred(C2) = ∅, where pred(C) is the
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set of direct predecessors of all the states in C. If C1 is not stable with respect
to C2, then C1 can further be partitioned into two sub-blocks C1∩pred(C2) and
C1 \ pred(C2). In this case, C2 is a splitter of C1. Π is pre-stable if all its blocks
are pairwise pre-stable. The main sketch of the algorithm presented in Algo. 1,
albeit simple, is the essence of partition refinement.
Algorithm 1 The general partition-refinement algorithm
Require: The LTS, the initial partition Π0
Ensure: The partition Π under the coarsest bisimulation
1: Π := Π0;
2: while (∃C1, C2 ∈ Π, C1 is not stable with respect to C2) do
3: ΠC1 := {C1 ∩ pred(C2), C1 \ pred(C2)};
4: Π := (Π \ {C1}) ∪ΠC1 ;
5: end while
6: return Π;
The scheme can be adapted to infinite state spaces, assuming that they ad-
mit effective representations of blocks and decision procedures for computing
intersection, set-difference and predecessors of blocks, and testing whether a
block is empty. For termination, it must be ensured that a pre-stable parti-
tion always exists. In [TY01], such an adaption is given for TA to compute
time-abstracting bisimulation, since the state space of TA falls in this category.
In particular, two symbolic operations, i.e. time-pred and disc-pred, are intro-
duced, which return the set of all discrete-predecessors and time-predecessors
of states respectively. For details, see [TY01], Figure 15.
8.4.2 Bisimulation Quotienting Algorithm
In this section, we shall move further, taking probabilistic transitions into ac-
count. This is not trivial, since the infinite states (caused by time) and proba-
bilistic transitions are closely interweaved, thus the set pred should be replaced
by the discrete predecessors discpred and the timed predecessors timepred in a
proper way.
The set of timed predecessors splits a block where a discontinuity on time
occurs when taking a timed transition. This is captured by the time-refinement
operator (see Def. 8.4.1). Besides, due to Prop. 8.3.5, a state having a deadlock
must be in a different block than a state that does not suffer from a deadlock.
This suggests a first discrete-refinement operator (see Def. 8.4.2).
For discrete predecessors, since a probability distribution rather than a state
is associated with a transition, successively dividing a block by a single-block
splitter does not suffice. Instead, we adapt themutual-refine algorithm proposed
in [BEM00]. The algorithm maintains a distribution partition in addition to a
state partition, and in each iteration refines one partition by the other and
vice versa, till both partitions stabilize. However, this algorithm cannot be
directly applied in our case, since a block might expand in a new partition as
the number of symbolic states in it may grow. Consequently, in a new partition,
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it is possible that the distribution set differs from the one in the last iteration,
and obviously the old distribution partition is obsolete. The Expand operator
(see Def. 8.4.3) thus recalculates the symbolic states, the distribution set as
well as the distribution partition, and as a final step in one iteration, a state
partition is refined by the a second discrete-refinement operator (see Def. 8.4.4)
using the newest distribution partition.
The algorithm is presented in Algo. 2. A detailed explanation follows.
Algorithm 2 The partition-refinement algorithm for PTA
Require: The PTA G and PTS MG = (S,Steps , L
′, s0)
Ensure: The partition Π under the coarsest PTaB
1: Initialization: Get the initial partition, Π := ΠAP;
2: Partition Π according to Refine1d(Π,∇).
3: Repeat
4: phase i – Refine Π by discrete transitions:
5: Choose some block C ∈ Π,
6: Expand(C,Π);
7: Update the distribution set Distr ′;
8: Compute the equivalence class Distr ′/Π;
9: Choose some M ∈ Distr ′/Π;
10: Π := Refine2d(Π,M);
11: phase ii – Refine Π by time delays:
12: Choose some block C ∈ Π;
13: Π := Refinet(Π, C);
14: until Π does not change.
15: return Π;
Determining the initial partition
The initial partition of states ΠAP = S/RAP is the AP-partition of S, where
RAP = {(s1, s2) ∈ S × S | L(s1) = L(s2)}. Initially, the zone of symbolic state
(ℓ, ν) is Inv(ℓ), thus on the symbolic state level,
ΠAP =
{
{([ℓ]RAP , Inv(ℓ))} | ℓ ∈ Loc
}
.
Refining partitions
In the rest of this section, we will concentrate on how to refine an existing par-
tition. For reference convenience, given a PTA, we designate to each transition
(leading to a distribution) a unique action name, and for each location ℓ, we
denote ∇(ℓ) as the set of all outgoing transitions from ℓ, which is ranged over
by α, β, · · · . Let ∇ =
⋃
ℓ∈Loc∇(ℓ). Moreover, for each transition α, gα and µα
are the corresponding guard and the resulting distribution, respectively. As an
example, there are four uniquely labeled transitions in the PTA in Fig. 8.1.
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As we have two types of transitions, there are two types of splitters as
well. For the timed transitions, the time-splitter is a block C2, and the time-
refinement operator is as follows:
Definition 8.4.1 (The time-refinement operator) Let Π be a partition of
S and C1, C2 ∈ Π. Then:
Refinet(C1, C2) = {C1 ∩ timepred(C2), C1 \ timepred(C2)} \ {∅} ,
where timepred(S) = {s | ∃s′ ∈ S, t ∈ R>0, s
t−−→ s′}.
We define Refinet(Π, C2) =
⋃
C1∈Π
Refinet(C1, C2).
This corresponds to phase ii (line 11-13) in Algo. 2.
For the discrete transitions, the split consists of two steps. The first step is
to differentiate the symbolic states that can fire a discrete transition from those
that cannot. In this step, a splitter is the action set ∇, which refines a block as
follows:
Definition 8.4.2 (The 1st discrete-refinement operator) Let Π be a par-
tition of S, ∇ be the action set, and C ∈ Π. Then:
Refine1d(C,∇) = {C
+, C−} \ {∅} ,
where C+ = {(ℓ, Z) | ∃α ∈ ∇(ℓ), Z ⊆ gα and (ℓ, Z
′) ∈ C for some Z ′} and
C− = {(ℓ, Z) | ∀α ∈ ∇(ℓ), Z ∩ gα = ∅ and (ℓ, Z
′) ∈ C for some Z ′}.
We define Refine1d(Π,∇) =
⋃
C∈ΠRefine
1
d(C,∇).
All symbolic states in C+ have an enabled discrete transition whereas any
of them in C− does not. Actually, C− is the set of states that have a deadlock.
This is used in line 2 of the algorithm. This operator has only to be performed
once, because the further refinement won’t change the fact of having a discrete
transition. Thus, we place it in the initialization.
As the second step, we can further partition C+ according to the distribu-
tions. Suppose the current partition Π = {C1, ..., Cn}, n ∈ N. For any block
Ci, we can write Ci = {(ℓ
1
i , Y
1
i ), . . . , (ℓ
q
i , Y
q
i )} with Ci =
⋃
1≤j≤q(ℓ
j
i , Y
j
i ), and
for any 1 ≤ h 6= k ≤ q, ℓhi 6= ℓ
k
i . For index 1 ≤ h ≤ m and α ∈ ∇(ℓ
h
i ) such that
Y hi ⊆ gα, we hope to derive the distributions induced by α.
However, it is possible that the resulting symbolic state of a transition be-
strides different blocks, which leads to the problem that the probability µ(C) to
a block C is not well defined. For instance, Fig. 8.4(a) illustrates a distribution
from S0 = (ℓ, Z) to S1 = (ℓ1, Z) and S2 = (ℓ2, Z), where S0 ∈ C0, S2 ∈ C2 but
S1 scatters in C11, C12 and C13, as in Fig. 8.4(b). Note that {Z11, Z12, Z13} is
a partition of Z. The problem is that µ(C1i) can not be defined for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
To solve this problem, we have to split a symbolic state in such a way that
each sub-symbolic state has well-defined probabilistic transitions over the par-
tition Π, as in Fig. 8.4(c). As a result of this split, the number of blocks stays
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Figure 8.4: The motivation of Expand
the same, but the symbolic state space expands in terms of transitions. In the
following, we define the Expand operator in a formal way.
For symbolic state S = (ℓ, Z) and action α,
Supp(µα) = {(ℓ1,X1), . . . , (ℓm,Xm)}
with probabilities p1, ..., pm, respectively, where Xi ⊆ X is the reset clock
set, and pi is the associated probability with
∑
1≤i≤m pi = 1. For successor
(ℓj ,Xj , pj), the resulting symbolic state is Sj = (ℓj , Z[Xj := 0]). In the fol-
lowing, we will split Z into such a partition Z = {Z1, . . . , Zf} that for any
(sub)symbolic state (ℓ, Z ′) of S, i.e., Z ′ ∈ Z, each of its successor state is
located only in one block. For Ck ∈ {C1, ..., Cn}, define
Zkj =
{
(ℓ, ν) | ν ∈ Z, (ℓj , ν[Xj := 0]) ∈ Ck
}
.
It is possible that Zkj = ∅. For each successor 1 ≤ j ≤ m, {Z
1
j , Z
2
j , . . . , Z
n
j } is a
partition of Z. We have the following partitions:
For 1-st successor : {Z11 , . . . , Z
k
1 , . . . , Z
n
1 }
...
For j-th successor : {Z1j , . . . , Z
k
j , . . . , Z
n
j }
...
For m-th successor : {Z1m, . . . , Z
k
m, . . . , Z
n
m} .
We define
Z~k =
⋂
1≤j≤m
Z
~k[j]
j ,
where for each j, 1 ≤ ~k[j] ≤ n. Z
~k[j]
j denotes choosing the
~k[j]-th element in
the j-th row, where ~k is a vector of indices. Stated in words, Z~k is obtained
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by taking the intersection of one arbitrary element from each row in the above
“matrix”. It is not difficult to see that
{Z~k | 1 ≤
~k[j] ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m} \ {∅}
is a partition of Z, and in the worst case, this partition may contain nm blocks.
For each Z~k, since Z~k ⊆ Z
~k[j]
j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, it must be the case that
(ℓj , Z~k[Xj := 0]) ⊆ C~k[j] for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Hence, the probability from the
symbolic state (ℓ, Z~k) to Ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is obtained by adding the nonzero
probabilities in the i-th column:
Pr
(
(ℓ, Z~k), α, Ci
)
=
∑
1≤j≤m,~k[j]=i
pj .
In what follows, we merge those Z~k and Z~k′ such that for each Ci ∈ Π,
Pr
(
(ℓ, Z~k), α, Ci
)
=Pr
(
(ℓ, Z~k′), α, Ci
)
. As a result, the partition Z={Z1, ..., Zf}
is obtained. And the expansion operator expands a block with (possibly) more
refined symbolic states as follows:
Definition 8.4.3 (The Expand operator) Let Π be a partition of S, α ∈ ∇,
C ∈ Π and S = (ℓ, Z) ∈ C. Then:
Expand(S, α,Π) = {(ℓ, Zi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ f} .
Expand(C,Π) =
⋃
S∈C,α∈∇ Expand(S, α,Π).
Note that for each sub-symbolic stateT of S in Expand(S, α,Π), Pr(T, α, Ck)
is well-defined. Let us denote µT,α as the distribution over Π from T via
action α. Now the distribution set is updated as Distr ′ = {µT,α | T ∈
Expand(C,Π) with T = (ℓ, Y ) for some ℓ, Y and α ∈ ∇(ℓ)}. The distribution
partition on Distr ′ over Π, denoted by Distr ′/Π, can thus be updated conse-
quentially, based on the following fact: Let M ∈ Distr ′/Π, then ∀µ, µ′ ∈ M ,
µ(C) = µ′(C) for any C ∈ Π. As the mutual-refine technique, the state partition
can in turn be refined by the distribution partition as follows:
Definition 8.4.4 (The 2nd discrete-refinement operator) Let Π be a par-
tition of S with C ∈ Π, C ′ = Expand(C,Π) and M ∈ Distr ′/Π. Then:
Refine2d(C,M) = {CM , C \ CM} \ {∅} ,
where CM = {T | µT,α ∈M and T = (ℓ, Y ), α ∈ ∇(ℓ)}.
We define Refine2d(Π,M) = (Π \ {C}) ∪ Refine
2
d(C,M).
The above steps correspond to phase i, line 4-10 in Algo. 2.
Example 8.4.5 The bisimulation quotient of the PTA in Fig. 8.1 is shown in
Fig. 8.5. There are four equivalence classes, with the above three labeled with
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Figure 8.5: The bisimulation quotient
{a} and the one below, the sinking state, with ∅. The label τ denotes that
some time passes during the transition. The intuition is that from ℓ1 or ℓ3 it
is possible to go to a state within a given period of time (the first τ), where
either it takes a discrete transition to the sinking state, or it stays (taking the
second τ) for some time till it can take a transition back resetting its clock with
probability 0.3, or it goes to the sinking state with probability 0.7. t1 and t2
are arbitrary time points, which have been abstracted from the original model.
Correctness and termination. It is not difficult to see that by any of the
Refine operators, we may obtain some new blocks, where for any two states
in different blocks, they are not bisimilar and these blocks are disjoint. The
correctness of the algorithm follows from standard correctness arguments of the
standard partition-refinement scheme [PT87, KS90] and its probabilistic adap-
tion [BEM00]. The definition of Refinet(Π, C) clearly yields a finer partition,
which deals with timed transitions. For the two operators for discrete transi-
tions, the first one, Refine1d(Π,∇) (where ∇ is an action set), distinguishes the
states with discrete transitions and it also yields a finer partition. The second
one, Refine1d(Π,M) (where M is an equivalence class with respect to the proba-
bilistic distributions), is standard in computing probabilistic bisimulations (see
[BEM00, Lem. 4.4]). The correctness of novel Expand operator follows directly
from its definition.
Termination is ensured by Thm. 8.3.4. Namely, in the worst case, the algo-
rithm will generate the partition induced by the region equivalence.
Complexity. We analyze the complexity of the algorithm briefly. Since in
the worst case, the region equivalence will be obtained, our algorithm needs to
refine exponentially many times to reach the fixpoint, and thus it is an Exptime
algorithm. On the other hand, it is not very hard to show, by adapting the con-
structions of [CY92, LS00, LS07], that for PTA with at least three clocks, the
Exptime lower-bound can be obtained. The key observation is that, as shown
in [CY92, LS00], given a TA, the reachability problem is Pspace-complete when
the constants occurring in the guards of the TA belong to {0, 1} or when the
number of clocks is at least three (with relatively large constants to which these
clocks are compared). Both of them turn out to be the source of the complexity
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and conceptually they can be traded for each other. When the probability is
involved, as shown in [LS07], the complexity lower-bound (of almost-sure proba-
bilistic reachability, which is a natural variant of reachability in the probabilistic
setting) climbs up to Exptime-complete (note that one can trade the number of
clocks for the number of components, according to [LS00]). Moreover, one can
easily use PTaB to “encode” the probabilistic reachability property (see also
[JLS08] for relevant work). Hence the claimed Exptime lower-bound. Never-
theless, we note that (1) for PTA with only one clock, we can show that the
algorithm only needs polynomial time to reach the fixpoint. (This is due to
the fact that for one-clock TA, one can take larger granularity on the occurring
constants, and thus obtain a region graph which is only of polynomial size, see
[LMS04, JLS08].) Thus in this case, we can get a polynomial-time algorithm; (2)
In practice, usually, PTA have a much coarser partition than the one induced
by the region equivalence, and thus our algorithm is expected to perform pretty
well in this case. Undoubtedly, (2) has to be confirmed by the experimental
data, which is left as the future work. (The current chapter is only devoted to
the theoretical development.) We only note here that the results of [TY01] for
(non-probabilistic) TA are encouraging.
8.5 Verification of Branching-time Properties
The logic PCTL. In this section we prove that PTaB preserves branching-
time properties specified in probabilistic CTL (PCTL, [HJ94]). We first briefly
introduce the syntax and semantics of PCTL.
Φ ::= tt | a | ¬Φ | Φ ∧ Φ | ∃Pp(φ) ,
where p ∈ [0, 1] is a probability, a ∈ AP,  ∈ {<,≤, >,≥} and φ is a path
formula defined as:
φ ::= Φ U Φ | ΦW Φ .
Semantics. The semantics of PCTL is defined by a satisfaction relation,
denoted |=, which is characterized as the least relation over the state in a PTS
M = (S,Steps , L, s0) (infinite paths inM, respectively) and the state formulae
(path formulae) satisfying:
s |= tt
s |= a iff a ∈ L(s)
s |= ¬Φ iff not (s |= Φ)
s |= Φ ∧Ψ iff s |= Φ and s |= Ψ
s |= ∃Pp(φ) iff for some scheduler G ∈ W, Prob(s, φ) p in the DTMC
DG, where Prob(s, φ) = Pr{σ ∈ Paths(s) | σ |= φ}.
ρ |= Φ UΨ iff ∃ i.
(
ρ[i] |= Ψ ∧ ∀ 06j<i. ρ[j] |= Φ
)
,
ρ |= ΦWΨ iff either ρ |= Φ U6Ψ or ∀i.ρ[i] |= Φ .
The bisimulation relation can be lifted to paths in the following way:
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Lemma 8.5.1 (Bisimulation on paths) Let s ∼ s′. Then for each (finite or
infinite) path ω = s0
t0,µ0−−−−→ s1
t1,µ1−−−−→ s2 · · · ∈ Paths(s), there exists a path
ω′ = s′0
t′0,µ
′
0−−−−→ s1
t′1,µ
′
1−−−−→ s′2 · · · ∈ Paths(s
′) of the same length such that for
each i ≥ 0, si ∼ s
′
i and µi ≡∼ µ
′
i.
Theorem 8.5.2 Let G be a PTA and ∼ be a PTaB on G. For any PCTL
formula Φ, s ∼ s′ implies that s |= Φ iff s′ |= Φ.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the structure of Φ. The base case is
trivial, since if s ∼ s′, then L(s) = L(s′). The interesting inductive cases
are for Φ = Pp(φ), where φ = Ψ1 U Ψ2. Assume that s |= Φ. Then there
exists a scheduler G : Paths∗ → R × Distr(S) such that PathsG(s,Ψ1UΨ2) =
{ω ∈ PathsG(s) | ∃i ≥ 0. ω(i, ti) |= Ψ2 ∧ ∀0 ≤ j < i, t < tj . ω(j, t) |= Ψ1} and
Pr(PathsG(s,Ψ1UΨ2)) p.
Assume ω ∈ PathsG(s,Ψ1UΨ2). According to Lem. 8.5.1, there must exist a
probabilistic time-abstracting bisimilar path ω′ ∈ PathsG
′
(s′,Ψ1UΨ2), and vice
versa. We can thus construct a scheduler G′ : Paths∗ → R×Distr(S) as follows:
for ω ∈ Paths∗(s) and its bisimilar path ω′ ∈ Paths∗(s′), if G(ω) = (µ, t), then
G′(ω′) = (µ′, t′) and µ ≡∼ µ
′.
It remains to show that Pr(PathsG(s,Ψ1UΨ2)) = Pr(Paths
G
′
(s′,Ψ1UΨ2)).
Due to the fact that for each Ψ1UΨ2 path, the probability distributions deter-
mined by G and G′ are equivalent, the probability measures of the two sets of
paths coincide. 
The above theorem states that a PCTL formula is preserved by PTaBs,
which indicates that all the PCTL properties can be checked on the quotient
PTSs. Thus all the existing techniques, algorithms, and tools for finite MDPs
can be applied. We remark that the reverse direction of the theorem, however,
does not hold in general.
8.6 Conclusion
We have investigated PTaBs for PTA. This equivalence usually provides a much
coarser partition than tradition region equivalence and preserves PCTL. We
provided a non-trivial adaptation of the traditional partition-refinement algo-
rithm to compute the quotient under PTaB.
As for future work, experimental evaluation of the efficiency of the pro-
posed algorithm is to be carried out. Moreover, combined probabilistic time-
abstracting bisimulations (where a transition can be simulated by a convex com-
bination of transitions), weak probabilistic time-abstracting bisimulations, and
logical characterizations of PTaBare interesting topics which deserve further in-
vestigation. Furthermore, abstract-refinement and counterexample generation
problems for PTA are in the plan.
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Summary
This dissertation consists of two parts.
Part I concentrates on the axiomatizability of process algebras, mostly on two
basic process algebras BCCSP and BCCS.
Chapter 3 presents two meta-theorems regarding the axiomatizability. The
first one concerns the relationship between preorders and equivalences. We show
that the same algorithm proposed by Aceto el al. and de Frutos Escrig et al.
for concrete semantics, which transforms an axiomatization for a preorder to
the one for the corresponding equivalence, applies equally well to weak seman-
tics. This makes it applicable to all 87 preorders surveyed in the “linear time –
branching time spectrum II” that are at least as coarse as the ready simulation
preorder. We also extend the scope of the algorithm to infinite processes, by
adding recursion constants. The second meta-theorem concerns the relationship
between concrete and weak semantics. For any semantics which is not finer than
failures or impossible futures semantics, we provide an algorithm to transform
an axiomatization for the concrete version to the one for the weak counter-
part. As an application of this algorithm, we derive ground- and ω-complete
axiomatizations for weak failure, weak completed trace, weak trace preorders.
Chapter 4 settles the remaining open questions regarding the existence of
ω-complete axiomatizations in the setting of the process algebra BCCSP for all
the semantics in the linear time – branching time spectrum I, either positively
by giving a finite, sound and ground-complete axiomatization which turns out to
be ω-complete, or negatively by proving that such a finite basis of the equational
theory does not exist. We prove that in case of a finite alphabet with at least
two actions, failure semantics affords a finite basis, while for ready simulation,
completed simulation, simulation, possible worlds, ready trace, failure trace
and ready semantics, such a finite basis does not exist. Completed simulation
semantics also lacks a finite basis in case of an infinite alphabet of actions.
Chapter 5 investigates the (in)equational theories of concrete and weak im-
possible futures semantics over the process algebras BCCSP and BCCS. We
present a finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization for BCCSP modulo
the concrete impossible futures preorder, which implies a finite, sound, ground-
complete axiomatization for BCCS modulo the weak impossible futures pre-
order. By contrast, we prove that no finite, sound axiomatization for BCCS
modulo the weak impossible futures equivalence is ground-complete, and this
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negative result carries over to the concrete case. If the alphabet of actions is
infinite, then the aforementioned ground-complete axiomatizations are shown
to be ω-complete. However, if the alphabet is finite and nonempty, we prove
that the inequational (resp. equational) theories of BCCSP and BCCS modulo
the impossible futures preorder (resp. equivalence) lack such a finite basis. Fi-
nally, we show that the negative result regarding impossible futures equivalence
extends to all n-nested impossible futures equivalences for n ≥ 2, and to all
n-nested impossible futures preorders for n ≥ 3.
Chapter 6 studies the equational theory of bisimulation equivalence over the
process algebra BCCSPΘ, i.e., BCCSP extended with the priority operator Θ
of Baeten et al. It is proven that, in the presence of an infinite set of actions,
bisimulation equivalence has no finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization
over that language. This negative result applies even if the syntax is extended
with an arbitrary collection of auxiliary operators, and motivates the study of
axiomatizations using equations with action predicates as conditions. In the
presence of an infinite set of actions, it is shown that, in general, bisimulation
equivalence has no finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization consisting of
equations with action predicates as conditions over BCCSPΘ. Finally, sufficient
conditions on the priority structure over actions are identified that lead to a
finite, sound, ground-complete axiomatization of bisimulation equivalence using
equations with action predicates as conditions.
Part II concentrates on the verification of probabilistic real-time systems.
Chapter 7 studies the following problem: given a continuous-time Markov
chain C, and a linear real-time property provided as a deterministic timed au-
tomaton A, what is the probability of the set of paths of C that are accepted
by A? It is shown that this set of paths is measurable and computing its prob-
ability can be reduced to computing the reachability probability in a piecewise
deterministic Markov process. The reachability probability is characterized as
the least solution of a system of integral equations and is shown to be approxi-
mated by solving a system of partial differential equations. For the special case
of single-clock deterministic timed automata, the system of integral equations
can be transformed into a system of linear equations where the coefficients are
solutions of ordinary differential equations.
Chapter 8 focuses on probabilistic timed automata, an extension of timed
automata with discrete probabilistic branchings. As the region construction
of these automata often leads to an exponential blow-up over the size of orig-
inal automata, reduction techniques are of the utmost importance. In this
chapter, we investigate probabilistic time-abstracting bisimulation (PTaB), an
equivalence notion that abstracts from exact time delays. PTaB is proven to
preserve probabilistic computation tree logic. The region equivalence is a (very
refined) PTaB. Furthermore, we provide a non-trivial adaptation of the tradi-
tional partition-refinement algorithm to compute the quotient under the PTaB.
This algorithm is symbolic in the sense that equivalence classes are represented
as polyhedra.
Nederlandse Samenvatting1
Klokken, Dobbelen en Processen
Het proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen.
Deel I concentreert zich op de axiomatizeerbaarheid van procesalgebra’s, met
name op twee basale procesalgebra’s BCCSP en BCCS.
Hoofdstuk 3 bevat twee meta-stellingen betreffende axiomatizeerbaarheid.
De eerste richt zich op de relatie tussen preorders and equivalenties. We tonen
aan dat het algoritme van Aceto el al. en de Frutos Escrig et al. voor concrete
semantieken, die een axiomatizering voor een preorder omzet in een axiomatiz-
ering voor de corresponderende equivalentie, ook van toepassing is op zwakke
semantieken. Dit maakt het van toepassing op alle 87 preorders in het “lineaire
tijd – splitsende tijd spectrum II” die minstens zo grof zijn als de ready simu-
lation preorder. We breiden de scope van het algoritme ook uit tot oneindige
processen, door toevoeging van recursie-constanten. De tweede meta-stelling be-
treft de relatie tussen concrete and zwakke semantieken. Voor iedere semantiek
die niet fijner is dan failures of impossible futures semantiek, geven wij een al-
goritme om een axiomatizering voor de concrete versie om te zetten naar een
axiomatizering voor de zwakke tegenhanger. Als een toepassing van dit algo-
ritme leiden we grond- en ω-complete axiomatizeringen af voor weak failure,
weak completed trace, en weak trace preorder.
Hoofdstuk 4 beantwoordt alle openstaande vragen wat betreft het bestaan
van ω-complete axiomatizeringen in de context van de procesalgebra BCCSP,
voor de semantieken in het “lineaire tijd – splitsende tijd spectrum I”. De
antwoorden zijn ofwel positief door een eindige, grond-complete axiomatizering
te geven die ook ω-compleet is, ofwel negatief door te bewijzen dat een dergeli-
jke eindige basis voor de equationele theorie niet bestaat. We bewijzen dat er
bij een eindig alfabet van tenminste twee acties, een eindige basis is voor fail-
ure semantiek, terwijl voor ready simulation, completed simulation, simulation,
possible worlds, ready trace, failure trace and ready semantiek, zo’n eindige ba-
sis niet bestaat. Completed simulation semantiek heeft ook geen eindige basis
bij een oneindig alfabet van acties.
Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoekt de equationele theoriee¨n voor concrete en zwakke
impossible futures semantiek over de procesalgebra’s BCCSP and BCCS. We
1Dutch Summary. Translated from the English summary by Wan Fokkink.
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presenteren een eindige, grond-complete axiomatizering voor BCCSP modulo de
concrete impossible futures preorder, wat een eindige, grond-complete axioma-
tizering impliceert voor BCCS modulo de zwakke impossible futures preorder.
In contrast hiermee bewijzen we dat er geen eindige, grond-complete axiomatiz-
ering bestaat voor BCCS modulo de zwakke impossible futures equivalentie; dit
negatieve resultaat is overdraagbaar naar het concrete geval. Indien het alfabet
van acties eindig is, tonen we aan dat de voornoemde grond-complete axiom-
atizeringen ω-compleet zijn. Echter, indien het alfabet eindig is en niet leeg,
dan bewijzen we dat de inequationele (resp. equationele) theoriee¨n van BCCSP
and BCCS modulo impossible futures preorder (resp. equivalentie) zo’n eindige
basis ontberen. Tenslotte tonen we aan dat het negatieve resultaat betreffende
impossible futures equivalentie ook van toepassing is op alle n-nested impossi-
ble futures equivalenties voor n ≥ 2, and op alle n-nested impossible futures
preorders voor n ≥ 3.
Hoofdstuk 6 bestudeert de equationele theorie van bisimulatie equivalentie
voor de procesalgebra BCCSPΘ, oftewel, BCCSP uitgebreid met de prioriteit-
soperator Θ van Baeten et al. Er wordt bewezen dat in aanwezigheid van een
oneindig alfabet, bisimulatie equivalentie geen eindige, grond-complete axiom-
atizering heeft over deze procesalgebra. Dit negatieve resultaat is zelfs van
toepassing als de syntax wordt uitgebreid met een willekeurige collectie hulp-
operatoren, en motiveert de studie van axiomatizeringen die gebruik maken
van vergelijkingen met actie-predicaten als condities. In aanwezigheid van een
oneindig alfabet, wordt aangetoond dat bisimulatie equivalentie in het algemeen
geen eindige, grond-complete axiomatizering heeft over BCCSPΘ van vergeli-
jkingen met actie-predicaten als condities. Tenslotte worden condities gegeven
op de prioriteits-structuur over acties, die aanleiding geven tot een eindige,
grond-complete axiomatizering van bisimulatie equivalentie, waarbij de vergeli-
jkingen zijn voorzien van actie-predicaten als condities.
Deel II concentreert zich op de verificatie van probabilistische real-time syste-
men.
Hoofdstuk 7 bestudeert het volgende probleem: gegeven een continuous-
time Markov-keten C, en een lineaire real-time eigenschap weergegeven als een
deterministische getimede automaat A, wat is de kansgrootte van de verza-
meling paden van C die worden geaccepteerd door A? Aangetoond wordt dat
deze verzameling paden meetbaar is, en dat het berekenen van zijn kans kan
worden gereduceerd tot het berekenen van de kans op bereikbaarheid in een
stuksgewijs deterministisch Markov-proces. De kans op bereikbaarheid wordt
gekarakterizeerd als de kleinste oplossing van een systeem van integrale vergeli-
jkingen, en wordt benaderd door het oplossen van een systeem van partie¨le
differentiaalvergelijkingen. Voor het speciale geval van enkele-klok determinis-
tische getimede automaten, blijkt dat het systeem van integrale vergelijkingen
kan worden getransformeerd naar een systeem van lineaire vergelijkingen waarin
de coe¨fficie¨nten oplossingen zijn van gewone differentiaalvergelijkingen.
Hoofdstuk 8 richt zich op probabilistische getimede automaten, een uitbreid-
ing van getimede automaten met discrete probabilistische splitsingen. Aangezien
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de constructie van gebieden voor deze automaten vaak leidt tot een exponentie¨le
toename van de omvang van de originele automaat, zijn reductietechnieken van
het grootste belang. In dit hoofdstuk onderzoeken we probabilistische tijd-
abstraherende bisimulatie (PTaB), een equivalentie-notie die abstraheert van
precieze tijdsmomenten. Er wordt bewezen dat PTaB de probabilistische com-
putation tree logica behoudt. De gebiedsequivalentie is een (zeer verfijnde)
PTaB. We geven ook een niet-triviale aanpassing van het traditionele partitie-
verfijningsalgoritme om het quotie¨nt onder de PTaBte berekenen. Dit algo-
ritme is symbolisch in de zin dat equivalentie-klassen worden gerepresenteerd
als polyhedra.
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